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Chapter 1

Introduction

During the past decade high throughput experimental techniques led to an explosion in

the amount of data describing biological phenomena. Huge amounts of data are available

describing different levels of biology: (i) Genomic data - the Human Genome Project an-

nounced its completion on Feb, 2001 [1, 2] unravelling the 3 × 109 bases of the human

DNA and its ∼ 30, 000 genes. Many other genomes are already finished with many more

on the way. Differences among individuals are also studied and on the order of 107 single

nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) are currently known (ii) Gene expression data is mea-

sured for tens of thousands of genes in different cell-types at different conditions taken

from various organisms. (iii) Amino acid sequences of hundreds of thousands of proteins

are known, and (iv) Three dimensional structures, at atomic level, of thousands of proteins

are publicly available. The amount of data in each of these fields calls for the development

of novel analysis tools that will produce new biologically relevant knowledge [3].

This thesis can be considered as part of the global effort in functional genomics, for

which Hieter and Boguski [4] provide the following definition: ”[Functional genomics] is

characterized by high throughput or large-scale experimental methodologies combined with

statistical and computational analysis of the results. The fundamental strategy in a func-

tional genomics approach is to expand the scope of biological investigation from studying

single genes or proteins to studying all genes or proteins at once in a systematic fashion.

Computational biology will perform a critical and expanding role in this area: whereas

structural genomics has been characterized by data management, functional genomics will

be characterized by mining the data sets for particularly valuable information. Functional

genomics promises to rapidly narrow the gap between sequence and function and to yield

new insights into the behavior of biological systems.”

Our research focused on developing and applying analysis methods to “mine” the data

and discover new biologically meaningful information. Two specific problems were ad-

dressed; the major one is the analysis of gene expression data obtained from microarray

experiments mainly obtained from samples representing various forms of cancer, and the

other concerns improving and automating the assignment of protein structures to families

of similar folds. Both these research directions may lead to better understanding of cellu-
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lar biology (function of genes and their network of interactions) and contribute to cancer

research and hopefully to cancer therapy.

1.1 Thesis outline

In this Introduction I give an overview of my primary field - gene expression analysis. The

aim is to describe the general experimental methods, the biological questions asked and

to review the analysis methods used to answer these questions. Chapter 2 is devoted to

analysis methods. A detailed description of the methods we developed and used is given.

In addition, other methods that were specifically designed to analyze jointly the rows

and columns of a matrix, as the one we developed, are reviewed. Chapter 3 describes the

problem area that played the central role in my research; analysis of gene expression data.

It starts by a brief review of microarray technology and its biological uses and continues

with the main biological findings in various projects, that resulted from applications of our

methods. We used our techniques also for protein structure analysis, which is presented in

Chapter 4. The Thesis ends with a summary which contains a discussion of all the chapters

and challenges for the future.

1.2 Gene expression experiments

The central dogma in biology [5] describes the information flow in the cell; DNA is tran-

scribed to mRNA which is then translated into protein. The DNA molecule, which resides

in the nucleus of all the cells of an organism, stores the entire genetic information. When

a certain protein is needed, the information to produce it is copied from the correspond-

ing gene on the DNA to an mRNA molecule. This process is called transcription and is

catalyzed by the RNA polymerase (RNAP) complex. Transcription is regulated, either

enhanced or repressed, by other proteins called transcription factors (TFs) that bind to

the gene’s promoter region (a segment of DNA usually located closely before the protein

coding region starts) and affect the binding of the RNAP. The mRNA leaves the nucleus

and reaches a ribosome where this information is translated to the corresponding amino-

acid sequence and the desired protein is assembled. Consequently, the number of mRNA

molecules of a specific gene in a cell, the gene’s expression level, gives a rough estimate

of the generated amount of protein it codes for. Note that in higher Eukaryotes, e.g. hu-

mans, the mRNA is often spliced, pieces of it (introns) are removed and the remaining ones

(exons) are rejoined - not necessarily all of them and not always in the original order. In

these cases, a single gene may produce several different mRNA molecules which code for

different proteins.
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1.2.1 Microarray technology

Gene expression research witnessed a revolution with the development of microarray tech-

nology. Instead of measuring the mRNA level of a single, or a few, genes at a time, a single

microarray experiment can measure the expression levels of tens of thousands of genes

simultaneously. There are several technologies to manufacture microarrays all of which are

based on the same general scheme: Tiny probes are placed on a surface. Each probe binds

to mRNA molecules of a specific gene. mRNA is harvested from the examined cells and is

labelled with a fluorescent dye. This target solution is poured on the surface and the labeled

molecules stick to their corresponding probes. A scanning laser microscope generates an

image by scanning the surface and collecting the fluorescent emission at every position.

The image is then analyzed and the estimated signal from each probe is obtained. The

signal of a probe corresponds to the amount of mRNA molecules of that particular gene.

See Chapter 3 for further details regarding these technologies.

The two most popular microarray technologies are spotted cDNA microarrays and

synthetic oligonucleotide microarrays (produced by AffymetrixTM). From technical reasons,

in cDNA microarray experiments one usually pours a mixture target solution which is

prepared from two samples, each labelled with a different color (red or green). The outcome

of such experiment is the ratio of gene expression levels between the two samples. In

synthetic oligonucleotide microarrays, on the other hand, labelled RNA molecules from

a single sample are measured. In both technologies, the probes represent either genes of

known identity or expressed sequence tags (EST) which are segments of mRNA molecules

extracted from cells.

State-of-the-art microarray technology can detect genes of entire genomes of many

species, and recently even the human genome. This panoramic view of the cell is believed

to represent the “state” of the cell and is referred to as the molecular profile of the cell [6].

One should keep in mind that the mRNA levels are only part of the picture since many of

the cellular processes occur at the protein level and some of them leave little trace on the

genes’ expression levels. Nevertheless, this assumption is used and gives rise to many new

insights on the cell’s behavior.

1.2.2 Biological questions

Gene expression experiments are used to answer a variety of biological questions. The

questions can be divided to two main categories. Questions of the first kind concern genes,

e.g. assigning function to genes and deciphering gene pathways and regulatory networks;

these fall in the realm of functional genomics. Questions of the other category are aimed

at reaching better understanding of the molecular biology of the analyzed cells at various

conditions. Examples of such questions are: which pathways are active, which genes are

key players, are cells with different phenotypes also different in their molecular profile.

In a single experiment one can answer questions from both categories. The most basic

question asked is a comparative one - which genes are differentially expressed between two
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or more conditions. Even the answer for this question can be used to study both genes

and conditions. On the one hand, one can gain insight regarding the biological mechanisms

that operate in the analyzed condition by identifying the pathways and function of the

differentially expressed genes for which these are known. On the other hand, one can also

suggest function to unfamiliar genes if those act coherently with other genes of known

function.

Other questions that focus on the analyzed cells and are particularly common in cancer

research are class prediction and class discovery. In class prediction one tries to predict the

class of a sample based on the expression level of a selected set of genes. The potential use of

such classifiers is in diagnosis, prognosis and selection of therapy. The goal of class discovery

is to identify distinct types and sub-types of a disease based on molecular profiles. These

new types can then be studies using comparative analysis and a classifier can be trained

to diagnose them. Class discovery is widely used in analysis of tumors [7, 8] since many

tumor-types, as they are defined today, are composed of molecularly different sub-types

which need to be studied separately and perhaps treated differently [9]. Class discovery

and exploratory methods are also used learn about the relationships between the classes;

which are close to which, or are they ordered in some particular way. Other questions which

are also common in cancer research deal with survival analysis, in which one searches for

genes that are indicative of survival or classes which have distinct survival distributions.

Gene expression studies are performed on many organisms and on different types of

cells. Most common are yeast, human and mouse tissue samples (both normal or malignant

samples) and cell lines. These studies have a major impact on cancer research and our

understanding of cell biology understanding [9].

1.2.3 Data mining

In a large-scale experiment one measures gene expression in samples of cells taken from

ten to hundreds of different conditions. The outcome of these experiments can be arranged

in a huge array (typically of more than 106 elements); each row represents one gene’s

expression profile across the conditions and each column is the molecular profile of a single

condition [6]. Analyzing such vast amounts of data is the goal of “data mining” methods

which, in conjunction with understanding of the underlying biology, can extract meaningful

new biological information. Data mining in gene expression is particularly difficult since the

data are very noisy and the cost of an experiment prevents performance of many replicates,

which could have been used to model the noise and to average it out.

The problem of mining vast amounts of data is often initially addressed by unsuper-

vised (or clustering) methods in which no explicit assumptions or hypotheses are made;

one searches for regular patterns and general structure in the data. For example, when

analyzing microarray experiments, each gene is usually represented by its expression level

over the samples studied. Clustering genes with correlated expression levels is likely to

group together genes that participate in the same or related biological processes without
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knowing the nature of these processes in advance. These gene clusters may serve as a first

step in the understanding biological processes by focusing the research on these genes.

The unsupervised methods are usually accompanied by supervised approaches in which

one searches for patterns that correspond to external labels on the data points, that often

are obtained from other sources. For example, when analyzing gene expression of samples

taken from normal and diseased tissues, supervised method can find genes whose expression

level can differentiate between the two tissue types.

The analysis involves an interplay between supervised and unsupervised methods. Usu-

ally, when one performs an experiment one wants to test some hypotheses; these are usually

addressed using supervised methods. In addition, one want to “mine” the data and look for

signals that can generate new hypotheses, which can then be tested by supervised methods.

Lately, there is growing interest in semi-supervised methods, which are in between the

supervised and unsupervised extremes [10,11], which deal with partial knowledge. Actually,

most problems in biology belong to this regime since there is already a large body of

knowledge regarding the function, structure and interactions of genes and proteins, but

this knowledge concerns only a small fraction of known genes and proteins. Therefore, one

may benefit from applying such techniques to biological data.

1.2.4 A typical experiment

A gene expression experiment is usually conducted as follows: (i) A biological question or

hypothesis is raised. (ii) The experimentalist carefully designs an experiment that can an-

swer the question or test the hypothesis, choosing the technology, the cells, their conditions

and the number and level of replications to perform. (iii) mRNA is harvested from the cells

and the microarray experiments are performed. (iv) Image analysis and quality control are

performed in order to extract reliable measurements out of the signals and evaluate their

accuracy. (v) The data are analyzed with different data mining methods, supervised and

unsupervised, in order to test the raised hypotheses and to extract any valuable informa-

tion out of the data. Usually at this point one needs to turn to other sources to validate

the findings, e.g. use other experimental techniques to measure mRNA concentrations, test

the results on new samples, literature search, genomic analysis or validation by comparing

the results and testing them on other datasets. The following sections are dedicated to the

different steps of the experiment.

1.3 Experimental design

Designing a microarray experiment is not trivial. Questions arising at this stage are: (i)

which microrarry technology to use? (ii) How many examples are needed from each con-

dition? (iii) How many technical replications to perform for each sample? If one decides

to use a two-dye experiment (cDNA microarrays) one has to choose which mRNA target

to label with each of the dyes. Most cDNA experiments choose a common reference target
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(e.g. a mixture of normal tissues) as a control and use it in all hybridizations. Kerr et

al. [12] suggest more efficient labelling schemes which can reach better accuracy in identi-

fying differentially expressed genes. The answers for the questions posed above depend on

the biological questions asked, the available samples and on the chosen statistical analysis

tools. The choices made at this first stage of the experiment limit the possible statistical

significane of the discoveries and may hinder the whole experiment. For further discussion

on the experimental design see [6, 12] and references therein.

1.4 Data acquisition

Data acquisition is the process of producing the readings from the scanned image of the

hybridized microarray. This process depends on the specific technology used, since each

technology has its own problems and common experimental errors (see Secsions 3.3 and

3.4) A . The general data acquisition procedure is as follows: first, the image is analyzed

and the regions that represent each probe are identified. Next, non-specific hybridization

is estimated and subtracted from the signal of each probe; in cDNA microarrays it is

estimated by measuring the intensity surounding each spot, whereas in Affymetrix chips

probes come in pairs: one containing the exact desired sequence, called a perfect match

probe, and the other has one mismatch at the central nucleotide, called a mismatch probe.

The level of hybridization to the mismatch probe is used to estimate the part of the signal

of the perfect match probe, that is due to non-specific hybridization. Irizarry et al. [13]

demonstrated that the intensity of a mismatch probe contains various levels of infromation

regarding the desired signal (the one of the perfect match probe) and hence subtracting it

may yield biased measurements.

Affymetrix provides a software called MicroArray Suite (MAS) [14, 15] that performes

the data acquisition and quality assurance for the Genechips. The output of the MAS

software are the expression levels of all the probesets1 (genes or ESTs), called Average Dif-

ference in MAS 4.0 and Signal in MAS 5.0. In addition for each probeset a Present/Absent

call is provided. This call takes into account the quality and agreement between the signals

of all the probe-pairs that represent a single gene (or EST). A gene is called Present if the

null-hypothesis that the gene was not expressed at all is rejected (MAS 5.0 also provides a

p-value for this hypothesis).

Recently other tools were developed to generate the experession levels form the resulting

images [13,16–18]. These methods use the images from all the experiments in order to obtain

better statistics on systematic fluctuations of the probe signals. The three most common

methods to extract the gene expression levels from Affymetrix chips are MAS 5.0 [15],

RMA [13] and dChip (based on [16,17].

Data acquisition from cDNA microarrays can be performed using several software tools,

e.g. QuantarrayTM [19] and Scanalyze [20]. These software packages identify the spots on

1A probeset is the set of all probes that represent a single gene or EST.
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the image, evaluate the hybridization quality and extract a reading and background for

each spot. Next, the background is subtracted from the spot intensity and the signal is

obtained. This is performed for both dyes. Since the two dyes have different labelling

efficiencies scaling is performed on one of them (usually the Cy5 is normalized). Finally,

the ratio between the Cy3-signal and the normalized Cy5-signal is reported (see Sec. 3.4)

for more details.

1.5 Preprocessing

In general, preprocessing includes transformation of the data in a way that makes the

experimental noise independent, identically distributed (i.i.d) and preferably Gaussian and

additive. Consequently, a value of y can be considered to be a realization of y0+ε, where y0 is

the “true” value and ε, the noise, is normally distributed centered at zero with a standard

deviation of σ, i.e. ε ∼ N (0, σ2). In microarray experiments, the variation, σ2, can be

divided into three parts [21]; σ2
B - due to the biological variation within a specific group, σ2

A

- variation between technical replicates which includes all aspects of preparing the target

as well as array to array variation. The last component is σ2
e which stands for the variation

within an array. One can measure each of these components by replicating experiments

at the different levels. For example, when finding genes that are differentially expressed

between two types of a disease one should collect samples from different individuals with

these disease types. The variation across the patients with a certain type is due to all three

components of the noise. If one wants to estimate σ2
A one can harvest mRNA from cells

of the same patient and repeat the experiment; this will include noise entering from the

harvesting step. A more common replication at this level is to separate the harvested RNA

into several test tubes and perform a microarray experiment on each of them. Finally,

to measure the variance across the array, σ2
e , one can place a probe for the same gene

at different positions on the array. In addition, part of the preprocessing is to estimate

missing values which often represent defects in the experiment which render some values

unreliable.

1.5.1 Transformation

Many analysis methods, both supervised and unsupervised, assume that the experimental

noise surrounding the measurments is normally distributed with a constant variance which

is independent of the mean. In this case, similar differences between the readings have the

same statistical significance. This assumption, however, is invalid in gene-expression data.

Fig. 1.1 depicts a graph of the standard deviation of the log of gene expression readings vs.

their mean, measured for 8793 genes in 9 repeats2. The curve represents the average noise

level as a functions of its mean and follows a typical shape. One can clearly see that the

2Data taken from a yet unpublished paper by M. Levite and measured using Affymetrix Human Focus
chips and MAS 5.0 software.
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noise depends on the average expression level; low readings have larger noise. The common

practice in gene expresion is to select a threshold, say 6 for this data, which represents

the detection level of the experimental system and mark all reading below that value as

uncertain. Higher values are analyzed after taking their log and, hence, this preprocessing

is called log-transformation. Analyzing the log-transformed data assumes that the variance

is constant for values above 6 which is obviously only an approximation. Note that the log-

transformation is not mandatory and can be avoided if one applies analysis methods that

can incorporate a non-Gaussian model for the noise, e.g. a log-normal distribution with

intensity dependent parameters.
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Figure 1.1: Experimental noise of gene expression data. Each point represents a gene (an

Affymetrix probeset), on the x-axis is the mean of log2(Xij) and on the y-axis is the

standard deviation of log2(Xij) where Xij is the Affymetrix reading for gene i in repeat

j. The solid line represents the average noise level (Std) obtained at different values of

E[log2(X)].

1.5.2 Scaling

Several of the factors that influence the measured fluorescent emission contribute an overall

scaling factor to the readings. Examples of such factors are the labelling efficiency of the
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dyes, the mRNA concentration poured on the chip and the scanning sensitivity. The aim of

scaling is to estimate the value of this factor and divide the readings by it in order to bring

readings from different microarrays to the same scale. Note that if scaling is performed after

the log-transformation one should estimate a shifting constant and not a scaling factor.

There are several methods to perform such scaling which are based on different as-

sumptions. The most common scaling methods assume that the total amount of mRNA

molecules in each experiment is the same. Consequently, the total expression levels should

be the same and, therefore, the scaling factor is estimated by either taking simply the

mean, or using a more robust statistic. For example, the Affimetrix software (MAS) uses

the trimmed mean (see Sec. 2.4.1) to estimate the scaling factor; others use the median.

Other methods use linear regression between the gene expression levels of each sample and

the expression levels of a chosen reference experiment (either a single experiment or the

average of all experiments). Durbin et al. [22] suggest a non-linear method that takes into

account the scaling factor together with a model for the noise and performs transfomation

and scaling in a single step.

A different type of scaling uses “spike-controls”, which are externally added mRNA

molecules of known concentrations that hybridize to specific probes on the chip. These

spike-controls can help eliminate differences due to the dye efficiency and parameters of the

scanner. It cannot, however, correct for differences in the amount of mRNA poured on the

chip. There are additional non-linear scaling methods which perform intensity dependent

scaling [?, 22].

1.5.3 Missing value estimation

The data preprocessing includes estimating missing values. These can originate from de-

fective probes or other experimental damages that render the expression level of specific

genes untrustable. Troyanskaya et al. [23] tested several such imputing methods: (i) Re-

placing the missing values by zero (the expression levels are assumed to be log ratios and

hence zero represents no difference from the control); (ii) Replacing the missing values by

the average of the other (non-missing) values of that gene in the other experiments. (iii)

Approximating the gene expression matrix by taking the k leading SVD components (see

2.2.6); (iv) Approximating the missing values of a gene by the average of the k most similar

genes where the similarity between two genes is based on samples in which the expression

levels of both genes are non-missing.

1.5.4 Filtering

Gene filtering is perfomed in order to remove unreliable, noisy and uninformative genes

prior to the analysis. The two most popular criteria to remove genes are: (i) The number, or

fraction, of missing values (or Absent in Affymterix chips) a gene has. For example, genes

for which more than 10% of the samples have missing values are removed. (ii) The variance

of the expression values of the gene. A gene which is approximately constant across the
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samples does not help distinguish between the clusters. Typically, most of the genes are

filtered out at this step (∼ 70%). Filtering is higly important for unsupervised analysis

since these genes only introduce noise to the differences between the samples. This noise

may obscure the structure in the data. Filtering is less crucial for supervised analysis since

genes which are noisy or constant will not display considerable difference between groups

of samples. One should take into account that the larger is the number of genes, the more

likely it is to find specific patterns in random fluctuations (see Sec. 1.7.1 for a discussion

on multiple comparisons).

1.6 Data mining

Data mining is an active field of research that includes classic and more recent machine

learning and statistical methods. The general settings is that data is collected for a set of

N objects (or cases). The objects can be selected according to some of their characteristics,

Ci. For each of them M additional features are measured Xi = (xi
1, . . . , x

i
M), thus, the data

regarding each object is the pair (C, X). Consider an experiment in which one wants to

study gene expression in two different tumor types, A and B. The experimentalist designs

the experiment and decides to obtain NA tumor samples of type A and NB of type B. For

each sample, the expression levels of Ng genes are measured using a microarray experiment.

Here the N = NA + NB tumor samples are the objects which were selected according to

their tumor type, A or B, and each object is represented by M = Ng additional features

which are the gene expression levels.

Gene expression data can be organized in a form of a matrix of Ng rows, one for each

gene, and Ns columns, one per sample. The matrix element Xij contains the transformed

measure (usually log-transformed) of the abundance of the mRNA of gene i in sample j.

In addition to the expression data, one usually has external information concerning the

samples; if, for instance, the samples were extracted from tumors of different kinds, the

type of the tumor is an external label. Genes can also carry additional information such as

the pathway they are known to participate in, their functional role, their genomic position,

binding sites in their promoter region etc.. These external data can be organized in two

separate matrices, LG
iα for genes, where i = 1 . . . Ng and α goes over the gene attributes

and LS
βj for samples where j = 1 . . . Ns and β goes over all sample attributes. The values

in LG and LS can be of any type (numerical, binary, ordinal) depending on the attribute

they represent.

The gene expression matrix X can be used to analyze both the genes and the samples.

When analyzing the genes, one can interpret the matrix as a collection of Ng row-vectors,

each representing a gene3, gi = XT
i· = (Xi1, Xi2, . . . , XiNs)

T that reside in RNs . Each

gene is represented by its expression profile across all samples. On the other hand, when

analyzing the samples, the matrix can be viewed as a collection of Ns column-vectors,

3Throughout the dissertation I will assume vectors are column vectors.
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sj = X·j =
(
X1j, X2j, . . . , XNgj

)T ∈ RNg . Each sample is represented by its molecular

profile, i.e. the expression level of all the genes in the specific sample.

The basis of most data mining methods is statistics; one tries to study the joint proba-

bility distribution of C and X, P (C,X). One should bear in mind that there is an implicit

assumption here that there exists some P (C, X) from which the objects are drawn, that

does not change with time or experiment. There are many data mining methods that

address the questions described above. These can be generally divided to supervised and

unsupervised [24–27].

1.7 Supervised methods

In supervised methods a subset of the features are designated as “teachers”. The remaining

features are used to predict the values of the teacher-features. For example, in the classical

problem of supervised analysis a discrete feature which represents the class of an object

(e.g. tumor-type) is chosen as a teacher. In this case, the prediction is called classification

or class prediction. In a future scenario, the class of the object will be hidden and the aim

of supervised methods is to predict it. In case the predicted features are continuous, these

methods are called regression. In the example above, one may wish to predict the type of

a new tumor sample based on its molecular profile. The teacher-feature is the tumor type

and the remaining features, the expression levels of the genes, are used to predict it. There

are numerous class prediction methods, many of which are used to analyze gene expres-

sion data. The ones more commonly used in gene expression analysis are Fisher’s linear

discriminant analysis (LDA) [28], perceptrons [29], multi-layer artificial neural networks,

k-nearest neighbor classifiers [28], Näıve Bayes classifiers, Bayessian networks [30], classifi-

cation and regression trees (CART) [31] and support vector machines (SVM) [32,33] [34].

Linear and non-linear regression methods are also used in analyzing microarrays, especially

when normalizing several experiments against each other. Details regarding these methods

can be found in Duda et al. [24] and references therein. Recently developed methods that

combine classifiers (or regressors) in order to achieve superior performance are also used

in gene expression analysis, e.g. bagging [35,36] and boosting [36,37].

Another aspect of supervised analysis is class comparison and feature selection; in both

of them features that best differentiate between classes are sought. The difference between

them is that in class comparison one wishes to identify all features that are different between

the classes, whereas feature selection is usually done in order to improve classification or

visualization by discarding noisy features. In Publication (10) [38] we show that one can

find classifiers with high performance based on disjoint sets of features (genes); thus, each

of these sets is a well-chosen list for feature selection but is only a partial list regarding

class comparison.

Class comparison is typically performed by hypothesis testing. For example, if one wants

to identify the genes that best differentiate between two tumor types, one goes over the

genes, one-by-one. For each gene one poses the null hypothesis, that the expression levels of
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that gene, measured for the two tumor types, were drawn from the same distribution, and

test whether this hypothesis can be rejected on the basis of the observed measurements.

Supervised methods can be applied to study both samples, e.g. class prediction based on

molecular profile, and genes, e.g. to identify genes whose expression profile is different in

the various sample types.

The advantage of using supervised methods is that the algorithm can search for a

specific pattern which is supplied externally by the “teacher”. This enables to pinpoint the

exact parameters of a classifier or those features that can predict with high performance

the desired attributes. The ability of the external pattern to direct an algorithm to a “gold

nugget” inside the large amount of data is crucial for data mining, but this advantage can

turn to a disadvantage if not handled with care, since the data are very noisy and many

apparent signals may be found due to chance alone. This phenomenon is called overfitting

and is discussed below.

1.7.1 Class comparison - Hypothesis testing

Hypothesis testing is used when one want to test, on the basis of the observed data, whether

some hypothesis is correct. Usually, if the tested hypothesis holds, no action needs to be

taken; therefore, it is named the null hypothesis. A potential discovery is made whenever

the null hypothesis is rejected and some action concerning it has to be done (e.g. write a

paper about it). In any hypothesis testing two types of errors can occur; false-positives,

in which one falsely rejects the null hypothesis and declares a false discovery, and false-

negatives, when the null hypothesis should have been rejected but was not. In the latter

case a discovery is missed.

Hypothesis testing is performed by first calculating a test statistic on the observed data

and then determining the probability to obtain a similar or more extreme value assuming

the null hypothesis is correct; this probability is called the p-value. Classically, one rejects

the null-hypothesis whenever the p-value is less than 0.05, which controls the false-positive

rate. At this working condition the probability of true-positives (true discoveries, correctly

rejecting the null hypothesis) is called the power of the test. Tests with higher power are of

greater quality. When comparing two tests at different working points, one usually plots an

ROC (Receiver Operating Characteristic) curve which plots the power vs. the false-positive

rate; a higher curve reflects a better test.

For example, testing whether the means of two samples are equal is generally performed

using a t-test. For large samples the means are approximately normally distributed and

for equal means the t statistic follows a Student’s T distribution which is used to calcu-

late the p-value. In case there are small samples or a different statistic is used for which

the distribution under the null hypothesis is unknown (as in non-parametric tests), one

can empirically estimate the probability using permutation methods. In these methods,

one generates a null distribution in which the groups are equally distributed by randomly

shuffling the observed data between the groups. The distribution of the chosen statistic is
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estimated by registering the value of the test statistic in many such permutations. Permu-

tation tests do not assume any underlying distribution and thus can be more accurate but

then are much more computationally demanding if one wants to accurately measure very

low p-values.

Hypothesis testing is very common in gene expression analysis and is used to identify

genes that are differentially expressed between two or more classes. Some of the common

statical tests are:

• the two sample t-test (with unknown but equal variances) testing the null hypothesis

that the mean expression levels of two classes are equal.

• A non-parametric test, the Wilcoxon ranksum test (similar to Mann Whitney U -test)

that tests whether two populations are identical, without making any assumption

regarding the underlying distributions.

• The “Threshold Number of Misclassifications” (TNoM) test which was proposed by

Ben-Dor et al. [39]. In this test one finds a threshold for the expression level of

the tested gene that separates the samples into two classes with the least number

of misclassifications. Ben-Dor et al. [40] describe a method to exactly calculate the

p-value for such a separation.

• Comparing more than two classes is usually performed by ANOVA which tests

whether the means of several groups are equal [41]. Two-way ANOVA is used when-

ever one wants to test the effect of two (or more – in higher order ANOVA) factors on

a dependent variable, e.g. a gene’s expression level (see Sec. 2.2.6 for more details).

• Fisher’s exact test is used to test the relation between two partitions of set of objects.

The null hypothesis is that the two partitions are independent. Fisher’s exact test is

used both to test partitions of samples and of genes. For samples, it is used to test

whether a gene, or a set of genes, separates the samples according to some known

classification of the samples. For genes, it is typically used to test if a group of genes

contains an unexpected large fraction that belongs to a specific pathway or function.

P-values for Fisher’s exact test can be calculated analytically (both for one-sided

and two-sided tests) using the hypergeometric distribution. In the gene expression

literature it is sometimes referred to as the hypergeometric test. See Sec. 2.4.2 for

more details.

Another common test deals with comparing survival data between two groups. These

test are particularly common in cancer and disease related analyses. Consider an experiment

in which one measures for N patients with a certain type of cancer, the time, Ti, from

diagnosis to the time of death (one can also measure the time to other events, such as

appearance of metastases). Such an experiment is usually carried out during a fixed period

of time and when it ends some of the patients may still be alive. For those patients, the time

from diagnosis to the end of the experiment is recorded and they are labeled as “censored”.
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Their true value of T is only known to be larger than the recorded Ti. Kaplan-Meier plots

show the survival function estimated from such data (see Figure 2.7). The non-parametric

Mantel-Cox log-rank test [42] tests whether the survival function of two sets of patients

is the same. For example, this test was used by Botstein et al. [43] to show that novel

sub-types of breast cancer, which were found based on their gene expression, have different

survival curves and thus a different therapy may be considered.

Multiple comparisons

An extremely important issue in gene-by-gene supervised analysis is the problem of multiple

comparisons. Applying the same rule, as described above, for the typical number of Ng =

10, 000 genes and rejecting ones with Pi < 0.05, one may end up with a list of genes with

many false positives. Even if the null hypothesis is correct for all 10000 independent genes,

500 of them will have a p-value less then 0.05 and will be falsely rejected. A strict way to

address this issue is to control the “family-wise error rate”, the chance of falsely rejecting

even a single gene. This can be performed by a Bonferroni correction, i.e. rejecting p-values

< 0.05/Ng, but this can greatly increase the number of false-negatives and miss potential

discoveries. Benjamini and Hochberg [44] developed a less stringent method that bounds the

“false discovery rate” (FDR), the expected fraction of false-positives. Denote the number of

false positives by V , the number of rejected hypotheses by R and define Q = V/R for R > 0

and 0 otherwise – the FDR is the expectation value of Q, E(Q). To bound the FDR by q,

one orders the Ng genes according to their p-values, P(1) < P(2) < . . . < P(Ng) and rejects

the null hypothesis for those genes whose index, i, is less or equal to i∗ = maxj P(j) < jq/Ng

. The outcome of this method is a list of genes, for which the expected fraction of false

positives is bounded by q. In the original proof of the FDR procedure the tests (genes, in

this case) were assumed to be independent. Lately, it was also proved to work in case there

is positive dependency between the genes [45,46].

Other, permutation-based methods that address the same problems are SAM by Tusheret

al. [47], Storey et al. [48–51] and Whitehead’s GeneCluster software package [7].

1.7.2 Class prediction - training and estimating the performance

A classifier is a function, f , which maps its input, x, say the molecular profile of a tumor,

to one of C classes (e.g. tumor types); f(x) : x 7→ {1, . . . , C}. The user of the classifier,

e.g. the diagnosing doctor, defines a loss function, λ(β|α), which specifies the loss in case

a member of class α is predicted to be of type β. The optimal classifier is the one which

attains the minimal expected loss when presented a new case. If the joint distribution of

the input and the class is p(x, C) then the expected loss of a classifier, its risk, is given by

R(f) =

∫ ∑
α

λ(f(x)|α)p(x, α)dx . (1.1)
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Had one known the joint distribution, the classifier with optimal performance is provided

by the Bayes decision rule

fBayes(x) = arg min
β

∑
α

λ(β|α)P (α|x) = arg min
β

∑
α

λ(β|α)
p(x, α)∑
γ p(x, γ)

. (1.2)

The problem is that p(x, C) is unknown and only a finite number of examples are available

to construct the classifier.

In order to train a classifier one needs first to choose a family of functions F from

which the classifier is selected. The classifier is parameterized by θ; f(x; θ) ∈ F . The

goal of training a classifier is to find a specific set of parameters θ∗ that will minimize its

risk. One can either estimate p(x, C) and then use the Bayes decision rule to perform the

classification or, as is usually done, directly estimate the boundaries between the classes.

The generalization of a classifier is its performance on yet unseen data. In order to be

able to estimate the generalization of a trained classifier, the data is broken into a training

set and test set. The classifier is trained based on the training set by searching for θ∗ which

minimizes the error on the training set. Generalization is estimated by the performance of

f(x, θ∗) on the test set. This yields an unbiased estimate of the true generalization error.

But since, in many cases, the test set is small, the variance of this estimator can be very

large4

The choice of family of functions F has a large impact on the produced classifier.

A low complexity (small) function space5 will generally yield a poor classifier for which

the performance on the training set (which is optimized in the training process) and its

generalization are close; this case is called underfitting. This is due to the fact that functions

in this space cannot precisely describe the true boundaries between the classes and, likewise,

cannot fit to fluctuations in the data. On the other hand, in a high complexity (large)

function space the training procedure will tend to find a classifier with high performance

on the training data whose generalization is poor. In this case, named overfitting, the

classifier learns fluctuations in the training data that lead to errors on other data sets.

In gene expression data the number of examples are usually very small compared to the

diversity of the molecular profiles and size of the function space. The effect of the small

sample size is demonstrated in Publication (10).

In order to avoid over-fitting, one needs to choose the appropriate function space. This

is commonly done by further dividing the training set and removing from it a validation

4An estimator t̂(XN ) for the true value t is derived from a sample of size N , XN . t̂ is said to be
consistent if t̂(XN ) → t when N →∞. The bias is defined as, bias(t̂) = 〈t̂(XN )〉 − t where the average is
over all samples of size N . The variance(t̂) = 〈(t̂(XN )− 〈t̂(XN )〉)2〉. The fluctuations of t̂ around its true

value t can be decomposed to bias2 and a variance term; 〈(t̂(XN )− t
)2〉 = bias2(t̂) + variance(t̂).

5For binary classifications, the size of a function space can be measured by its Vapnik-Chervonenkis
(V C) dimension, dV C . It is defined as the size of the largest sample that can be shattered by the functions
in the space, i.e. for any binary assignment of the sample there is a function in the space that can realize
the assignment [27]. Larger function spaces, in general, have a larger V C dimension. For example, a linear
separator in dimension d has a V C-dimension of d + 1.
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set. The validation set is used to estimate the performance of the classifier using a specific

choice of function space. The final function space used for training is the one which attains

the best performance on the validation set. To better estimate the performance, especially

when the initial training set is small, cross validation is used. In this procedure, one divides

the training set to k sub-samples and the overall performance is calculated by averaging

the performance of k different classifiers trained on k − 1 sub-samples and tested on the

remaining one. When k = N , the size of the training set, this is called leave-one-out cross

validation. Van’t Veer et al. [52] used leave-one-out cross validation to set the number of

genes used in their classifier for good/poor prognosis in breast cancer.

A related method to estimate the generalization of a classifier is bootstrapping which

works better in many cases [53]. In this method instead of repeatedly analyzing subsets

of the data, one generates and analyzes different subsamples of the data. Each subsample

is randomly selected, with replacements, from the full sample. Bootstrapping does not

assume anything about the underlying distribution p(x, C) and approximates it by a sum

of N delta functions at the observed data,

p(x, C) ≈
N∑

i=1

δ(x− xi)δ(C,αi). (1.3)

The bias and variance of any statistic can be estimated by generating a large number of

samples from this approximate distribution which is technically equivalent to randomly

sampling with repeats from the observed data.

Many studies using supervised methods do not estimate their performance properly or

at least do not publish them in a manner that reflects the noise in these estimates [54].

Common mistakes are making some decisions using the entire training data (e.g. choosing

the genes to use for prediction) prior to performing the cross-validation, or publishing

estimates based on a small test sample without reporting the confidence interval for the

success rate.

1.8 Unsupervised methods

In contrast to supervised methods, in unsupervised ones no explicit assumptions or hy-

potheses are made; one searches for regular patterns and general structure that can sum-

marize the data. Due to their exploratory nature these methods are often applied in the

first steps of the analysis to give an overview and feeling for the data. Unsupervised analysis

includes dimension-reduction and clustering methods.

Unsupervised methods can also be applied both for samples and for genes. Samples are

represented by their expression profile over the genes, i.e. by a vector in an Ng dimensional

space, and genes are represented by their profile over the samples, a vector of Ns compo-

nents. The dimensions of both these spaces are too high to allow simple visual display and

inspection.
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1.8.1 Dimension reduction

Dimension reduction methods map the data points which reside in a high-dimensional space

to a lower dimensional one, usually to two or three dimensions to allow gaining insight by

visual inspection. Mappings can be linear on non-linear; the most common linear mapping

is principal component analysis (PCA) [34] and is performed by projecting the points onto

a lower dimensional hyper-plane chosen such as to maximize the variation captured by the

projected points. Technically, the lower dimensional space is defined using the eigenvectors

of the covariance matrix of the data that correspond to the largest eigenvalues;

〈x〉 = 1/N
∑

i

xi (1.4)

Λ =
∑

i

(xi − 〈x〉) (xi − 〈x〉)T (1.5)

Λ is positive definite and therefore can be written as Λ =
∑M

j=1 λjαjα
T
j where λ1 ≥ . . . ≥

λM ≥ 0 and αT
nαm = δnm ∀n,m. The components of the projected points, {yi}, are ob-

tained by yj
i = xT

i αj. PCA can also be used to measure the effective (linear) dimension of

the data by identifying the number of dimensions needed to capture, say, 80% of the total

variation. A relative of PCA is singular value decomposition [34,55] (SVD). This algorithm

belongs to a family of algorithms that analyze both samples and genes at the same time -

Chapter 2 is devoted to such algorithms (for more details on SVD see 2.2.6). SVD identifies

a list of pairs of vectors which Alter et al. [55] named eigenarrays and eigengenes; eige-

narrays are a linear combination of sample vectors and thus have Ng component, whereas,

eigengenes “live” in a Ns dimensional space. An external product of a corresponding pair

of an eigenarray and an eigengene generates an Ng-by-Ns matrix (same size as the data

matrix). The aim of SVD is to decompose the original data matrix to a sum of such exter-

nal products, X =
∑min(Ng ,Ns)

j=1 uT
j λjvj; each term in the sum is the external product which

best approximates, in a least square sense, the residual data matrix (see Sec. 2.2.6 for a

detailed description of SVD). The biological interpretation of the SVD procedure is that it

separates the expression data into additive contributions from different cellular processes,

the degree of activity of a process in each sample is reflected by the components of the

eigengene and the effect of the process on each of the genes is manifested in the compo-

nents of the corresponding eigenarray. Both PCA and SVD are linear projections which

are found by optimizing a global property of the data, therefore, the resulting “summary”

of the data may hide non-linear effects or ones that involve only small subsets of the data

(see Chapter 2 for other algorithms that cope with these problems).

Another dimension-reduction method is multidimensional scaling (MDS) [34] [56, 57]

which performs a non-linear mapping of the data points from their high dimensional space

to a lower dimensional one while trying to preserve the pairwise distances among them. A

cost function is defined, E(Dlow
ij , D

orig
ij ), that measures how different is the distance matrix

between the representatives, in the low dimension, Dlow
ij , from the original distance matrix,
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D
orig
ij . The algorithm starts with some initial mapping (either random or from PCA) and

performs gradient descent in the coordinates of the projected points to minimize the cost

function. The main advantage of this algorithm that it can reveal non-linear structure in

the data while the disadvantages are that it yields a solution which is not unique and

that it is computationally heavy. Other available non-linear methods are non-linear PCA

(NPCA), projection pursuit and independent component analysis (ICA) (see [34]).

1.8.2 Clustering

Clustering is the process of partitioning N points, {xi}N
i=1 into groups or clusters. Points

that belong to the same clusters are “closer” (share some properties) to each other and

are separated from the rest of the points. As described above, when analyzing genes, the

number of points N = Ng and the points reside in an M = Ns dimensional space. When

clustering samples, it is reversed; N = Ns and the samples are represented by M = Ng

dimensional vectors. Prior to performing the clustering a distance or similarity measure

has to be chosen. Different distance measures have different interpretations and, in general,

yield different clustering results. The distance measure should be derived from the problem

at hand and should be as invariant as possible to transformations that are irrelevant.

When clustering genes in order to identify co-regulated genes one usually uses the

Pearson correlation as a similarity measure since one believes that genes regulated by the

same transcription factor directly or indirectly or that belong to the same pathway have

the correlated gene expression profiles.

Instead of using the Pearson correlation coefficient as a similarity measure between two

expression profiles, gα and gβ, it is convenient to first center (subtract the mean, Yij =

Xij−1/Ns

∑
j Xij) and normalize (divide by the norm of the vector, Zij = Yij/

√∑
j Y 2

ij) the

gene row vectors. Then, one can use the Euclidean distance between the normalized gene

vectors as the distance between genes. This distance corresponds to the Pearson correlation

coefficient; D2(gcn
α ,gcn

β ) =
∑

j (Zαj − Zβj)
2 = 2(1−Corr(gα,gβ)). This procedure enables

to use any clustering method (even closed packages) since most of the use the Euclidean

distance between the points. Of course, this step is unnecessary if one can use the Pearson

correlation as a similarity measure directly.

If one wants to cluster together genes that are anti-correlated which might also belong

to the same pathway but are down-regulated, one can replace the correlation by its absolute

value or add a reversed version for each gene and cluster ordinarily.

There are other measures of similarity that are commonly used to cluster genes:

• Uncentered correlation – which is also known as the cosine measure;

Uncentered Corr(gα,gβ)) =

∑
j XαjXβj√∑

j X2
αj

√∑
j X2

βj

(1.6)
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• Spearman’s rank correlation – is an approximation to the Pearson correlation which

uses the non-parametric rank statistic between two variables,

r′ ≡ 1− 6
∑

j

(rankj(Xαj)− rankj(Xαj))
2

Ns(N2
s − 1)

(1.7)

where rankj(Xαj) is the rank of Xαj across all the samples. Spearman’s rank correla-

tion is a robust measure of monotone association that is used when the distribution

of the data make Pearson’s correlation coefficient undesirable or misleading [58]. An-

other rank based correlation measure is Kendall’s τ [41]

• Mutual Information – is a measure taken from information theory [59,60] which tests

how much information, on average, can a random varibable X supply regarding the

value of the random variable Y . In other words, how much of the uncertainty of Y

can be explained by X. Assume p(x, y) is the joint distribution of X and Y and p(x)

is the marginal distribution of X and p(y) of Y , then the mutual information between

x and y is

I(X; Y ) =
∑

x

p(x)
∑

y

p(y|x) log
p(y|x)

p(y)
(1.8)

=
∑
x,y

p(x, y) log
p(x, y)

p(x)p(y)
(1.9)

= H(X; Y )−H(X) = H(X; Y )−H(Y ) (1.10)

= H(X) + H(Y )−H(X; Y ) (1.11)

where H(X) is the entropy or information content of X,

H(X) = −
∑

x

p(x) log p(x) = −EX [log p(x)] , (1.12)

and H(X; Y ) is the joint entropy of X and Y ,

H(X; Y ) = −
∑
x,y

p(x, y) log p(x, y) = −EX,Y [log p(x, y)] . (1.13)

Note that although the definition above gave the impression that mutual information

is not symmetric with respect to X and Y it actually is which means that the informa-

tion supplied by X on Y equals the information Y supplies on X. In the case Y = X,

the mutual information attains its maximal value , I(X; X) = H(X) = H(Y ) and if

X and Y are independent I(X, Y ) = 0. Hence, one can use I(gα;gβ) as a similarity

measure between genes. Mutual information can be defined for discrete and contin-

uous variables but is more straight forward in the discrete case since estimating the

distributions is easier. Consequently, one has to discretize the gene expression values
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by binning them which can potentially loose information [61]. D’haeseleer et al. [61]

used mutual information to infer regulatory networds. They defined an assymetric

relative mutual informaton, R(gα;gβ) = I(gα;gβ)/H(gβ) and used it to indicate for

a possible causal relationship between gene α and gene β.

For measuring distances between two samples there are several approaches. Many use

the Pearson correlation coefficient between also between the samples [?, 43, 62–64]. In our

analysis we use the Euclidean distance between their columns in the row-normalized ma-

trix. In this distance measure, the contribution of a gene to the distance between two

samples is proportional to the number of standard deviations by which the values are

apart; D2(sµ, sν) =
∑

i (Ziµ − Ziν)
2.

See Section ?? for a discussion on distance measures used to analyze genes and samples.

There are many clustering methods - here I mainly describe ones used in gene expression

analysis according to the following categories: representative based methods (k-means,

SOM), model based methods (EM, Deterministic annealing), agglomerative hierarchical

clustering methods (Single-linkage, Complete-linkage and Average-linkage) and density es-

timation methods (Super-paramagnetic clustering and probabilistic neural networks).

Representative based methods

The aim of the representative methods is to find a set of k representative vectors, {yi}k
i=1,

that can be used to represent each of the N data points, {xi}N
i=1 such that the average

distortion is minimal. The distortion measures how dissimilar is a data point from its

representative; the square Euclidean distance

D2(xi,yj) =
M∑

a=1

(
xa

i − ya
j

)2
(1.14)

is widely used. Methods of this category are often used in lossy compression when one wants

to choose a finite set of symbols to represent as close as possible a much larger repertoire

of inputs. The simplest algorithm of this kind is k-means in which one guesses the number

of representatives, k, initializes them to random positions, and then performs a two step

iterative procedure until convergence: (i) assign each point xi to its closest representative,

(ii) update the position of each representative to the mean of the data points which are

assigned to it. Each step minimizes the total distortion; for the first step this is obvious

since the closest representative is chosen for each point, and in the second step positioning

the representative at the mean of its assigned points minimizes the total square Euclidean

distances in each cluster. This algorithm is an example of a general optimization algorithm

called expectation-maximization (EM) [65] which is discussed below.

Self organizing maps (SOM) [66] is a similar algorithm, but in this case, the represen-

tatives are connected to each other by a mesh (usually one or two dimensional). Whenever

a representative is moved it pulls its neighboring representatives. The idea behind SOM

is that data usually lie on a non linear low-dimensional manifold embedded in the high
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dimensional space. The aim of the clustering algorithm is to find it by placing a mesh of

representatives that best describe the data.

A clear disadvantage of representative methods is that one needs to specify in advance

k, the number of representatives to use (for SOM one needs to specify the topology as

well). There are heuristic methods to choose the optimal k [34]. Typically, a generalized

cost function is created by adding to the average distortion a regularization term, which

penalizes having a large number of representatives; k is chosen by searching for the min-

imum of the generalized cost function. On the other hand, representative methods’ great

advantage is that these are very fast algorithms since only distances between the data

points and their representatives need to be calculated. Since k ¿ N and does not depend

on it and the number of iterations is usually not too large these algorithms are linear in N

with a relatively small coefficient.

Model based methods

In model based methods one assumes that the data are drawn from some parameter-

ized distribution function. For clustering one usually uses a k-mixture model; p(x|Θ) =∑k
α=1 παpα(x|θα) where the parameters are Θ = {π1, . . . , πk, θ1, . . . , θk} such that

∑
α πα =

1 and each pα(x|θα) is a density function that discribes cluster α which is parametrized by

θα. In order to generate data point xi from a given model, one first draws a cluster, i.e. a

discrete random variable ci out of {1, . . . , k} according to the probabilities {πα}, and then

chooses xi according to the density pci
(x|θα).

The aim of clustering is finding those parameters Θ∗ that are most probable given

the observed data, X = {xi}N
i=1; this is called Maximum A-Posteriori (MAP) estimation,

Θ∗ = arg maxΘ p(Θ|X). If one assumes a uniform apriori distribution over the possible

values of Θ one can use Bayes law and maximize the likelihood of the parameters instead

(called ML estimation),

Θ∗ = arg max
Θ

p(Θ|X) (1.15)

= arg max
Θ

p(X|Θ)p(Θ)

p(X)
(1.16)

= arg max
Θ

p(X|Θ) ≡ arg max
Θ
L(Θ|X) (1.17)

where in the last step p(Θ) is assumed to be uniform6. The meaning of maximizing the

likelihood is that we search for the parameters that can best explain the observed data. For

a set of parameters Θ the probability to obtain the data, p(X|Θ), assuming they are an

independent identically distributed (i.i.d.) sample, is given by p({xi}N
i=1|Θ) =

∏N
i=1 p(xi|Θ).

Often it is analytically more convenient to maximize the logL(Θ|X). In many cases, as in

the mixture case, this maximization cannot be solved analytically and one has to turn to

6In practice, if the data set is large enough, i.e. N À 1, the prior over Θ is negligable compared to the
likelihood and hence MAP and ML are equivalent.
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optimization methods. One such method is the EM, Expectation-Maximization algorithm

[65].

The idea of the algorithm is to simplify the likelihood by adding additional hidden

variables which are used to decouple the parameters. The price one needs to pay is that

these additional variables need to be averaged over. I will first describe the algorithm

in general terms and then return to the mixture model case. Denote by C the hidden

(concealed) variables, which together with X are called the complete-data, and express the

model using a joint density function, p(X,C|Θ). Using Bayes law one obtains

log p(X|Θ) = log p(X, C|Θ)− log p(C|X, Θ) . (1.18)

Given Θ, the left-hand side of the equality is independent of C, whereas on the right-

hand side there are two random variables that depend on C. Note that we are interested

in maximizing log p(X|Θ). The EM algorithm is an iterative process which increases the

likelihood of the estimated parameters in each iteration by maximizing a lower bound of

it. Each iteration is built of two steps; Expectation (E) and Maximization (M). Suppose

Θ(t−1) is our current estimation of the parameters. Since C are hidden, one can only work

with their distribution given X and Θ(t−1);

p(C|X, Θ(t−1)) =
P (X,C|Θ(t−1))∑
C′ P (X, C ′|Θ(t−1))

. (1.19)

Here enters the contribution of the hidden variables; they are chosen so that the functional

form of p(X, C|Θ) is much simpler compared to P (X|Θ), and hence Equ. (1.19) can be

easily calculated. Next, one can eliminate the dependence on C in Equ. (1.18) by calculating

its conditional expectation with respect to C given X and Θ(t−1). The result is a function of

Θ (and of X, which is given) that has to be maximized. In other words, the log-likelihood

of Θ, which needs to be maximized, is calculated based on the conditional distribution of

C which is evaluated based on Θ(t−1);

log p(X|Θ) = EC|X,Θ(t−1) [log p(X, C|Θ)]︸ ︷︷ ︸
Q(Θ;Θ(t−1))

−EC|X,Θ(t−1) [log p(C|X, Θ)] (1.20)

= Q(Θ; Θ(t−1)) + KL
(
p(C|X, Θ(t−1)) ‖p(C|X, Θ)

)
+

H
(
p(C|X, Θ(t−1))

)
(1.21)

where the in the last step EC|X,Θ(t−1)

[
log p(C|X, Θ(t−1))

]
is added and subtracted, and, the

entropy of p(x), H(p(x)) = −Ep(x) [log p(x)], and the Kullback-Leibler divergence between

p(x) and q(x), KL(p(x)‖q(x)) = Ep(x) [log (p(x)/q(x))], are used. Calculating log p(X|Θ)−
log p(X|Θ(t−1)) using Equ. (1.21) one obtains

log p(X|Θ)− log p(X|Θ(t−1)) = Q(Θ; Θ(t−1))−Q(Θ(t−1); Θ(t−1))

+KL
(
p(C|X, Θ(t−1)) ‖p(C|X, Θ)

)
(1.22)
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since KL(p(x)‖p(x)) = 0 and H
(
p(C|X, Θ(t−1))

)
does not depend on Θ and hence drops

out. Equ. (1.22) together with the fact that KL(·‖·) ≥ 0 proves that selecting Θ(t) that

increases Q(Θ; Θ(t−1)) also increases log p(X|Θ) (this proof is based on [67] and [68]). In the

E-step of the algorithm, the conditional expectation Q(Θ; Θ(t−1)) is calculated and in the

M-step it is maximized with respect to Θ, Θ(t) = arg maxΘ Q(Θ; Θ(t−1)), thus increasing

log p(X|Θ(t)) until it reaches some local maxima. Note that this is not a gradient ascent

method and, in principle, each step can move Θ far away and not necessarily towards the

closest local maximum.

In the case of the mixture model, the hidden variables C are the cluster assignment of

each data point. The log-likelihood of the complete data is simply

log p(X, C|Θ) =
N∑

i=1

k∑
α=1

δ(ci, α) log [παN (xi; µα, Σα)] (1.23)

assuming the pα(x|θα) are Gaussians. The conditional distribution of C given X and Θ(t−1)

can then be written as

log p(C|X, Θ(t−1)) = log p(C,X|Θ(t−1))− log
∑

C′
p(C ′, X|Θ(t−1)) (1.24)

=
N∑

i=1

k∑
α=1

δ(ci, α) log

[
π

(t−1)
α N (xi; µ

(t−1)
α , Σ

(t−1)
α )∑

β π
(t−1)
β N (xi; µ

(t−1)
β , Σ

(t−1)
β )

]
. (1.25)

The EM algorithm for the Gaussian mixture is as follows:

E-step

Q(Θ; Θ(t−1)) = EC|X,Θ(t−1) [log p(X,C|Θ)] (1.26)

=
N∑

i=1

k∑
α=1

E
ci|xi,θ

(t−1)
α

[δ(ci, α)]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

wiα

(log πα + logN (xi; µα, Σα))(1.27)

wiα =
π

(t−1)
α N (xi; µ

(t−1)
α , Σ

(t−1)
α )∑

β π
(t−1)
β N (xi; µ

(t−1)
β , Σ

(t−1)
β )

(1.28)

M-step

π(t)
α = arg max

πα

Q(Θ; Θ(t−1)) ⇒ π(t)
α =

1

N

∑
i

wiα (1.29)

µ(t)
α = arg max

µα

Q(Θ; Θ(t−1)) ⇒ µ(t)
α =

∑
i wiαxi∑
i wiα

(1.30)

Σ(t)
α = arg max

Σα

Q(Θ; Θ(t−1)) ⇒ Σ(t)
α =

∑
i wiα(xi − µ

(t)
α )(xi − µ

(t)
α )T

∑
i wiα

(1.31)

Finally, since the EM algorithm can get caught in local maxima it is important to initialize

its parameters with reasonable values. In the case of Gaussian mixture case, it is often

initizalized by the outcome of a k-means algorithm.
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Deterministic annealing

Deterministic annealing (DA) was introduced by Rose et al. [69] and is based on and uses

the scheme described in 1.11. For every assignment of the data points to clusters they use

the energy functon of the k-means algorithm, see Eq. (1.14). That is, assignment of a point,

xi, to the cluster Cα, draws the penalty E(xi ∈ Cα) = ‖xi− yα‖2 where yα is the centroid

of cluster Cα.

The probability of assigning xi to any of the k clusters, at a given temperature T , can

then be calculated by

P (xi ∈ Cα) =
exp (−‖xi − yα‖2/T )∑k
a=1 exp (−‖xi − ya‖2/T )

. (1.32)

The most probable set of centroid positions can be obtained by minimizing the free energy,

given by

F ({ya}k
a=1; T ) = −T log Z = −T

N∑
i=1

log

[
k∑

a=1

exp
(−‖xi − ya‖2/T

)
]

. (1.33)

Finding the global minimum of such a function is computationally hard. The deterministic

annealing algorithm uses the following heuristic: start at a very high temperature, at which

the solution is known; all the k centroids coincide and are located at the center of mass of

all the points. Gradually lowering the temperature, follow the minimum of the free energy.

As the temperature is lowered, the free energy passes through a series of phase tran-

sitions, at each of which one centroid splits continuously. The problem with this method

is that these phase transition are, in general, first-order [70]. This means that the position

of the new centroids that exist below a transition can be far away from the position of

the single centroid, which they replace, and which minimizes the free energy just above

the transition. In other words, just below such a transition the value of the free energy

at a distant minimum drops below the one corresponding to the temperature above the

transition.

Alon et al. [71] use a variant of the deterministic annealing method in which only two

centroids are split at each iteration generating a binary tree.

Agglomerative hierarchical methods

Another family of clustering methods which are widely used in gene expression analysis

are the agglomerative hierarchical methods. The most popular members of this family are

single-linkage, complete-linkage and average-linkage. A variant of average-linkage is used by

M. Eisen’s Cluster program [62] which became very popular in the gene expression analysis

literature [6, 63]. These conceptually simple algorithms are greedy iterative methods in

which one starts at the highest resolution where each point is its own cluster. Then, in

a series of N − 1 iterations, the closest pair of clusters are united until at the end, at
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the lowest resolution, one cluster is left. The various members of this family differ by

how the distance between two clusters is measured; single-linkage defines the distance

between two clusters as the distance between their closest pair. Complete-linkage, takes

the other extreme, and measures the distance between clusters by the distance between

their furthest pair. Average-linkage, in between, uses the average distance between all pairs.

Eisen’s variant measures the distance between the center of mass (mean) of each cluster.

The choice of distance between clusters may have a dramatic effect on the clustering

results produced for the same data. Complete-linkage tends to yield spherical clusters and is

closer to representative based methods, whereas single-linkage can generate clusters of any

shape but is susceptible to noise in the data that might generate spurious filaments between

clusters or cracks within a cluster. Single linkage is closer to density estimation methods

(see below). Average-linkage produces clusters which are somewhat in between [34].

These methods do not produce clusters but rather a dendrogram (see Fig. ??a), a tree

that describes the nested partitioning of the data. The height at which two branches connect

represents the distance between the joined clusters. Clusters can be identified by cutting

the dendrogram at some level or by searching for statistically significant long branches [].

Other internal scores exist to measure the quality of the cluster, such as the ratio between

inner-cluster distances and inter-cluster ones. This score prefers compact clusters compared

to elongated ones. There are also external methods to identify the clusters; these involve

additional information regarding the clustered objects, e.g. if one knows the tumor-type

of some of the samples one can choose to cut the dendrogram at the level in which the

members of a cluster are of the same type.

As seen in Fig. 1.2a the dendrogram imposes some linear ordering on the points, which

are actually the leaves of the dendrogram. This order is not unique since for each inner

node the left and right branches can be switched. In any such ordering most pairs of

close leaves in the one-dimensional ordering are united in one cluster not too far up the

dendrogram. Such orderings, produced by two clustering operations, of the genes and of

samples, are used to reorder the rows and columns of an expression matrix for the purpose

of visualization, see Fig. 1.2b. Nearly every paper analyzing gene expression data includes

such a figure.

Density estimation

A different aspect of clustering is estimating the density of the data points in order to

estimate the underlying distribution function which generated the observed points. Par-

ticularly, one defines clusters as modes of the distribution, i.e. dense regions separated

by sparse ones. Classical methods for density estimation are Parzen windows [34], valley

seeking [34] and probabilistic neural networks [34]. Another family of density estimation

methods are based on cutting graphs. One constructs a graph as follows: each data point is

represented by a vertex in the graph and neighboring points are connected with edges. The

edges are usually weighted using a positive decreasing function of the distance between the

points. The cost of a cut in the graph is usually the sum of weights of the broken edges.
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Figure 1.2: Two-way clustering of gene expression data taken from our project on glioblas-

toma (Publication (8)). (a) The dendrogram of the genes; (b) The reordered data in which

the rows are organized according to the genes’ dendrogram and the columns according to

the samples’ dendrogram; (c) The labels of the samples (see 3.6.3 and Publication (8)); (d)

The dendrogram of the samples.

The basic idea is to penalize assigning two neighboring points to different cluster. In order

to avoid trivial cuts (e.g. cutting out a single point) some algorithms incorporate in their

costs the sizes of the remaining connected components [73]. Typically, graph-based algo-

rithms search for the cuts with minimal cost. Blatt et al. suggested a graph based method
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called super-paramagnetic clustering (SPC) [74] which is based on an analogy to a granular

ferromagnet. Here I describe SPC, which is the algorithm we chose to perform clustering

(see Publications (1)-(9),(11)-(12)); it has several advantages discussed below, which make

it most suitable for our needs. The algorithm follows the general scheme described in Sec.

??; it defines a cost (or energy) function and instead of searching for its minimum, the

clustering solution is revealed by “typical” properties of the system at different average

energies (controlled by the temperature). The cost function used in SPC is the energy

function of a energy of a Potts model of a granular ferromagnet. Each point i is assigned

a q-state Potts spin, si = 1, . . . , q, which represents the point’s local 7 cluster assignment.

Edges are connected between points using the K-mutual neighborhood method, i.e. spins

i and j are considered neighbors if i is among the K nearest neighbors of j and j is among

the K nearest neighbors of i (see Sec. 2.2.5 for discussion on choosing K). Neighboring

spins which are not assigned to the same cluster pay a penalty of Jij = J (D (xi,xj)) ≥ 0

that decays with distance; these penalties are the analogs of the ferromagnetic interactions.

The configuration of the system, marked here by S = {si}N
i=1, is the state of all the spins.

The energy function, H(S), is the sum of all penalties reflecting “unsatisfied” interactions

along cluster borders. The energy is defined as H =
∑

〈i,j〉 Jij (1− δ(si, sj)) where 〈i, j〉
represent a neighboring pair and δ(si, sj) is the Kronecker delta function, i.e. δ(si, sj) = 1

if si = sj and 0 otherwise.

Clusters at temperature T are identified by connecting neighboring points whose prob-

ability of being assigned the same label, Cij(T ) is greater than 0.5;

Cij(T ) = 〈δ(si, sj)〉T =
1

Z(T )

∑

{S}
δ(si, sj) exp(−H(S)/T ) . (1.34)

These probabilities are estimated using a Monte-Carlo simulation or, in a recent work by

Barad et al. [75], using a mean field approximation. Shental et al. [76] showed that in a two-

dimensional problem Cij(T ) can be approximated using belief propagation and generalized

belief propagation (algorithms for inference in graphical models). Since Cij is estimated on

the basis of Monte Carlo sampling of the ensemble of possible label assignments (or Potts

spin configurations), SPC is not a deterministic algorithm, i.e. it can generate slightly

different results in each run. This, of course, depends on the length of the Monte-Carlo

runs. See Appendix B for the relation between graphical models and statistical mechanics.

In Publication (3) we use advanced Monte Carlo methods and graphical models to analyze

a similar problem in which some spins are fixed (see Sec. ??), corresponding to a subset of

data points with known class or labels.

SPC usually adds a “growth” step whose aim is to attach the lower parts of the mode

in the density function to the cluster. The original “growth” algorithm suggested by Blatt

et al. [77] is to connect each point to its neighbor with which it has the highest correlation,

7Two non-interacting spins with the same Potts state will not necessarily be assigned to the same
cluster. The Potts states only represent the local relations between the clusters; neighboring points which
are not in the same state represent that a cluster border passes between them.
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as long as it is greater than some very low threshold. This step is less reproducible than

identification of the cluster’s core (on the basis of requiring Cij(T ) > 0.5) since small

fluctuations in the estimated correlations can connect different points. Other algorithms

were suggested to replace this directed growth step [?].

Density estimation methods can be used to generate a hierarchy of clusters by raising

a density threshold τ from 0 to the maximal density. At a certain value of τ , points x that

belong to regions in which the density is below the threshold ρ(x) < τ , are not assigned

to any cluster and each separated region above the threshold is a cluster. This procedure

obeys, by construction, the dendrogram criterion; clusters which are separated at a low τ

can never unite at higher value of τ . As in any hierarchical solution, there is no need to

specify the number of clusters apriori.

In SPC the temperature at which Cij(T ) = 0.5 correspond to the density in the region

of bond 〈i, j〉. At T = 0, the system is at its lowest energy configuration with all spins

assigned to the same state. In this case Cij(0) = 1 for all pairs and there is a single cluster.

At a very high value of T , Cij(T ) → 1/q and no pair is connected; thus each point is its

own cluster. The structure of the density of points is revealed by scanning the values of T

and constructing the dendrogram.

The advantage of SPC over other density estimation methods is that Cij depends not

only on the direct interaction between points i and j, which reflects their distance and

local density, but rather is a weighted sum of contributions from all the paths that connect

the two points [78]. This can reduce the effect of fluctuations in the observed distances by

locally averaging the density.

A major difference between density estimation methods and representative methods is

their treatment of non-spherical and, in particular, elongated clusters. Density estimation

methods will define a dense region, of any shape, as a single cluster; representative methods

will scatter the representatives and arbitrarily break the elongated high density region into

compact shaped regions, in order to minimize the average distortion.

Density estimation methods have a natural measure for the statistical significance of a

cluster. A cluster is said to “live” for a range of densities (temperatures, in SPC) defined by

τ1, the density threshold in which the cluster was created (separated from its environment),

and τ2, the density at which it breaks into small pieces. τ2 is determined using some

arbitrary thresholds on cluster size, such as the number of points lost from its birth etc.

The difference between these densities, ∆τ = τ2 − τ1, can be used as a test statistic to

measure the statistical significance of the cluster. The null hypothesis is that there is

actually no cluster and the density is uniform, in which case τ1 = τ2. The statistics of ∆τ

can be estimated using permutation tests, as those we performed for SPC in Publication

(6). A uniform density can be easily identified since there are no large clusters that are

stable for a wide range of densities.

Blatt et al. suggest to measure another observable, called susceptibility, denoted by
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χ(T ), which is proportional to the variance of the size of the largest cluster, m(S);

m(S) = maxα

N∑
i=1

δ(si, α) (1.35)

χ(T ) ∝ VarT (m(S)) = 〈(m(S)− 〈m(S)〉T )2〉T . (1.36)

Near the temperature at which the largest cluster breaks up there are large fluctuations in

its size, and hence the susceptibility has a peak. At these temperatures the configurations

in which the cluster is still intact and ones in which it is broken up are equally probable,

yielding a large variation in the largest cluster size. The susceptibility can be used to identify

temperatures at which dramatic changes in the clusters’ structure occur. Temperature

intervals between peaks of the susceptibility mark stable clustering solutions. Note that

the susceptibility is a global measure that exposes only changes in the largest cluster.

Similar observables can be defined for local regions. For example, one can measure χi(T )

for each cluster i found at a lower temperature in order to identify the temperature at

which it breaks (an alternative way to define τ2).

1.8.3 Statistical significance of a cluster

Determining the validity (or statistical significance) of a finding is important also for un-

supervised methods. Unsupervised methods can also overfit the data by “learning” noise

or fluctuations, e.g. identifying clusters that were formed by chance, or unnecessarily sep-

arating a cluster due to a randomly formed gap in the data. Levine et al. [79] suggested

a method of measuring the statistical significance of a cluster by measuring its stability

against repeatedly generating subsamples from the data, and clustering them. The stability

score for a cluster (at a certain value of T ) is the fraction of pairs of it’s points that belong

to the same cluster, averaged over the clustering operations performed for the subsamples.

Another way to assign a p-value to a cluster is to test the null hypothesis that actually

the data is uniformly distribuated and the obtained cluster has been formed by chance.

This is often performed using a permutation test in which clusters from the null hypothesis

are generated by clustering randomly permuted gene expression matrices. A test statistic

is chosen that represents the difference between the cluster and its environment, e.g. the

density difference between them. The probabilty to obtain clusters with equal or more

extreme test statistic than the observed cluster is the assigned p-value for the cluster.

1.8.4 Biclustering methods - clustering rows and columns simul-

tanously

Biclustering methods are unsupervised methods that search for patterns in a data matrix.

Specifically, they search for a submatrix, defined by a set of genes G and a set of samples S

such that the expression submatrix, X(G,S), has some desired properties. In the simplest
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case, the sought property is flatness, i.e. submatrices for which the squared deviations from

its mean are small. More comlicated scores are available. Searching for a submatrix with

optimal score by exhaustive search is impractical since there is an exponential number of

submatrices. Since we developed a biclustering method, called coupled two-way clustering,

a detailed description of these methods is presented in Chapter 2.

1.9 Supervised vs. Unsupervised methods

Supervised and unsupervised methods complement each other. When an experiment is

design one usually has some hypotheses in mind that need to be tested. Naturally, this is

done using hypothesis testing and other supervised methods. These should be done with

special care in order to avoid false discoveries; multiple comparisons need to be dealt with

and one needs to beware not to assume normality (or other distributions) when it is not

appropriate. In class prediction over-fitting is the common pitfall - this is particularly

dangerous in gene expression where the number of samples is usually very small compared

to the dimensionality of the data.

Unsupervised methods are used to discover new patterns in the data that were not an-

ticipated in advance. These can then be tested using supervised methods. Another common

use of unsupervised methods is to validate hypotheses which are already known. If, say, a

known sample type is found as a cluster by a clustering algorithm, or is distinct from the

other types in any projection to low dimensions, one can gain confidence in their separa-

tion, even if only a few genes are found to be differentially expressed in this type. The main

two reasons for this are: (i) Unsupervised methods are less inclined to overfit the data since

there is no specific pattern which they are looking for and (ii) The definition of types is in

many cases subjective and error-prone. Identifying the members of a certain type as one

cluster substantiates the class assignment. Therefore, unsupervised methods are also used

as a data cleansing step prior to any analysis. For example, in our work both on leukemia

(Publication (9)) and on colon cancer (Publication (7)) we grouped in an unsupervised

manner a few samples of a certain type together with a different class. In the colon cancer

project samples which were labelled as tumors joined the normal class and checking with

experamentalists revealed that the fraction of tumor cells in those samples was very low. In

leukemia we discovered that several patients whose expression profile deviated from their

“known” class, and hence were thought to be misclassified, constituted, in fact, a possible

new sub-type of leukemia. Perou et al. [80, 81] and Sorlie et al. [43, 64] analyzed breast

cancer patients with unsupervised methods despite the fact that they had external labels

which can be used in supervised analysis. This is performed since the known classes of

tumors, which were initially thought to be homogenous, turned out to be heterogenous

groups which coule be divided further on the basis of gene expression data.

In Publication (4) we used clustering in a novel manner to eliminate the dependence on

arbitrary values of filtering parameters and thresholds. We first applied a strict filter on the

genes and among them we identified those, whose expression fitted our searched pattern
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(in a supervised manner). Both the filter and the supervised test were based on arbitrarily

chosen values of various parameters. In the next step, we significantly relaxed the filtering

criteria and applied clustering to a much larger set of genes. Finally, we identified those

gene-clusters which contained a major fraction of the genes found in the first step. This

two step procedure can “fish” the relevant genes while eliminating the arbitrariness of the

chosen parameters and placing the thresholds at more natural and data dependent values.

1.10 Semi-supervised methods

In semi-supervised problems one has incomplete information regarding the data. The sim-

plest case is of partial labels. In this case, one knows the classification of a (usually small)

fraction of the data points and wants to use this knowledge to say something about the

structure and classification of the remaining points.

Semi-supervised algorithms is a young field of research. Most algorithms that address

this problem define some weighted graph between neighboring points (as done in SPC) and

search for the minimal k-way cut of this graph [10, 11], i.e. the cut with minimal weight

that separates the labelled points known to be of different types. This problem is known to

be NP-hard for k ≥ 3 [82]. In Publication (3) we suggested a model, in the same spirit of

SPC, based on an inhomogeneous Potts model with the number of Potts states q exceeding

the number of known classes. The points with known classification are fixed in the Potts

state that corresponds to their label, i.e. they “feel” an infinite field to that direction. The

unlabelled points are free spins. The statistical mechanics of such a system is not trivial

since it may suffer from frustration.

The k-way cut problem is equivalent to finding the ground state of this system. In

Publication (11) we suggest a heuristic algorithm that tries to find this ground state, the

configuration at T = 0. The algorithm is a greedy iterative algorithm that freezes one spin

at time. In some cases it performs an optimal step and in others the least “damaging” one.

In Publication (3), on the other hand, we analyze this problem at T > 0. We follow the

scheme described in Sec. 1.11. A toy problem is studied in which the T = 0 solution does

not yield the correct partition which can be obtained at a higher temperature. This shows

that the solution of a computationally hard problem at low T may not only be unnecessary,

but can lead to erroneous results, while solving an easier problem gives the correct solution.

Further details regarding both methods appear in Sec. ??.

1.11 Relation to statistical physics

Many supervised and unsupervised methods, either parametric or non-parametric, define a

merit function which they try to optimize. Methods which are based on a statistical model

of the data usually try to find those parameters, θ that maximize the likelihood of the

data, P (D|θ), (called ML) or following a Bayessian approach, the aposteriori probability,
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P (D|θ)P (θ) (called MAP). Searching for the optimum has two major disadvantages: First,

this procedure ignores the robustness of the found solution, i.e. how does the probability

drop in the neighborhood of the solution. One can imagine a merit function that has a

sharp peak at θ1 and a lower but much wider peak at θ2 (see Figure 1.3); which of these is

a better solution? The second disadvantage is that finding the optimal solution is in many

cases computationally difficult (depending on the specific merit function) - Publication (3)

gives an example of a problem in which the correct solution is obtained at a lower but

wider peak.

θ
1

θ
2

M
er

it 
sc
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e

Figure 1.3: Two solutions – one with a higher score but not robust and the other is more

robust but with a lower score.

To cope with these problems one can scan the merit function from its optimal value

downwards and analyze the average or “typical” solution at different values of the merit

function. In case there is a single peak, the average solution will not change by much as

the explored value of the merit function is lowered; but in case the merit function behaves

as in Fig. 1.3 the “typical” solution will jump closer to θ2 as soon as the value drops below

the lower peak.

This procedure has a direct analog in statistical physics. If one defines the negative of

the merit function (or any monotonically increasing function of it) as the energy, H(θ), the

optimal solution is the one with lowest energy. In the case the merit function is the posterior

probability one usually uses H(θ) = −log(P (D|θ)P (θ)). The set of all parameters, θ, is

called in physics the configuration. Averages over all configurations with a certain value
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of energy are performed using the microcanonical ensemble which assigns them an equal

probability,

P (θ) =

{
1/Z H(θ) = E

0 otherwise
(1.37)

where Z =
∑

θ δ(H(θ)−E) and δ(x) is the Dirac delta function. Such averages are difficult

to calculate and are often performed by replacing the micro-canonical ensemble with the

canonical ensemble in which instead of fixing the energy value one fixes the average energy

value. Applying the maximum entropy principle [83] this leads to a Boltzman distribution

in which β = 1/T , the inverse temperature, acts as a Lagrange multiplier;

P (θ; T ) =
1

Z(T )
exp(−H(θ)/T ) (1.38)

and Z(T ) =
∑

θ′ exp(−H(θ′)/T ). The temperature, T , controls the average energy (in

a one-to-one relation); low temperatures correspond to low energies. At T = 0 only the

configuration(s) with lowest energy has a non-zero probability, which corresponds to the

MAP solution.

In general, the “typical” solution which is usually defined by averages of some ob-

servables (functions of θ) is calculated for a range of temperatures. The average of an

observable, O(θ), at temperature T is calculated by

〈O〉T =
∑

θ′
O(θ′)P (θ′, T ) =

1

Z(T )

∑

θ′
O(θ′) exp(−H(θ′)/T ) . (1.39)

This allows to explore the solution-space not only by searching for the optimal solution but

also identifying abundant lower performing ones. The field of statistical physics developed

many powerful tools to study such systems. In physics, especially of interest are cases and

temperatures in which the typical solution has an abrupt change in its properties - these

are called phase transitions.

The computational aspect of searching for the “typical” solution is that one only need

to calculate averages. These can be estimated by importance sampling using Monte-Carlo

methods [84,85] which usually converge much faster than required for optimization methods

to find the minimal energy. In case the energy landscape is ragged, i.e. has many deep

valleys, it may be difficult to obtain accurate estimations at low temperatures. However,

in many problems there is no need to find the solutions at such low temperatures, the

robust solutions are found at higher ones which are easier to sample. In case one is still

interested in the solutions at low temperatures, longer runs and more advanced Monte-

Carlo methods (like simulated tempering [86] and multicanonical methods [87–90]) are

required (See Publication (3)).

1.12 Further analysis

Once a discovery is made either by unsupervised, semi-supervised or supervised methods,

one has to validate the results using different experimental techniques (see next Section).
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In addition one can further analyze the resulting statements using data from other sources.

For example, if one identifies a cluster of genes which can separate a group of samples

into two distinct types, the following questions may arise: Do these genes belong to the

same biological pathway or process? Are these genes co-regulated by a known or unknown

transcription factor? Are these genes located at a specific region of the genome? What are

the known functions of these genes? Can we infer function to yet unfamilir genes? In which

tissues/cells are these genes known to be active? Are there specific diseases associated with

these genes?

There are numerous tools that can be used to start answering these questions. Most of

these tools are available as websites in which one can insert a gene (or a list of genes) and ob-

tain details regarding the genes. GeneCards [91] (http://bioinformatics.weizmann.ac.il/cards)

is a database which integrates information from many other databases and generates a

“card” for each gene with information regarding its location in the genome, its sequence,

known function, its known participation in diseases and many other details. Recently,

Chalifa-Caspi et al. [92] added a functionality to GeneCards that can display, for many

genes, their expression levels at various normal human tissues.

Another popular source of information is the Gene Ontology (GO) project [93]. This is a

collaborative effort whose aim is to describe a gene product by three attributes; its biological

process, cellular component and molecular function. Each of these attributes is represented

as a node in a tree (an ontology). Affymetrix has a website, NetAffx (http://www.netaffx.com),

in which one can enter a list of probesets and obtain a table in which each row is a probe-

set and the columns represent different attributes of the gene, such as: the gene’s location,

its Gene Ontology, its pathway if it appears in GenMAPP [94], a database of biological

pathways (http://www.genmapp.org/download.asp) and others.

Other tools that can be used analyze the promoter region of a gene, or a groups of

genes, in order to identify transcription binding sites of either known transcription factors

(TFs) [95,96] or identify putative binding sites one yet unknown TF (e.g. AlignACE [97]).

1.13 Validating the results

The aim of validation is to make sure that the conclusions that were obtained from gene

expression analysis are indeed correct. Validation can be performed at the mRNA and

protein levels.

mRNA level validation

Since microarray technology is still young and has various uncontrolled sources of noise, it

is common to validate the expression leves (or ratios) using different experimental assays.

There are sevel alternative methods to measure gene expression; among the most common

are Northern Blot, RT-PCR and in situ hybridization: In Northern Blot one separates

fragments of RNA via electrophoresis. Then, the fragments are transferred to a membrane
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and hybridized to labelled DNA fragments (usually via radioactive labelling) of the desired

gene. This method is less quantitative than microarrays. RT-PCR (Reverse Transcription

(RT) followed by Polymerase Chain Reaction(PCR)) is a process in which the reverse

transcription product8 is amplified using PCR. Gene specific primers9 are used to amplify

the mRNA of the desired gene. A more accurate extension of RT-PCR is called real-time

quantitative RT-PCR. In this process the PCR products are fluorescently marked and

measured during the PCR exponential accumulation phase [98]. In situ hybridization, on

the other hand, does not use extracted mRNA but rather identifies the desired mRNA in

fresh frozen or paraffin-embeded tissues and can be used to localize the mRNA expression

in the tissue. This is important in case the sample contains cells of different types and one

wants to know which cells express the gene. This method is based on inserting marked

cDNA or cRNA (complementary to the desired gene) to the cells; cells which express the

gene are coloured and can be identified under a microscope.

Protein level validation

The most common experimental techniques to validate the protein levels are immunohis-

tochemistry (IHC) and Western blotting. Immunohistochemistry is based on identification

of the desired proteins by marked specific antigens. As in the case of in situ hybridization,

this method can be used to detect the cell type that expresses a protein and can even detect

the cellular location of the the protein (e.g. cell membrane, nucleus, or cytoplasm) [99].

Western blotting is similar to Northern blotting (described above) but instead of using

labelled DNA fragments one uses labelled antibodies.

8DNA created from RNA using a reverse transcription (RT) DNA polymerase originating from retro-
viruses

9Short DNA segments needed to initiate the RT reaction
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Chapter 2

Data Analysis Methods

2.1 Introduction

In this chapter I focus on the main analysis tools that we developed and used; these are

divided into unsupervised, semi-supervised and supervised methods. Each method is ac-

companied by a review of other related methods. The main tools we developed are: (i)

Coupled Two-Way Clustering (CTWC) (see Publications (1) and (2)) which is an unsu-

pervised method to “mine” jointly the rows and columns of data that come in the form

of a matrix. The algorithm searches for submatrices which yield significant partitions of

the data, by iteratively clustering subsets of the genes based on subsets of the samples

and vice versa. (ii) Semi-supervised SuperParamagnetic Clustering (SPC), which is used

to classify data in which the correct class of a small fraction of the points are known. The

algorithm is based on a Potts model with external fields. For this model we have numerical

results for all temperature values using advanced Monte Carlo methods and methods for

inference in graphical models (See Publication (3)), and we also used a heuristic to find

a solution at T = 0 (See Publication (11)). In our gene expression analysis we used, in

addition to the unsupervised methods mentioned above, also supervised techniques that

include standard hypothesis testing methods as well as more recently introduced ones. We

also suggested statistical tests to analyze gene expression in conjunction with survival data

(see Sec. 2.4.4).

2.2 Coupled Two-Way Clustering (CTWC)

For the analysis of gene expression data our aim was to develop a method that can “mine”

data that come in the form of a two-dimensional matrix (e.g. genes by samples). We noticed

that the gene expression matrix is: (i) very noisy (ii) contains information regarding many

processes that occur in the examined cells. Each process involves its relevant genes and

may affect only a subset of the samples. Moreover, genes may have several functions and

can participate in different processes depending on the biological context. Finding these
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potentially overlapping sets of process-specific genes and samples may help infer a function

to yet unknown genes and identify samples with common characteristics. In order to identify

the signal of a single process, one has to overcome both the noise and the interference from

the other processes that “mask” the desired signal. This can be achieved by focusing on

small subsets of the data. An exhaustive search of all possible submatrices of a large matrix

is a computationally prohibitive task; our goal was to develop a heuristic method that can

identify those submatrices that contain the different signals in the matrix, and to apply it

to gene expression data. Application of our methods were mainly focused on data obtained

from samples representing various forms of cancer; these are described in Chapter 3.

The main idea of the CTWC algorithm is to identify subsets of the genes and conditions,

such that when one is used to cluster the other, stable and significant partitions emerge.

These partitions can be recognized only when focusing on these small subsets, since all

other genes and samples act as noise and mask the hidden structural signal. In this section

I first generally describe the CTWC algorithm. Then analysis of a particular data set, done

using the CTWC server, is given as an example. I continue with a review other methods

aimed at jointly selecting rows and columns of a data matrix and analyzing the resulting

submatrix. One should bear in mind that the method is general and applicable to data

from other fields. It is a general method to analyze the probability distribution of gene

expression matrix; p(Xij). Other fields to which it was applied include text mining [100],

analysis of glycomolecules [101], antigen reactivity data (Publication (6)) [102] and the

low-temperature phase of spin-glasses [103].

A nice metaphor for the problem at hand [104] is that of a football stadium, in which

99,000 spectators scream at random, while 1000 others are singing a coherent tune. These

1000 are, however, scattered all over the stadium – the chance that a listener, standing at

the center of the field, will be able to identify the tune are very small. If only we could

identify the singers, concentrate them into one stand and point a directional microphone

at them – we could hear the signal!

We have put up a CTWC server website (http://ctwc.weizmann.ac.il) that enables re-

searchers to submit their gene expression data, execute the CTWC engine that analyzes the

data and view the results [105] (see Publication (2)). Resulting clusters of genes and samples

are sorted according to different internal and external scores, such as size, stability and over-

lap with externally supplied sets. Gene clusters can also be transferred to Affymetrix’ web-

site (http://www.netaffx.com) or to GeneCards (http://bioinfo.weizmann.ac.il/cards)

[91] for further biological analysis. Analysis web servers are very common in the bioin-

formatics community and are used on a day-to-day basis. For CTWC a PC stand-alone

version also exits, based on a wrapper application written by A. Yitzhaky.

2.2.1 The data

In this chapter we assume that the data were already acquired and preprocessed (including

scaling, transformation and missing value estimation as described in Sec. 1.5) . Since most
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of our applications are on gene expression I will describe the data using terms from this

field.

The input to the algorithm is the gene expression matrix Xij of Ng rows (genes) and Ns

columns (samples). The matrix element Xij contains the transformed measure (usually log-

transformed - See 1.5.1) of the abundance of the mRNA of gene i in sample j. Besides the

expression data, external information concerning the samples and the genes can be used to

evaluate the resulting clusters. This information is organized in two separate matrices, LG
iα

for genes, where i = 1 . . . Ng and α goes over the gene attributes and LS
βj for samples where

j = 1 . . . Ns and β goes over all sample attributes. In general, the values in LG and LS

can be of any type (numerical, binary, ordinal) depending on the attribute they represent.

Note that the CTWC server currently supports only binary or unknown (empty) values.

As described in the Introduction, the gene expression matrix X can be viewed as a

collection of Ng gene (row) vectors or Ns sample (column) vectors;

X =




gT
1

gT
2
...

gT
Ng


 = [s1s2 . . . sNs ] (2.1)

2.2.2 Distance measures

The algorithm performs clustering of both genes and samples. Therefore one needs to

choose similarity or distance measures between a pair of genes and between two samples.

We are interested in identifying genes that belong to the same biological process; the

variation of expression of such genes over the samples is expected to be correlated. Instead

of using the Pearson correlation coefficient as a similarity measure between two expression

profiles, gα and gβ, we center and normalize the rows as described in the Introduction (Sec.

2.2.2) and use the Euclidean distance between them:

Yij = Xij − 1

Ns

Ns∑
j=1

Xij (2.2)

Zij =
Yij√∑Ns

j=1 Y 2
ij

(2.3)

D2(gcn
α ,gcn

β ) =
∑

j

(Zαj − Zβj)
2 = 2(1− Corr(gα,gβ)) (2.4)

Distance between two samples is taken as the Euclidean distance between their columns

in the row-normalized matrix. As described in Sec. 2.2.2, the contribution of a gene to the

distance between two samples is proportional to the number of standard deviations by

which the values are apart;

D2(sµ, sν) =
∑

i

(Ziµ − Ziν)
2 . (2.5)
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2.2.3 The algorithm

Technically, the CTWC method performs iterative clusterings of sub-sets of the genes

(samples) based on sub-sets of the samples (genes) and stores the identified stable clusters

for subsequent iterations. In order to keep track of the clusters, two lists are recorded; G
for gene clusters and S for sample clusters. Initially, G1, the cluster of all genes, is stored

in G and similarly S1 (all the samples) is stored in S. In the first step two independent

clustering operations are performed, one of all the rows G1 based on all the columns S1,

which we denote by G1(S1), and one of all the columns based on all the rows, S1(G1).

This first step is known as two-way clustering [71]. After each clustering operation one

adds the stable clusters that emerge to the appropriate list. We identify as ”s table” those

clusters that are statistically significant and robust against noise. The algorithm can work

with any clustering method for which statistically significant clusters can be identified.

We use the SPC clustering method since it has a natural way to select stable clusters (see

1.8.2). Coupling between the two ways of clustering is introduced in the subsequent CTWC

iterations. Suppose that by the operation G1(S1) we found 15 stable gene clusters (which

we name G2 to G16) and S1(G1) yielded 3 stable sample clusters (S2 to S4). In the second

iteration we perform the clustering operations SI(GJ)1 for I=1,...,4 and J=2,...,16, as well

as the complementary clusterings GJ(SI). The algorithm stops when no more new stable

clusters, whose size exceeds a preset threshold, are found. In practice we usually stop after

between 2 to 5 iterations.

An important issue when running CTWC is how to assign statistical significance to the

clusters we found. A cluster is statistically significant if it is unlikely to be obtained by

chance. As discussed in Sec. 1.8.2, ∆T , the difference between the temperature at which

a cluster is “born” (separated from its environment) and the temperature at which it

“dies” (breaks into smaller clusters) can be used as a test statistic to measure its statistical

significance.

The threshold for a significant ∆T can be estimated using permutation methods. First,

one has to choose a random data model to be used to generate date under the null hy-

pothesis, and then test how often clustering data drawn from this random model yields

clusters with equal or higher stability (∆T ). We work with a common model that generates

matrices by randomly permuting all the elements of the original matrix, producing data

matrices whose elements are taken from the same distribution as the ones of the original

matrix. Using these probability estimates we can calibrate our thresholds on the stability

parameter, to select only significant clusters. Figure 2.1 (taken from Publication (6)) shows

a comparison between clustering real antigen data and one of its randomized matrices. One

can see that randomized data do not yield stable clusters (ones with large ∆T ).

1SI(GJ) should be read as “clustering SI based on GJ”.
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Figure 2.1: Two dendrograms of antigens obtained by clustering. The left dendrogram is of the
original data and the right one is obtained from randomized data. In contrast, the randomized
data consists of a single large cluster which fragments in few temperature steps into small, short-
lived subclusters (see Publication (6)).

2.2.4 Interpreting CTWC results

The results of CTWC are the stable gene and sample clusters listed in G and S, respectively.

We register for each cluster the clustering operation that generated it. Other parameters,

such as the stability, ∆T , and the cluster size are also stored. Each entry in the lists

of stable clusters represents a statistical statement; for example, “cluster S10 is a stable

cluster (a mode in the distribution) with stability 5 found by clustering the samples in S5

using the genes in G3 as features, i.e. operation S5(G3)”. Such a statement means that

the genes in cluster G3, which are correlated across some other samples (according to the

clustering operation that produced G3) and hence might represent a specific pathway or

cellular function, possess a distinct profile in the samples of S10 compared to the other

samples in S5 (note that S10 ⊂ S5).

Next one needs to scan the potential discoveries and identify ones for further analysis.

This can be done by sorting the clusters according to internal or external scores. Internal

scores make use of the clustered data alone while external scores use additional informa-

tion regarding the genes or samples. Naturally, one can use the size and stability of the

identified clusters as scores. Clusters with larger stability are more statistically significant,

i.e. their p-value is lower. Note, however, that due to density fluctuations one can find

small clusters with relatively high stability even in uniformly distributed data. Tsafrir et

al. [106] suggested two additional internal merit functions which can be used to sort the

resulting clusters; bimodality score and image smoothness score. Both these scores are based

on analyzing the distance matrix, Dij, between the clustered objects (genes or samples).

The first measures the bimodality of the distribution of distances; well separated clusters

have low distances among the cluster members and high ones between the clusters. At first
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the distribution of distances is approximated by a mixture of two Gaussians,

p(D) ≈ a1 exp

[
−(x− b1)

2

c2
1

]
+ a2 exp

[
−(x− b2)

2

c2
1

]
(2.6)

. The bimodality score is then defined as

bimodality(Dij) =

√
a1

a2

max(c1, c2)

|b1 − b2| (2.7)

assuming a1 > a2. A preferable low score is reached when the two modes are well separated

and are of the same size. The image smoothness score is based an ordered distance matrix.

The distance matrix of clusters which form low dimensional manifolds, particularly one

dimensional ones, can be ordered along the manifold and thus generate a smooth distance

matrix. An algorithm, named sorting points into neighborhoods (SPIN), that performs such

an ordering is presented in Tsafrir et al. [106]. The image smoothness score uses standard

image processing techniques to measure the smoothness of the ordered distance matrix;

smoothness(Dij) =
1T

(
∂J
∂x

+ ∂J
∂y

)
1 + 1

N
Tr(JW )

1T J1
(2.8)

where 1 is a column vector of ones, J = D −∇2D,

Wij =
exp

[
− (i−j)2

εN

]

∑
k exp

[
− (k−j)2

εN

] (2.9)

and ε controls the width of the neighborhood. As in the bimodality score, low values are

preferable. In principle, clusters with low values in either of these scores are worth looking

at first.

External scores for clusters are based on known labels of genes or samples. For example,

if one knows the tumor-type of the samples, and in particular, which are of type A, one can

check for each cluster SI the extent to which it corresponds to the group of tumors of type

A. Two quantities are measured; the clusters’ purity with respect to A, purity(SI, A) =

|SI ∩ A|/|SI| which measures the fraction of members in the cluster which are of type A,

and its efficiency with respect to A, efficiency(SI, A) = |SI ∩A|/|A| which indicates what

fraction of the A samples were caught by SI. These quantities have different names in

other contexts; purity is called specificity or precision and efficiency – sensitivity or recall.

In information retrieval a combined score is often used called the Fβ-measure [107] which

is defined as

Fβ =
(β2 + 1) purity · efficiency

(β2 purity) + efficiency
(2.10)

where β is the relative weight of the purity compared to the efficiency. Using an equal

weight, F becomes the harmonic mean of the purity and efficiency;

F = 2 purity · efficiency/ (purity + efficiency) . (2.11)
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In order to assign a p-value for the observed overlap between cluster SI and group A, one

can test the null hypothesis that the association of a sample with SI and group A are

independent events. This can be precisely calculated using Fisher’s exact test (sometimes

called the hypergeometric test) or approximated by a χ2 test or Z-test (see Sec. 2.4.2).

Internal and external scores can be used also for gene clusters. External scores often

compare the clusters to annotated gene sets that have known functions, or that are known

to belong to a certain pathway – see Sec. ?? in the Introduction for tools and databases

that can be used to search for gene functions.

External classification of genes and samples can be uploaded to the CTWC server as

separate tables. The resulting clusters are compared with respect to each of these labels

and the purity, efficiency and Z-score of each stable cluster are reported (see example in

Sec. 2.2.5).

Conditional correlation

Analysis of the results can reveal additional discoveries which describe conditional corre-

lations in the data. For example, if gene-cluster G3 was found to be stable in G1(S2) and

broke into two distinct clusters, G10 and G11, in the analysis of G1(S7), it indicates that

the genes in G10 and G11 are correlated only under the conditions of S2. Such a finding

can suggest that pathways which are uncorrelated in certain conditions may become corre-

lated in others. We found such a case in the analysis of colon cancer (Publication (1)) [108]

when a cluster of growth-related genes was found to be correlated with a cluster of genes

related to epithelial cells, but only over the tumor samples. This conditional correlation

corresponds to the well-known biological fact that the malignant cells in colon cancer are

formed from epithelial cells. Since the tumor cells are epithelial, both clusters, of epithelial

genes and of growth genes, are highly expressed in tumor. The different percent of tumor

cells contained in the “tumor samples” induces a variation of the measured expression

levels of both kinds of genes over these samples, generating a pattern of expression with

which both clusters were correlated (when correlations were measured across the tumor

samples). In the normal samples, on the other hand, the fraction of epithelial cells is very

small and is not correlated to the expression of growth genes.

2.2.5 Applying Coupled Two-Way Clustering (CTWC): an Ex-

ample

In this section I present a step-by-step application of Coupled Two-Way Clustering (CTWC)

using the CTWC server site at http://ctwc.weizmann.ac.il (See Publications (1) and (2)).

This example can be used as a tutorial for using the site which includes all the fine details

that can be controlled. If reader which is not interested in this example, the reader may

proceed to Sec 2.2.6. The example is based on data published by Armstrong et al. [109]

in which they analyzed acute leukemia of three different types; acute myeloid leukemia
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(AML), acute lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL) and a sub-type of ALL which carries a chro-

mosomal translocation in the MLL gene, located on chromosome 112. An error in DNA

replication in which one end of a chromosome A replaces the correct one at the MLL gene’s

location (B can stand for either a different or the same chromosome than 11), producing an

abnormal protein either by fusion to another protein (if B is not chromosome 11 - the alter-

ation is called chromosomal translocation) or through internal rearrangements (if B = 11).

Armstrong et al. show (in a supervised way) that this ALL sub-type has a distinct molecu-

lar profile and can be considered a new type of leukemia which they call MLL. For the sake

of this example, assume that the MLL type had been unknown and the experiment was

planned to study the molecular differences between AML and ALL, without knowing that

the MLL sub-type exists. In this example, we will perform class discovery of this “new”

sub-type and learn about its relation to the ALL and AML types.

The preprocessed data

The data consists of 57 samples taken from leukemia patients: 20 AMLs and 37 ALLs -

which consist of 17 MLLs, ALLs with the translocation, and 20 without. The gene expres-

sion was obtained using Affymetrix GeneChip Hu95A which can measure ∼ 12600 different

transcripts. The Affymetrix “average difference” (generated by MAS 4.0 software - see Sec-

tion 3.3 for details regarding Affymetrix’s chips) expression values were linearly scaled (by

linear regression of all “Present” genes against the first ALL sample, see supplementary

information of Armstrong et al. [109]) to correct for overall intensity differences between

the experiments. The next step is filtering out genes with low quality and small variation.

First, floor and ceiling values are set, by replacing all values below 100 (the level of detec-

tion of the technology) with 100 and values above 16000 with 16000 (to reduce the effect of

saturation on the analysis). The resulting expression values are log-transformed using log2

and the standard deviation across all samples is calculated for each gene. For the purpose

of the example, I chose to work with the top 200 genes; in practice, one usually works with

a few thousands of genes. Table 2.2 shows the expression matrix as inserted to the CTWC

server.

For each sample, we have an external label indicating whether it is an AML or ALL. We

also have a hidden label stating the MLL status. CTWC does not use any of these labels

in the analysis, only at the end, to identify which of the resulting clusters correspond to

known clinical labels. Table 2.1 presents a “labels” file which is uploaded to the server and

used to analyze the results.

Running CTWC involves several steps: preprocessing, choosing a distance measure,

setting a clustering method and its parameters and choosing the depth of iterations. All

these steps are performed both for the genes and samples. Below I give a brief description

of the options. After the analysis is finished one can scan through the results and identify

potential discoveries. The next step is either to design further analyses or continue with

2The MLL (also called ALL-1) gene is directly involved in 5-10% of ALLs and AMLs
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validation of the results.

LABELS NAME ALL1 . . . ALL20 MLL1 . . . MLL17 AML1 . . . AML23

ALL ALL (no MLL trans.) 1 1 0 0 0 0
MLL MLL (ALL w/MLL trans.) 0 0 1 1 0 0
AML AML 0 0 0 0 1 1

ORIG ALL Original ALL 1 1 1 1 0 0

Table 2.1: The sample labels table LS; LS
ij = 1 indicates that sample j belongs to group i.

This table is uploaded in a tab-delimited ASCII format to the server as predefined sets of

samples. This information is used when viewing and analyzing the clustering results.

U95 AFFX NAME ALL1 . . . ALL20 MLL1 . . . MLL17 AML1 . . . AML23

31431 at Hs.160741 Human IgG Fc receptor hFcRn 12.4 11.2 8.6 13.1 9.8 9.0
31506 at Hs.274463 Human neutrophil peptide-3 gene 8.3 9.8 13.9 9.7 9.7 11.1

31525 s at Hs.251577 Human alpha globin: zeta gene 6.6 13.2 13.9 8.5 10.2 13.6
31623 f at Hs.203967 Human metallothionein-I-A gene 6.6 6.6 9.5 6.6 6.6 13.7
31687 f at Hs.155376 Human sickle cell beta-globin 9.1 12.8 13.9 9.9 6.6 11.0

.

.

.

.

.

.
216 at Hs.8272 Human prostaglandin D2 synthase 6.6 6.6 6.6 11.5 9.3 12.8

Table 2.2: The expression data table X. The data are scaled, thresholded and log2-

transformed. Xij is the expression level of gene i in sample j. The first column is the

Affymetrix probe-set identifier. A description of the transcript, gene or EST, is in the sec-

ond column. This table is uploaded in a tab-delimited ASCII format to the server when

creating a new project. This is the data analyzed by the coupled two-way clustering method.

Overview

The CTWC site enables users to register and open an account on the server. For each user

the site manages projects, analyses and processes. A Project is related to a gene expression

matrix Xij and optionally two tables of predefined sets of genes and samples, LG and

LS. Every project may contain several Analyses; each uses a particular set of running

parameters. Within an analysis there are Processes; each is a CTWC run defined by its

initial gene and sample sets and the desired iteration depth.

Input Data

The input data are the three matrices as tab-delimited ASCII files. The format of the

expression matrix is the same one used by Eisen’s Cluster program to allow for maximal

compatibility. See Tables 2.2 and 2.1 for examples of such files.

Preprocessing

The CTWC site can perform several common preprocessing steps according to this order:
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• Lower threshold of θlow: if Xij < θlow, set its value to Xij = θlow (and leave un-

changed otherwise). Using Affymetrix software with its default parameters a value

below 30 (or below 100 for stricter filtering) is considered the level of detection of

the system. The meaningless negative numbers produced by the older version of

Affymetrix’ MAS software (4.0) can also be handled using thresholding.

• Data transformation: taking the log, Xij ← log2(Xij). Used to transform the log-

normal noise to be normally distributed and independent of the value of Xij (see ??

for other methods).

• Handling missing values:

– Identify missing values as those below a threshold θm.v.. The Affymetrix soft-

ware provides an absent/present call that indicates if the transcript can be

reliably declared present in the examined sample (the null hypothesis, that it is

absent, is rejected). An unreliable measurement is declared absent. If one wants

to use these calls, one can make sure all absent genes have negative numbers

and then use some positive threshold to identify missing values.

– Filter out genes with more than x percent of missing values. These genes are

either unreliable or not present in many samples and may only introduce noise.

This step should be handled with care, since if one compares several types of

diseases, the fact that some genes are consistently not present in some of the

types can be important and these genes should not be filtered out.

– Estimation of missing values can be performed in three different ways: kNN

estimation [23] (see Sec. 1.5.3 and Sec. 2.2.6) which is based on weighted averages

of correlated genes, replacement with a constant value or replacement with the

gene’s average over the other samples.

– Scaling has also several options: substraction or division by the sample’s mean

or median. If the values are log-transformed then the algorithm subtracts the

mean or median, otherwise it divides by them. This is equivalent to finding

a scaling factor for each sample. Another option is to use non-linear scaling

which uses the algorithm of Greenbaum et al. [110] that performs iterative non-

linear fits between the samples. Section ?? discusses other methods for scaling.

Recently, advanced scaling methods, e.g. RMA [13], MBEI (implemented in

dChip) [16–18] and MAS 5.0 [15], were developed to perform better scaling of

Affymetrix’s chips. Consequently, we recommend one of these methods to be

used for scaling.

– Variance filtering – keeps the top x genes with largest variation across the sam-

ples. This should be performed after the values are transformed.

In this example, the data were already scaled and log-transformed. Therefore, only

variance filtering was applied keeping the top 200 genes.
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Distance measure

Currently, the CTWC works with a specific choice of distance measures. Before any of the

clustering operations SI(GJ) or GJ(SI) the sub-matrix that is defined by the GJ genes

and the samples in SI is centered and normalized. The distance between genes is taken as

the Euclidean distances between the rows of the sub-matrix, and between the samples –

the Euclidean distances between the columns.

Clustering method and parameters

The CTWC procedure can utilize any clustering engine for which stability measure can be

associated. We use super-paramagnetic clustering (SPC) [?, 74] due to various advantages

it has (see 1.8.2). SPC has several parameters which can be controlled in the CTWC site;

these parameters need to specified for clustering genes and samples:

• The parameter K used for constructing the graph using the K mutual neighborhood

algorithm; points i and j are connected by an edge if i is among the K nearest

neighbors of j and j is among the K nearest neighbors of i. The K mutual neigh-

borhood algorithm gives rise to fairly uniform connectivity in regions where the data

are uniformly distributed; in regions where the density of data points has significant

gradients, the connectivity is lower [111]. The clustering result is affected by the value

of K; low values of K generate sparser graphs and tend to produce smaller clusters.

Very sparse graphs in which there are only few paths that link any two points in

the graph reduce the ability of SPC to average local fluctuations in the density. In

the extreme case of a single connecting path, SPC reduces to single-linkage since the

pairwise correlations Cij(T ) depend only on their direct bond weight Jij. Too high

values of K generate highly connected regions which usually “dissolve” abruptly and

any inner structure can be concealed. As a result of that one might mistakenly de-

clare the points to be uniformly distributed. In practice, values between 10 to 20

work well in most cases. In the example K = 10 was used both for genes and sam-

ples. Agrawal [112] analyzed the statistics of degrees of vertices in graphs produced

for gene expression data. The homogeneity of the histogram of number of neighbors

(degrees of vertices) is measured by Λ(K) which is defined as

Λ(K) =
1

zmax + 1

[
1− P (zmax)

2
+

zmax∑
i=0

(i + 1)P (i)

]
(2.12)

where P (i) is the fraction of points with i neighbors and zmax is the maximum degree

in the network. Λ(K) is between 0 and 1 and measures the ratio between the average

“star” size (a point and its neighbors) to the maximal star size. Small values of Λ(K)

represent graphs in which there are only few highly connected points where the rest

have only few neighbors, such graphs represent non-trivial structure of the data. On

the other end, high values of Λ(K) are found in graphs in which most stars are close
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to the maximal one (occurs in uniform densities). In gene expression data Λ(K) has

a flat minimum for a range of K values; K1 to K2. Agrawal suggests to test three

different values for K; K1, b(K1+K2)/2c and K2 which correspond to graphs with low

connectivity (referred to as paramagnetic adjacent), mid connectivity (referred to as

super-paramagnetic) and high connectivity (referred to as ferromagnetic adjacent).

The CTWC server implements this algorithm and uses K2 as a default which can be

changed to K1 or b(K1 + K2)/2c or overridden by the user by a fixed value for K.

Note that on top of the K mutual neighborhood graph the SPC superimposes the

minimal spanning tree which makes sure that the graph is a single connected com-

ponent. This guarantees that at T = 0 all the points will form one cluster.

• Temperature range and step: the default range of temperature is [0, 0.25] scanned in

steps of 0.004 yielding 62 temperature steps. The temperature values are measured

in units of the cost and since the edge weights are defined as

Jij = 1/K̂ exp
(−‖xi − xi‖2/(2a2)

)
(2.13)

where K̂ is the average number of neighbors and a is the average distance between

neighbors, this range is usually sufficient to capture the structure in the data. The

example was generated using the default values.

• Number of Monte Carlo cycles: SPC uses a Swendsen-Wang (SW) Markov chain

Monte Carlo (MCMC) method [74] to estimate the pairwise correlations Cij(T ). This

is an efficient Monte Carlo method which flips the states of a block of many spins in a

single move. The default values of 3000 cycles is usually sufficient to estimate Cij(T )

at a reasonable accuracy. For the example I used 5000 cycles for better accuracy and

reproducibility. Since SPC uses an MCMC the results are not deterministic and can

fluctuate. Increasing the number of cycles reduces the fluctuations and thus improves

the reproducibility of the results.

• Growth option: As described in Sec. 1.8.2, a “growth” postprocessing step whose aim

is to connect low density tails to the cluster’s core is applied by default. In this step,

each point is connected to its neighbor with which it is most correlated, as long as

this correlation is above a very low threshold. The clusters generated by this step

are not guaranteed to follow the dendrogram criterion (i.e. clusters that separate

at low temperatures cannot re-unite at higher ones), and therefore points become

connected by the growth step only if they were assigned to the same cluster at lower

temperatures. Since this step searches for the maximal correlation among a group

of low values, it is highly susceptible to fluctuations in the correlations and thus it

contributes to the variation of the results obtained by different Monte Carlo runs on

the same data. In the examples the growth option was used.

• Stability parameters - these parameters are used to determine if a cluster is stable.

A cluster is considered stable if it is larger than a minimal size and does not lose
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more than ignore dropout size members in each temperature step for at least stable

∆T steps. T1 is defined as the temperature at which the cluster is separated from its

environment and T2 is the temperature at which it loses at least ignore dropout size

of its members. The stability parameter ∆T is their difference, ∆T = T2 − T1. For

the example data, different parameters were used for clustering genes and samples;

for genes – minimal cluster size is 10, ignore drop out size is 4 and stable ∆T = 8;

for samples – minimal cluster size and ignore drop out size are the same and stable

∆T = 15. The relatively large ∆T for samples was chosen in order to obtain only the

few most stable clusters.

Depth of iterations

The depth of iterations performed by CTWC is controlled separately for genes and samples.

Table 2.3 defines which operation are performed at each depth level. Currently, the server

accepts depths up to 5. We recommend to start with two way clustering, i.e. depth= 1, for

genes and samples. If the parameters gave suitable results, we proceed to deeper levels.

Genes Samples

Depth Clustering Operation Resulting clusters Depth Clustering Operation Resulting clusters

1 G1(S1) G2,. . .,GI1,1 1 S1(G1) S2,. . .,SJ1,1
2 G1(S2),. . .,G1(SJ1,1) G[I1,1 + 1],. . .,GI2,1 2 S1(G2),. . .,S1(GI1,1) S[J1,1 + 1],. . .,SJ2,1
3 G2(S2),. . .,G2(SJ1,1) G[I2,1 + 1],. . .,GI3,2 3 S2(G2),. . .,S2(GI1,1) S[J2,1 + 1],. . .,SJ3,2

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
3 GI1,1(S2),. . .,GI1,1(SJ1,1) G[I3,I1,1−1 + 1],. . .,GI3,I1,1 3 SJ1,1(G2),. . .,SJ1,1(GI1,1) S[J3,J1,1−1 + 1],. . .,SJ3,J1,1
4 G1(S[J1,1 + 1]),. . .,G1(SJ2,1) G[I3,I1,1 + 1],. . .,GI4,1 4 S1(G[I1,1 + 1]),. . .,S1(GI2,1) S[J3,J1,1 + 1],. . .,SJ4,1

5 G2(S[J1,1 + 1]),. . .,G2(SJ2,1) G[I4,1 + 1],. . .,GI5,2 5 S2(G[I1,1 + 1]),. . .,S2(GI2,1) S[J4,1 + 1],. . .,SJ5,2

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
5 GI1,1(S[J1,1 + 1]),. . . G[I5,I1,1−1 + 1],. . .,GI5,I1,1 5 SJ1,1(G[I1,1 + 1]),. . ., S[J5,J1,1−1 + 1],. . .,SJ5,J1,1

. . .,GI1,1(SJ2,1) . . .,SJ2,1(GI2,1)

Table 2.3: The operations performed at each depth level and their resulting clusters.

Initial sets

One has to choose a set of genes and samples that define the initial sub-matrix for CTWC.

By default these are all the genes and all the samples. One may, however, want to analyze

a specific sub-matrix. For example, if one has samples from several kinds of tumors and

normal tissues, it is reasonable to analyze separately the sub-matrix that correspond to

the tumor tissues. Most probably, CTWC will perform such a run by itself at deeper levels

of the analysis since the tumor tissues usually form a separate and stable cluster when

analyzing all the samples based on some tumor/normal separating gene cluster. Other

cases in which analyzing a sub-matrix turned out to be convenient had to do with an

interesting cluster of genes that was not picked up by CTWC as the feature set to use

for clustering the samples, because of the arbitrarily set value of some parameter (such as
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the iteration depth). One may wish to perform this step manually by clustering a set of

samples based on these genes.

Viewing the results

The results are stored in HTML files and can be viewed using any web browser. The main

results page contains links to tables and to pages that describe the clustering operations

and the resulting clusters. Here I include some of the results for the example dataset. In

the first iteration of the analysis S1(G1) identifies two stable clusters S2 and S3. Figure 2.2

represents the card produced for the clustering operation S1(G1). The card contains several

of the figures that are available in the site: (a) Rotated dendrogram – The dendrogram

represents the clustering results. The x-axis is the temperature (the resolution parameter)

and along the y-axis the clustered objects, the samples in this case are ordered according

to the dendrogram. Only branches that contain more than ignore drop out size leaves are

shown. Stable clusters are circled and named. (b) The labels of the samples are presented

using a binary matrix (blue= 0, yellow= 1). (c) Reordered data – the colored matrix

represent the transposed centered and normalized expression matrix, each row is a sample

and each column is a gene. The samples are ordered according to the dendrogram on the left

and the genes are ordered according to the dendrogram G1(S1). The colors in the matrix

represent the value of the matrix elements. (d) Distance matrix – an Ns × Ns matrix of

Euclidean distances between the samples, calculated based on all 200 genes in G1. One can

see in the distance matrix three regions of short distances (high densities) represented by

green-blue color. The algorithm partitioned the samples according to these three regions,

as can be seen in the three main branches, but these were not identified as stable clusters

since they did not “live” for the 15 temperature steps required by the selected parameters.

The top branch broke up at a higher temperature to two sub-branches, the top of which

was large enough and did not break for a large enough ∆T to be identified as stable,

and was labeled S2. The middle main branch qualified as stable (according to the used

parameters) and was named S3, while the bottom one did not “live” for the required ∆T

and then broke to clusters smaller than min cluster size. Cluster S3 contains 17 samples; 16

are of type MLL and 1 AML. This stable cluster splits the ALL samples to ones with the

translocation (MLLs) and one without (other ALLs). Already this operation revealed the

distinct molecular profile of the MLL subtype. In general, had there been many other genes

which are not related to this separation one would not see this partition when clustering

S1(G1), but this example is based only on 200 genes of which a large enough fraction are

differentially expressed between the ALL and MLL types.

Figure 2.3 depicts the card generated for clustering the 200 genes based on all the 57

samples, G1(S1). One can see that there are two main branches in dendrogram each of

which splits into two other long branches. Looking at the distance matrix one can clearly

see two large blue squares representing the main split. Both squares have inner structure

which can be understood if one looks at the reordered data 2.2b. The upper branch splits

into two; genes in cluster G2 (around 20) are highly expressed on the ALLs (leftmost 20
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Figure 2.2: The CTWC card for S1(G1).
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Figure 2.5: The CTWC card for S1(G3).

samples) and low on the remaining samples whereas the genes in cluster G3 (between 30

and 70) are high on the ALLs and intermediate on the MLLs and low on the AMLs.

The result of clustering the samples based on G2 and G3 are seen in Figures 2.4 and 2.5.

One can see that G2 separates the samples into S6 and S7; S6 contains the MLLs and AMLs,

and S7 contains the ALL samples. This means that regarding the 13 genes in G2, the MLLs

behave as AMLs, although the former are actually ALLs with a specific translocation. In

each clustering operation the genes and samples are listed, either as clustered objects or as

features. A link can transfer the gene list to Affymetrix’ web site, http://www.netaffx.com,

which supplies additional information on each gene, such as its symbol, description, genomic

location, gene ontology (biological process, cellular component and molecular function)

and if it belongs to a known pathway (using GenMAPP database [94]). Table 2.4 gives

an example table produced by NetAffx for the G2 cluster. One of the genes in G3 is

CALLA, common acute lymphoblastic leukemia antigen, also known as CD10, is a known

marker of ALLs with no translocation since it is expressed at late differentiation stages of

the lymphoid lineage. The MLL translocation is believed to occur at early stages of the

differentiation and therefore cancer cells with the translocation become malignant before

they reach the stage in which the CALLA gene is expressed. In Publication (9) [113] we

show that there might be a new sub-type of MLL that has some characteristics of cells in

later stages of differentiation. Note that two genes (MADH1 and RAF1) have two different

probes in the cluster showing the relatively high correlation of probes of the same gene.

Figure 2.5 shows the results of clustering S1(G3). In contrast to G2, when G3 is used,

the ALLs join the MLLs and the AMLs form a separate cluster. The first and major split is

to S9 (AMLs) and S10 (ALLs and MLLs) – these genes have very low expression in AMLs

compared to the ALLs and MLLs. At higher temperatures S10 splits to two, and one of its

branches is steady enough to be called stable and is named S8 (ALLs). Actually there are

three levels of expression of this gene-cluster; ALLs have high expression of these genes,

MLLs have medium levels and very low in AMLs. G3 contains 43 genes which appear in

Table 2.5. Several of these are related to the immune system (marked by boldface in the
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table); immunoglobulins, major histocompatibility factors, immune response. This is not

surprising since the the ALLs are related to T-cells and B-cells which are the two mature

cells in the lymphoid lineage. Another gene is the TCL1A which is known to be activated

in chronic T-cell leukemia.

In this example we could identify in an unsupervised fashion the existence of an “in-

termediate” type of leukemia, the MLL; For the genes in G2 its molecular profile is similar

to that of the AMLs whereas according to the “signal” of the G3 genes the MLLs are

associated with the ALLs (although at somewhat lower level of expression).
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Probe
Set ID

Title Gene
Symbol

Map
Location

GO bio process GO cell component GO molec function GenMAPP
Pathway

1077 at recombination
activating gene 1

RAG1 11p13 GO:7516;hemocyte
development
GO:6310;DNA
recombination
GO:6955;immune
response

GO:5634;nucleus GO:16787;hydrolase
activity
GO:3677;DNA
binding GO:4519;

1077 at recombination
activating gene 1

RAG1 11p13 GO:7516;hemocyte
development
GO:6310;DNA
recombination
GO:6955;immune
response

GO:5634;nucleus GO:16787;hydrolase
activity
GO:3677;DNA
binding
GO:4519;endonuclease
activity

1325 at MAD,mothers against
decapentaplegic
homolog 1
(Drosophila)

MADH1 4q28 GO:6355;regulation of
transcription,
DNA-dependent
GO:7179;TGFbeta
receptor signaling
pathway
GO:7165;signal
transduction

GO:16021;integral to
membrane
GO:5634;nucleus

GO:16563;
transcriptional
activator activity
GO:5057; receptor
signaling protein
activity

TGF Beta
Signaling
Pathway

1389 at membrane metallo-
endopeptidase,
enkephalinase,
CALLA, CD10

MME 3q25.1-
q25.2

GO:7267;cell-cell
signaling
GO:6508;proteolysis
and peptidolysis

GO:5887;integral to
plasma membrane

GO:8270;zinc ion
binding
GO:16787;hydrolase
activity
GO:4245;neprilysin
activity GO:8237;
metallopeptidase
activity

32872 at

35164 at Wolfram syndrome 1
(wolframin)

WFS1 4p16 GO:6091;energy
pathways
GO:7605;hearing
GO:7399;neurogenesis
GO:7601;vision

GO:5624;membrane
fraction
GO:16021;integral to
membrane

36536 at schwannomin
interacting protein 1

SCHIP1 3q25.33 GO:5737;cytoplasm

37280 at MAD, mothers
against
decapentaplegic
homolog 1
(Drosophila)

MADH1 4q28 GO:6355;regulation of
transcription,
DNA-dependent
GO:7179;TGFbeta
receptor signaling
pathway
GO:7165;signal
transduction

GO:16021;integral to
membrane
GO:5634;nucleus

GO:16563;
transcriptional
activator activity
GO:5057;receptor
signaling protein
activity

TGF Beta
Signaling
Pathway

37539 at RalGDS-like gene RGL 1q25.2 GO:7264;small
GTPase mediated
signal transduction
GO:7218;neuropeptide
signaling pathway

GO:8321;Ral
guanyl-nucleotide
exchange factor
activity GO:5085;
RasGEFN;
guanyl-nucleotide
exchange factor
activity

38124 at midkine (neurite
growth-promoting
factor 2)

MDK 11p11.2 GO:8283;cell
proliferation
GO:7267;cell-cell
signaling
GO:7165;signal
transduction
GO:30154;cell
differentiation
GO:74;regulation of
cell cycle
GO:7399;neurogenesis

GO:5615;
extracellular space

GO:8201;heparin
binding
GO:8083;growth
factor activity
GO:5125;cytokine
activity

38408 at transmembrane 4
superfamily member 2

TM4SF2 Xq11.4 GO:9405;
pathogenesis
GO:6487;N-linked
glycosylation

GO:5887;integral to
plasma membrane

38578 at tumor necrosis factor
receptor
superfamily,member 7

TNFRSF7 12p13 GO:6915;apoptosis
GO:6955;immune
response
GO:7165;signal
transduction

GO:5886;plasma
membrane
GO:16021;integral to
membrane

GO:4872; TNFR c6;
receptor activity;
GO:4888;
transmembrane
receptor activity

41266 at integrin,alpha 6 ITGA6 2q31.1 GO:7044;cell-
substrate junction
assembly
GO:7229;integrin-
mediated signaling
pathway
GO:7160;cell-matrix
adhesion

GO:8305;integrin
complex
GO:16021;integral to
membrane

GO:4895; cell
adhesion receptor
activity GO:4872;
receptor activity

41690 at modulator
recognition factor 2

MRF2 10q21.3 GO:5622;
intracellular

GO:3677;DNA
binding

Table 2.4: The annotation table for the genes in G2 from the NetAffx website
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Probe
Set ID

Title Gene
Symbol

GO bio process

1470 at polymerase (DNA directed), delta 2,
regulatory subunit 50kDa

POLD2 GO:6260;DNA replication

266 s at CD24 antigen (small cell lung
carcinoma cluster 4 antigen)

CD24 GO:6959;humoral immune response

32168 s at Down syndrome critical region gene 1 DSCR1 GO:19722;calcium-mediated signaling GO:7165;signal transduction
GO:8015;circulation GO:7417;central nervous system development

32238 at bridging integrator 1 BIN1 GO:7268;synaptic transmission
GO:6897;BAR;endocytosis;5.5e-130;extended:inferred from electronic
annotation GO:6899;nonselective vesicle transport
GO:6897;BAR;endocytosis;4.9e-127;extended:inferred from electronic
annotation GO:30154;cell differentiation GO:8283;cell proliferation
GO:8099;synaptic vesicle endocytosis GO:45786;negative regulation of cell cycle

32773 at major histocompatibility complex,
class II, DQ alpha 1

HLA-
DQA1

GO:9405;pathogenesis GO:19884;antigen presentation, exogenous antigen
GO:6955;immune response GO:19886;antigen processing, exogenous antigen via
MHC class II

33304 at interferon stimulated gene 20kDa ISG20 GO:8283;cell proliferation

33999 f at hypothetical protein LOC90925 LOC90925

34168 at deoxynucleotidyltransferase, terminal DNTT GO:6260;DNA replication GO:6304;DNA modification GO:6281;DNA repair
GO:6960;antimicrobial humoral response (sensu Invertebrata)

34800 at leucine-rich repeats and
immunoglobulin-like domains 1

LRIG1

34842 at small nuclear ribonucleoprotein
polypeptide N

SNRPN GO:6371;mRNA splicing;predicted/computed

35260 at Mlx interactor MONDOA

35350 at B cell RAG associated protein GALNA
C4S-6ST

35614 at transcription factor-like 5 (basic
helix-loop-helix)

TCFL5 GO:42127;regulation of cell proliferation;inferred from expression pattern
GO:6355;regulation of transcription, DNA-dependent;inferred from sequence or
structural similarity GO:7283;spermatogenesis;inferred from expression pattern
GO:45595;regulation of cell differentiation;inferred from expression pattern

35648 at autism susceptibility candidate 2 AUTS2

36021 at lymphoid enhancer-binding factor 1 LEF1 GO:6355;regulation of transcription, DNA-dependent

36108 at major histocompatibility complex,
class II, DQ beta 1

HLA-
DQB1

GO:6955;MHC II beta;immune response;1.6e-52;extended:inferred from
electronic annotation

36227 at interleukin 7 receptor IL7R GO:18;regulation of DNA recombination GO:6960;antimicrobial humoral
response (sensu Invertebrata) GO:7166;cell surface receptor linked signal
transduction GO:6955;immune response

36239 at POU domain, class 2, associating factor
1

POU2AF1 GO:6355;regulation of transcription, DNA-dependent GO:6959;humoral
immune response GO:8151;cell growth and/or maintenance
GO:6366;transcription from Pol II promoter

36482 s at ATPase, Ca++ transporting,
ubiquitous

ATP2A3 GO:6812;cation transport GO:8152;metabolism GO:15992;proton transport
GO:6816;calcium ion transport GO:6810;transport

36638 at connective tissue growth factor CTGF GO:1558;regulation of cell growth GO:6928;cell motility;not recorded
GO:7155;cell adhesion GO:6259;DNA metabolism GO:9611;response to
wounding GO:8544;epidermal differentiation GO:8151;cell growth and/or
maintenance

37159 at hypothetical protein DJ159A19.3 DJ159
A19.3

37251 s at glycoprotein M6B GPM6B GO:7399;neurogenesis

37467 at Homo sapiens partial mRNA for IgA1
immunoglobulin heavy chain variable
region (IGHV gene), clone LIBPA235

37710 at MADS box transcription enhancer
factor 2, polypeptide C (myocyte
enhancer factor 2C)

MEF2C GO:6355;regulation of transcription, DNA-dependent GO:7517;muscle
development GO:7399;neurogenesis GO:6366;transcription from Pol II
promoter;not recorded

37716 at antigen identified by monoclonal
antibody MRC OX-2

MOX2

37988 at CD79B antigen
(immunoglobulin-associated beta)

CD79B GO:7166;cell surface receptor linked signal transduction GO:6955;immune
response

38017 at CD79A antigen
(immunoglobulin-associated alpha)

CD79A GO:6952;defense response GO:7166;cell surface receptor linked signal
transduction

38018 g at CD79A antigen
(immunoglobulin-associated alpha)

CD79A GO:6952;defense response GO:7166;cell surface receptor linked signal
transduction

38242 at B-cell linker BLNK GO:7242;intracellular signaling cascade GO:6954;inflammatory
response;predicted/computed GO:6959;humoral immune
response;predicted/computed GO:7516;hemocyte development

38604 at neuropeptide Y NPY GO:6928;cell motility GO:7586;digestion;not recorded GO:7273;regulation of
synapse GO:6816;calcium ion transport GO:7187;G-protein signaling, coupled
to cyclic nucleotide second messenger GO:8283;cell proliferation
GO:8015;circulation;not recorded GO:7631;feeding behavior
GO:7218;neuropeptide signaling pathway

38994 at suppressor of cytokine signaling 2 SOCS2 GO:1558;regulation of cell growth GO:7242;intracellular signaling cascade

39318 at T-cell leukemia/lymphoma 1A TCL1A GO:7275;development GO:8151;cell growth and/or maintenance

39878 at Homo sapiens transcribed sequence
with strong similarity to protein
ref:NP 065136.1 (H.sapiens)
protocadherin 9 precursor; cadherin
superfamily protein VR4-11 [Homo
sapiens]

40191 s at KIAA0582 protein KIAA0582

40451 at polymerase (DNA directed), epsilon POLE GO:6281;DNA repair GO:6260;DNA replication

40782 at short-chain dehydrogenase/reductase 1 SDR1 GO:8152;metabolism GO:6631;fatty acid metabolism GO:7601;vision

40936 at cysteine-rich motor neuron 1 CRIM1 GO:7399;neurogenesis GO:1558;regulation of cell growth GO:6508;proteolysis
and peptidolysis

41166 at immunoglobulin heavy constant mu IGHM

41401 at cysteine and glycine-rich protein 2 CSRP2 GO:16049;cell growth GO:7517;muscle development GO:8283;cell proliferation
GO:30154;cell differentiation

41442 at core-binding factor, runt domain, alpha
subunit 2; translocated to, 3

CBFA2T3 GO:8283;cell proliferation

41470 at prominin 1 PROM1 GO:7601;vision

41503 at transcription factor ZHX2 ZHX2 GO:6355;regulation of transcription, DNA-dependent

914 g at v-ets erythroblastosis virus E26
oncogene like (avian)

ERG

Table 2.5: The annotation table for the genes in G3 from the NetAffx website.
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2.2.6 Other biclustering methods

Coupled Two-way clustering belongs to a family of methods called biclustering since they

cluster the rows and columns of a matrix simultaneously (the term is attributed to Mirkin

[114]). Biclustering methods are dedicated to analyze data which has a block structure,

i.e. the values in submatrices defined by a subset of the rows and a subset of the columns

can be explained using simple relations. In the context of gene expression, groups of genes

may belong to cellular processes or pathways which are activated at various degrees in a

subset of the samples; these genes and the samples which are affected by a single process

form a bicluster. Biclustering methods are used in other contexts as well and are common

in text-mining [115–118] in which the rows represent words or terms and the columns are

the analyzed documents. Focusing only on words that are related to, say, sports can help

distinguish between sport-related articles and others.

At first, analysis of large scale gene expression data used only two-way clustering [8,

62, 71]. In two-way clustering two independent clustering operations are performed; one

for the genes and one for the samples. The linear orderings inferred from the resulting

dendrograms are used to reorder the rows and columns of the expression matrix. Blocks

of similar expression patters can be identified by visual inspection of the reordered matrix

(see Fig. 1.2). This type of analysis is still very common in the gene expression literature.

The main drawback of this approach is that it takes a holistic view of the data and blocks,

or biclusters, that are present in the data which are either small and thus overwhelmed

by the noise or overlap with other blocks can not be identified. This is the motivation for

developing CTWC and other biclustering methods.

Biclustering methods that divide a matrix into submatrices with approximately con-

stant values were suggested as early as the 60s and 70s by Morgan and Sonquist [119] and

Hartigan [120]. Hartigan’s method iteratively partitions the matrix in a greedy way, either

by splitting the rows or columns of a submatrix in order to achieve a minimal sum of square

deviation in the newly generated submatrices. The stopping criterion is based a χ2 test.

Two classical methods for simultaneous analysis of rows and columns are singular value

decomposition (SVD) (see 2.2.6) and two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) (see 2.2.6).

SVD is very popular in text-mining an information retrieval [121], and was applied to gene

expression by Alter et al. [55]. Two-way ANOVA was first applied to gene expression by

Kerr et al. [12]. Many biclustering methods have common features with these algorithms

[122]. Therefore, it is convenient to first study SVD and two-way ANOVA (see Sec. 2.2.6)

and then compare to other biclustering methods.

An alternative approach to formulate the problem uses the framework of a weighted

bipartite graph3 G = (U, V, E); each gene is a vertex in U and each samples is a vertex in V .

The weight of the edge that connects gene i (i ∈ U) and samples j (j ∈ V ) represents the

expression level Xij. Biclusters are bi-cliques in the graph, i.e. a subset of U and a subset

3A bipartite graphs G = (U, V, E) has two sets of vertices U and V and edges can connect between any
vertex in U and any vertex in V ; e = (u, v) ∈ E where u ∈ U and v ∈ V .
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of V and all the edges between them. A cost functions is defined over the bi-cliques and

the task of biclustering is to identify maximal bi-cliques whose cost is below some value.

Obviously this can be achieved by searching all possible biclusters but this is practically

impossible due to the exponential number of subsets of U and V . The problem is, in

general, NP-hard [123]; thus, one turns to heuristic or approximation methods that usually

find only local minima of the cost function.

Cheng and Church [123] define the cost of a bicluster according to its mean squared

residue, where the residue of a matrix element is defined as in ANOVA (see Sec. 2.2.6).

They use a greedy approach to identify the biclusters by removing and adding sets of

genes and samples to the bicluster (see Sec. 2.2.6). Tanay et al. introduced a method

called SAMBA (Statistical Algorithmic Method for Bicluster Analysis); they developed

a probabilistic approach in which each edge in the graph is assigned a weight according

to its probability. Next, a hashing algorithm is used to find the k bi-cliques (biclusters)

with highest weights ignoring genes with more than D edges. Then, a local improvement

of the weight is performed by adding and removing single genes or samples (as in Church

et al. [123]). Finally, the biclusters are reported, one-by-one, skipping ones which highly

overlap with previously reported ones.

Ihmels et al. suggested a method called Signature Algorithm which starts with a “seed”

of genes and identifies the samples in which they are regulated. These samples are then

used to identify other genes which are related to the main pattern of the seed genes. Later,

Bergman et al. extended the algorithm and studied its convergence properties. They define

a bicluster as a transcriptional module (see Sections 2.2.6 and 2.2.6).

Lazzeroni and Owen introduced plaid models [122] which explain the gene expression

data by a sum of two-way ANOVA models applied to submatrices. The parameters of the

models are found using an EM-like method (see Sec. 2.2.6). Califano et al. [124] use an

algorithm called SPLASH to identify statistically significant biclusters. They use a set of

control experiments to define a distance measure between genes that is based on replacing a

gene’s expression level with its percentile in the population of the control experiments. Gene

Shaving by Hastie et al. [125] identifies overlapping sets of genes by iteratively “pealing”

off sets of genes which are highly correlated with the main variation component in the data

(first principal component of the genes). This method can generate overlapping sets of

correlated genes. Ben-Dor et al. [126] search for order-preserving submatrices (OPSMs) in

which the expression levels of the genes induce the same linear ordering over the samples.

They show that finding these submatrices is NP-hard. They suggested a probabilistic model

that represents a hidden OPSM within a random matrix and propose a greedy heuristic

algorithm that “grows” partial models in order to identify these submatrices. Dhillon et al.

[127] use an information-theoretic approach which is related to the information bottleneck

approach of Tishby et al. [128]. They cluster the rows and columns of a matrix such as

to preserve the maximal possible mutual information between the rows and columns of

the matrix. They applied their algorithm to clustering co-occurrence or contingency tables

(such as in text-mining problems). Busygin et al. [129] describe an algorithm that performs
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any centroid- (or representative-) based method simultaneously on both the genes and the

samples. A centroid in the gene space has a conjugate centroid in the sample space which

can be found by a linear transformation. Training is performed by alternating the original

centroid-based training step between the spaces until is converges.

Below I give an brief summary of some selected methods for biclustering; singular

value decomposition (SVD), two-way analysis of variance (two-way ANOVA), Cheng and

Church’s biclustering method [123], the signature algorithm [130] and its iterated version

– the iterated signature algorithm (ISA) [131], Plaid models [122] and double conjugate

clustering [129] Finally I comment on differences between these methods and coupled two-

way clustering.

Singular Value Decomposition (SVD)

Alter et al. [55] used singular value decomposition (SVD) [132] to analyze yeast cell cycle

data. Given an Ng × Ns matrix X, assume Ns ≤ Ng (which is normally the case in gene

expression data), the singular value decomposition of X is defined as

XNg×Ns = UNg×rΣr×rV
T
r×Ns

(2.14)

where U = (u1, . . . ,ur) and V = (v1, . . . ,vr) are orthonormal in the sample and gene

spaces respectively; UT U = V T V = I, and Σ = diag(σ1, . . . , σr). r is the rank of X which

in general, in noisy data (e.g. gene expression), attains its maximal value Ns (below I

assume r = Ns). Alter et al. called the columns of V eigengenes and the columns of U

eigenarrays. SVD is obtained using the following steps: (i) Find the eigenvectors (eigen-

genes), {v1, . . . ,vNs}, and corresponding eigenvalues, λ1 ≥ . . . ≥ λNs of the Ns×Ns matrix

A = XT X. (ii) The eigenarrays are constructed by ũi = Xvi,ui = ũi/‖ũi‖ ∀i = 1, . . . , Ns.

(iii) σi =
√

λi for i = 1, . . . , Ns. The SVD is a unique decomposition up to a sign symmetry;

one can negate any pair of vi and ui. Note that the r eigenarrays, {u1, . . . ,uNs}, are the

eigenvectors of XXT since XXT = UΣV T
(
UΣV T

)T
= UΣ2UT . This implies that if X is

centered then XXT is the covariance matrix of the samples and, therefore, the eigenarrays

are the principal components (PCA) of the sample vectors. A k-partial sum of the SVD

matrices,

Xk =
k∑

i=1

σiuiv
T
i (2.15)

which has a rank of k < Ns, is the best approximation of X by a lower k-ranked matrix.

A proof given in [132] shows that

min
Y :rank(Y )≤k

‖X − Y ‖2 = ‖X −Xk‖2 = σk+1 . (2.16)

This is the basis for the interpretation that the first SVD decompositions describe the

major effects in the data and the remaining ones are due to noise.
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One method to find the the eigenvectors of the matrix A = XT X is to start with a

random normalized vector ĝ(0) and iteratively apply A to ĝ(t); g(t+1) ← Aĝ(t) and ĝ(t+1) =

g(t+1)/‖g(t+1)‖. This mapping converges to an eigenvector of A and if the initial vector

ĝ(0) is not perpendicular to the eigenvector that corresponds to the largest eigenvalue, v1,

it will converge to it. Then, one can find the matching singular vector, u1, as described

above and subtract σ1u1v
T
1 from X. Repeating this procedure continuously removes the

eigen-pair with the largest eigenvalue and generates the sequence of singular vectors. A

related method is described in the Iterated Signature Algorithm (see 2.2.6 below).

Alter et al. used the SVD to perform an approximate two-way centering and normal-

ization. At first the first SVD component was subtracted from the data, which corresponds

to subtracting the mean of the rows and the columns; Y = X − σ1u1v
T
1 . Next, instead of

normalizing (dividing by the square root of sum of squares) two steps were performed: (i)

the log of the element-wise square of Y was taken; Ŷij = log(Y 2
ij) (note that Y contains

negative values hence the square inside the log), and (ii) the first SVD component of Ŷ

was removed; Ẑ = Ŷ − σ̂1û1v̂
T
1 where Ŷ = ÛΣ̂V̂ T . Subtracting the first SVD compo-

nent of Ŷ corresponds to dividing the rows and columns by the geometric mean of the

squared deviations. Finally, the “centered” and “normalized” version of X was calculated

by back-transforming Z =

√
exp(Ẑ).

After centering and normalizing using the SVD, Alter et al. noticed that the first two

SVD components of the resulting matrix are of similar significance, i.e. their eigenvalues are

close, and contain more than 40% of the overall sum of squares in the expression matrix and

then, in the third component, there is a drop to ∼ 8%. These two components correspond

to sin(x) and cos(x) at exactly the frequency of the cell cycle of yeast. Next, they sorted

the genes according to their phase in the cell-cycle (calculated based on the dot-product

with the first two components), which grouped together genes which are up-regulated at

the same stage of the cell-cycle.

Troyanskaya et al. [23] use SVD to impute missing values in a gene expression matrix.

Using the fact that taking a partial sum of the SVD components can be used to approximate

the matrix, they first replace each missing value by its rows (gene) mean since SVD can

be applied only to full matrices. Next, the k components of the SVD (they found that

taking k = 0.2Ns components) are used to approximate the matrix and the elements at

the position of the missing values were used as their estimates.

Two-way analysis of variance (two-way ANOVA)

The Two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) is a hypothesis testing method that analyzes

the effect of two factors, i.e. independent variables, concurrently. The analysis can infer

whether there is an interaction between the effects of the two variables, A and B. Kerr et

al. [12] introduced higher order ANOVA to gene expression data analysis to analyze the

effect of the different cDNA microarrays, the different dye (red of green), the condition

and the gene. The data are organized in a two-dimensional table – a dimension for each
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factor which is divided according to its possible values; NA rows and NB columns. In table

element (i, j) are all the observations, {yijk}n
k=1, which have the same value for the two

factors4.

It is convenient to use the following notation for means of different populations:

µij· the mean of cell (i, j), µi·· = 〈µij·〉j mean of row i, µ·j· = 〈µij·〉i mean of column j,

µ = 〈µij·〉i,j the overall mean, αi = µi·· − µ is the effect of factor A taking the value

corresponding to row i, βj = µ·j· − µ is the effect due to factor B in column j, (αβ)ij =

µij·−µi··−µ·j·+µ is the effect of the interaction between factor A taking the i-th level and

factor B taking the j-th level, and εijk = yijk − µij· is the residual or random deviations in

each particular observation due to noise or other unexplained sources.

Two-way ANOVA uses the following linear model to explain the data,

yijk = µ + αi + βj + (αβ)ij + εijk . (2.17)

Three null hypotheses are tested, each generating its own p-value: (i) The two factors do

not interact with respect to their effect on y; (αβ)ij = 0 ∀i, j. (ii) factor A has no effect on

y and all row means are equal; α1 = . . . = αNA
= 0 and (iii) factor B has no effect on y and

all column means are equal; β1 = . . . = βNB
= 0. These hypotheses are tested under the

assumptions that the observations in each table element are independent random samples,

each of size n from NA × NB populations which are normally distributed with mean µij·
and variance of σ2; {yijk}n

k=1 ∼ N (µij·, σ2).

Denote by y···, yi··, y·j· and yij· the unbiased estimates of µ···, µi··, µ·j· and µij·. The

statistics used to test the above hypotheses are based on the sum of squares, SS, of different

populations:

SSTot =
∑NA

i=1

∑NB

j=1

∑n
k=1 (yijk − y···)

2 the total variability of the data,

SSA = NBn
∑NA

i=1 (yi·· − y···)
2 the variability due to the different values of A,

SSB = NAn
∑NB

j=1

(
y·j· − y···

)2
the variability due to the different values of B,

SSAB = n
∑NA

i=1

∑NB

j=1

(
yij· − yi·· − yi·· + y···

)2
the variability due to the interaction of A

and B, and finally, SSε =
∑NA

i=1

∑NB

j=1

∑n
k=1

(
yijk − yij·

)2
the variability due to random

noise or unexplained sources. A simple relation holds between these statistics,

SSTot = SSA + SSB + SSAB + SSε . (2.18)

Since the yijk are assumed to be normally distributed these SS statistics are χ2
γ distributed

with number of degrees of freedom, γ, according to the number of independent terms in

the sum. The null hypotheses are tested using the F distribution which is the distribution

of the ratio between two χ2 variables;

f =
χ2

γ1
/γ1

χ2
γ1

/γ2

. (2.19)

4For simplification I assume that the cells have the same number of observations n.
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f follow an Fγ1,γ2 distribution. For each hypothesis the p-value is calculated by testing the

ratio between the corresponding effect X and the error

P

(
f ≥ SSX/γX

SSε/γε

)
=

∫ ∞

SSX/γX
SSε/γε

FγX ,γε(x)dx . (2.20)

For example, to test whether there is an interaction (hypothesis (i) above) one tests if

SSAB/ ((NA − 1)(NB − 1)) [SSε/ (NANB(n− 1))]−1 is large enough to reject the null hy-

pothesis.

Two-way ANOVA is a supervised method and cannot be considered as a biclustering

method. But, the model it uses to explain the values, by additive contributions of the rows

and columns, is the basis of various scores of biclusters. Note that ANOVA is applied to

gene expression after it is log-transformed; thus, the additive contributions can be thought

of as scaling factors. The idea is that the expression levels of the submatrix defined by

a group of genes and a group of samples can be explained by properties (factors) of the

rows and columns alone. For example, genes that belong to a certain biological process

may have a certain ratio between them when the process is activated. The absolute level

of the expression can be determined by the activity level of the process which may be

different in each sample. Across the samples in which the process is active these genes form

a submatrix that can be entirely explained by a factor for each row, the genes’ ratio, and

a factor for each column, the activity of the process in the sample. Had one analyzed this

submatrix using two-way ANOVA then one would have accepted the null hypothesis that

there are no interaction terms. Moreover, this submatrix can be explained (before taking

the log) by a single SVD component.

Signature Algorithm (Ihmels et al. )

Ihmels et al. [130] introduce an algorithm to identify transcriptional modules from gene

expression data. The algorithm starts with a “seed” set of genes, G0, which is obtained

from prior biological information regarding the genes, such as known function or genomic

sequence. G0 is used to identify those conditions5, C1, in which these genes are highly

regulated, either up-regulated or down-regulated. The next step returns to the genes and

searches for the genes which are highly regulated in the C1 conditions; this yields a new set

of genes, G1. This procedure can “fish” out other genes (and may also remove ones from

the initial seed) that are co-regulated with a coherent subset in the seed. A later paper

by Bergman et al. analyzes an iterated version of this algorithm, in which one continues

identifying condition sets and gene sets alternatively until this process converges (discussed

below).

Technically, two matrices are defined, XG and XC , based on the log-transformed ex-

5I follow Ihmels et al. and call the columns of the expression matrix conditions which are equivalent to
samples in my nomenclature.
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pression matrix X. In XG the genes are centered and normalized6, i.e.
∑

j XG
ij = 0,

1/N
∑

j(X
G
ij )

2 = 1 ∀i and in XC the conditions are centered and normalized. In the first

step the conditions are scored by averaging XG on the input set G0;

sj = 1/|G0|
∑
i∈G0

XG
ij . (2.21)

The set of conditions in which those genes are regulated is determined by

C1 = {j : |sj − 〈sj〉j| > tCσC} (2.22)

where tc is a condition threshold (the authors used tc = 2.0) and σc = 1/
√
|G0| is the

standard deviation expected from random fluctuations; assuming the genes in G0 are un-

correlated the average of |G0| random variables with expectation of 0 and variance of 1 has

a mean of 0 and standard deviation of 1/
√
|G0|.

In the second step, the genes are scored by a weighted average of XC according to

s̃i = 1/|C1|
∑

j∈C1
sjX

C
ij . The G1 genes that are regulated in the C1 conditions are identified

in a similar manner by G1 = {i : |s̃i − 〈s̃i〉i| > tGσG}, where σG is the measured standard

deviation of si and tG is some threshold chosen by the authors to be 3.0. There are two

roles for the weight sj; one is to handle correctly conditions in which the genes are down-

regulated. These have a negative score which makes sure the contribution to the score of

genes which are indeed down-regulated7 will be positive.

This procedure is based on two supervised filtering or hypothesis testing steps; the first

tests the conditions one-by-one and identifies those in which the null hypothesis that the

genes’ expression levels are an independent set drawn from a distribution with zero mean

and standard deviation of 1 can be rejected. In the second step one tests which genes have

a score which is abnormally high.

The advantage of this algorithm is that it is very fast. This enabled the authors to

exhaustively analyze a large yeast gene expression database starting with ≈ 86000 different

gene-seeds defined according to whether the genes contain a certain sequence in their

upstream region (all six- to eight-mers). The algorithm has two disadvantages: (i) Genes

and conditions are tested one-by-one which prevents identification of sets of genes which

are highly correlated but are not extremely up- or down-regulated. (ii) Found clusters have

a compact shape since the genes and conditions are selected by comparing then to the

mean profile of the cluster.

Iterated Signature Algorithm (ISA) (Bergman et al. )

Bergman et al. [131] extend the Signature Algorithm by continuing going back and forth

updating genes and conditions until convergence and putting this procedure on more formal

6Here the normalization is such that the mean of the squared components is unity and not their sum
(as defined in ??).

7XC
ij < 0 if gene i in condition j has an expression level which is below average compared to the other

genes in that condition
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grounds; this new algorithm is called Iterative Signature Algorithm (ISA). First, a rigorous

definition of a transcriptional module (TM) is given; a TM is a set of genes and conditions

(G,C) which are consistent with each other in the following sense: the conditions C induce

a co-regulated expression of the genes G, i.e. the genes are most similar to each other across

conditions C. Conversely, the molecular profile of the conditions measured for the genes in

G are most similar for the conditions in C. The similarity is measured in terms of deviation

from the average behavior of the remaining genes or conditions. For example, genes which

are coherently up-regulated (or down-regulated) compared to their average expression level

across the conditions, C, are considered similar. The aim of the ISA algorithm is to identify

all TMs in the data. In principle, this can be done by testing all sets of genes against all

sets of conditions, but this is, of course, impractical due to the exponential number of these

sets. In practice this is done by starting with randomly selected seeds and iterating the

signature algorithm until convergence. Mathematically, a TM is defined by two thresholds

tG and tC and two indicator vectors, g and c, which are nonzero for the genes in G and

conditions in C respectively. The consistency criteria can be written as

∃(tC , tG) :

{
g(c) = ftC

(
XCc

)
c(g) = ftG

(
(XG)Tg

) (2.23)

where

ft(x) =

(
w(x1)Θ

(
x1 − 〈x〉

σ(x)
− t

)
, . . . , w(xNx)Θ

(
xNx − 〈x〉

σ(x)
− t

))T

, (2.24)

〈x〉 and σ(x) are the average and standard deviation of the components of x and Θ(x)

is the step function and w(x) is a weighting function. In order to include down-regulated

genes in the TM one can take the absolute value of the centered and normalized value

[xi − 〈x〉] /σ(x). A TM is a fixed point of the following mapping (given tG, tC)

g(t+1)(c) = ftC

(
XCc(t)

)
(2.25)

c(t+1)(g) = ftG

(
(XG)Tg(t)

)
. (2.26)

Since usually the are a limited number of fixed points the algorithms starts at random

gene seeds
{
g

(0)
m

}
and collects the distinct fixed points

{
(g

(∗)
m ), (c

(∗)
m )

}
. The set of fixed

points depend on the values of the threshold parameters; lower thresholds reveal larger

TMs which contain ones found using larger thresholds.

The authors point out that the ISA algorithm is closely related to SVD since if one

removes the step functions, plugs w(x) = x as a weighting function and uses X instead

of XC and XG, the iterations procedure coincides with method for SVD and converges to

a pair (g, c) of singular vectors of X (In general it is the pair that corresponds to largest

eigenvalue). Applying the step function changes and stabilizes the spectrum of fixed points

compared to SVD, which makes the ISA results different and more robust against noise.

A recent paper by Ihmels [133] compared the results obtained on their yeast gene

expression database from several clustering methods among which are three biclustering
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methods; ISA, Cheng and Church’s biclustering [123] and our CTWC [108]. Each found

bicluster can be tested whether it is self-consistent according to the ISA definition. Ag-

glomerative average linkage (Eisen et al. [62]) and ISA clusters were self-consistent while

the clusters produced by other algorithms were not. A biological merit function (BMF)

defined on the basis of conservation of cis-regulatory motifs in four related yeast species

was used to evaluate the resulting clusters. The ISA, agglomerative average linkage and

CTWC provided the best performance. meaning that CTWC which does not identify self-

consistent clusters (in the ISA sense) does yield clusters with biological significance (see

2.2.6 for possible explanation).

Biclustering (Cheng and Church)

Cheng and Church [123] describe an algorithm which searches for submatrices in the gene

expression matrix, X, by removing and adding genes and conditions in order to obtain a

low cost. X, as before, contains the log-transformed expression data. For a set of genes, G,

and a set of conditions, C, a mean square residue score is defined,

H(G,C) =
1

|G||C|
∑

i∈G,j∈C

(Xij −XiJ −XIj + XIJ)2 , (2.27)

where the row, column and submatrix means are defined as

XiJ =
1

|C|
∑
j∈C

Xij , XIj =
1

|G|
∑
i∈G

Xij, , XIJ =
1

|G||C|
∑

i∈G,j∈C

Xij . (2.28)

A submatrix for which H(G,C) ≤ δ for some δ ≥ 0 is called a δ-bicluster. Note that

these are the same residues analyzed in two-way ANOVA, meaning the a biculster with

H(G,C) = 0 indicates that all the variation in this submatrix can be attributed to changes

in the rows and columns. When comparing to SVD, if one decomposes with SVD the original

data before taking the log, a biculster with H(G,C) = 0 can be exactly described as an

external product of two vectors and has a single SVD component.

The algorithm iteratively searches for low cost biclusters and after each one is found it

is “erased” from the expression matrix by replacing it with random numbers drawn from

the distribution of all the matrix elements. The search is performed by a greedy algorithm

that starts with the whole matrix, G = 1, . . . , Ng and C = 1, . . . , Ns and first tries to

remove multiple rows and columns which are proven to decrease H: Define

dg(i; C, G) = 1/|C|
∑
j∈C

(Xij −XiJ −XIj + XIJ)2 (2.29)

and

dc(j; C,G) = 1/|G|
∑
i∈G

(Xij −XiJ −XIj + XIJ)2 . (2.30)
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For a given α > 1 the rows for which dg(i; C, G) > αH(G,C) are removed and then the

columns for which dc(j; C,G) > αH(G,C) are also removed; this is iterated until no more

such multiple deletions are found. Then, the algorithm continues removing single rows

or columns that decrease H; the row i with largest dg(i; G,C) is removed and then one

removes the column j with the maximal dc(j; G,C). This stage of the algorithm stops as

soon as H(G,C) ≤ δ. At this point, the bicluster is at its minimal size and the next step is

to add sets of columns and rows which once more decrease H: Add the columns for which

dc(j; G,C) ≤ H(G,C) and then add the rows for which dg(i, G, C) ≤ H(G,C). This yields

the finally reported bicluster whose elements are then replaced with random numbers. Note

that after each removal or inclusion of rows or columns G and C are updated and therefore

dc(j; G,C) and dg(i, G, C) need to be updated. In practice, the algorithm first converges

to trivial bi-clusters, ones in which there was no change between the conditions. These

are “erased” in the first iterations. The biclusters are sorted according to their mean row

variance assuming that high-variance clusters are the most interesting ones.

Plaid models - Lezzeroni and Owen

Lazzeroni et al. [122] introduced a method called Plaid models. The gene expression matrix

is described as a sum of K layers;

Xij = µ0 +
K∑

k=1

(µk + αik + βjk) ρikκjk + ε (2.31)

where µ0 is the background level of gene i and µk the contribution to the basal (average)

level from layer k. αik and βjk are additive effects of the gene and sample respectively.

Finally, ρik ∈ {0, 1} indicates whether gene i belongs to layer k; similarly, if sample j

belongs to layer k then κjk = 1.

The cost of a model is its sum of squared residues,

E({θijk}, {ρik}, {κjk}) =
1

2

Ng∑
i=1

Ns∑
j=1

(
Xij − µ0 −

K∑

k=1

(µk + αik + βjk) ρikκjk

)2

(2.32)

where {θijk} represent the parameters (µ, α, β). The parameters are found by iterative

optimization. In each iteration a different layer is optimized while keeping the parameters

of the other layers fixed. Note that the requirement that ρ and κ are binary is relaxed and

is gradually enforced during the iterative optimization. Suppose that the parameters of

K − 1 layers are given; then the parameters for the K-th model are found by minimizing

EK({θijK}, {ρiK}, {κjK}) =
1

2

Ng∑
i=1

Ns∑
j=1

(
XK

ij − (µK + αiK + βjK) ρiKκjK

)2
(2.33)

where XK
ij = Xij − µ0 −

∑K−1
k=1 (µk + αik + βjk) ρikκjk. This is done as follows:
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1. Initialization: set θ(0) = 1, i.e. µK = αiK = βjK = 1. ρ
(0)
iK and κ

(0)
jK are set to u1 and

v1 the singular vectors corresponding to the largest eigenvalue.

2. Perform s = 1, . . . , S iterations in which θ(s) is updated based on ρ(s−1) and κ(s−1),

then ρ(s) is updated from θ(s) and κ(s−1) and finally, κ(s) is updated from θ(s) and

ρ(s−1). θ is always one step ahead of ρ and κ. The final parameters are ρ(S), κ(S) and

θ(S+1). Updating of θ is done by minimizing EK under the constraints
∑Ng

i=1 ρ2
iKαiK =∑Ns

j=1 ρ2
jKαjK = 0 using Lagrange multipliers. The same is done in order to update ρ

and κ.

This update procedure is cycled over the K layers several times. The number of layers K

is chosen such that the size of the last added layer, its sum of squared elements, has a

corresponding p-value less than some threshold. The p-value is estimated by searching for

layers in a random permutation of the matrix.

The idea of the algorithm is that each cellular process can be described by a single

layer of the plaid model. These processes effect only a subset of the genes and samples

(represented by ρik and κjk). The subsets associated with different layers (or processes)

can overlap. The degree of activity of the process may vary among the samples which it

effects (manifested in βjk) and the expression of genes that take part in the process can

change by various factors8 (represented by αik). A single layer of the plaid model can be

thought of as a “local” two-way ANOVA.

Double Conjugated Clustering - Busygin et al.

Busygin et al. [129] suggest an algorithm to perform clustering of genes and samples si-

multaneously. Their method is a framework that can be based on any centroid clustering

algorithm, e.g. k-means or SOM. Here a centroids is actually a pair of conjugate centroids; a

sample-centroid y and its corresponding (via a one-to-one mapping) gene-centroid yc. Clus-

tering is performed by alternating the training steps, of the chosen underlying clustering

method, between the gene- and sample-space. In general, training is performed by assigning

the points to centroids and then updating the centroids according to their assigned points.

Next, the centroids are mapped to the conjugate space (from genes to samples and vice

versa) and a training step is performed in the conjugate space, i.e. points are assigned to

centroids and the centroids are updated according to their assigned points. The algorithm

terminates as soon as both the number of samples and genes that change their cluster

assignment drop below a threshold.

The metric used between a centroid, y, and a vector x is the angle measure (or the

cosine measure as described in 2.2.2), θ(x,y) = xT y
‖x‖‖y‖ , i.e. the larger the dot product

between the vectors after they are normalized to unit length, the closer the vector is to the

centroid. Denote by XG a gene-normalized expression matrix in which each gene-vector is

8The model is additive by since the expression data is log-transformed the parameters represent fold
change
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normalized to a unit length and by XS a sample-normalized expression matrix. In order to

transform a sample-centroid y to its conjugate gene-centroid yc and vice versa one uses:

yc = B(XT
S · y) (2.34)

y = B(XG · yc) (2.35)

where B(y) = y/‖y‖ projects on the unit sphere.

This algorithm is close to ISA and SVD. It uses similar transformations between the

gene-space and the sample-space. In all these algorithms one constructs a vector from the

dot-product between a centroid and all of the objects it represents (genes or samples)

which measures the similarity between the centroid and each of the objects. For example,

a gene-centroid that represents well a cluster of genes is mapped to the conjugate sample-

centroid whose components for these genes is close to unity and the remaining ones are

close to zero. In the next step, other samples in which these genes are highly expressed

will have a large dot-product with the sample-centroid and thus be assigned to the cluster

while shifting the sample-centroid. This process is repeated until convergence. Note that

these methods are well suited to identify up-regulation (or down-regulation if one uses the

absolute dot-product) but will perform poorly if one has only a correlated behavior as can

be described by a plaid-model or captured using density based clustering as in CTWC.

Comments on biclustering methods

There are two major differences between coupled two-way clustering (CTWC) and other

biclustering methods. One advantage of other biclustering methods is that they often define

a cost function which they aim to minimize. This aspect is missing in CTWC. CTWC uses

the stability measure of SPC to identify statistically significant clusters but does not have

an overall score for the pair of gene- and sample- clusters. In that respect CTWC does

not yield a classical bicluster, (GM ,SN), which is optimal for both the genes and samples.

The statements it produces are of the kind “SJ(GI) → SN” or “GI(SJ) → GM” each

of which are not symmetric with respect to the genes or samples. Biclusters, on the other

hand, aim to be maximal (or optimal) in both sets. Moreover, in CTWC the clusters that

are used as features for clustering are themselves stable clusters in some other clustering

operation. This requirement enables CTWC to perform its heuristic search for significant

partitions but as a result, its ability to identify separations which are based on more than

one cellular mechanism is limited.

Another difference which gives CTWC the ability to generate clusters which can not be

revealed by other methods is the fact CTWC uses a density estimation clustering method

as its engine. Other methods practically use a representative/centroid-type methods since

their cost penalizes including genes (or samples) according to whether they fit the average

behavior of the other genes (or samples). In general, a cluster that has an elongated (or

any other irregular) shape in gene- or in sample- space or in both does not fit the models

of other biclustering methods but can form a dense region that is identified by SPC.
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An example of a cluster that can be found by CTWC but would elude other methods was

found in analysis of leukemia samples in Publication (9) [113]. This cluster contain genes

that indicate the stage of differentiation at which the leukemic cells became malignant.

Sorting these genes using SPIN, an algorithm by Tsafrir et al. [106] that sorts points into

neighborhoods, reveals Figure 2.6. One can clearly see that not all genes are correlated

with each other, but rather they can be sorted in a linear order such that only close genes

according to this order are correlated – meaning they can be ordered along some linear

trajectory in gene space. A similar pattern can also be seen in the samples (columns of the

matrix). Such a cluster cannot be described by some average behavior and even a plaid

model with an additive effect of a gene and sample can not explain the expression levels

in this cluster.

In addition, in the work of Ihmels et al. [133] they tested if clusters produced by CTWC

fit the definition of a transcriptional module and it turned out that many of them do not.

On the other hand, many clusters scored highly in a biological merit function that is based

on regulatory patterns in the upstream region of the genes (in different yeast species). This

demonstrates that irregular shaped clusters do appear in gene expression data and have a

biological meaning.
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Figure 2.6: Gene expression of 60 genes related to the differentiation stage over 27 leukemia

samples (data taken from Publication (9)). The genes are up-regulated at early stages of

differentiation. The matrix was ordered using the SPIN algorithm [106]. One can see that

the genes are not correlated with the average expression profile and the samples are not

close to the average molecular profile, but rather each gene (sample) is close to some other

genes (samples) that are positioned near to it in this linear ordering. Such a cluster can be

identified by SPC but can not be identified using centroid-based biclustering methods.
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2.3 Semi-supervised methods

Publication (3) presents a novel method for semi-supervised analysis. This method uses

the same scheme described in Sec. 1.11 to identify typical solutions. As described in the

Introduction (see Sec. 1.10), semi-supervised methods deal with classification of points in

case a large dataset is available but only a fraction (usually small) of the data points are

labelled.

Our method is based on an inhomogeneous Potts model (as in SPC) with the number

of states q exceeding the number of known classes. The points with known classification

are fixed in the Potts state that corresponds to their label, i.e. they feel an infinite field

to that direction. The unlabelled points are free spins. As in SPC our aim is to find the

typical cut at various temperature values and perform the classification based on robust

typical cuts (ones which are kept for a large range of temperatures).

We present a toy problem of data selected at random from one of four Gaussian distri-

butions, each corresponding to a different class. Since the underlying distribution is known,

we also know the Bayessian classification rule (the optimal classification) which serves as

ground truth. Figure 1 of Publication (3) depicts 400 points randomly sampled from this

distribution; 7 of these points are labelled. Figures 3 to 5 in the paper demonstrate our

main claim: a few labelled points can have a dramatic effect. They decrease the number of

classification errors to almost none and at the same time enlarge the temperature range in

which this error level is maintained. Moreover, the classification identified by the method

is close to the ground truth, as opposed to those found by the commonly applied mincut

methods which search for the optimal (minimal energy) classification, instead of the typical

one.

In order to calculate the typical solution we apply various sampling methods (Monte-

Carlo) and approximation methods (message passing algorithms adopted from graphical

models). We show that on our example the Multicanonical Monte-Carlo (MC) method

[87–90], Generalized Belief Propagation (GBP) [134] and a new method we present, called

Weighted Belief Propagation (WBP), yield similar (correct) results for a wide range of

temperatures. Below a certain temperature GBP does not converge, whereas MC and WBP

give similar results. There are differences between MC and WBP at very low temperatures,

although both methods find the lowest energy configuration, the one that corresponds to

the mincut solution.

The Weighted Belief Propagation (WBP) is based on a weighted average of Belief

Propagation (BP) results obtained by different initial messages. We weigh the resulting

distributions, Pi(S) according to exp[−F (Pi)/T ] where F (Pi) is the free energy of the BP

solution. We prove that these weighting coefficients are optimal.
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2.4 Hypothesis testing

In this Section I describe methods that we used and developed for hypothesis testing. First

I discuss the importance of robust statistics in gene expression. Following that, I give a

brief description of several methods: Fisher’s exact test and other methods for the analysis

of contingency tables [41], Threshold number of misclassification (TNoM) [39] to identify

genes that can be used to differentiate between tumor classes and methods for survival

analysis [135] mainly used in cancer research. As part of the survival analysis I introduce

a method we developed which is, in a sense, a combination of TNoM and Kaplan-Meier.

2.4.1 Robust statistics

Gene expression data is very noisy and suffers from occasional outliers. Moreover, the

common assumption that the data is normally distributed cannot be automatically applied.

Therefore, one has to apply robust statistical measures and statistical tests which are not

affected by outliers or by the possible long-tail of the distribution [136]. For example,

the scaling method implemented in Affymetrix’ MAS software, which is used to bring

measurements from different experiments to the same scale, is based on the trimmed mean.

The trimmed mean has one parameter, p, the percent of top and bottom values which

are removed from the analysis. In order to calculate the trimmed mean one first sorts the

values {xi}N
i=1 and obtains x(1) ≤ x(2) ≤ . . . ≤ x(N). Next, the top and bottom bpNc values

are dropped and the trimmed mean is simply the mean of the remaining values,

X̄p =
1

N − 2bpNc
N−bpNc∑

i=bpNc+1

x(i) . (2.36)

The median is nothing but the trimmed mean for p = 1/2.

Another aspect of robust statistics is the use of non-parametric tests. These test do not

assume anything regarding the underlying distribution of the values. Such tests are usually

based on ranks instead of the values themselves. A simple example of a parametric test

and its parallel non-parametric test the the two sample t-test and Wilcoxon ranksum test

(similar to the Mann Whitney U -test) [41]. Consider two sets of numbers, X = {xi}Nx
i=1

and Y = {yi}Ny

i=1 where Nx ≤ Ny. In t-test one tests the null hypothesis that the mean of

two distributions from which these populations were drawn are equal, i.e. µx = µy. For

large samples one can approximate the distribution of the means by a normal distribution

(which is parametric) due to the central limit theorem. In case the means are indeed equal,

and assuming the variances are unknown but equal, the t statistic, which is defined as

t =
Ê[X]− Ê[Y ]√(

(Nx − 1)V̂ar[X] + (Ny − 1)V̂ar[Y ]
)

(1/Nx + 1/Ny)

(2.37)
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where Ê[·] and V̂ar[·] are the estimated mean and variance, follows a Student’s T distribu-

tion and thus is used to calculate the p-value. For data in which the samples are small and

one cannot assume normality of the mean, one has to turn to the non-parametric Wilcoxon

ranksum test. The null hypothesis of this test is that the two groups are drawn from the

same distribution. The statistic of the ranksum test, W , is the sum of ranks in the smaller

sample where the ranks are assigned according to the union of both samples (details of

the method can be found at [41]). In case there are no ties in the data, the ranks are the

integers 1, . . . , Nx + Ny and the statistics of W is determined by all possible sums of Nx

integers randomly chosen out of {1, . . . , Nx + Ny}. The p-value is the fraction out of all

possible sums for which the value of the statistic is more extreme than W . The p-value can

be calculated exactly for small samples or estimated using a gaussian approximation or by

sampling permutations for larger samples.

2.4.2 Fisher’s exact test

Fisher’s exact test is a method to test independence in a two-way table, also known as a

contingency table [41]. Take for example a cluster of samples, SI, that was found by clus-

tering gene expression data of Ns samples with known labels; tumor (T ) and normal. The

samples can be arranged in a 2×2 contingency table in which the rows are named “belongs

to SI” and “does not belong to SI” and the columns “Tumor” and “Normal”. Each sample

is placed in one of the four cells according to its properties; such an assignment of samples

to each cell is shown in Table 2.6. The aim of Fisher’s exact test is to determine whether

the assignment of a sample to the cluster SI depends on its type; the null hypothesis is

that these two binary variables are independent. There are actually three different null

hypotheses (model I, II and III) which can be tested, depending on the experiment that

generated the data. In model I the total number of samples is fixed but the marginal sums

are free to vary in the experiment. The dependency must, therefore, be tested compared

to all possible contingency tables with the same total number of samples. In Model II, the

marginal sums of one of the variables is fixed and the other is free to change. Finally, in

Model III the marginal sums of both variables are fixed and the p-value is the probability

to obtain the observed values or worse departures from independence out of all possible

2×2 contingency tables with the same fixed marginals, both for the rows and the columns.

Fisher’s exact test was designed for Model III. Other statistical tests to analyze contingency

tables are the G-test and χ2 test (see Sokal and Rohlf [41]).

There number of possible ways to partition the Ns samples into a 2 × 2 contingency

table with certain marginals in an independent manner is

(
Ns

|SI|
)(

Ns

|T |
)

=

(
Ns

a + b

)(
Ns

a + c

)
=

Ns!

(a + b)!(c + d)!
× Ns!

(a + c)!(b + d)!
. (2.38)

Out of these the number of possibilities to obtained the observed values are Ns!/(a!b!c!d!).
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Consequently, the probability to obtain exactly the observed table is given by

(a + b)!(c + d)!(a + c)!(b + d)!

a!b!c!d!Ns!
. (2.39)

To obtain the p-value one has to sum such terms for the observed values and tables which

are less probable. As in other many cases, one is usually interested in the two-tailed dis-

tribution, i.e. one should take into account more extreme cases in the two ends – ones in

which SI corresponds to tumor samples and ones in which it corresponds to the normal

ones. Note that there is only one degree of freedom in this setting since from the overlap

of SI with T (= a) and the fixed marginals one can obtain the remaining variables. If one

predicts the type of a sample based on its membership in cluster SI, the number of errors

is min(a + d, b + c) since one has the freedom to choose whether SI corresponds to tumor

or normal. In practice, more extreme tables are obtained by decreasing a and d by one and

increasing b and c by one if ad− bc < 0 and switching increasing and decreasing otherwise.

Note that this step keeps the marginals. This is continued until one of the table elements

vanishes. The other extreme tail can be approximated by taking twice the p-value of the

single tail result or can be calculated exactly by reversing the described procedure, starting

by setting to zero the smaller of b or c (for ad − bc < 0) or a or d (for ad − bc ≥ 0) and

adding tables until the accumulated probability exceeds that of the first tail (not including

the last table which passed the p-value of the first tail).

We applied Fisher’s exact test in publication (6) [102] to calculate the p-value for the

number of errors in predicting Type 1 diabetes based on antigen reactivity data.

Tumor Normal total
belongs to SI a b |SI| = a + b

does not belong to SI c d Ns − |SI| = c + d

total a + c = |T | b + d = Ns − |T | Ns

Table 2.6: A contingency table of cluster SI and Tumor/Normal labels.

2.4.3 Threshold number of misclassification (TNoM)

The “Threshold Number of Misclassification” (TNoM) score, suggested by Ben-Dor et

al. [39], is used to test whether thresholding the expression level of a certain gene can be

used to predict a given binary classification of the samples. This test is used to identify

“relevant” genes with respect to a certain classification and can replace a measure of

correlation to a binary vector indicating the class-type. The TNoM score is defined as the

minimal number of errors obtained when classifying the samples by using a threshold on

the expression level of a gene. To obtain the minimal number of errors, one first sorts the

expression levels of the examined gene across the samples from low to high values. Next,

besides each expression level one states the label of the corresponding sample. Finally, one
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scans the Ns − 1 possible partitions into two groups of low and high expression levels and

searches for the partition with minimal number of misclassification. Formally, let {gj}Ns
j=1

represent the expression levels of a certain gene in sample j and assume the samples are

ordered such that g1 > g2 > . . . > gNs (assume there are no equalities). The classification

of the samples can be described by {vi} – a vector of {+,−} of length Ns with NA positives

and NB negatives (a ′+′ represents a tumor of type A and ′−′ a tumor of type B) ordered

according to {gj}. Using the notation of [40], one can define a path, πv(i), starting from

(0, 0) and ending at (Ns, NA−NB) which is the sum of vi up to position i; πv(i) =
∑i

j=0 vi.

The TNoM score of the gene is given by min(NA −maxi πv(i), NB + mini πv(i)) since the

first argument is the minimal number of errors obtained for a classifier which associates

the lower expression levels with class A (called an AB classifier) and the second argument

measures the minimal number of errors if one assigns lower expression levels to class B

(called a BA classifier). The best possible gene is one for which either all the ′+′s precede the
′−′s and thus πv(NA) = NA or all the ′−′s precede the ′+′s in which case πv(NB) = −NB.

The p-value for a gene with a TNoM score of s is the fraction of all possible permutations

of the labels which attain a score of s or lower. This fraction is equivalent to the fraction of

paths going from (0, 0) to (Ns, NA−NB) whose score is at most s (lower scores are better).

For any such path there exists an i for which πv′(i) ≥ NA − s or πv′(i) ≤ s−NB. Ben-Dor

et al. [40] provides a closed form formula to calculate this p-value. The method is based

on repeated reflections (see [137]). Let U = NA − s ≥ 0 and D = s −NB ≤ 0 the p-value

is then defined as

P (TNoM ≤ s) = ν(U,D)

(
NA

N

)−1

(2.40)

where

ν(U,D) =
∣∣∣
{

π : π(0) = 0, π(Ns) = NA −NB, max
i

π(i) ≥ U or min
i

π(i) ≤ D
}∣∣∣ . (2.41)

ν(U,D) represents the number of paths starting at (0, 0) and ending at (Ns, NA − NB)

which visit y = U or y = D or both. This is equivalent to a 1D random walker that starts

at the origin at t = 0 and reaches NA − NB at t = Ns, and the question is how many

different walks are there in which the random walker leaves the interval [D + 1, U − 1]. All

the paths can be divided into overlapping families; ones which visit U , ones which visit

D, ones which visit U and at some time later D (called UD), etc.. Denote by w a U/D

alternating sequence of length l and by Λ(w) the number of paths for which there exists

a set of indices {i1, . . . , il} in which the path visits U and D according to the sequence.

Applying the Inclusion-Exclusion principle one can obtain

ν(U,D) = (Λ(U) + Λ(D))− (Λ(UD) + Λ(DU)) + (2.42)

(Λ(UDU) + Λ(DUD))− . . .

=
∑

U/D-seq:w≤
l

NA−NB
U−D

m(−1)w+1Λ(U/D-seq) (2.43)
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The number of paths that visit a particular pattern can be calculated using repeated

reflections which maps the paths, with a one-to-one relation, to ones which start at (0, t(w))

and end at (Ns, NA −NB) without any constraints. The number of such paths is simply

Λ(w) =

(
Ns

(Ns + NA + NB − t(w))/2

)
(2.44)

where

t(w) =

{
2
∑l

i=1 |w(i)| if w(l) = U

−2
∑l

i=1 |w(i)| if w(l) = D
(2.45)

For each path identify the sequence of U or D crossing and then identify the first of each

type to produce a U/D-alternating sequence, e.g. UUDUDDDDUD → UDUDUD. Next,

reflect the path with respect to y = U or y = D depending on the crossing. This generates

a path which starts at (0, t(w)) and ends at (Ns, NA −NB).

2.4.4 Survival analysis

Another supervised technique deals with comparing survival data between two groups.

Consider an experiment in which one measures for N patients with a certain type of

cancer the time, Ti, from diagnosis to the time of death (one can also measure the time to

other events, such as appearance of metastases). Such an experiment is usually carried out

during a fixed period of time and when it ends some of the patients may still be alive. For

those patients, the time from diagnosis to the end of the experiment is recorded and they

are labeled as “censored”, Ci = 1 and Ci = 0 otherwise. The existence of censored values

is the difference between standard statistical comparison between two groups and the tests

used for survival data.

First, I will describe how to estimate the probability to live longer than t and generate

Kaplan-Meier estimates (and plots) and then comparison between two sets is presented.

Denote by T the life time random variable; 0 ≤ T < ∞ and has a cumulative dis-

tribution F and a density function f . The survivor function, S(t), is defined as the

probability to live longer than t, S(t) = P (T > t) = 1 − F (t). The hazard function

h(t) = lim∆t→0 P (t ≤ T < t + ∆t|T ≥ t)/∆t is the instantaneous rate of death. One

also defines the cumulative hazard function H(t) =
∫ t

0
h(s)ds. There are simple relations

between these functions,

h(t) =
f(t)

S(t)
, H(t) = − log S(t) . (2.46)

If there are no censored data than estimating the survivor function is simply done by taking

one minus the empirical cumulative distribution function; Ŝ(t) = 1−#(Ti ≤ t)/Ns. In case

there are censored data, one includes at time t only the censored patients registered at

times Ti ≥ t since they are known to be alive at time t; the ones for which Ti < t are

ignored since their status at t is unknown. It is convenient to define the number of patients
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still alive at time t, and hence at risk, as r(t); r(t) includes censored patients which are

still alive but ones who were censored before t and, hence their status is unknown, are not

included in r(t). The range [0,∞) is divided to intervals Ii = [ti, ti+1); The times {ti} are

placed just before all death events (not censored ones).

The probability to survive interval Ii is estimated by si = [r(ti)− di]/r(ti) where di is

the number of deaths in interval Ii which is at least one due to the choice of intervals. The

estimated survivor function at time t is thus given by

Ŝ(t) =
∏
ti<t

si =
∏
ti<t

r(ti)− di

r(ti)
. (2.47)

This is the Kaplan-Meier estimator. Figure 2.7 depicts a Kaplan-Meier curve obtained for

breast cancer patients taken from Van’t veer et al. [52]. We analyzed this data in Publication

(10). As for any estimate, the survivor function can be assigned confidence intervals which

can be calculated using various methods. We use Greenwood’s formula [135] which is based

on similar arguments,

var
(
Ŝ(t)

)
= Ŝ(t)2

∑ di

r(ti) [r(ti)− di]
(2.48)

The 95% confidence interval is marked in Fig. 2.7 by a gray region9.

Testing for two sets of patients, A and B, the null-hypothesis that their survival func-

tion is the same can be performed using the non-parametric Mantel-Cox log-rank test [42]

(also called Mantel-Haenszel test). In this test one creates a sequence of 2 × 2 contin-

gency tables (see ??) one for each interval at each (uncensored) observed death . In

each contingency table, presented in Table 2.7, the number of “deaths” in set A, dA
i has

a hypergeometric distribution. Here we use the χ2 approximation in which dA
i is com-

pared to its expected value E[dA
i ] = rA(ti)d

AB
i /rAB(ti) which is based on the marginals

of the contingency table (dAB
i and rAB(ti) are defined in Table 2.7). The variance of

dA
i is given by Var[dA

i ] = E[dA
i ]rB(ti)(r

AB(ti) − dAB
i )/

(
rAB(ti)(r

AB(ti)− 1)
)
. The variable

X2
i =

(
dA

i − E[dA
i ]

)2
/Var[dA

i ] is approximately χ2 distributed with one degree of freedom.

Assuming the {dA
i } are independent, the variable X2 =

[∑
i

(
dA

i − E[dA
i ]

)]2
/
∑

i Var[dA
i ]

can also be approximated by χ2
1 since a sum of independent Gaussian variables, {dA

i }, is

also Gaussian. Therefore, the p-value of the Mantel-Cox is calculated by

P (SA(t) = SB(t)) =

∫ ∞

X2

χ2
1(x)dx . (2.49)

9In practice, in order that the confidence interval will be confined to (0, 1) we use
exp{Ĥ(t) exp[±1.96 std(Ĥ(t))/Ĥ(t)]} where Ĥ(t) =

∑
i di/r(ti) and var(Ĥ(t)) =

∑
di/[r(ti) (r(ti)− di)].
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Table at time ti Deaths Survivals total
set A dA

i rA(ti)− dA
i rA(ti)

set B dB
i rB(ti)− dB

i rB(ti)
total dAB

i = dA
i + dB

i rAB(ti)− dAB
i rAB(ti) = rA(ti) + rB(ti)

Table 2.7: The contingency table that corresponds to time ti.
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Figure 2.7: Kaplan-Meier plot for metastasis-free time interval (MFTI) of breast cancer

patients taken from Van’t Veer et al. [52]. The Kaplan-Meier plot estimates the survivor

function, i.e. the probability to survive (or in this case be metastasis-free) longer than t.

The ×’s mark censored events

and the gray region represents the 95% confidence interval of the survivor function.

Most Different Survivor Curves (MDSC)

Part of our analysis of breast cancer expression and survival data, we introduced a method

which follows the same spirit as the TNoM test (see 2.4.3) for classification but instead

of searching for the threshold that generates the least number of errors we search for a

threshold that partitions the patients into two groups which have the most different survival

functions (have the lowest p-value). We call this method the Most Different Survivor Curves

test (MDSC). Then, in order to assign a p-value for such a separation, that compensates

for the selection of the best separation, we performed a permutation test. We randomly

generated 106 permutations of the expression levels of the tested gene (this analysis is done
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only once since the ranks and not the expression levels themselves enter the calculations)

and searched for the separation with lowest p-value and recorded it. The distribution of

these 106 optimal p-values was used to assign a true p-value for the examined genes and

clusters. For example, Figures 2.8 and 2.9 depict the MDSC partition of 96 breast cancer

samples taken from Van’t Veer et al. [52]. The partition is performed by thresholding the

expression level of Cyclin E2, a known marker for poor prognosis in breast cancer [138]. The

p-value for this partition (using Mantel-Cox log-rank test) is 4.3 × 10−5 and its corrected

value is 1.5× 10−3.
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Figure 2.8: Log-transformed expression levels of Cyclin E2 (CCNE2) vs. metastasis-free time
interval (MFTI) of 96 breast cancer samples from Van’t Veer et al. [52]. Pluses represent censored
data points, which in this case are all observations at ≥ 60 months. The horizontal line depicts
the optimal partition of the samples, based on their expression level of Cyclin E2, to two groups,
red and blue, for which the Mantel-Cox log-rank test attains its minimal value. The Kaplan-Meier
plots of these two groups appear in Figure 2.9.
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Figure 2.9: Kaplan-Meier plots of the optimal partition found by the Most Different Survivor
Curves (MDSC) method (red and blue). The Mantel-Cox log-rank test between the two curves
yields a p-value of 4.3× 10−5. The corrected p-value which compensates for selecting the optimal
partition is 1.5 × 10−3. The black line represents the Kaplan-Meier curve of the whole data set.
The gray regions are 95% confidence intervals.
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Coupled two-way clustering analysis of gene
microarray data
Gad Getz, Erel Levine, and Eytan Domany*

Department of Physics of Complex Systems, Weizmann Institute of Science, Rehovot 76100, Israel

Edited by Bradley Efron, Stanford University, Stanford, CA, and approved August 14, 2000 (received for review March 27, 2000)

We present a coupled two-way clustering approach to gene mi-
croarray data analysis. The main idea is to identify subsets of the
genes and samples, such that when one of these is used to cluster
the other, stable and significant partitions emerge. The search for
such subsets is a computationally complex task. We present an
algorithm, based on iterative clustering, that performs such a
search. This analysis is especially suitable for gene microarray data,
where the contributions of a variety of biological mechanisms to
the gene expression levels are entangled in a large body of
experimental data. The method was applied to two gene microar-
ray data sets, on colon cancer and leukemia. By identifying relevant
subsets of the data and focusing on them we were able to discover
partitions and correlations that were masked and hidden when the
full dataset was used in the analysis. Some of these partitions have
clear biological interpretation; others can serve to identify possible
directions for future research.

In a typical DNA microarray experiment, expression levels of
thousands of genes are recorded over a few tens of different

samples† (1, 3, 4). This new technology gave rise to a compu-
tational challenge: to interpret such massive expression data
(5–7). The sizes of the datasets and their complexity call for
multivariant clustering techniques (8, 9), which are essential for
extracting correlated patterns and the natural classes present in
a set of N objects, represented as points in the multidimensional
space defined by D measured features.

Gene microarray data are fairly special in that it makes good
sense to perform clustering analysis in two ways (1, 2, 8). The first
views the ns samples as the N 5 ns objects to be clustered, with
the ng genes’ levels of expression playing the role of the features,
representing each sample as a point in a D 5 ng-dimensional
space. The different phases of a cellular process emerge from
grouping samples with similar or related expression profiles. The
other, not less natural, way looks for clusters of genes that act
correlatively on the different samples. This view considers the
N 5 ng genes as the objects to be clustered, each represented by
its expression profile, as measured over all of the samples, as a
point in a D 5 ns-dimensional space.

In previous work (1, 2, 10), samples and genes were clustered
completely independently; here we introduce and perform a
coupled two-way clustering (CTWC) analysis (8).‡

Our philosophy is to narrow down both the features that we
use and the data points that are clustered. We believe that only
a small subset of the genes participate in any cellular process of
interest, which takes place only in a subset of the samples; by
focusing on small subsets, we lower the noise induced by the
other samples and genes. We look for pairs of a relatively small
subset ^i of features (either genes or samples) and of objects 2j,
(samples or genes), such that when the objects in 2j are repre-
sented using only the features from ^i, clustering yields stable
and significant partitions. Finding such pairs of subsets, (2j, ^i),
is computationally hard; the CTWC method produces such pairs
in an iterative clustering process.

CTWC can be performed with any clustering algorithm. We
tested CTWC in conjunction with several clustering methods,
but present here only results that were obtained by using the
superparamagnetic clustering algorithm (SPC) (11, 12), which is

especially suitable for gene microarray data analysis (13) because
of its robustness against noise and its ‘‘natural’’ ability to identify
stable clusters. By ‘‘stable’’ we mean those clusters that are
statistically significant according to some criterion (see below).

CTWC was applied to two data sets, one from an experiment
on colon cancer (1) and the other on leukemia (3). From both
datasets we were able to ‘‘mine’’ partitions and correlations that
have not been obtained in an unsupervised fashion by previously
used methods. Some of these new partitions have clear well-
understood biological interpretation. We do not report here
discoveries of biologically relevant, previously unknown results.
The main point of our message is twofold: (i) we were able to
identify biologically relevant partitions in an unsupervised way,
and (ii) other, not less natural, partitions were also found
(http:yywww.weizmann.ac.ilyphysicsycomplexycompphys),
which may contain new important information and for which one
should seek biological interpretation.

CTWC
Motivation and Algorithm. The results of every gene microarray
experiment are organized in an expression level matrix !. A row
of this matrix corresponds to a single gene, while each column
represents a particular sample. In a typical experiment simulta-
neous expression levels of thousands of genes are measured.
Gene expression is influenced by the cell type, cell phase,
external signals, and more (14). The expression level matrix is
therefore the result of all these processes mixed together. Our
goal is to separate and identify these processes and to extract as
much information as possible about them. The main difficulty is
that each biological process on which we wish to focus may
involve a relatively small subset of the genes; the large majority
of those present on the microarray constitute a noisy background
that may mask the effect of the small subset. The same may
happen with respect to samples. A straightforward approach to
finding pairs of subsets, (2j, ^i), that lead to ‘‘meaningful’’ (see
above) clusters, could be to take all possible submatrices of the
original data and apply the standard (uncoupled) two-way
clustering procedure to every one of them. By keeping track of
all stable clusters that are formed in this process, and storing the
identity of both genes and samples that define the particular
submatrix, one is guaranteed to find every possible stable
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partition in the data. This approach is, of course, impossible to
implement, because the number of such submatrices grows
exponentially with the size of the problem. CTWC provides an
efficient heuristic to generate such pairs of object and feature
subsets by an iterative process that severely restricts the possible
candidates for such subsets; we consider and test only those
submatrices whose rows (columns) belong to genes (samples)
that were identified (in a previous iteration!) as a stable cluster.

The iterative process is initialized with the full matrix—i.e., the
sets of all genes (g0) and of all samples (s0) are used as (both)
features and objects, to perform standard two-way clustering.
Denote by gi

1 and sj
1 stable clusters of genes and samples found

in this first step.
Every pair (gi

n, sj
m) (made of clusters obtained so far, n, m 5

0, 1) defines a submatrix of the expression data; for every such
submatrix we perform two-way clustering. The resulting stable
gene (or sample) clusters are denoted by gk

2 (or sl
2). Each cluster

is stored in one of two ‘‘registers of stable clusters’’; gene clusters
in register & and sample clusters in 6. Together with each new
cluster we also store pointers that identify the pair of ‘‘parent’’
clusters (gi

n, sj
m) that were used as the object and feature sets in

the clustering process that generated it. These steps are iterated
further, using pairs of all previously found clusters. We make
sure that every pair is treated only once; the process is termi-
nated when no new clusters that satisfy some criteria (such as
stability, critical size, or the criterion used in ref. 8) are found
(unpublished work).

Analyzing the Clusters Obtained by CTWC. The output of CTWC has
two important components. First, it provides a broad list of gene
and sample clusters. Second, for each cluster (of samples, say) we
know which subset (of samples) was clustered to find it, and
which features (genes) were used to represent it. We also know
for every cluster, say s, which other clusters can be identified by
using s as the feature set. We present here some of the possible
ways one can use this kind of information. Particular implemen-
tations are described in Applications.

Identifying genes that partition the samples according to a
known classification. This is a supervised test of clusters that were
obtained in an unsupervised way. Denote by C a known classi-
fication of the samples, say into two classes, c1 and c2. CTWC
provides an easy way to rank the clusters of genes in & by their
ability to separate the samples according to C.

First we evaluate for each cluster of samples s in & two scores,
purity and efficiency, which reflect the extent to which assignment
of the samples to s corresponds to the classification C. These
figures of merit are defined (for c1, say) as

purity ~suc1! 5
us ù c1u

usu ; efficiency ~suc1! 5
us ù c1u

uc1u .

Once a cluster s with high purity and efficiency has been found,
we can use the saved pointers to read off the cluster (or clusters)
of genes that were used as the feature set to yield s in our
clustering procedure. Clustering, being unsupervised, as op-
posed to classification, discovers only those partitions of the data
that are, in some sense, ‘‘natural.’’ Hence by this method we
identify the most natural group of genes that can be used to
induce a desired classification.

One can test a gene cluster g that was provided by CTWC also
by more standard statistics, such as the t test (15) or the
Jensen–Shannon distance (16). Both compare the expression
levels of the genes of g on the two classes of samples, c1 and c2.
Alternatively, one can also use the genes of g to train a classifier
to separate the samples according to C (3) and use the success
of the classifier to measure the relevance of the genes in g to the
classification.

Discovering new partitions. The members of every cluster s
have been linked to each other and separated from the other
samples on the basis of the expression levels of some coexpressed
subset of genes. It is reasonable therefore to argue that the
cluster s has been formed for some biological or experimental
reason.

As a first step to understand the reason for the formation of
a robust cluster s, one should try to relate it to some previously
known classification (for example, in terms of purity and effi-
ciency). Clusters that cannot be associated with any known
classification have to be inspected more carefully. Useful hints
for the meaning of such a cluster of samples may come from the
identity of the cluster of genes that was used to find it. Similarly,
sample clusters can be used to interpret clusters of genes that
were not previously known to belong to the same process.

CTWC is a sensitive tool to identify subpartitions. Sample clusters
that emerged from clustering a subset s of the samples reflect a
subpartition of s. When clustering the full sample set, this
subpartition may be missed.

CTWC reveals conditional correlations among genes. The CTWC
method collects stable gene clusters in &. In many cases the same
groups of genes may be added to & more than once. This is
caused by the fact that some genes are coregulated in all cells,
and therefore are clustered together, no matter which subset of
the samples is used as the feature set. For example, ribosomal
proteins are expected to be assigned to the same cluster for any
set of samples that is not unreasonably small.

Some gene clusters, however, are different; they are coregu-
lated only in a specific subset of samples. We call this situation
conditional correlation. The identity of the sample cluster that
reveals the conditionally correlated gene cluster is clearly im-
portant to understand the biological process that makes these
genes correlated.

All of the features listed above were tested on artificially
generated expression data into which correlations, partitions,
and subpartitions were incorporated and masked. CTWC suc-
cessfully unraveled all of the hidden structure from these ‘‘toy
data’’ (17).

Clustering Method, Statistical Significance, and Similarity
Measures
Any reasonable clustering method can be used within the
framework of CTWC. The optimal algorithm for analysis of gene
expression data should have the following properties: the num-
ber of clusters should be determined by the algorithm itself and
not externally prescribed [as is done when using self-organizing
maps (SOMs) and K-means]; stability against noise; generating
a hierarchy (dendrogram) and providing a mechanism to identify
in it robust stable clusters; and ability to identify a dense set of
points, which form a cloud of an irregular nonspherical shape, as
a cluster. SPC, a hierarchical clustering method recently intro-
duced by Blatt et al. (11), is the algorithm that best fits these
requirements. The intuition that led to it is based on an analogy
to the physics of inhomogeneous ferromagnets. Full details of
the algorithm and the underlying philosophy are given in refs. 12
and 18.

The input for SPC is a distance or similarity matrix dij between
the objects 2, calculated according to the feature set ^. A
tunable parameter T (‘‘temperature’’) controls the resolution of
the performed clustering. One starts at T 5 0, with a single
cluster that contains all the objects. As T increases, phase
transitions take place, and this cluster breaks into several
subclusters that reflect the structure of the data. Clusters keep
breaking up as T is further increased, until at high enough values
of T each object forms its own cluster. As opposed to most
agglomerative algorithms, SPC has a natural measure for the
relative stability of any particular cluster: the range of temper-
atures, DT, over which the cluster remains unchanged. The more
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stable a cluster is, the larger the range DT through which it is
expected to ‘‘survive.’’ For a stable cluster s, the corresponding
DTs constitutes a significant fraction of Tmax, the temperature at
which the data break into single-point clusters. Inspection of the
gene dendrograms of Fig. 3 reveals stable clusters and stable
branches.

In this work we chose the value of DTc, above which a cluster
is considered as stable, in the following way. We permuted at
random elements of the expression matrix under investigation,
and applied SPC to the randomized matrix. DTc was selected so
that for 500 different random permutations no clusters that
survived for DT . DTc were found. This gives a bound on the
probability that clusters that we labeled as stable were in fact an
artifact of noisy data.

Normalization of the Gene Expression Array. The Pearson correla-
tion is commonly used as the similarity measure between genes
or samples (1, 2, 19). This measure conforms with the intuitive
biological notion of what it means for two genes to be coex-
pressed; it captures similarity of the ‘‘shapes’’ of two expression
profiles, and ignores differences between their magnitudes (2).
The correlation coefficient is high between two genes that are
affected by the same process, even if each has a different gain due
to the process, over different background expression levels
(caused by other processes). Note, however, that a positive
correlation between two highly expressed genes is much more
significant than the same value between two poorly expressed
genes. By using correlations one ignores this dependence of the
reliability on the absolute expression level.

As to samples, correlations do not always capture their
similarity. Consider two samples, taken at different stages of
some process, with the absolute expression levels of a family of
genes much below average in one sample and much higher in the
other. Even if the expression levels of the two samples over these
genes are correlated, one would like to assign them to different
clusters.

We therefore used the following normalization scheme. De-
note by @ the matrix of the raw data. @ is an ng 3 ns matrix,
where ng is the number of genes and ns is the number of samples.

We normalize @ in two steps. First, divide each column by its
mean: @9ij 5 @ijy@# j; @# j 5 (1yng)¥i51

ng @ij, and then normalize
each row, such that its mean vanishes and its norm is one:

!ij 5
@9ij 2 @# 9i

i@9ii
,

where @# 9i 5 (1yns)¥j51
ns @9ij and i@9ii2 5 ¥j51

ns (@9ij 2 @# 9i)2.
For both genes and samples we used the Euclidean distance as

the dissimilarity measure. For two genes (rows of !) the
Euclidean distance is closely related to their Pearson correlation.

Applications
We applied CTWC to data from two experiments. Here we
report only the results that were obtained by CTWC and could
not be found by using a straightforward clustering analysis. We
highlight a small subset of the partitions that we were able to
extract from the data and for which satisfactory biological
explanation was found. We do not report here new discoveries
of biologically relevant, previously unknown results. Rather, we
claim to have discovered a method that is capable to mine such
information out of the available data. New, relevant information
may be contained in the new partitions that were found, to which
we were not yet able to assign biological meaning. Some new,
uninterpreted results are also reviewed briefly; full lists of the
corresponding clusters and their constituent samples or genes
can be found at our website (http:yywww.weizmann.ac.ily
physicsycomplexycompphys).

Analysis of Leukemia Samples. Golub et al. (3) obtained data from
72 samples collected from acute leukemia patients at the time of
diagnosis. Forty-seven cases were diagnosed as acute lympho-
blastic leukemia (ALL) and the other 25, as acute myeloid
leukemia (AML). RNA prepared from the bone marrow mono-
nuclear cells was hybridized to high-density oligonucleotide
microarrays, produced by Affymetrix (Santa Clara, CA), con-
taining 6,817 human genes.

After rescaling the data in the manner described in ref. 3, we
selected only those genes whose minimal expression over all
samples is greater than 20. Only 1,753 genes survived this
thresholding operation (http:yywww.weizmann.ac.ilyphysicsy
complexycompphys). The resulting array was then normalized as
described above, to give a 1753 3 72 expression level matrix !
(see Fig. 1).

Two iterations of CTWC sufficed to converge to 49 stable gene
clusters (LG1–49) and 35 stable sample clusters (http:yy
www.weizmann.ac.ilyphysicsycomplexycompphys) (LS1–35).
We highlight here four of our findings, which demonstrate the
power of the method to solve problems listed above.

Identifying genes that partition the samples according to a
known classification. First we use the known ALLyAML classi-
fication of the samples to determine which gene clusters can
distinguish between the two classes. We found a single cluster
(LG1) of 60 genes that, when used as the feature set, induces a
stable separation of the samples into AMLyALL clusters. (A
cluster is identified with a certain class if both its purity and
efficiency exceed 3y4.) This finding demonstrates the idea
behind CTWC and its power. When SPC was applied, using the
entire set of 1,753 genes, we did not find robust clusters that
could be identified as AML or ALL tissues. Apparently, the two
clouds of points in the 1,753-dimensional space, which contain
the two groups of tissues, are displaced relative to each other, but
they do have a region of overlap—the data in fact form a single
cloud! In such a case SPC will not identify ALL and AML as
separate clusters. Using only the genes of LG1 apparently
eliminates this overlap of the points.

In such a situation, methods such as K-means and SOM may

Fig. 1. The expression level matrix of the leukemia experiment is shown on
the Left. Rows correspond to different genes, ordered by clustering them
using all of the samples. The two boxes contain expression data from ALL
patients (A) measured on one gene cluster and AML patients (B), on another
gene cluster. On the Right, clustering the ALL samples, using the data in box
A, yields good separation between T cell ALL (black) and B cell ALL (white).
Clustering of AML samples, using the data in box B, yields a stable cluster,
which contains all patients who were treated, with results known to be either
success (black) or failure (gray). The vertical axis is the ‘‘temperature’’ param-
eter T, and on the horizontal axis the samples are ordered according to the
dendrogram.
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assign two centroids to the data, so that proximity to these
centroids can be used to characterize the two different kinds of
tissues. In such cases, however, it is important to preset the
number of clusters into which one wishes to break the data.
Indeed, Golub et al. (3) showed that two-cluster SOM analysis
on a subset of the data did separate the AML and ALL tissues
in a robust manner. They also identified two groups, of 25 genes
each, whose expression levels differ between these two clusters.
Of the 25 genes that had higher expression levels in the AML
patients, only 12 survived our thresholding and were included in
our set of 1,753. Of these 12 genes, 5 indeed reside in our
separating cluster LG1.

Discovering new partitions. Next, we search the stable sample
clusters for unknown partitions of the samples. We focus our
attention on sample clusters that were repeatedly found to be
stable. One such cluster, denoted LS1, may be of interest; it
includes 37 samples and was found to be stable when either a
cluster of 27 genes (LG2) or another unrelated cluster of 36
genes (LG3) was used to provide the features. LG3 includes
many genes that participate in the glycolysis pathway. Because of
lack of additional information about the patients we cannot
determine the biological origin of the formation of this sample
cluster.

Identifying subpartitions. Using a 28-gene cluster (LG4) as
features, we tried to cluster only the samples that were identified
as AML patients (leaving out ALL samples). A stable cluster,
LS2, of 16 samples was found (see Fig. 1, box B); it contains most
of the samples (14y15) that were taken from patients that
underwent treatment (with known results—success or failure).
For none of the other AML patients was any information about
treatment available in the data. Some of the 16 genes of this
cluster, LG4, are ribosomal proteins and some others are related
to cell growth. Apparently these genes can partition the AML
patients according to whether they did or did not undergo
treatment.

This result demonstrates a possible diagnostic use of the
CTWC approach; one can identify different responses to treat-
ment, and the groups of genes to be used as the appropriate
probe.

We repeated the same procedure, but discarding AML and
keeping only the ALL samples. We discovered that when any one
of five different gene clusters (LG4–8) are used to provide the
features, the ALL samples break into two stable clusters; LS5,
which consists mostly of T cell ALL patients and LS4, which
contains mostly B cell ALL patients (see Fig. 1, box A). When
all of the genes were used to cluster all samples, no such clear
separation into T cell ALL vs. B cell ALL was observed. One of
the gene clusters used, LG5, with TyB separating ability, con-
tains 29 genes, many of which are T cell related. Another gene
cluster, LG6, which also gave rise to TyB differentiation, con-
tains many HLA histocompatibility genes.

It is important to understand the difference between our
results and those of ref. 3, where Golub et al. applied the SOM
algorithm to a subset of 38 mixed AML and ALL samples. The
number of desired clusters K has to be used as an input to SOM.
Setting K 5 2, Golub et al. report finding AMLyALL separation;
results for K 5 3 were not reported; for K 5 4 the clusters were
identified as a single AML cluster, a T cell ALL cluster and two
B cell ALL clusters. Our method, on the other hand, is com-
pletely unsupervised; it identified the T cell ALLyB cell ALL as
a robust partition of the ALL samples, and also revealed that the
genes that induce this partition are connected to the immune
system.

These results demonstrate how CTWC can be used to char-
acterize different types of cancer. Imagine that the nature of the
subclassification of ALL had not been known. On the basis of
our results we could predict that there are two distinct subclasses
of ALL; moreover, by the fact that many genes that induce

separation into these subclasses are either T-cell-related or HLA
genes, one could suspect that these subclasses were immunology
related.

As a different possible use of our results, note that some of the
genes in the T-cell-related gene cluster LG5 have no determined
function, and may be candidates for new T cell genes. This
assumption is supported both by the fact that these genes were
found to be correlated with other T cell genes and by the fact that
they support the differentiation between T cell ALL and B cell
ALL.

Analysis of Colon Cancer Data. The data set we consider next
contains 40 colon tumor samples and 22 normal colon samples,
analyzed with an Affymetrix oligonucleotide array complemen-
tary to more than 6,500 human genes and expressed sequence
tags (ESTs). Following Alon et al. (1), we chose to work only with
the 2,000 genes of greatest minimal expression over the samples.
We normalized the data to get a 2000 3 62 expression level
matrix !.

CTWC was applied to this data set. Seventy-six stable sample
clusters (CS1–76) and 97 stable gene clusters (CG1–97) were
obtained (http:yywww.weizmann.ac.ilyphysicsycomplexy
compphys) in two iterations. One of the latter was a cluster of
ribosomal genes, similar to the one identified in ref. 1.

Identifying genes that partition the samples according to a
known classification. Again we search first for gene clusters that
differentiate the samples according to the known normalytumor
classification. We found four gene clusters (CG1–4) that parti-
tion the samples this way (CG4 contains CG1). The genes of
these clusters can be used if one wishes to construct a classifier
for diagnosis purposes (see Fig. 2, box A). Alon et al. (1)
calculated a muscle index, which can distinguish normal from
tumor tissues. Of the 17 smooth muscle genes that contributed
to their index, only 4 were included among the 2,000 that we used
in our analysis. All of these were included in CG1 (and CG4).

Discovering new partitions. Five clusters of genes (CG2, CG4-
CG7) generated very stable clusters of samples. Two of the five
(CG2 and CG4) differentiated tumor and normal; two others
were less interesting because the clusters they generated con-

Fig. 2. The expression level matrix of the colon experiment is shown on the
Left. Rows correspond to different genes, ordered by clustering them using all
of the samples. The two boxes contain expression data of all samples for two
gene clusters. On the Right, when the genes of the first cluster (A) are used,
clear separation between tumor samples (white) and normal ones (black) is
obtained. Another separation of the samples is obtained by using the second
gene cluster (B). This separation is consistent with two distinct experimental
protocols, denoted by short and long bars. The vertical axis is the ‘‘tempera-
ture’’ parameter T and on the horizontal axis the samples are ordered accord-
ing to the dendrogram.
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tained most of the samples. The gene cluster CG5, however, gave
rise to a clear partition of the samples into two clusters, of 39 and
23 tissues (see Fig. 2, box B). Checking with the experimentalists
(U. Alon, K. Gish, D. Mack, and A. Levine, personal commu-
nication), we discovered that this separation coincides almost
precisely with a change of the experimental protocol; 22 RNA
samples were extracted by using a poly(A) detector (‘‘protocol
A’’), and the other 40 samples were prepared by extracting total
RNA from the cells (‘‘protocol B’’). Cursory examination did not
yield any obvious common features among the 29 genes of the
cluster CG5 that gave rise to this separation of the tissues.

Identifying conditionally correlated genes and subpartitions.
Finally, we turn to identify conditionally correlated genes by
comparing stable gene clusters formed when using different
sample sets as features. We found that most gene clusters form
irrespectively of the samples that are used. We did find, however,
four special groups of genes (CG8–11) that formed clear and
stable clusters when we used only the tumor samples as features,
but were relatively uncorrelated—i.e., spread across the den-
drogram of genes—when clustering was based on all of the
samples or only the normal ones.

One of these four clusters (CG9), breaks up, at a higher
resolution, into two subclusters, as shown in Fig. 3 Right. One of
these subclusters (CG12), consists of 51 genes, all of which are
related to cell growth (ribosomal proteins and elongation fac-
tors). The other subcluster (CG13), contains 17 genes, many of
which are related to intestinal epithelial cells (e.g., mucin,
cathepsin proteases). Interestingly, when the genes are clustered
on the basis of either all samples or only the normal ones, both
clusters (CG12 and CG13) appear as two uncorrelated distinct
clusters, and their positions in the dendrogram are quite far from
each other (Fig. 3).

The high correlation between growth genes and epithelial
genes, observed in tumor tissue, suggests that it is the epithelial
cells that are rapidly growing. In the normal samples there is
smaller correlation, indicating that the expression of growth
genes is not especially high in the normal epithelial cells. These
results are consistent with the epithelial origin of colon tumor.

Two other groups of genes formed clusters only over the tumor
cells. One (CG11, of 34 genes) is related to the immune system
(HLA genes and immunoglobulin receptors). The second
(CG10, of 62 genes) seems to be a concatenation of genes related

to epithelial cells (endothelial growth factor and retinoic acid),
and of muscle- and nerve-related genes. We could not find any
common function for the genes in the fourth cluster (CG8).

Clustering the genes on the basis of their expression over only
the normal samples revealed three gene clusters (CG14–16) that
did not form when either the entire set of samples or the tumor
tissues were used. Again, we could not find a clear common
function for these genes. Each cluster contains genes that
apparently take part in some process that takes place in normal
cells, but is suppressed in tumor tissues.

Summary and Discussion
We proposed a new method for analysis of gene microarray data.
The main underlying idea of our method is to zero in on small
subsets of the massive expression patterns obtained from thou-
sands of genes for a large number of samples. A cellular process
of interest may involve a relatively small subset of the genes in
the dataset, and the process may take place only in a small
number of samples. Hence when the full data set is analyzed, the
‘‘signal’’ of this process may be completely overwhelmed by the
‘‘noise’’ generated by the vast majority of unrelated data.

We are looking for a relatively small group of genes, which can
be used as the features used to cluster a subset of the samples.
Alternatively, we try to identify a subset of the samples that can
be used in a similar way to identify genes with correlated
expression levels. Identifying pairs of subsets of genes and
samples that produce significant stable clusters in this way is a
computationally complex task. We demonstrated that the
CTWC technique provides an efficient method to produce such
subgroups.

The CTWC algorithm provides a broad list of stable gene and
sample clusters, together with various connections among them.
This information can be used to perform the most important
tasks in microarray data analysis, such as identification of
cellular processes and the conditions for their activation, estab-
lishing connection between gene groups and biological pro-
cesses, and finding partitions of known classes of samples into
subgroups. CTWC is applicable with any reasonable choice of
clustering algorithm, as long as it is capable of identifying stable
clusters. In this work we reported results obtained by using the
SPC algorithm, which is especially suitable for gene microarray

Fig. 3. Clustering genes of the colon cancer experiment, using all samples (Left) and using only tumor samples (Right) as the feature sets. Each node of this
dendrogram represents a cluster; only clusters of size larger than 9 genes are shown. The last such clusters of each branch, as well as nonterminal clusters that
were selected for presentation and analysis, are shown as boxes. In each dendrogram the genes are ordered according to the corresponding cluster analysis. The
two circled clusters of the Left dendrogram are reproduced also in the Right, but there the two share a common ‘‘parent’’ in the tree. Note that the stability of
a cluster is easily read off a dendrogram produced by the SPC algorithm.
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data analysis because of its robustness against noise, which is
inherent in such experiments.

The power of the CTWC method was demonstrated on data
obtained in two gene microarray experiments. In the first
experiment the gene expression profile in bone marrow and
peripheral blood cells of 72 leukemia patients was measured by
using gene microarray technology. Our main results for these
data were the following: (i) The connection between T-cell-
related genes and the subclassification of the ALL samples, into
T cell and B cell ALL, was revealed in an unsupervised fashion.
(ii) We found a stable partition of the AML patients into two
groups: those who were treated (with known results), and all
others. This partition was revealed by a cluster of cell-growth-
related genes. This observation may serve as a clue for a possible
use of the CTWC method in understanding the effects of
treatment.

The second experiment used gene microarray technology to
probe the gene expression profile of 40 colon tumor samples and
22 normal colon tissues. Using CTWC, we find a different, less
obvious, stable partition of the samples into two clusters. To find
this partition, we had to use a subset of the genes. The new

partition turned out to reflect two different experimental pro-
tocols. We deduce that the genes that gave rise to this partition
of the samples are the ones that were sensitive to the change of
protocol.

Another result that was obtained in an unsupervised manner
by using CTWC is the connection between epithelial cells and
the growth of cancer. When we looked at the expression profiles
over only the tumor tissues, a cluster of cell growth genes was
found to be highly correlated with epithelial genes. This corre-
lation was absent when the normal tissues were used.

These features, discovered in data sets that were previously
investigated by conventional clustering analysis, demonstrate the
strength of CTWC. We find CTWC to be especially useful for
gene microarray data analysis, but it may be a useful tool for
investigating other kinds of data as well.
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ABSTRACT
Summary: The CTWC server provides access to the
software, CTWC1.00, that implements Coupled Two Way
Clustering (Getz et al., 2000), a method designed to mine
gene expression data.
Availability: Free, at http://ctwc.weizmann.ac.il.
Contact: ctwc support@weizmann.ac.il
Supplementary information: The site has a link to an ex-
ample which provides figures and detailed explanations.

A DNA chip experiment provides expression levels,
Egs , of thousands of genes g for up to 100 samples
s, summarized in an expression table of ≈106 entries.
Analysis of such data has several aims: (1) identify genes
whose expression levels reflect biological processes of
interest (such as development of cancer); (2) group the
samples (e.g. tumors) into classes, possibly in a clinically
relevant way, and (3) provide clues for the function of
genes (proteins) of yet unknown role.

First one filters the genes (Alon et al., 1999), leaving
a set G1 to work with. Next, cluster all genes of G1
on the basis of their expression levels over the set of
all samples, S1 [an operation denoted by G1(S1)], and
cluster S1 using all the genes of G1 [S1(G1)]. In general,
however, only a small subset of Nr genes are relevant for
one particular biological process of interest. Since usually
Nr � |G1|, the ‘signal’ of these genes may be masked by
the ‘noise’ generated by the (much more numerous) other
genes. Furthermore, to assign samples into two clinically
meaningful classes (e.g. adenoma and carcinoma), we
may have to remove first a previously identified group of
samples (e.g. healthy tissue), and cluster only the remain-
ing N ′

s < Ns tumors. Thus one should analyze, one at a
time, special submatrices of Egs . CTWC (coupled two
way clustering) is a heuristic, iterative method to search
for informative Nr × N ′

s submatrices among the exponen-
tially many possible ones. In the first two steps, G1(S1)

and S1(G1), we identify and register stable, statistically
significant clusters of genes, G I with I = 2, 3, . . . and
of samples, S J , J = 2, 3, . . .. Next, we cluster every one
of the stable sample groups S J (including S1), using the

∗To whom correspondence should be addressed.

expression levels of every stable gene group G I , one at
a time. Such a clustering operation, denoted by S J (G I ),
may generate new stable sample subgroups. Similarly,
one reclusters every gene group G I on the basis of every
sample group S J . New stable gene and sample clusters
that emerge are added to the respective registers and used
in the next iterative step, until the emergent new clusters
are smaller than some preset threshold. A typical positive
finding of the method is such a statement (Getz et al.,
2000): ‘A particular group of samples S J (e.g. patients
suffering from ALL leukemia) breaks into two clear
subgroups (e.g. T-ALL and B-ALL) on the basis of the
expression levels of a group of genes G K ’.

CTWC uses as its ‘clustering engine’ an algorithm
called superparamagnetic clustering (SPC) (Blatt et al.,
1996). SPC places in the same cluster objects that are
‘close’ to one another, producing a dendrogram, as a pa-
rameter T , that controls resolution, is varied. SPC is stable
against addition of noise to the data and can identify irreg-
ular shaped clouds of points as clusters. Most importantly,
SPC provides for each cluster a ‘stability’ index, whose
value is indicative of the extent to which the cluster is
‘real’, and not due to noise in the data. The index is based
on the physical intuition that underlies SPC; a stable clus-
ter behaves as an independent ‘ordered magnetic grain’
for a wide range of values of T (Blatt et al., 1997). Using
this index we exhaustively scan (and cluster, one at a time)
those submatrices, whose genes and samples constitute
stable clusters. CTWC has been used successfully to study
data from experiments on colon cancer, leukemia (Getz et
al., 2000), breast cancer (Kela, 2002; Getz et al., 2003),
glioblastoma (Godard et al., 2003), skin cancer (Dazard
et al., 2003) and antigen chips (Quintana et al., 2003).

THE SERVER is frequently updated. Here we present
a detailed, step by step ‘roadmap’ of the server, from
data entry to viewing the results. We recommend that the
instructions be read while viewing the example (ES) found
at the CTWC site.
Data preparation and Entry: Filter the genes down to
|G1| < 3000 (in our example we kept 2000 genes). The
resulting matrix Egs is uploaded in the format used in
Cluster (Eisen et al., 1998), of an ASCII table separated
by tabs (see ES links 1,2). Three optional preprocessing
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operations, can be performed after uploading the data
matrix; Scaling, Thresholding and Log (see ES link 3,
where only the first two were performed). Optionally the
user may upload also a P×Ns table of P ‘predefined sets’,
whose entry Lis can be 1/0/blank, indicating that sample
s belongs to set i /does-not-belong to set i /has unknown
assignment (the example includes P = 4 categories;
tumor,normal, protocols A and B—see ES, links 4,5). One
can upload a similar table for genes.
Creating Projects and Analyses: Each user creates
projects in his account. A Project is related to a dataset
Egs and to two tables of predefined sets. Every project
may contain several Analyses; each uses a particular
set of running parameters. Within an analysis there are
processes; each is a CTWC run defined by its initial gene
and sample sets and the desired iteration depth.

An analysis is specified by its clustering parameters for
SPC (try first the default values!), which are explained in
the site. Here we mention only Min T, Max T and �T , that
govern the range and step size that specify the parameter
T , which controls the resolution. At ‘Min T’ there should
be a single cluster, and at ‘Max T’ many small clusters.

Another set of parameters, used by CTWC, define
a stable cluster: (a) a ‘minimal cluster size’ must be
exceeded; (b) the number of cluster members lost, when T
increases by �T , must be less than ‘ignore dropout size’;
(c) conditions (a,b) must hold for at least ‘stable delta T’
temperature steps. Clusters that qualify as stable are used
in subsequent CTWC iterations.
Execution of Analysis: G1/S1 are the default for the
initial gene/sample clusters used. In subsequent runs one
can apply CTWC to a sub-matrix, defined either by a
stable cluster that was found in a previous Process, or
by one of the predefined sets. Specify the iteration depth
of CTWC: try first ‘depth’=1 for samples and genes,
performing G1(S1) and S1(G1). If the parameters gave
suitable results, proceed to deeper levels (see ES link 8).
Starting the analysis invokes a run; upon completion it
generates output files and notifies the user by e-mail.
Results: Each execution generates results pages. The main
one lists all stable gene (G I ) and sample (S J ) clusters.
Our example uses depth 1 for genes and 2 for samples
(see ES link 9), showing for each stable cluster its stability
index, the clustering operation in which it was found, and
a table of all the clustering operations that were applied to
it, and the clusters found by them.

Additional tables (for genes and for samples) relate
stable clusters to the predefined labels. Each stable cluster
is represented by a row and each predefined label by
a column. The table element of cluster Cx and set Py
contains the purity (|Cx ∩ Py|/|Cx |) and efficiency
(|Cx ∩ Py|/|Py|) indices that measure the extent to
which Cx captures Py, and a score that measures the
likelihood to obtain such overlap by chance. Significant

overlaps are linked to the clustering operation that found
them, allowing an easy search for clusters that capture
known sets in the data. In the example S7 overlaps with
normal samples and S5 with protocol B. The links show
that S7 was found in S1(G5) whereas S5 was identified in
S1(G4). This example demonstrates how different sets of
genes (e.g. G4, G5) can yield very different separations
of the samples (S1).

Links from the main results page point to two kinds of
pages. (a) A cluster page contains a list of its members
and whether they belong to predefined sets (see ES links
10,11). (b) A page describing a clustering operation,
containing tables and figures (see ES links 12–14), such
as a dendrogram, depicting hierarchical partitioning of the
data, and the distance matrix, which shows the distances
between the clustered objects (genes or samples), after
reordering them according to the dendrogram.
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Abstract

In this work we introduce a novel semi-supervised algorithm which is an extension of the
super-paramagnetic clustering method (SPC) [1] for the partially labelled case. Former
work in the field of semi-supervised clustering classify the points according to the k-way
cut. In contrast to these methods, we search for the typical cut which yields more accurate
and robust results. Calculating the typical cut is performed using various sampling and
approximation methods. Sampling is performed by several Monte-Carlo methods includ-
ing the Multicanonical algorithm. We also use approximate inference methods adopted
from the field of graphical models, such as Generalized Belief Propagation and suggest an
extension to Belief Propagation. The performance of the different methods is evaluated on
a two-dimensional data set.

1 Introduction to Semi-supervised learning

Situations which have many unlabelled points and a few with known labels call for semi-
supervised learning methods. The goal of semi-supervised learning is to classify the unla-
belled points, taking into account the assignment of labels to a subset of points and the
distribution of the unlabelled ones. This problem is also known as clustering with partial
labels. The partially labelled case can be considered intermediate between classification,
where all the points of the training set are labelled, and clustering, in which there are
no labels and only the distribution of the points is used. Such problems occur in many
fields, in which obtaining data is cheap but labelling is expensive. Therefore, using super-
vised methods is impractical but, on the other hand, presence of a few labelled points can
significantly improve the performance of unsupervised methods.

The basic assumption in unsupervised learning, i.e. clustering, is that points that
belong to the same cluster actually originate from the same class. Density-based clustering
methods define a cluster as a mode in the distribution, i.e. a relatively dense region

1These authors contributed equally.
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surrounded by lower density regions. Hence each mode is assumed to consist of a single
class; a certain class may, however, be dispersed over several modes. In case the modes are
well separated, they can be easily identified by clustering methods and then classification
can be performed as a postprocessing step, by assigning the points of each cluster according
to the label of a single point in it. In cases when the modes are closer and the density
between them is not significantly lower, unsupervised methods may encounter difficulties
in separating the modes. In this case semi-supervised methods, which use a few labelled
points, may be of help. Since points of different labels cannot be assigned to the same
cluster, semi-supervised algorithms must place a border between them. Most probably the
border will pass through the lower density regions that were difficult to identify without
the information provided by the labelled points.

Throughout this paper we follow a toy-problem presented in Fig. 2. The points were
generated from four Gaussians according to the distribution depicted in Fig. 2A, where each
Gaussian corresponds to a class. We randomly sampled 400 points from this distribution
which are shown in Fig. 2B. Knowing the distribution from which the points are sampled,
we can calculate for each point the probability it originated from the four classes. The
Bayesian separator, which corresponds to the optimal classification in this problem, is
depicted as dashed lines in Fig. 2B. Two points in each class are labelled and are marked
by circles. Note that in this example the modes are close to each other and density between
them is not extremely low.
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Figure 1: (A) The four Gaussians distribution from which the data was drawn. (B) The
sample data with the labelled points colored according to their class.

Our semi-supervised algorithm is an extension of the Super-Paramangetic Clustering al-
gorithm (SPC), which is a graph-based clustering method. We first describe related graph-
based clustering methods and their shortcomings, and then turn to the semi-supervised
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case.

1.1 Clustering by minimal and typical cuts

Graph-based clustering methods partition the data points, {xi}N
i=1, by first constructing

a weighted graph in which each vertex, vi, represents a data point, xi, and edges are
connected between neighboring points. The edge weights, Jij > 0, are inversely related to
the distance between the points. A clustering solution is a cut (partition) of the graph.
Each cut is assigned a cost according to the weight of the edges it disconnects. Most
previous work on graph-based methods perform clustering by searching for the partition
of minimal cost.

Let S = (s1, . . . , sN) define a partition where points in each cluster are assigned the same
value. The straightforward cost function, E(S), is the sum of weights of the disconnected
edges;

E(S) =
∑

〈i,j〉
Jij(1− δ(si, sj)) ; (1)

this cost is known as the min-cut cost function. Using this cost, cutting the graph in dense
regions (in which the edges have larger weights) has a much higher cost than a cut passing
through sparse regions. Shi and Malik [2], pointed out that clustering using this cost
function often produces trivial partitions in which single data points are separated. There
are various ways to overcome this problem; Shi and Malik define a new cost function,
termed normalized-cut, which takes into account the size of the separated clusters and
penalizes generating small clusters.

Searching for the minimal cost solution has another disadvantage, common to all cost
functions: it ignores the robustness of the found solution, i.e. how does the cost increase
in the neighborhood of the solution. In a finite sample there are two types of fluctuations
which may affect the mincut solution; a low density “crack” within a high density region,
and the opposite case, where a high density “filament” appears in a low density region.
Both types of fluctuations may drive the minimal cost solution far from the true and
desired one – a crack may cut through a cluster and break it in two; on the other hand, or
a filament may unify two clusters (of different class). Although the cut along a crack attains
the minimal cost, slight deviations from it (which pass through high density regions) may
increase the cost dramatically. On the other hand, the true cut passes through a “true”
low density region and, therefore, deviations from it will have similar costs.

Blatt et. al. [1] use the min-cut cost function and perform clustering using a different
approach which overcomes these problems. Instead of minimizing the cost, Blatt et. al.
search for the “typical” cut – a typical cut is a weighted average of many cuts of similar
costs. Taking a set of cuts into account increases the robustness of the solution, as many
close cuts of similar cost can be preferred over the single, and isolated, cut of minimal
value. Typical cuts have another advantage over searching for a cut with minimal cost,
since they provide a “soft” solution to the clustering problem, as opposed to a “hard”
solution. Typical cuts were introduced by Blatt et. al. in the development of SPC, using
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the framework of statistical physics. Inspired by their work, Gdalyahu et. al. [3] suggested
a probabilistic graph-partitioning approach for typical cuts and, recently, Shental et. al. [4]
reformulated SPC in terms of graphical models.

1.2 Semi-supervised learning

A natural extension of clustering methods which minimize a cost function, in case partial
labels are provided, is to search for the cut with minimal cost that complies with all label
constraints. This is called the k-way cut problem. Unfortunately, finding the minimal cut
in case there are more than two classes is NP-hard [5] and therefore one uses approximate
methods. Boykov et. al. [6] suggested a method called Graph Cuts which can be applied
to other types of costs as well, and heuristically minimizes the cost function even if many
labeled points are given. Another method introduced by Zhu et. al. [7] minimizes a
quadratic cost function based on Gaussian random fields and harmonic functions. Fig.
??A shows the minimal cut solution of our toy problem.

In this work we join the two approaches and introduce a semi-supervised extension to
typical-cut clustering methods, which calculate the typical cut under the constraints of
labelled points. Fig. ??B shows that the typical-cut solution for this problem is in nearly
perfect agreement with the Bayesian separator.
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Figure 2: (A) The min-cut solution. (B) The Bayesian solution.

1.3 Paper outline

This paper is organized as follows: In the next sections we present the statistical physics
view of typical cuts and its translation to the formalism of graphical models. Following
that, we discuss the implication of adding labelled points to the SPC algorithm. In section

4



4 we present the algorithm, followed by a section describing its results. Section 6 discusses
the difficulties and some directions for future research.

2 Relation to statistical physics

The SPC algorithm is based on the physical properties of a model granular ferromagnet. In
this model, each point is assigned a “Potts spin” [8], si = 1, . . . , q, which is a q-state random
variable. Neighboring spins interact with ferromagnetic interactions, Jij > 0 which decrease
with distance (as defined in [1]). Every configuration of the system, S = (s1, . . . , sN),
represents a particular partition of the graph. The cost of a configuration, called the
energy in physics, is defined as in Equ. (1).

Statistical physics deals with calculating typical properties of a system by averaging
over different configurations, each having its statistical weight, P (S). The choice of weight
function defines the statistical ensemble used to calculate averages. In the microcanoni-
cal ensemble all configurations with a certain value of the energy are assigned an equal
probability,

P (S) =

{
1/Z(E0) E(S) = E0

0 otherwise
(2)

where the partition function Z(E0) =
∑

S δ(E(S)−E0) and δ(x) is the Dirac delta function.
In order study the system at different costs, one has to vary the parameter E0 over the range
of possible costs and calculate average properties at each E0. Microcanonical averages are
difficult to calculate and often the microcanonical ensemble is replaced by the canonical
ensemble in which the average energy is fixed, instead of the energy itself. Applying the
maximum entropy principle [9] this leads to the Boltzmann distribution, in which β = 1/T ,
the inverse temperature, acts as a Lagrange multiplier;

P (S; T ) =
1

Z(T )
exp [−E(S)/T ] (3)

and Z(T ) =
∑

S exp [−E(S)/T ]. The temperature, T , controls the average energy (in a
one-to-one relation); low temperatures correspond to low energies. At T = 0 only the
configuration with lowest energy has a non-zero probability, which corresponds to the
mincut solution. As in the microcanonical case, the properties of system are studied at
different values of T . For large systems with local interactions the two ensembles coincide
and, therefore, for computational reasons one can use the canonical ensemble.

In order to calculate the “typical” solution, one has to define an observable, O(S),
which represents some attribute of the configuration and whose average value defines the
typical property of the system. In our case, we are interested in two observables; the single
spin statistics, oα

i (S) = δ(si, α), and the pairwise spin statistics, oαβ
ij (S) = δ(si, α)δ(sj, β)

where i, j = 1, . . . , N and α, β = 1, . . . , q.
The average of an observable O(S), at temperature T , is calculated by

〈O〉T =
∑

S

O(S)P (S; T ) =
1

Z(T )

∑
S

O(S) exp [−E(S)/T ] . (4)
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The average of the chosen observables is given by

bα
i (T ) = P (si = α; T ) = 〈oα

i (S)〉T =
1

Z(T )

∑
S

δ(si, α) exp [−E(S)/T ] (5)

and the pairwise joint distributions of neighboring spins,

bαβ
ij (T ) = P (si = α, sj = β; T ) = 〈oαβ

ij (S)〉T =

=
1

Z(T )

∑
S

δ(si, α)δ(sj, β) exp [−E(S)/T ] . (6)

In many physical systems, the temperature range can be divided into intervals, or
phases, each of which has its own global properties. Granular-magnets are known to have
three phases [10]; a low temperatures phase in which the system is ferromagnetic, i.e.
most of the spins are assigned the same value; an intermediate temperature phase, called
super-paramagnetic phase, in which spins that belong to the same grain are assigned the
same value which varies among the grains; a high temperature phase in which the system
is paramagnetic, i.e. the values assign to the spins are independent.

The field of statistical physics developed many powerful tools to study such systems,
both analytical and computational. Since the number of configurations is exponential with
the size of the system one can only compute approximations to the sums in Equations
(5) and (6). A common approximation method is based on Monte-Carlo sampling, e.g.
Metropolis [11]. SPC uses the Swendsen-Wang method [12] which is more suitable for
sampling in models of granular magnets.

2.1 Equivalence to inference in a undirected graphical model

Equ. (3) can also be interpreted, using the terminology of graphical models, as an undi-
rected graphical model. In this model, the joint distribution of the random variables,
S = {si}N

i=1, is described as

P (S; T ) =
1

Z(T )

∏

〈i,j〉
ψij(si, sj; T )

∏
i

φi(si) (7)

where the product is taken over neighboring spins 〈i, j〉 as in Equ. (1),

ψij(si, sj; T ) =

{
1 for si = sj

exp(−Jij/T ) for si 6= sj
(8)

and Z(T ) is as defined above. The φi(si) terms in Equ. (7) is called the local evidence
and represent external fields. The cost function defined in Equ. (1) does not have external
fields and, thus, all the φi(si) = 1.

The field of graphical models provides ways to estimate marginal distributions over
small sets of variables. Therefore, we can use this machinery as an additional procedure
to estimate the average values of the observables defined in Equations (5) and (6).
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The Belief Propagation (BP) introduces variables mij(sj) which can intuitively be un-
derstood as a message from spin i to spin j about the state spin j should be in. The
message mij(sj) is a vector of length q where each component represents the tendency of
spin j to be in each of the state as seen by spin i. In accordance, the probability that spin
i is in a state α, also known as its belief, bα

i , is proportional to all its incoming messages
and the local evidence;

bα
i ∝ φi(α)

∏

j∈N (i)

mji(α) (9)

where N (i) is the set of spins that are connected to spin i. Using the messages one can
also calculate the pairwise statistics bαβ

ij by

bαβ
ij ∝ ψij(α, β)φi(α)φj(β)

∏

k∈N (i)\j
mki(α)

∏

l∈N (j)\i
mlj(β) . (10)

Searching for a self-consistent set of messages is performed by the following update rule:

mij(β) ←−
q∑

α=1

φi(α)ψij(α, β)
∏

k∈N (i)\j
mki(α) . (11)

Yedidia et. al. [13] show that the fixed points of the BP algorithm2 correspond to
minima of an approximation to the free energy, known in the physics literature as the
Bethe approximation3.

In a more recent work, Yedidia et. al. [14] extend the BP algorithm and define a family
of methods called Generalized Belief Propagation (GBP). GBP is based passing messages
between regions (groups of spins), in a similar way to BP which passes messages between
single spins. The joint probability distribution of each region is calculated exactly. As
the BP algorithm is linked to the Bethe approximation of the free energy, the GBP fixed
points correspond to stationary points of a better approximation of the free energy called
the Kikuchi approximation. The Kikuchi method approximates the free energy as a sum
of local free energies defined over small regions of spins4. In case one selects the regions as
pairs of spins the Kikuchi approximation reduces to the Bethe approximation.

3 The effect of labelled points

Labelled points are introduced in the SPC framework in a straightforward way, by fixing
the spins of the labelled points at values that represent their type. We begin with an
informal description of the way SPC performs clustering, which will help explain the effect

2The convergence of BP is not guaranteed. The proof assumes it converged.
3Yedidia et. al. show that the fixed points correspond to zeros of the free energy gradient which may

also be saddle-points.
4The regions may overlap therefore correction terms must be introduced in order to correct for over

counting.
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of the labelled points. Consider points drawn from an infinite uniform distribution in
a D dimensional space. Such a system exhibits two phases; a ferromagnetic phase and
a paramagnetic phase. In the ferromagnetic phase distant spins are likely to share the
same value, whereas in the paramagnetic phase even close spins are nearly independent.
It is convenient to define a length scale, ξ(T ) which measures the distance between points
for which 〈δ(si, sj)〉T = 0.5; spins closer than ξ(T ) have 〈δ(si, sj)〉T > 0.5 and are called
aligned. In the ferromagnetic phase at low T all the spins are aligned, thus ξ(T ) = ∞,
while in the paramagnetic phase ξ(T ) decreases from some finite value at the transition
temperature, to zero as the temperature is increased For a finite sample a pseudo transition
between the phases occurs at T for which ξ(T ) is on the order of the linear size of the system.

Now consider a more complicated scenario in which two regions of high density are
separated by a low density region. Such a system exhibits three phases; ferromagnetic,
super-paramagnetic and paramagnetic. In the ferromagnetic phase (low T ), most of the
spins in the system, in both the high- and low-density regions, are aligned. In the paramag-
netic phase (high T ), close spins, even in the high density regions, are nearly independent.
In the super-paramagnetic phase (intermediate T ), only the spins in the high-density re-
gions are aligned within each high density region. Neglecting surface effects, this can be
explained using two length scales; ξH(T ) for the high-density regions and ξL(T ) for the
low densities. The temperature range of the super-paramagnetic phase is bound above by,
Tsp, the temperature in which ξH(T ) corresponds to the size of the high density region and
below by the temperature, Tfs, in which ξL(T ) is of the order of the distance between the
two high density regions (which is also the size of the low density region).

Adding labelled points affects both transition temperatures and can be explained in
terms of ξL(T ) and ξH(T ). We assume that each high density region originates from a
different class; denote by lH the typical distance between two labelled points from the same
region. The high temperature transition occurs at some T̃sp and we expect T̃sp > Tsp since
as long as ξH(T̃sp) & lH , the labelled points induce order on the high density region. At T̃sp

we have ξH(T̃sp) . lH and since lH is shorter than the region’s size ξH(T̃sp) < ξH(Tsp). The
increase in the temperature at which the dense regions disorder can also be understood as
an effective increase of the density caused by the labelled points.

The effect of low temperatures is more intricate. At Tfs the two high density regions
“feel” each other and, therefore, if they have different labels, a “border” must be formed
between them. The location of the border depends on the specific properties of the system.
The single ferromagnetic phase, observed for the unlabelled case, is replaced now by two
possible phases, a Bayesian phase B and a ferromagnetic phase, F . In the higher temper-
ature phase, B, each class “penetrates” into the low density region and a border passes
between them. As the temperature is lowered, a second phase, F , may appear in which
one of the classes “overtakes” most of the system, except for small regions surrounding the
labelled points of the other class (this phase appears only in case the mincut solution cor-
responds to phase F ). This phase corresponds to the ferromagnetic phase in the unlabelled
case. 5

5The “ferromagnetic” phase itself may be divided into two. At a very low temperature only one of the
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The main contribution of the labelled points is the formation of phase B. Both phase B
and the super-paramagnetic phase (of the unlabelled case) yield the correct classification
of the points. In cases when the density difference between the regions is small and thus
the super-paramagnetic phase is not observed over a significant temperature range, adding
labelled points may reveal the correct classification.

3.1 Estimating the observables in the presence of labelled points

Estimating the observables in the unlabelled case can be performed by generating an en-
semble of configurations using the Swendsen-Wang algorithm (SW) as in SPC, or can be
approximated using Belief Propagation (BP) (or Generalized Belief Propagation - GBP).
Presence of labelled points may complicate the estimation since they introduce “frustra-
tion” in the system, i.e. the configuration of minimal energy has unsatisfied bonds (the
ones along the mincut border).

Since phase B yields the correct Bayesian classification, one must use a good estimation
for the observables in this phase. There are several methods to perform the estimation.
These methods are known to yield dissimilar results in the vicinity of the transition between
phases B and F. The properties of the methods within phase B (far from its transition
temperatures), in our toy problem, are discussed in Section ??.

3.1.1 Swendsen-Wang (SW) with external fields

In order to introduce external fields into SW one can separate the energy into two terms;
a pairwise term which is similar to the energy in the unlabelled case and a field term
acting on the neighbors of the labelled points. According to Kandel and Domany [15], one
can perform the regular SW step to build SW-blocks using the pairwise term, and then
apply a regular Metropolis update step governed by the fields, to choose the state of the
SW-blocks. This procedure, however, may not work well in phase B and particularly in
the transition between phases F and B, since moves from a ferromagnetic state (in which
most spins are of the same class) to the correct partition and back are very unlikely6

3.1.2 Metropolis with external fields

Introducing labelled points into the Metropolis algorithm is straightforward. As in other
problems the Metropolis method suffers from long mixing time. Unbiased sampling requires

classes “overtakes” the whole system, which corresponds to the min-cut solution. At a higher temperature
it may also be possible for other class-types to “overtake” the system, thus, an additional phase may
be created. These phases are unimportant from our perspective since they do not provide a correct
classification.

6Moves from the a ferromagnetic state to the correct partition require to delete the bonds along the
correct partition. The probability for such an event is the same as in the unlabelled problem which is very
low at this temperature; recall that phase A occurs at temperatures for which the unlabelled problem is
in the ferromagnetic phase.
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to move a domain-wall across the system. Since Metropolis performs single spin flips this
may take unpractical times.

3.1.3 Belief Propagation (BP) and Generalized Belief Propagation (GBP)
with external fields

Belief Propagation is an approximation method based on local message passing between
spins (or local groups of spins, in the case of GBP). Fixing a labelled point i to its known
class ci is performed by introducing an infinite external field for state ci. Hence, in the
graphical-models notation φi(si = ci) = 1 and φi(si 6= ci) = 0. Near the transition
there is a similar probability that system is in a ferromagnetic state (typical of phase
F) or partitioned according to the typical cut of phase B. Such a distribution cannot be
described by a product of local probabilities as in BP (and GBP). Therefore, the BP/GBP
approximation around the transition temperature is poor.

3.1.4 Weighted BP with external fields

In order to overcome the problems encountered when using BP with external fields we
suggest to extend the BP method by a mixture of several BP solutions which are weighed
in a non-trivial manner. The obtained BP solutions have nearly zero overlap and represent
globally different configurations. In Appendix C we present Weighted BP (WBP) and
derive the optimal weighting coefficients.

3.1.5 Multicanonical Monte-Carlo with external fields

Muticanonical Monte-Carlo belongs to a group of algorithms called extended Monte-Carlo
methods (see [16]) developed to correctly sample spin-glass system in which there are many
frustrated bonds. Typically in system with frustrated bonds there are many different con-
figurations with similar, low energies. These configuration reside in valleys surrounded by
high energy barriers which must be crossed in order to achieve unbiased sampling. Ex-
tended Monte-Carlo methods sample from an extended distribution from which the Boltz-
mann distribution of Equ. (3) can be obtained by marginalizing the auxiliary variables.
The extended distribution allows the system to move to higher energy configurations, and
cross the energy barriers that way. The details of the Multicanonical method appear in
Appendix A.

3.1.6 Which sampling method to use?

As the system is more frustrated, biased sampling or poor approximations are more likely
to happen. For such a system, one needs to apply more complicated (e.g. Multicanonical)
sampling methods. However, we do not know, at this point, of any systematic way of
identifying the cases for which the simple methods suffice.
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4 The classification algorithm

The raw output of the algorithm are the temperature dependent observables, the pairwise
and single-point probabilities, as defined in Equations (5) and (6). Classification is per-
formed at each value of the temperature. In order to perform hard classification one can
simply assign each point to its most probable class;

ci = arg max
α

bα
i . (12)

This, however, ignores the difference between the most probable class and the next probable
class. This difference, τi, can serve as a measure of confidence in the classification. Points
for which τi < τ , a user defined parameter, may either be left unassigned or treated in a
way described below. These unassigned points can be of two kinds; (a) peripheral points
of a labelled cluster which are far from the labelled points and hence the effect of the
label on its class probabilities is small, and (b) points that belong to a cluster which has no
labelled points, and thus may represent a new class. This provides the user with additional
information: although points of type (b) do not belong to any of the classes with given
labels, they still form a cluster which may correspond to a new type.

We suggest the following algorithm to classify the unassigned points, which can distin-
guish between the two kinds. The algorithm is based on the pairwise correlations, defined
as Cij(T ) =

∑
α bαα

ij (T ). This statistic is used in SPC to generate the clusters. Each
unassigned point i is disconnected from its neighbors j for which

Cij(T ) <
1

2

(
1 +

1

q

)
(13)

(this value is the midpoint between perfect correlation and the random level 1/q). Next,
the classification of the points is performed using the resulting connected components:
unassigned points (for which the margin between the two most probable classifications is
too small) which belong to a connected component that does not contain any classified
point are marked as a new class. Similarly, unassigned points belonging to a connected
component which contains classified points of a single class are assigned to that class.
Finally, if a connected component contains points which were assigned to different classes,
the unassigned points are marked as “confused” between these classes.

5 Results on a toy problem

This section describes the classification results of our toy problem using our classification
method (see Sec. 4). We compare the performance of the various sampling/approximation
methods presented in Sec. 3.1. Figures 3 to 5 depict the number of misclassified points,
where the ground truth is set according to the Bayesian classification rule. We also compare
the algorithm to the unsupervised case, i.e. super-paramagnetic clustering of the same
dataset without the labels. In this case, we perform the classification according to the
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Figure 3: Error rates as a function of temperature for the Monte-Carlo methods: two runs
of Swendsen-Wang with labelled points (SWL1, SWL2), two runs of Metropolis (MET1,
MET2) and two runs of the Multicanonical Monte-Carlo method (MC1,MC2).
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Figure 4: Error rates as a function of temperature for the graphical model-based meth-
ods: Belief Propagation (BP), Generalized Belief Propagation (GBP) and Weighted Belief
Propagation (WBP).
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(SPC), Multicanonical Monte-Carlo method (MC) and Generalized Belief Propagation
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resulting clusters in the following way: we go over the class-types, c = 1, . . . , 4, one-by-one,
and identify the cluster, out of the yet unclassified ones, that contains most of the points
of type c (using the ground truth). All the points in that cluster are assigned to class c.

The most evident phenomena which demonstrate the effect of the labelled points, as
seen in Figs. 3 to 5, is the lower error rate and the expansion of the temperature range
at which these error rate are attained. Using only 7 labelled points, out of the 400, the
error rate drops dramatically from a lowest value of about 70 points, found by SPC in a
temperature interval of 0.002, to between 0 and 5 erroneous points across an interval of
0.15.

The figure also shows that, although the different sampling or approximation methods
reach similar minimal error rates, their graphs are different. We discuss the differences
among the Monte Carlo sampling methods and among the graphical-models based approx-
imation methods, and then compare between the two.

5.1 Comparison among the Monte Carlo methods (SWL, METL,
MCL)

Monte Carlo methods satisfy detailed balance which guarantees that for long enough run-
ning times they indeed converge to the desired distribution. Running for a finite time,
however, does not guarantee this convergence and therefore we ran each method twice and
compared the results7. Figures 3 to 5 show that in most temperatures both runs of all
methods coincide. However, there is a temperature range, [0.054, 0.076], in which the two
runs of SWL and METL do not agree. In this temperature range both SWL and METL
sample a confined subspace of configurations, hence producing the results are biased. The
two runs of each method are restricted to different subspaces; In the first subspace the run
is confined to a subspace where the typical configuration corresponds to phase B (the lower
graphs), while in the second subspace the typical configuration corresponds to phase F (the
upper graphs). In contrast to SWL and METL, MC succeeds to sample both subspaces
and, therefore, produces a reproducible unbiased sample.

5.2 Comparison among the graphical-models methods (BP, GBP,
WBP)

As seen in the figure, BP yields a good approximation for T > 0.054 but fails at lower
temperatures. BP suffers from the same problem as METL and SWL as it is confined to the
subspace that corresponds to phase F8. GBP and our WBP, on the other hand, produces
similar results to MC. Below the transition, however, GBP fails to converge while WBP
still coincides with the MC solution.

7The first run was performed by increasing the temperature and used the last configuration of the lower
temperature as the initial configuration of the higher one. The second run decreased the temperature and
used the last configuration of the higher temperature as the initial configuration of the lower one. This
measures the hysteresis loop.

8The BP was initialized with uniform messages and user synchronous update scheme.
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6 Discussion

In this paper we introduced an algorithm which extends super-paramagnetic clustering
(SPC), a typical-cut clustering method, to the case when labels are provided for a subset
of the data. This algorithm substantially improves over both unsupervised methods and
recently introduced semi-supervised methods which seek for the minimal cut. By an ex-
ample, we demonstrated that a small fraction of labelled points can dramatically reduce
the number of errors, and increase the robustness of the classification. In order to calcu-
late the typical cuts we use multicanonical Monte-Carlo which can correctly sample the
non-trivial energy landscape of our problem. We also apply inference methods used in
graphical models and introduce a novel extension to Belief Propagation.

The results of WBP, GBP and MC on our toy problem are similar. The differences
between these methods may be expressed when analyzing larger data sets. The main advan-
tage of using BP is that it gives a deterministic result which serves as good approximation.
In our case, however, BP below the transition gives a poor approximation. Moreover, us-
ing a random asynchronous update scheme yields different results. WBP is a method to
combine these different results and obtain much better approximations. However, WBP is
no longer deterministic and requires long running times in order to capture all the different
BP fixed points. The question – in which scenarios is WBP preferable over Monte-Carlo
methods – is left for future work.
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A Appendix A: Typical cuts using Multicanonical Monte

Carlo

Standard MCMC (Monte-Carlo Markov Chain) methods generate sample of configurations
from the canonical distribution ∝ exp(−H(S)/T ), to estimate thermal averages of observ-
ables. Since the energy landscape in our case is ragged, at low temperatures such methods
suffer from slow mixing time, i.e. they are confined to only a part of the configuration space
which is a valley surrounded by high energy barriers. Therefore, other configurations which
have the same energy but reside in other unexplored parts of the space would be missed.
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In case the observable has a different value in the unexplored regions the estimation would
be incorrect.

In order to overcome this problem, we apply an extended Monte Carlo method called
Multicanonical Monte Carlo [17–19]. Instead of sampling from ∝ exp(−H(S)/T ) it gen-
erates a sample of configurations drawn from ∝ 1/D(E(S)) where D(E) is the density of
states defined by the number of different states within a given energy range

D(E)dE = {S : E < H(S) < E + dE} . (A.14)

Sampling from this distribution generates configurations so that each energy enters with
equal probability since P (E) ∝ D(E)1/D(E) = 1 – one would get approximately an equal
number of configurations at each of the energies, including the lowest. Sampling from
1/D(E(S)) is performed using an MCMC (e.g. Metropolis method) with the transition
probability

p(S1 → S2) = min

[
D(E(S1))

D(E(S2))
, 1

]
. (A.15)

Since the energies are sampled uniformly, the MCMC moves back and forth between low
energy configurations and high energy ones. Passing through high energy configurations is
most likely to erase any memory of the originating valley. Thus, when the MCMC moves
to lower energy configurations other valleys are sampled.

Another advantage of the multicanonical method is that it is straight forward to cal-
culate canonical averages by using the following technique:

〈O〉T =
∑

{S}
O(S)P (S, T ) =

∫

E

〈O〉EP (E; T )dE (A.16)

where

〈O〉E =
1

D(E)

∑

{S}
δ(H(S)− E)O(S) (A.17)

and

P (E; T ) =
D(E) exp(−E/T )∫

E′ exp(−E ′/T )D(E ′)dE ′ . (A.18)

Assuming D(E) is known, one only needs to estimate 〈O〉E for each energy. Using Eq.
(A.18), 〈O〉T can be immediately calculated for all temperatures.

Until now we assumed that D(E) is given. Since it is often unknown apriori, one needs
to estimate it. Therefore the Multicanonical method has two stages: (i) Estimating the
density of states, D(E); (ii) sampling from 1/D(E(S)), and estimating 〈O〉E which can
then be used to calculate 〈O〉T .

A.1 Estimating D(E)

Estimating D(E) is done iteratively. D̂t=0(E) is initialized to be uniform over the energy
range [0,

∑
〈i,j〉 Jij], and then D̂t(E) is updated in each iteration. Practically, the energy
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range is divided into NE equally sized bins and the density of states is represented by a
vector D̂t(Ei) where i = 1, . . . , NE. In iteration t, one generates a sample of configurations
drawn from a distribution∝ 1/D̂t(Ei(S)) using an MCMC as described above (Eq. (A.15)).
Denote by ht(Ei) the number of states in the sample whose energy falls in the i-th bin. Since
ht(Ei) is approximately D(Ei)/D̂t(Ei), the new estimate of the density of states is given by
D̂t+1(Ei) = ht(Ei)D̂t(Ei). Note that sampling from the true 1/D(E(S)) distribution would
yield a flat histogram ht(Ei). Therefore, the iterations are carried until a flat histogram is
obtained.

B Appendix B: Typical cuts using Weighted Belief

Propagation (WBP)

This Appendix presents a novel graphical model-based approximation method termed
Weighted Belief Propagation (WBP). This approximating aims to overcome the difficulties
encountered using BP/GBP. The general idea is to combine several different BP solutions
in an optimal manner.

We begin with a brief overview of the variational approach to obtain BP and GBP. Then,
we present difficulties of applying BP and GBP to our problem. Next, the motivation for
WBP is given, followed by its formal justification. Finally, we discuss some problematic
issues of WBP.

B.1 Variational approach and BP/GBP

A graphical model is a way to describe the joint distribution P (S) which, in our case, is
given by

P (S; T ) =
exp(−E(S)/T )

Z(T )
. (B.19)

Variational methods define a family of trial distribution functions, Q = {q(S)}, out of
which the closest distribution to P (S; T ) is sought. The family of functions is chosen such
that finding the optimal q(S) is tractable. Following [13], one can use

−1/TF [q(S)] = log Z(T )−KL [q(S)‖P (S; T )] (B.20)

and the inequality

log Z(T ) ≥ log Z(T )− min
q(S)∈Q

KL [q(S)‖P (S; T )] = −1/T min
q(S)∈Q

F [q(S)] (B.21)

where F [q(S)], the variational free energy, is

F [q(S)] = 〈E(S)〉q(S) − T 〈− log(q(S))〉q(S) (B.22)

and KL [q(S)‖P (S; T )] is the Kullback-Leibler divergence between q(S) and P (S; T ). Con-
sequently, the optimal approximation is obtained by finding the function q̂ ∈ Q which min-
imizes the KL-divergence, or equivalently minimizes F [q(S)]. In case Q contains the true
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distribution, an equality holds and F [q(S)] = −T log Z(T ). For example, BP is a proce-
dure for finding a minimum of F [q(S)], where Q is the family of distributions which assume
that the graph is singly connected and parameterized by the single spin probabilities bα

i

and the pairwise probabilities bαβ
ij .

As opposed to sampling methods which average over configurations, to provide bα
i and

bαβ
ij , the BP’s fixed point readily specifies approximated “averaged” values.

When applying BP one has to decide upon two issues: The initial values of the mes-
sages (e.g. uniformly distributed), and the order by which the messages are updated (either
synchronously or asynchronously). A specific choice of message initializations and update
method, is termed a BP “scheme”. In our example, it happens that different BP schemes
yield different values for bα

i and bαβ
ij . For example uniform initialization of the messages

(either with synchronous or asynchronous update rule) results in a Bayesian solution both
in phase B (as expected) and in phase F. Applying other schemes give rise to many dif-
ferent types of solutions in phase F. Each of these solutions corresponds to a low energy
family of configurations which are globally different, but none of them coincides with the
correct solution. For example several families represent solutions in which one of the types
“overtakes” the whole system. The choice between these solutions depend on the values
of the messages arriving from the different labelled spins, which in turn depend on the BP
scheme but also on the system size, its topology and the energy difference between the
states.

In order to overcome this dependence on the BP scheme, and also to provide the correct
solution we suggest to approximate it by weighing the different solutions found. The
rational is that each solution represents the “average” configuration in a specific subspace
determined by the BP scheme, however, a weighted average of these solutions may yield
a better approximation. The optimal weighting of different solutions is a function of their
free energy, as shown below.

B.2 Weighted Belief Propagation (WBP)

In this section we treat the above problem from a broader perspective, and derive the
optimal averaging weights. This approach can be applied to combine solutions of either
BP, GBP or any other method which approximates the joint distribution P (S; T ).

The input to our method is a set of k trial probabilities, {qµ(S)}k
µ=1. For example,

these may be the results of applying several BP schemes. Following the variational ap-
proach described above, we search for the closest function in the mixture space Qk-mixture

which is defined as all possible linear combination of the k trial functions subject to
the

∑
µ λµ = 1 constraint. One needs to find those parameters λµ which minimize

KL
[∑

µ λµqµ(S)‖P (S; T )
]
. The advantage of using a mixture model is that it is capable

of introducing global correlations in the system which are not possible in local approxima-
tions such as the Bethe and the Kikuchi approximations. If one assumes that qµ(S) have
a zero overlap, i.e. KL [qµ(S)‖qν(S)] = ∞ ∀µ 6= ν, which is approximately correct since
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we require the found solutions to be a KL-divergence above some large value, one can use

KL

[∑
µ

λµqµ(S)‖P (S; T )

]
=

∑

{S}

∑
µ

λµqµ(S) log

∑
µ λµqµ(S)

P (S; T )
(B.23)

≈
∑

µ

∑

{S}µ

λµqµ(S) log
λµqµ(S)

P (S; T )
(B.24)

= −H[λµ] +
∑

µ

λµKL [qµ(S)‖P (S; T )] (B.25)

≡ J(λµ) (B.26)

where H[λµ] is the entropy of the λµ distribution and {S}µ is the part of space in which
qµ(S) > 0. Note that the different {S}µ regions are non-overlapping due to the assumption
regarding their KL-divergence. The minimum of Equ. (B.26) is obtained, using a Lagrange
multiplier, by solving the k + 1 equations:

∂

∂λi

(
J(λµ) + γ(

∑
µ

λµ − 1)

)
= 0 ∀i (B.27)

∑
µ

λµ = 1 (B.28)

which gives
log λi + 1 + KL [qi(S)‖P (S; T )] + γ = 0 ∀i (B.29)

∑
µ

λµ = 1 . (B.30)

The solution is given by

λi =
exp (−KL [qi(S)‖P (S; T )])∑
µ exp (−KL [qµ(S)‖P (S; T )])

(B.31)

=
exp (−KL [qi(S)‖P (S; T )]) Z(T )∑
µ exp (−KL [qµ(S)‖P (S; T )]) Z(T )

(B.32)

=
exp (−βF [qi(S)])∑
µ exp (−βF [qµ(S)])

. (B.33)

These weight are intuitive since each solutions is weighed according to its entropy and
its Boltzmann weight.

B.3 Difficulties in applying WBP

The main problem in applying WBP is obtaining enough BP results in order approach the
correct solution. The results will be inaccurate if one of the solutions is missed, especially,
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if this solution has a low free energy. Aiming to find as many different solutions as possible
we tried various BP schemes that differ by: (i) their messages initialization and (ii) the
random order of updating the messages. Out of all the BP results we select a non-redundant
representative set in which no pair of functions have KL-divergence less than some value.
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DNA microarrays identi®cation of primary and secondary target genes
regulated by p53
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Naftali Kaminski4, Gad Getz3, Eytan Domany3 and David Givol*,1
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The transcriptional program regulated by the tumor
suppressor p53 was analysed using oligonucleotide
microarrays. A human lung cancer cell line that
expresses the temperature sensitive murine p53 was
utilized to quantitate mRNA levels of various genes at
di�erent time points after shifting the temperature to
328C. Inhibition of protein synthesis by cycloheximide
(CHX) was used to distinguish between primary and
secondary target genes regulated by p53. In the absence
of CHX, 259 and 125 genes were up or down-regulated
respectively; only 38 and 24 of these genes were up and
down-regulated by p53 also in the presence of CHX and
are considered primary targets in this cell line. Cluster
analysis of these data using the super paramagnetic
clustering (SPC) algorithm demonstrate that the primary
genes can be distinguished as a single cluster among a
large pool of p53 regulated genes. This procedure
identi®ed additional genes that co-cluster with the
primary targets and can also be classi®ed as such genes.
In addition to cell cycle (e.g. p21, TGF-b, Cyclin E) and
apoptosis (e.g. Fas, Bak, IAP) related genes, the primary
targets of p53 include genes involved in many aspects of
cell function, including cell adhesion (e.g. Thymosin,
Smoothelin), signaling (e.g. H-Ras, Diacylglycerol
kinase), transcription (e.g. ATF3, LISCH7), neuronal
growth (e.g. Ninjurin, NSCL2) and DNA repair (e.g.
BTG2, DDB2). The results suggest that p53 activates
concerted opposing signals and exerts its e�ect through a
diverse network of transcriptional changes that collec-
tively alter the cell phenotype in response to stress.
Oncogene (2001) 20, 2225 ± 2234.

Keywords: DNA microarray; cycloheximide; ts-p53;
target genes; expression pro®le; clustering

Introduction

The function of p53 as tumor suppressor is mainly due
to its activity as a transcription factor that activates
many genes in response to various types of stress (El-
Deiry et al., 1992). This may be the basis for p53
protection of cells against DNA damage and various
stress conditions that lead usually to growth arrest or
apoptosis (Levine, 1997). Mice with p53 which was
rendered transcriptionally inactive by mutations at
codon 25 and 26 are predisposed to tumors similar to
p53 de®cient mice (Jimenez et al., 2000), demonstrating
the importance of transcriptional activity for p53
function. The heterogeneity of gene transcription
pro®le in response to p53 was demonstrated recently
using transcriptionally regulated p53 expressed in colon
cancer cell line (Zhao et al., 2000; Yu et al., 1999). This
heterogeneity could result partly from secondary e�ect
and from dependence on other transcription factors. In
order to overcome part of this heterogeneity and to
distinguish primary targets of p53, we used the
temperature sensitive p53 (denoted Val135) (Michalo-
vitz et al., 1990) expressed in the human lung cancer
cell line H1299 to analyse the transcriptional programs
induced by p53. Shifting the temperature to 328C
causes Val135 to assume wild-type p53 conformation
and induce target genes. This conformational change
does not require protein synthesis and allows for the
analysis of p53 induced genes in the presence of protein
synthesis inhibitor to prevent secondary e�ects brought
about by the activated genes.

Here we analysed the pro®le of gene expression
regulated by p53 at 328C in the presence and absence
of cycloheximide (CHX) using DNA microarrays
containing *7000 probes for human genes (A�yme-
trix, Santa Clara, USA). Less than 20% of the genes
regulated by p53 were also regulated in the presence of
CHX and therefore are de®ned as primary targets of
p53. We were able to distinguish these genes as a
cluster of primary targets among a large pool of p53
regulated genes by subjecting the expression data to
clustering analysis using Super Paramagnetic Cluster-
ing (SPC) algorithm (Blatt et al., 1996). The results
indicate that in addition to genes involved in cell cycle
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control and apoptosis, p53 regulates directly a plethora
of genes involved in many aspects of cellular functions
such as DNA repair, cytoskeleton, extracellular matrix
and signal transduction. This suggests that in addition
to its e�ect on cell cycle, p53 may exert some of its
tumor suppressive e�ects through a diverse network of
transcriptional changes that alter cellular phenotype
and behavior in response to stress.

Results

Effect of cycloheximide on p53 target genes

Analysis of mRNA from H1299Val135 cells and H1299
control cells by hybridization to DNA microarrays
showed that after 12 h at 328C, 212 and 77 genes were
up and down-regulated respectively by more than 2.5-
fold. It is likely that some of these genes may be
regulated because of secondary e�ects induced by the
primary targets of p53. To identify the primary targets,
we analysed the e�ect of p53 in the presence and
absence of cycloheximide (CHX) at 328C in both
H1299Val135 and H1299 control cells. The inhibition
of protein synthesis by CHX presumably prevents most
of the seconday gene regulation (O'Hagan et al., 2000;
Coller et al., 2000) that is not transactivated directly by
p53. The results showed that in the presence of CHX,
p53 remained stable for at least 12 h (Figure 1A) and
induce signi®cantly the mRNA of p21waf, a major
target for p53 (Figure 1B). Evidently protein synthesis
was indeed shut down as no p21waf or hDM2 (human
MDM2) proteins were detected, in contrast to their
presence in the experiment without CHX (Figure
1C,D). It was shown previously that at 328C
p53Val135 is relocalized to the nucleus (Ginsberg et
al., 1991) and that it may therefore be protected from
degradation in the presence of CHX due to a lack of
nuclear exclusion and the absence of hDM2 synthesis
(Haupt et al., 1997; Kubbutat et al., 1997). Hence,
direct target genes of p53 will be transcriptionally

activated, but because of inhibition of protein synth-
esis, the p53-induced proteins will not be synthesized
and will not induce secondary or indirect p53 target
genes.

p53 primary target genes identified in the presence of
cycloheximide

RNA from various time points (between 2 to 24 h) was
isolated, labeled and hybridized to oligonucleotide
microarrays (Genechip Hugene FL array, A�ymetrix,
Santa Clara, USA) which contains probes for *7000
human genes. Those genes that are transcriptionally
regulated by p53 under both conditions, i.e. with and
without CHX, are likely to be primary targets for p53-
mediated transcription. In order to eliminate noisy data in
the analysis of the hybridization experiments, we applied
a very stringent ®lter; we selected genes that showedmore
than 2.5-fold induction or repression (over their controls)
at three or more time points in the presence or absence of
CHX. Two hundred and ®fty-nine upregulated genes
passed this ®lter for the experiment in the absence ofCHX
whereas 131 genes passed this ®lter for the experiment
with CHX; 38 genes were found to be common to these
two groups (see the Venn diagram in Figure 2A andTable
1). Denote byG(38) the group of 38 genes that have been
identi®ed by our analysis as possible primary upregulated
targets of p53. It is important to note that n=38, the
number of these genes, exceeds signi®cantly the number
nr, that would have been obtained had we applied the
same ®ltering procedure to random data. To estimate nr,
assume that for every gene in any single experiment, the
over-expression level can exceed 2.5 with probability P,
and that such over-expressions are independent random
events. All together, nine measurements were taken for
7070 genes; by counting the number of occurrences of 2.5-
fold over-expression, we estimate P&0.053. The prob-
ability that a particular genewill be over-expressed at least
three times at a level above 2.5 in the experiments without
CHX is 5.7´1074; the same ®gure for the experiments with
CHX is 1.4´1073; and for passing the ®lter in both

A

B

C

D

Figure 1 E�ect of cycloheximide (CHX) on H1299Val135 cells, demonstrating synthesis of mRNA and lack of protein synthesis.
(A) Western-blot analysis of p53Val135 in H1299 cells in the presence and absence of CHX. (B) Northern-blot analysis of p21Waf in
lysates from H1299Val135 cells grown in the presence and absence of CHX. (C) Western-blot analysis of Hdm2, (D) Western-blot
analysis of p21waf in lysates from H1299Val135 cells grown in the presence and absence of CHX. C, control cells of H1299 devoid
of p53. hr, indicates time after shifting the temperature to 328C
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experiments 8´1077.Multiplying these probabilities by the
total number of genes tested, we get estimates for the
numbers of genes that would have passed the ®lter and
would have been assigned to the three groups. Next to
these estimates, which represent the expected number of
genes for random expression data, i.e. for a randomized
expression matrix, we placed in parentheses the actual
numbers, obtained by our analysis for the real data: with
CHX: 10 (vs 131); without CHX: 4 (vs 259); and the
number of genes expected to be in the overlap; nr=5´1073

(vs 38). The large disparity between the numbers obtained
under the assumption of a random process and the actual
measured numbers proves beyond doubt the statistical
signi®cance of our ®ndings.

The down-regulated genes that passed this ®lter were
146 and 219 respectively in the experiments without
and with CHX and 24 genes were common to these
groups (Figure 2B). The common genes were regulated
by p53 irrespective of the presence or absence of CHX
(Tables 1 and 2). The remaining 218 upregulated and
121 downregulated genes (Figure 2) may be indirect or
secondary targets of p53 (see Table at our web site:
http://www.weizmann.ac.il/home/ligivol/primary.html).
In this study, we focus mainly on the analysis of the
upregulated genes. Apparently CHX by itself also
induced many genes probably due to removal of
inhibitory signals for gene expression or changes in
gene expression associated with clonal variability. Had
we performed the analysis of p53 induced genes only in
the presence of CHX, we would have detected 131
genes (Figure 2A) as primary targets, most of which
may be unrelated to direct p53 regulation.

In order to analyse genes regulated by CHX in the
absence of p53, H1299 cells were incubated at 328C in
the presence of CHX and RNA was collected at 2 and
6 h and analysed by hybridization to the DNA
microarray. Three genes from the 38 primary upregu-
lated genes (Table 1) were also upregulated by CHX
alone. These are the ATF3 (activated transcription
factor 3), Histone 2A like protein and Bak. In a similar
way the e�ect of temperature on H1299 cells was
analysed by incubating H1299 cells at 328C and
collecting RNA for hybridization at 2 and 12 h. Three
genes from the primary genes: Lysyl oxidase, Diacylgly-

cerol kinase and LISCH7 were found to be upregulated
also after 12 h at 328C. We keep these genes in the
primary target list although they were upregulated by
the control conditions (CHX or temperature). It is
possible that these genes are transactivated by various
stress conditions as well as by p53. For example, p21waf1,
a major primary target of p53 is also induced by a
variety of external stimuli and stress conditions
independent of P53 (Michieli et al., 1994).

Identifying primary p53 target genes by cluster analysis

A major problem we must now face is that the
identities of the genes of G(38), that were designated
above as possible primary upregulated targets of p53,
are determined by our stringent ®ltering criteria. Had
we set our threshold at, say, observing twofold
increased expression (instead of 2.5) at two time points
(instead of three), the number of genes that passed the
®lter would have been larger. The values of our
®ltering parameters (2.5-fold change at three or more
times, in both experiments) were chosen in an arbitrary
fashion; it is important to assess the extent to which
relaxation of our ®ltering criteria will add primary p53
target genes beyond the 38 candidates that were
already found. In order to reduce the dependence of
our results on the precise values of the arbitrarily
chosen ®ltering parameters, we performed cluster
analysis on the data, using more relaxed ®ltering
criteria to select the genes to be included in the
analysis.

The ®rst cluster analysis was done on the 259 genes
that passed our ®lter for the experiment without CHX.
That is, in our ®ltering we relaxed completely the
restriction on the expression levels measured in the
experiment with CHX (but did use the results of these
experiments in the cluster analysis). Each of the 259
genes is represented by its expression levels taken at
nine di�erent time points (in the two experiments
combined). The data were normalized as follows.
Denote by Aij the log2 ratio of the expression of gene
i (where i=1,2,...,259), measured at experiment (and
time) j (with j=1,2,...,9), with respect to the control.
For j=1,...,4 we divided Aij by �P4

j�1 A
2
ij�1=2 and for

Figure 2 Venn diagram of the number of genes that were regulated by p53 in the presence and absence of CHX. (A) Only genes
that showed at least 2.5-fold up or (B) down-regulation in at least three of the time points in each experiment i.e. with or without
CHX, were listed in this analysis. Note that only 38 of the up-regulated and 24 of the down-regulated genes were una�ected by
CHX
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Table 1 Primary target genes upregulated by p53

Ratio of gene expression at specific time points
Accession 7CHX +CHX
no. h 2 6 12 24 2 4 6 9 12

Apoptosis G(47) G(38) G(9)
X63717 Fas/APO-1 cell surface antigen + + 2.2 5.6 7.9 8.3 3.2 6.8 3.3 5.7 9.8
U82987 Bcl-2 binding component 3 (bbc3) + + 6.2 16.5 16.8 8.4 7.6 13.4 28.5 32.5 30.5
U00115 Bcl-6 + + 2.5 3.3 5.8 6.5 3.7 4.7 6.1 6.0 6.8
U16811 Bak + + 4.0 7.0 4.4 6.8 1.0 2.3 4.5 4.7 7.4

Cell cycle
U09579 p21 WAF1 + + 4.3 18.0 16.9 13.0 3.5 6.7 9.2 8.2 7.4
D90070 ATL derived PMA responsive peptide + + 4.0 4.5 2.8 4.1 1.8 3.5 3.4 4.3 6.1
M60974 GADD45 + 2.3 3.2 3.4 3.6 1.6 1.6 2.1 2.1 2.0

DNA repair/replication
U72649 BTG2 + + 3.0 4.9 4.8 5.2 11.0 15.9 20.1 17.9 16.5
U18300 Damage-specific DNA binding protein + + 1.3 4.0 5.4 7.8 1.1 2.6 8.6 6.1 9.4
U90551 Histone 2A-like protein + + 2.6 2.6 2.5 3.5 1.7 3.1 4.5 8.8 16.7
M15796 PCNA + 2.3 3.9 5.3 5.3 1.7 1.4 1.7 1.9 3.1

Receptors/ECM
X72012 Endoglin + 21.7 15.2 7.9 6.8 3.4 1.0 14.0 6.9 1.0
U16306 Versican + + 1.0 5.2 11.9 16.6 1.0 2.0 2.7 6.8 13.3
M21904 Heavy chain 4F2 + 7.7 6.5 8.2 6.1 0.9 1.0 1.6 1.3 1.4
AF010193 SMAD7 + 3.6 1.9 3.9 3.1 1.9 1.8 1.5 1.5 1.6

Growth factors/inhibitors
AB000584 TGF-Beta Superfamily protein + + 3.5 38.6 67.2 50.1 11.5 16.0 38.4 33.6 32.4
M62402 IGFBP6 + + 17.5 17.7 18.5 17.6 22.3 13.9 27.8 25.4 28.9
L42379 Quiescin/QSCN6 + 2.7 2.4 2.5 2.8 1.3 2.2 2.3 2.3 1.7
X97324 Adipophilin + 5.2 6.3 7.1 10.0 1.5 1.9 1.7 1.9 3.8
U72263 Multiple exostoses type II protein + 2.9 2.7 3.1 6.2 1.5 2.0 1.4 1.8 3.2

Cytoskeleton/cell adhesion
X13839 Vascular smooth muscle alpha-actin + + 6.5 14.6 44.3 98.3 6.4 9.0 18.9 18.4 26.9
Z49989 Smoothelin + + 3.7 4.3 3.9 3.5 1.7 2.2 4.6 4.1 3.4
X05608 Neurofilament subunit NF-L + + 3.0 7.7 16.6 32.0 5.0 8.8 9.6 16.8 32.2
D82345 NB Thymosin beta + + 2.4 3.4 4.2 5.4 1.6 2.5 3.8 2.8 3.9
X93510 LIM domain protein + 4.5 5.5 4.3 5.6 4.3 2.4 9.3 3.8 1.0

Metabolism
U24389 Lysyl oxidase-like protein + + 16.7 17.5 23.0 22.9 5.5 4.2 9.7 8.3 6.9
L38668 UDP-Galactose 4 epimerase (GALE) + + 4.2 3.6 3.2 4.4 3.2 3.7 5.1 3.4 2.8
Y12556 cAMP activated Protein Kinase B + + 4.0 1.0 19.7 22.2 1.0 3.1 3.1 7.1 37.5
U05572 Lysosomal Mannosidase alpha B + 9.2 2.0 7.0 15.9 6.5 5.6 13.9 13.0 7.2
Y09616 Carboxylesterase (liver) + + 2.3 4.1 5.9 9.1 1.9 2.5 3.0 3.4 3.6
U78735 ABC3 + 4.5 3.0 2.8 3.6 1.9 2.0 1.9 1.4 1.1
M20902 Apolipoprotein C-I (VLDL) + 3.1 3.9 2.9 4.1 2.1 2.9 2.3 2.2 1.7
U20325 CART + 2.8 3.9 3.0 3.3 1.3 1.7 2.1 1.3 1.9
M12625 Lecithin-cholesterol acyltransferase + 1.4 2.9 3.0 3.0 0.8 1.4 3.6 2.6 2.4
D87292 Rhodanese + 7.7 4.9 5.4 10.5 1.6 1.6 1.7 1.3 1.2

Neuronal growth
U35139 NECDIN related protein + 3.2 1.0 3.0 15.7 5.8 4.9 2.7 4.8 5.5
M96740 NSCL-2 gene + + 1.0 4.2 10.1 12.6 2.6 2.0 4.8 7.0 11.0
U60062 FEZI-T gene + + 1.0 2.7 2.7 4.0 1.6 2.3 2.6 5.6 8.7
U72661 Ninjurin 1 + + 1.4 3.7 7.6 10.4 1.9 3.1 6.0 6.3 7.8
U48437 Amyloid precursor-like protein + + 1.9 2.7 3.7 4.7 1.0 1.5 3.6 2.7 3.8

Signal transduction
J00277 c-Ha-ras 1 + + 2.3 3.1 4.7 4.8 1.2 1.5 4.1 5.6 5.7
X77777 Intestinal VIPR related protein + 14.7 7.5 11.9 9.8 1.0 2.7 19.9 4.7 1.0
X62535 Diacylglycerol Kinase (alpha) + + 4.4 12.0 11.2 38.8 1.2 3.4 6.0 7.1 10.1
U56998 Putative ser/thr protein kinase + + 6.3 3.6 1.0 12.5 2.1 2.2 4.8 6.4 4.5
L08835 DM Kinase + 2.5 3.4 3.3 3.7 0.9 1.2 1.8 1.5 1.5
L42176 DRAL-FHL2 + 5.4 3.8 3.8 6.5 2.0 2.0 1.8 1.5 1.7

Transcription
L19871 Activating transcription factor 3 + + 1.4 4.4 5.9 5.2 4.2 7.2 18.9 8.8 9.9
U38315 ZNF127-Xp + + 4.4 5.1 9.2 9.5 6.5 6.4 3.9 7.2 3.1
AD000684 LISCH7 + + 5.2 6.1 6.1 7.4 2.7 1.0 2.1 3.1 3.8
M29580 Zinc finger protein 7 + 1.2 2.6 3.6 4.7 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.3 1.2
U90913 Tip-1 + 3.4 2.7 3.1 3.7 1.5 2.1 2.3 1.9 2.3
HG3494 Nuclear factor NF-116 + 3.3 2.4 2.9 2.7 2.9 2.8 2.4 2.3 1.1

Other
U10099 POM-ZP3 + + 3.2 4.2 4.7 4.8 1.8 2.0 4.0 3.5 3.3
D87434 KIAAA0247 + + 1.0 4.5 4.7 6.6 3.5 7.5 10.3 15.4 18.9
U33147 Mammaglobin 1 + + 3.5 1.0 4.5 4.1 4.5 4.2 2.9 4.6 1.0
J05016 Disulfide isomerase related protein + 2.6 3.8 6.0 8.7 2.1 1.4 1.8 1.8 2.3

Continued
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j=5,...,9 by �P9
j�5 A

2
ij�1=2; the resulting 9-component

vector represents gene i. The 259 genes were clustered
by SPC (Blatt et al., 1996; Getz et al., 2000) (see
below). Genes with similar expression pro®les (over the
time courses of both experiments) are represented by
two nearby vectors and are placed in the same cluster.
This cluster analysis answers directly two questions: (1)
Do all, or a majority of the genes of G(38) cluster
together?; and (2) What other genes cluster together
with these possible primary targets? If the answer to
the ®rst question is positive, we can identify an
expression pro®le which is characteristic of primaries,

and identify those genes that share this pro®le and
cluster together with the genes of G(38) as good
candidates for being primaries (even though they did
not pass the original stringent ®ltering process).
Furthermore, if we ®nd that some of the members of
G(38) have signi®cantly di�erent expression kinetics
than this characteristic pro®le, these
genes should possibly be removed from the list of
primaries.

Regarding the ®rst question ± the genes of G(38)
are special in that their expression increased at least
2.5-fold at three or more time points of both

Table 2 Primary target genes downregulated by p53

Ratio of gene expression at specific time points
Accession 7CHX +CHX
no. h 2 6 12 24 2 4 6 9 12

Apoptosis
U45878 Inhibitor of Apoptosis protein 1 (MIHB) 74.0 78.0 73.9 73.5 71.9 71.8 72.8 73.1 72.6
U37546 Inhibitor of Apoptosis protein 2(MIHC) 74.2 710.7 714.9 715.8 72.8 72.8 73.0 73.7 73.2

Angiogenesis
L22548 Collagen type XVIII alpha 1 78.4 78.4 78.4 77.6 72.9 72.9 72.9 72.9 72.9

Cell Cycle
L78833 BRCA-1 72.9 73.1 73.1 73.1 74.1 74.5 74.5 72.3 74.5
M74093 Cyclin E 70.8 72.9 74.0 73.2 71.4 72.6 76.9 74.5 73.7
U77949 Cdc6-related protein 72.2 73.3 75.9 76.4 74.9 74.4 79.1 71.6 72.1
M72885 GOS2 733.4 7137.0 7172.0 7143.0 79.3 715.1 711.5 721.0 7107.0

DNA repair/replication
M96684 Purine rich element binding protein A 74.2 79.3 73.0 72.5 71.5 73.5 75.3 75.3 72.4

Receptors/ECM
U31201 Laminin gamma 2 chain 78.5 78.5 78.5 78.5 72.0 72.7 77.1 72.4 73.9
U90716 Caxsackie virus and adenovirus receptor 75.4 73.2 74.3 72.5 72.8 73.0 74.2 72.3 71.1
U60975 Receptor gp250 precursor 72.9 75.6 71.9 73.1 71.5 71.3 76.3 73.4 72.8
J04970 Carboxypeptidase M 76.2 76.2 75.8 76.2 76.9 76.9 76.9 76.1 76.9
U17566 Folate transporter 70.8 72.8 710.3 710.3 73.0 78.8 710.3 72.6 72.5

Metabolism
U00238 Glutamine PRPP amidotransferase 71.6 73.0 73.5 73.9 71.6 72.0 77.2 79.2 74.5

Neuronal growth
D11428 Peripheral myelin protein 22 70.3 72.7 72.7 72.7 73.5 72.9 710.9 79.2 710.7
S78296 Neurofilament-66 75.8 76.9 75.1 76.1 72.6 72.6 76.1 72.8 72.2
U79255 Amyloid B-precursor binding protein 70.6 78.3 78.3 78.3 75.0 75.0 72.5 75.0 75.0
U73960 ADP-ribosylation factor-like protein 4 74.7 73.4 76.4 79.8 71.4 72.2 75.9 75.9 74.2

Transcription
U80017 Basic transcription factor 2 p44 72.3 72.6 72.7 73.1 71.5 72.2 78.0 74.0 73.3
X16706 Fra-2 71.9 75.4 75.4 75.4 73.9 72.8 72.0 71.9 73.1

Other
HG2855 HSP 70 71.9 72.6 72.9 73.4 71.0 71.3 73.1 76.9 720.2
L19183 MAC30 73.2 72.9 73.3 74.0 72.0 72.7 73.8 72.7 73.4
AB000467 RES4-25 72.4 75.0 75.0 75.0 72.1 71.1 76.3 72.5 76.3
U79273 Clone 23933 74.9 716.3 72.5 73.6 74.2 74.2 74.2 74.2 72.7

The 24 genes that were downregulated in either the presence of absence of CHX

Table 1 (Continued )

Ratio of gene expression at specific time points
Accession 7CHX +CHX
no. h 2 6 12 24 2 4 6 9 12

U81556 OS4 + 2.7 2.6 2.4 3.0 1.6 2.2 1.8 1.4 1.3
S58544 Infertility-related sperm protein + 3.0 3.9 7.6 3.1 1.6 2.0 1.7 3.0 4.3
D63481 KIAA0147 + 1.8 2.6 3.1 2.6 1.2 1.2 1.5 2.1 1.7
Z35093 SURF-1 + 2.2 2.6 2.6 3.4 1.9 2.0 2.0 1.6 1.4
U94747 WD repeat protein HAN11 + 2.3 3.1 3.4 3.4 0.8 1.3 3.0 1.4 3.1

Primary targets are de®ned as genes that changed their expression over 2.5-fold in at least three time points in the presence and absence of
cycloheximide (CHX). The ratio of gene expression was determined by the expression level at each time point divided by that of H1299 contol
cells at 2 h at 328C. The list denoted G(38) consists of the genes in the overlap in Figure 2. The list denoted G(47) constitutes the set of primary
p53 targets generated from the cluster analysis in Figure 3 (see text). The list denoted G(9) contains the genes in cluster a in Figure 3A
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experiments. Hence their representative 9-component
vectors are likely to be close ± but some may also be
uncorrelated. For example, a gene whose expression
decreases with time will have low correlation with one
that increases. This situation may happen even if both
genes passed the ®ltering criteria.

The results of our cluster analysis are summarized in
the dendrogram of Figure 3A. The parameter T on the
horizontal axis controls the resolution at which the
data are viewed. At T=0 all 259 genes are in a single
cluster; as T increases, large groups split into smaller
ones. The boxes indicate clusters that contain more
than four genes. Each box is colored according to its
`purity' ± the percentage of members of G(38) among
the genes contained in the corresponding cluster.

When we reorder the genes according to their
position in the dendrogram, i.e. rearrange the rows of
the expression data matrix according to the order
imposed by the clustering process, the color-coded-
matrix of Figure 3B is obtained.

Next, we marked the positions of the members of
G(38) by red crosses. All 38 are in the low-level cluster

Figure 3 Clustering results using super-paramagnetic clustering (SPC) for the 259 genes that were upregulated at three time points
or more upon activation of p53 in the experiment without cycloheximide (CHX). (A) The dendrogram of the genes that include
clusters of size 4 and larger. Each cluster is represented by a box colored according to the per cent of primary target genes (38 genes,
see Table 1) contained in the cluster. The distribution of the 38 primary target genes is marked by red crosses at the right. (B) The
normalized log ratio of the nine experiments (four without CHX and ®ve with CHX) are plotted. The genes are ordered according
to the dendrogram on the left. The color represents induction (red) or repression (blue). T, a parameter of the SPC algorithm that
controls the resolution at which the cluster is found. %, per cent of primary target genes in the cluster. The cluster marked by an
arrow (c) contains 87% of the 38 primary genes. The cluster marked by b contains all the 38 primary genes and the cluster marked
by a contains the nine genes that show di�erent kinetics (Table 1 and Figure 4)

C

A

Figure 4 Average expression pro®les of genes in clusters c and a
of Figure 3A. The expression pro®le of each gene in the cluster
was normalized as described in the text
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denoted by b which, however, contains also 58
additional genes. This cluster branches and breaks into
sub-clusters which have higher percentages of genes
from G(38). In order to identify a characteristic
primary expression pro®le we want to work with a
cluster which has many members of G(38) (for better
statistics) and also has a high percentage of them.
These two requirements con¯ict; as we move up on the
dendrogram, the clusters become purer, but also
decrease in size. Hence we decided to start with the
cluster c marked by the arrow as our working point. It
contains 33 of the G(38) genes and, in addition, 23
genes that did not pass the original ®lter, but have
expression pro®les that are similar to those of G(38).

The average expression kinetics of the genes of this
cluster in the two experiments is shown in Figure 4.
Note the fairly similar kinetics with and without CHX,
with the expression level increasing monotonously with
time. All but nine genes of c share these features of the
expression kinetics. The nine which di�er appear on
the dendrogram in the vicinity of the cluster denoted
by a; two of these belong to G(38). The average
expression kinetics of these nine genes is shown in

Figure 5 Clustering results using superparamagnetic clustering (SPC) for 1090 genes that were upregulated in the experiment
without cycloheximide. In this analysis a relaxed ®ltering condition was used and all the genes that were upregulated 2.5-fold at least
once (1090) in the experiment without CHX were included. (A) Dendrogram of the genes including clusters of size 5 and larger. The
distribution of the 47 primary genes is marked by red crosses at the right. (B) Normalized log ratio of the nine experiments are
plotted. The color represents induction (red) or repression (blue). Other details as in Figure 3. Note the primary gene-containing
cluster resolves into two distinct clusters (marked by arrows) by splitting away the non-primary gene containing clusters

Figure 6 Average expression pro®les of genes in clusters of
Figure 5. (A) genes from the upper arrow cluster. (B) genes from
the lower arrow cluster (Figure 5A). The expression pro®le of
each gene was normalized as described in the text
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Figure 4 (bottom panel); it clearly di�ers from that of
Figure 4 (top panel), and their kinetics with and
without CHX are di�erent. Hence we decided to
discard these nine genes from our list of designated
primaries. The average expression kinetics of the
remaining 47 genes is very similar to Figure 4, with
reduced scatter (error bars). The group of these 47
genes, denoted G(47), constitutes our ®nal set of
proposed primary p53 targets (Table 1).

This analysis identi®ed a characteristic kinetic pro®le
of primary p53 targets in either the presence or absence
of CHX; the group of genes that share this pro®le
contains 31 out of our 38 original candidates and 16
additional ones, that happened to fail our stringent
®ltering criteria. The various genes are listed and the
groups to which they belong are properly identi®ed in
Table 1.

Some of the known p53 target genes such as Gadd45
(Zhan et al., 1998) and PCNA (Shivakumar et al., 1995),
were now included as primary targets in addition to the
original 38 primary target genes, indicating that this is a
sensible way to `®sh' for further potential primary
targets. Most of these added genes exhibited *twofold
induction at several of the time points both in the
presence or absence of CHX experiments and were
previously not known to be p53 target genes.

Next, we have put the stability of our identi®cation
of primary p53 targets against changing the procedure
and parameters of selection to an extremely demanding
test. We performed a similar cluster analysis on a much
larger set of genes, including now all those that were
upregulated at least twofold, at (at least) a single time
point of the experiment without CHX. This very
relaxed criterion selected 1090 genes to cluster; that
is, as compared to the previous clustering analysis, the
number of genes was increased fourfold, including now
extremely noisy expression data. The results obtained
when these 1090 genes were clustered are presented in
Figure 5. To our satisfaction, we found that 3/4 of our
47 proposed primary p53 targets (that were identi®ed
above), belong to two very stable gene clusters,
denoted by arrows on Figure 5A. The left of the two
contains 24 of the genes of G(47) and 20 new genes,
whereas the right one contains 11 from G(47) and
seven new associated genes. The average expression
kinetics of the two clusters is shown in Figure 6.

It is important to understand that adding all these
extra noisy genes to the set of 259 that were analysed
before could well have resulted in a total loss of the
signal that was identi®ed above. The fact that the two
clusters that are rich in previously identi®ed primaries
indeed contain 35 out of the 47 is gratifying and
indicates the stability of our method.

Finally, we turn to discuss our choice of the
clustering algorithm to be used (SPC) (Blatt et al.,
1996; Getz et al., 2000). The optimal algorithm for
analysis of gene expression data should have the
following properties: the number of clusters should be
determined by the algorithm itself and not externally
prescribed (as is done for SOM and K-means)
(Sherlock, 2000; Young, 2000); stability against noise;

generating a hierarchy (dendrogram) and providing a
mechanism to identify in it robust, stable clusters;
ability to identify a dense set of points, that form a
cloud of an irregular, non-spherical shape, as a cluster.
SPC, a hierarchical clustering method recently intro-
duced by Blatt et al. (1996) is the algorithm that best
®ts these requirements.

Discussion

In this study we have used the temperature sensitive
p53 expressed in the lung cancer cell line H1299 to
analyse p53-regulated genes utilizing oligonucleotide
microarray containing 7070 probes. We employed
inhibition of protein synthesis by CHX in an e�ort
to limit the p53-regulated genes to primary targets by
exclusion of possible secondary e�ect by newly
synthesized proteins. By measuring gene expression at
four or ®ve time points we clearly show that a group of
genes show consistent p53-dependent regulation in
either presence or absence of CHX. This group consists
of less than 20% of the genes regulated by p53 in the
absence of CHX, and de®ned here as primary targets.
The criteria used to group these genes (2.5-fold change
in at least three time points) is somewhat arbitrary and
may discriminate against genes which show consistent
changes but did not reach the 2.5-fold change in all the
time points analysed. We therefore used a clustering
method which allows the grouping of genes based on
the kinetics of their expression and showed that most
of the primary genes group together in one or two
clusters. These clusters contain additional genes which
show similar kinetic behaviors in their change of
expression even though their level of expression did
not search the stringent criteria. This group contains
some of the established targets of p53 (e.g. Gadd45 and
PCNA) and demonstrate the usefulness of this
clustering method, since it overcame small experimental
variation in measurement of hybridization intensity
and relies on the pattern of expression in the presence
or absence of CHX.

In order to compare our results with known p53
targets we used the list compiled by El-Deiry (1998).
Some of the genes in this list are not present on the
chip (Bax, Killer/DR5, PAG608, 14-3-3s and B99).
From the rest of the p53 targets on this list p21waf,
Fas/Apo, Gadd45 and PCNA were detected as primary
target genes (Table 1). MDM2 (a known p53 target)
expression was increased more than 2.5-fold after 4 h
in the presence of CHX but reached 2.67-fold
expression only after 24 h without CHX. CyclinG
expression level reached 2.4-fold only after 12 h in
CHX and 2.1-fold after 12 h without CHX. Cathepsin
D, Thrombospondin, IGFBP5 and PI3 kinase were not
over pressed in this cell line in our experiment. This
type of heterogeneity of expression indicates that not
all p53-targets are activated in all conditions and a
similar conclusion was pointed out also by other
studies (Yu et al., 1999; Zhao et al., 2000). We also
tried to analyse for the presence of p53 consensus
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targets in several of the genes listed in Table 1. This
was performed by searching for the sequence of the
two consensus decamers RRRCWWGYYY, separated
by a gap of 0 ± 13 nucleotides, in the sequence which is
2 kbp upstream and downstream to the RNA start. In
our list of primary targets, seven genes were shown
previously to have consensus sequence and their
promoters respond to p53; 15 genes were found to
have consensus p53 targets with up to two mismatches
and ®ve genes did not have the genomic sequence
available yet (data not shown). We feel that database
search that is not supported by experimental analysis
of individual genes is not very informative at present.

Our results from the analysis of p53 regulated
primary target genes show that p53 directly upregulates
proapoptotic and cell cycle inhibitors (e.g. Bak and
p21waf) (see Table 1) and downregulates antiapoptotic
and cell cycle genes (e.g. Inhibitor of Apoptosis and
Cyclin E) (see Table 2). Thus p53 seems to activate
concerted opposing signals to control cell proliferation
and apoptosis. Although the identi®ed primary genes
cluster together, indicating the similarity in their
expression kinetics, functional classi®cation of these
genes revealed that they are very di�erent in their
cellular activities (Table 1). The genes involved in cell
cycle, growth arrest, apoptosis and perhaps DNA
repair seem to be activated in most cell types analysed
(e.g. p21waf, Fas/ApoI, bcl2 binding protein) (Zhao et
al., 2000; Komarova et al., 1998). On the other hand,
genes involved in many other cellular functions like
cytoskeleton, extracellular matrix (ECM), growth
factors and their receptors and signal transduction
may be more speci®c to the cell type analysed and this
may be one of the causes for di�erent lists of p53
regulated genes in various cells lines as was pointed out
previously (Zhao et al., 2000; Yu et al., 1999). For
example, in H1299 cells we found activation of several
genes known to be involved in neuronal growth (Table
1) which may be unique to this cell type.

Several reasons may account for the heterogeneity of
p53 target genes. It is possible that some of the targets
require additional factors as coactivators. For example
the transactivation of the mismatch repair gene MSH
requires both p53 and c-jun or UV irradiation (Scherer
et al., 2000). An additional factor may be the level of
p53 activation by phosphorylation and other post-
translation modi®cation. Di�erent transactivation
properties may be related to a di�erent level of p53
modi®cation (Vousden, 2000; Oda et al., 2000).

We have noted before the induction of TGFb by p53
(Kannan et al., 2000) and another study con®rmed that
TGF-b is a primary target of p53 and demonstrated its
growth suppressor activity (Tan et al., 2000). This was
also evident in our current experiments and may
potentially suggest an additional paracrine mechanism
by which p53 exerts its tumor suppressive e�ects on
neighboring tumor cells. Other genes in our list of
primary genes like endoglin (a coreceptor of TGF-b)
and versican may also be part of the TGF-b activating
system (Massague et al., 2000). Interestingly, the tumor
suppressor activity of TGF-b may be related mainly to

its function as an inducer of p15 (ink4b) expression
(Hannon and Beach, 1994). The p15 is an inhibitor of
cdk4 and cdk6 and its overexpression may lead to G1
arrest (Massague et al., 2000), thus TGF-b may behave
as a tumor suppressor (Tang et al., 1998). The
induction of p21waf by p53 and p15 by TGF-b which
itself is a target of p53 may provide an e�cient control
on the cell cycle. In the H1299 cell line, TGF-b, IGF
binding protein 6, thymosin beta, diacylglycerol kinase
alpha and neuronal growth related genes were
substantially induced and were among the primary
targets suggesting that these genes may also be relevant
to the tumor suppressive phenotype induced by p53 as
are the classical cell cycle related p53 inducible genes.
Further analysis and cataloguing of p53 primary target
genes from various cell lines may explain how p53
orchestrates diverse cellular signals as a tumor
suppressor and could possibly lead to the identi®cation
of potential therapeutic molecular targets for therapy
in di�erent cellular targets. The approach presented
here of de®ning primary targets of p53 is an important
additional step in sorting out p53 targets at various
cellular contexts.

Materials and methods

Cell lines, cycloheximide treatment and total RNA isolation

The human lung cancer cell line H1299 (lacking endogenous
p53) expressing the mouse temperature sensitive mutant
p53Val135 (a gift of Dr M Oren) which on temperature shift
to 328C will assume wild-type p53 conformation was used in
this study. The control cell line used was the parental H1299
cells without ts-p53Val135. The cells were maintained at 378C
in RPMI medium containing 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS).
Where speci®ed, the cells were exposed to cycloheximide
(10 mg/ml) 30 min prior to temperature shift. The cells were
temperature shifted to 328C, and after speci®c time intervals,
harvested in TRIZOL solution (Gibco BRL, USA) and total
RNA was isolated as per manufacturer's instructions.

Northern and Western-blot analyses

Equal amounts (10 mg) of total cellular RNA were used for
Northern-blot analysis, using standard protocols (Ausubel et
al., 1990). Autoradiography was done on Kodak X-ray ®lms
with intensifying screens at 7708C. For Western-blots, total
cell lysates were prepared by lysing cells in NP40 lysis bu�er
(0.5% NP40, 150 mM NaCl, 50 mM Tris-Cl, pH 7.5, 1 mM

DTT, 25 ng/ml aprotinin, 25 ng/ml leupeptin and 1 mM

PMSF). Equal amounts (60 mg) of total protein were
fractionated by SDS±PAGE on a 15% gel and transferred
to nitrocellulose membranes (BA.85, Schleicher and Schuell).
The primary antibodies used was a mixture of mAbs 421/248
for p53, Ab C19 (Santa Cruz) for p21 and a mixture of mAbs
4B2/2A9 for human MDM2 protein. The secondary anti-
bodies used were HRP goat anti-mouse IgG (Sigma) and
HRP goat anti-rabbit IgG (Jackson Laboratories).

Preparation of labeled cRNA and hybridization of microarrays

Total RNA was isolated from H1299val135 cells incubated at
328C for 2, 6, 12, 24 h and H1299 control cells at 328C for 2,
12 h. H1299val135 cells at 328C in the presence of
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cycloheximide were harvested only up to 12 h at 2, 4, 6, 9
and 12 h time points and H1299 control cells with
cycloheximide at 328C were harvested at 2 h time point and
total RNA was isolated. Biotin labeled cRNA was
synthesized and hybridized as described (Kaminski et al.,
2000) to the Genechip HuGene FL array (A�ymetrix, Santa
Clara, USA) which contains probes for *7000 human genes.
Scanned output ®les were visually inspected for hybridization
artifacts. Arrays lacking signi®cant artifacts were analysed
using Genechip 3.3 software (A�ymetrix). Arrays were scaled
to an average intensity of 1200 per gene and analysed
independently. The expression value for each gene was
determined by calculating the average of di�erences (perfect
match intensity minus mismatch intensity) of the probe pairs
in use for this gene. Ratios were determined by dividing the
average di�erence of H1299Val135 cells for each time point
to that of H1299 control cells at 2 h time point with or
without cycloheximide in the respective experiments. A value
of 100 was assigned to all measurements lower than 100. The
expression data for all the hybridization experiments can be
obtained from the corresponding author upon request.

Clustering analysis

Clustering analysis was performed twice; ®rst to the 259
genes that were upregulated over 2.5-fold at least three times
in the absence of CHX (in at least one of the three
experiments, the gene had to be `present' in the Present/
Absent call provided by A�ymetrix software). The second

clustering analysis was applied to the 1090 genes that were
upregulated over twofold at least once, in the absence of
CHX experiment (also in that experiment it should be called
`present'). In both cases, each gene was represented by nine
(four experiments without CHX and ®ve experiments with
CHX) values representing the log ratio of the average
di�erence in the experiments to the average di�erence in
their corresponding control. The log ratios were then
normalized for each gene by dividing separately for the two
experiments. The clustering algorithm measured the distance
between the genes using the regular Euclidean distance
between their normalized values. Note that this distance
measure is more suitable than the Pearson correlation
between the log ratios, since the latter may place induced
and repressed genes in the same cluster.
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Chapter 3

Gene Expression Applications

3.1 Introduction

This section serves as an introduction to Publications (5)-(10) that describe projects in

which we applied the methods discussed in the previous Chapter to analyze gene expression

data. First I give a brief overview of the types of questions asked in this field and in

particular in our projects. Following that I list each of the projects separately.

Projects that involve gene expression analysis can be grouped according to the kind

of questions being asked. First I introduce these groups and then give a more detailed

description of typical studies as well as ours divided according to these groups. Since gene

expression experiments are expensive many research groups try to use their data to answer

questions from different categories.

3.1.1 Genes, gene-networks and pathways

The first category consists of questions regarding genes and gene-networks and fall in

the realm of functional genomics. In this category, the aim is to gain understanding on

how the cell functions, assign function to genes and decipher the gene regulatory networks.

Clustering methods (see Section 2.2.2) are used to generate clusters of genes with correlated

gene expression that are assumed to be co-regulated or at least belong to the same biological

process or pathway. Such clusters can, therefore, hint on the function of the genes in the

cluster by means of “guilt by association”; genes of unknown function are likely to have

similar or related function to other genes in the cluster.

In addition, a group of co-regulated genes can help identify the transcription factors

that control the process and even detect binding sites of yet unknown transcription factors.

Such analyses involve exploring the promoter regions of these genes in the genome.

The experiments that are performed in this category study cells taken from different

conditions or taken at different time points along some controlled process. Naturally, such

studies began with simpler model organisms such as bacteria and yeast, and later advanced

to human cell lines. Early studies in this category are Chu et al. [139] and Spellman et
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al. [63] who studied yeast cell cycle. A major contribution to this field and especially to

the development of analysis methods is the fact that these studies made their data public,

allowing other researchers to test their methods on the same data. Publication (5) describes

our work [140] in which we identified co-regulated gene clusters in yeast data and used them

to find new regulatory sites in the genes’ upstream regions. We addressed this problem by

applying the super-paramagnetic clustering method (SPC) [74] to yeast expression data

taken at several points along the cell cycle. Alter et al. used singular value decomposition

(SVD) [55] to study the yeast cell cycle data and ordered the yeast genes according to their

the phase of the cell-cycle in which they are activated. The group of N. Barkai collected

a compendium of yeast expression data which was used to identify regulator motifs by

applying the signature algorithm. Later Bergman et al. bergman02 showed that iterating

the signature algorithm gives rise to a robust version of the SVD algorithm.

Publication (4) [141] describes our work on identification of genes which are primary

and secondary targets of p53 (a key protein in most cancers). In this work we used cluster

analysis, in a novel way, as a robust filter. It was used to eliminate the effect of arbitrary

parameter values that were chosen in the preliminary step of the analysis.

3.1.2 Molecular differences between conditions

The next category focuses on comparing two or more conditions asking which genes are

differentially expressed among them. The aim of these questions is to try to understand

the different biology of the studied conditions on the molecular level; e.g. which pathways

are active, which genes are the key players. Experiments of this type are most common in

cancer research where one wants to learn about the differences between normal and ma-

lignant tissue or between tumors at different stages of development. Such studies can help

identify new leads for therapeutic targets. These questions are addressed using statistical

hypothesis testing in which one has several examples from the various conditions and looks

for differences among them that are larger than expected by chance.

A related category of questions, that often appears together with the previous one, is

class prediction and class discovery. A typical scenario for a type identification (classifica-

tion) problem is the development of a prognostic tool. For example, if one wants to use

the expression level of several genes to predict, at time of diagnosis, if a cancer patient will

develop metastases at early or late stage (see Publication (10)) or to predict the sub-type

of a tumor (see Publication (8)). Such predictions may have direct influence on prognosis

and choice of therapy. These questions are addressed using supervised machine learning

techniques (see Introduction and Chapter 2).

Tumors come in many variants and in many cases the current state of diagnosis and

taxonomy groups together many different tumor types to a single one. An important step

prior to development of a prognostic tool is the identification of the different types and

sub-types of the disease (see Publication (8)). This type of class discovery questions are

addressed by unsupervised or clustering methods (see Section 2.2.2). In some cases, even
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when the tumor type is given, it is recommended to apply unsupervised techniques as a

data cleansing step since tumor identification can be subjective and is prone to errors ??.

The first large scale gene expression analysis of tumor samples was published by Alon

et al. [71] in which 40 colon cancer samples and 22 normal colon samples were analyzed

using oligonucleotide microarrays. The resulting expression matrix of ∼ 6000 genes (rows)

by 62 samples (columns) was used to ask questions from several categories. They used

a global two-way approach in which two independent cluster analyses were performed;

one of the genes and the other of the samples. Clustering of the samples succeeded to

separate the tumors from the normal samples with few errors - a type discovery task,

and some gene clusters grouped together genes which are known to belong the the same

process - can be used for gene function assignment and biological insight. Alizadeh et

al. [8] took a similar approach to analyze diffuse large B-cell lymphoma (DLBCL), the

most common subtype of non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma, and identified subtypes with distinct

molecular profiles indicative of the differentiation stage of the B-cell. The subtypes had

different survival distributions.

Such global analyses risk missing signals that involve small subsets of the “relevant”

genes or samples, since these are masked by the contribution of the remaining (irrelevant

but numerous) genes and samples. We proposed a method, called coupled two-way cluster-

ing (CTWC) [108] (Publication (1)), that iteratively finds groups of genes and samples and

searches for structural signals in sub-matrices defined by these groups. CTWC was used

successfully to study data from experiments on colon cancer, leukemia [108] and [113](Pub-

lication (9)), breast cancer [142] and [143] (Publications (5) and (10)), glioblastoma [144]

(Publication (8)) and skin cancer [145]. The method is general and we and others also

applied it to data from other domains: antibody reactivity analysis [102] (Publication (6))

and analysis of glycomolecules [101]. Note that for each new problem domain one should

choose the appropriate preprocessing and distance measure between rows and columns of

the matrix.

The outline of this chapter is as follows: First I describe gene expression technology

and then I briefly describe the main results in Publications (5)-(10).

3.2 Microarray technology

The main goal of microarray technology is to measure, in a single experiment, the mRNA

expression level of as many genes (or transcripts1) as possible in a cell population or tissue.

The measurement is based on a hybridization reaction. Other technologies also play an

important role in the process are reverse transcription and labelling. Below I briefly describe

the technologies and the general experimental scheme and in the next sections the main two

microarray technologies, synthetic oligonucleotide microarrays (Affymetrix GeneChips) and

cDNA microarrays, are discussed. More details regarding these technologies can be found

1a single gene can have alternatively spliced mRNA variants
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in [6, 146] and references therein.

Hybridization

Hybridization is the process of attachment of complementary single stranded DNA or RNA

molecules. Both double stranded DNA, RNA or DNA-RNA compounds are bound together

by hydrogen bonds between matching base pairs, A-(T or U) and C-G. When a double

stranded compound is heated beyond its melting temperature (65◦C for double stranded

DNA) or put in certain chemical environments, the two strands dissociate. As the temper-

ature is reduced back below the melting temperature (or the original chemical environment

is assumed), the single stranded molecules meet and bind back to their counterparts. Bind-

ing is based on base pairing; thus the affinity of hybridization of two perfectly matching

strands is the highest. Non-specific hybridization can also occur but with significantly lower

affinity.

Reverse transcription

mRNA molecules extracted from a cell can be reverse transcribed2 to produce a comple-

mentary DNA called cDNA. The cDNA is first single stranded but can later be doubled by

in vitro DNA synthesis using a DNA polymerase. If one wants to work with RNA which

has higher affinity to DNA, one can perform in vitro transcription (IVT) which generates

a complementary RNA, called cRNA, based on the cDNA template.

Labelling

Labelling of cDNA or cRNA is done during their synthesis by introducing labeled bases.

In cDNA microarray experiments one labels the cDNA by using fluorescently labeled UTP

(U-base) which replaces the unlabelled TTP. In the Affimetrix assay, cRNA is labelled by

using biotin attached to UTP and CTP.

A microarray experiment

A microarray experiment has two steps; microarray preparation and utilization. In general

the microarray is prepared by attaching in each element of the array many identical single-

strand DNA segments taken from a specific gene (or transcript). Each of the 103 to 105

elements serves as a detector for a different gene and is called a probe. In order to use the

microarray, one first extracts the mRNA molecules from a sample cell population, reverse

transcribe and label them to produce the targets. The targets are then poured onto the

microarray and left to diffuse until they hybridize to their matching probes. After washing

the unattached targets, the amount of labelled targets bound to each probe-element is

read by measuring fluorescent (or radioactive) emission yielding an indirect measure of the

2Reverse transcription is performed by special enzymes originating from retro-viruses that transform
their RNA to DNA and insert it to the host genome.
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expression level of the specific gene in the examined cells. The scanned measurements are

stored as an image file on a computer. Next, an image analysis software identifies the array

elements in the image and separates them from the background. The final readings for each

gene are estimated after taking into account the probe and background signals.

3.3 synthetic oligonucleotide microarrays

Affymetrix’s GeneChip r© arrays are high-density synthetic oligonucleotide microarrays

which are manufactured using photolithographic methods adapted from the semiconductor

industry. Short synthetic segments of cDNA (25 bases long) are fabricated, one nucleotide

at a time, onto a silicon surface. As the technology improved new chips were produced

capable of detecting an increased number of gene transcripts. Today, a single chip, the Hu-

man Genome U133, can detect as many as 33,000 different transcripts. The chip, (1.28cm)2

in size, is divided into square cells of (18µm)2 which are the probes.

On each probe there are millions of copies of the same specific 25-mer oligo3. Since short

oligos suffer from relatively large amounts of cross-hybridization, the expression level of a

gene is detected using a set of 11 to 16 probes, called probe-set, each representing a carefully

selected sequence out of the gene’s mRNA. The sequences are chosen by Affymetrix aiming

to optimize their specificity, i.e. making sure the sequence is unique even among similar but

unrelated sequences, and their sensitivity, i.e. their predicted hybridization properties are

most sensitive at the working conditions [147]. Chalifa-Caspi et al. [92] showed that using

updated gene sequences (from RefSeq [148], Ensembl [149] and GeneBank [148]) not all

probe-sequences match their designated genes and, moreover, some probe-sequences match

several genes. In order to estimate and later subtract the non-specific hybridization level

and background signal, probes come in pairs; a perfect match probe (PM) and its corre-

sponding mismatch probe (MM). The PM is a perfect complement of the target sequence

and the MM is identical to the PM except for the base pare in the middle.

The target is prepared by extracting mRNA from the cells by either direct detection

of the poly-A tale of the mRNA or by first extraction of total RNA and then purifying

the mRNA out of it (which is only 3% of the total RNA). The amount of mRNA needed

is at least 0.2µg poly-A mRNA or 5µg total RNA which can be extracted from about 106

cells. The mRNA is reversed-transcribed into cDNA using a T7 promoter-tailed oligo-dT

primer, which is then made double-stranded (by a DNA polymerase) and finally converted

to labeled cRNA by in vitro transcription in the presence of biotinylated UTP and CTP.

The cRNA is fragmented prior to hybridization to fragments of 35 to 200 bases [147].

A hybridization cocktail is prepared, including the fragmented target, probe array con-

trols (used for controlling the quality of the target preparation, hybridization, washing and

staining steps and calibration of the image analysis software), and few additional reagents.

Hybridization takes place for 16 hours at 45◦C. After the hybridization, the solution is re-

3abbreviation for oligonucleotide
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moved and the microarray is washed and stained with Streptavidin Phycoerythrin (SAPE)

that attaches to the biotin labeled cRNA molecules. The last step is scanning the microar-

ray using a confocal laser scanner that shines at each probe a 570nm laser and captures

the fluorescent emissions of the excited SAPE molecules.

From this point on all the analysis is performed on a computer (in silico). Affymetrix

supplies a software (MAS) that performs the image analysis and combines the readings

from all the probes in a probe-set and generates a single expression level estimate for each

transcript.

3.4 cDNA microarrays

The cDNA microarray were first manufactured in Brown’s lab in Stanford [150]. Before

producing a cDNA microarray, one needs to select the probes to be spotted on the array

and prepare sufficient quantities of them. Usually the cDNA library is bought or generated

in-house and amplified using polymerase chain reaction4 (PCR). A spotting robot dips

an array of tips in a multi-well plate and drops circular spots on a glass slide; each spot

corresponds to a specific cDNA.

In cDNA experiments the target is a mixture of two samples, usually, an experiment

and a control, each labelled with a different dye. The target is prepared by first extract-

ing the mRNA (as done for the synthetic oligonucleotide microarrays) and then labelling

during reverse transcription (RT). One sample is fluorescently marked with Cy3 (green)

and the other with Cy5 (red). The target mixture is then poured on the microarray and

left to hybridized at 45◦ for 24 hours. During the hybridization the Cy3 and Cy5 marked

cDNAs compete on binding to the probe. Since the hybridization properties of each probe

are different (cDNA probes are of different length and base-composition yielding varia-

tion in melting temperatures) and there is a competition between the targets only ratio

measurements are performed.

Finally, the emission is read by a scanning microscope in two sweeps, one for each wave-

length. The resulting images are analyzed; the spots are separated from their background

and a measurement for each spot and its background in both channels (Cy3 and Cy5)

is supplied. Cy3 and Cy5 have different labelling efficiency hence one needs to scale the

reading from one channel compared to the other. After subtracting the background signal

and scaling, the ratio between the readings of a particular probe is an estimate of the true

ratio of its mRNA expression levels in the two samples.

4Polymerase chain reaction (PCR) is an iterative process in which a DNA polymerase doubles the DNA
quantity in each iteration.
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3.5 Antibody reactivity measurements

Antibodies are proteins (immunoglobulins) of the immune-system that are present in the

blood that identify and help target a response to an antigen (a small molecule, usually

a peptide). Measuring antibody reactivities, i.e. the concentration of antibodies in the

blood that attach to a specific antigen, is moving towards high throughput and large-scale

experiments. In these experiments one wants to measure the antibody reactivity to as many

as possible different antigens, thus providing a global view of antibody spectrum. As in gene

expression, this global view, the vector of concentrations, is believed to represent the state

of the immune-system and the entire organism [151]. In Publication (6), the reactivities of

IgM and IgG (two type of antibodies) to 87 different antigens is measures by performing

simultaneous (ELISA) measurements in a 96-well plate. The surface of each of the wells is

coated by a different antigen. Antibodies extracted from a patient’s serum are poured to

the wells; those that bind to the antigen present in a well with a non-negligible reactivity

will stick. These are referred to as primary antibodies. After washing the unbound primary

antibodies, a fluorescently marked secondary antibody is added. This secondary antibody

recognizes the non-active and non-varying “leg” of the primary antibodies. Measuring the

concentration of the marked antibody in each well reflects the amount of bound antibodies

to the specific antigen. This procedure is relatively accurate and is reproducible within

10% (see Publication (6)). Continuing towards larger-scale experiments, I. Cohen’s lab is

in the process of manufacturing spotted arrays of antigens and antibodies using the same

technology as in cDNA microarrays [152].

3.6 Biological results

3.6.1 Identification of primary and secondary targets of p53

In this work, done in collaboration with David Givol’s group, we used clustering to analyze

microarray experiments and identify primary and secondary target genes regulated by

p53 [141] (see Publication (4)). p53 is the most important tumor suppressor gene. Its

function is mainly due to its activity as a transcription factor that activates many genes in

response to various types of stress [153]. The genes that are affected by p53 (directly and

indirectly) can be detected by replacing the wildtype p53 by a mutant that can be activated

by an external signal (temperature decrease in this experiment). Measuring gene expression

at 4 time points (2,6,12,24 hours) after p53 activation, and applying strict conditions to

identify changing genes, revealed 259 genes that were upregulated. Some of these may be

primary targets of p53, whereas others can be affected only indirectly by p53. To sort this

out, a similar experiment, measured at 5 time points, was conducted in the presence of

cycloheximid (CHX), which blocks the ribosome and prevents protein synthesis. In this

experiment only primary (direct) targets of p53 can be affected. The 38 genes that were

upregulated in both of the experiments are believed to be primary targets of p53.
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Figure 3.1: Clustering results using SPC for the 259 genes that were upregulated at three time
points or more upon activation of p53 in the experiment without cycloheximide (CHX). (A) The
dendrogram of the genes showing clusters of size 4 and larger. Each cluster is represented by
a box colored according to the percent of the 38 genes found in the preliminary analysis. The
distribution of the 38 genes appear as red crosses on the right. (B) The normalized log ratio of the
nine experiments (with and without CHX). The genes are ordered according to the dendrogram
on the left. The color represents induction (red) and repression (blue). The cluster marked by ’c’
contains 87% of the 38 genes together with other genes that share a similar expression profile.
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In this analysis we used the clustering results, in a novel manner, as a robust filter.

Recall that the set of 38 putative primary targets was identified after strict, but rather

arbitrary filters were applied on the gene expression levels. We clustered a much larger

set of genes that met much more relaxed conditions and identified the gene cluster that

included most of the genes found by the strict conditions (see Figure 3.1). The clustering

helped to “fish out” other putative primary genes that do not pass the arbitrary strict

conditions but have similar expression patterns to those in the initial set of primary genes.

Among these additional p53 targets were known ones such as Gadd45 and PCNA genes.

The use of clustering to perform gene filtering constitutes a robust procedure, much

less sensitive to changing the arbitrary filtering parameters used in the initial conditions

and also to the experimental noise.

3.6.2 Identifying putative transcription binding sites

In this work we performed clustering on (publicly available [154]) yeast cell-cycle data

[140] (Publication (5)). Eisen et al. [62] clustered the genes on the basis of data combined

from 7 different experiments. In the same spirit of divide–and–rule that guided us in the

development of CTWC, we suspected that mixing the results of different experiments may

introduce noise into the data associated with a single one. Therefore we chose to use only

the gene expression from a single process (cell division cycles following alpha-factor block-

and-release [63]).

We clustered the expression profiles of the 2467 yeast genes of known function (for easier

interpretation) over data taken at 18 time intervals (of 7 min) during two cell division cycles,

synchronized by alpha arrest and release. We used the Super-Paramagnetic Clustering [74]

(SPC) method to cluster the genes due to its robustness against noise and ability to identify

stable clusters.

We focused on clusters whose temporal variation is on the scale of the cell cycle and

the mean expression profile of the genes in the cluster is significantly non-constant with

respect to the variability within the cluster. Three out of four clusters that satisfied both

conditions contained genes with known activity in late G1, G2/M and S cell cycle phases.

In addition, we identified three clusters of mainly ribosomal proteins that oscillated with

an extraordinary cycle that exactly fit the time between two measurements. Later we found

out that the odd and even experiments were performed on different dates, with one of the

two sets frozen between harvesting and measurement, on different batches of spotted arrays,

which gave rise to this artifact. Even though these “ribosomal oscillations” were merely an

artifact, it is gratifying that we were able to discover them while previous analyses of the

same data did not.

Zhang searched the upstream promoter region of genes in the stable clusters for con-

served regulatory elements (using Gibbs DNA [155]). He found several DNA binding motifs;

some were rediscoveries of already known ones and some were new. This type of analysis

shows the power of combining results from different experiments (gene-array expression
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measurements and DNA sequencing) to find new biologically significant results.

3.6.3 Separation of Gliomas into subgroups

Here I describe a work done in collaboration with M. Hegi’s group from University Hos-

pital in Lausanne, Switzerland (see Publication (8)). This work analyzes gene expression

in different types of gliomas (family of brain tumors) and searches for genes that behave

differently among them. Better understanding of the molecular mechanisms involved in

gliomas and identification of different tumor classes may serve the development of targeted

treatment strategies adapted to individual patients. Here we analyzed gene expression mea-

sured by performing cDNA-array experiments to 53 patient biopsies, comprising low-grade

astrocytoma (LGA), secondary glioblastoma (ScGBM) which are respective recurrent high-

grade tumors, and newly diagnosed primary glioblastoma (PrGBM). Even though PrGBM

are indistinguishable from ScGBM by histology, they differ in their progression, genetic

alterations and occur in different age groups. We demonstrated that human gliomas can

be differentiated according to their gene expression. We found that low-grade astrocytoma

have the most specific and similar expression profiles, whereas primary glioblastoma exhibit

much larger variation between tumors. Secondary glioblastoma are in between and display

features of both other groups. We identified several sets of genes with relatively highly

correlated expression within the groups that (a) can be associated with specific biological

functions and (b) effectively differentiate tumor class.

In this work we combined unsupervised and supervised analysis. At first the data was

separated into a training set, which was used for the analyses, and a validation set which

was later used to test our ability to predict the glioma class. The training set consisted

of 36 tumor samples; 14 PrGBMs, 5 ScGBMs, 12 LGAs, 3 CLs (Cell lines), 1 RecGBM

(recurrent glioblasotma) and 1 OAIII (Oligoastocytoma), for which the expression levels

of 1185 genes were measured.

We started with the unsupervised analysis and followed our standard procedure; We

first log-transformed the data and then filtered out genes with low variation, leaving 358

genes. Applying CTWC to the 358 by 36 expression matrix produced many gene clusters.

Our main findings concentrate on two interesting ones: (i) A gene cluster that when used

to cluster all the samples separates primary from low grade and secondary tumors. This

cluster contains genes that are involved in angiogenesis, including VEGF and VEGFR1, but

also IGFBP2, that has not yet been directly linked to angiogenesis. A dedicated experiment

in which angiogenesis was externally induced, indeed showed upregulation of the IGFBP

family, validating the clustering results. Figure 3.2 shows the dendrogram produced by

clustering the tumors based on this angiogenesis cluster. (ii) A cluster of genes related to

the immune system that, when used to clusters the samples, identified two clusters; one

which contains mostly primary tumors and the other which contains nearly all the low

grade and secondary ones together with 4 primary tumors. These 4 primary tumors were

removed from patients with relatively long survival time (> 87 weeks, compared to 30 to
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50 for others). This cluster suggests that the activity of the immune system is similar in

the low grade, the secondary, and those primary tumors which come from patients with

relatively long survival.
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Figure 3.2: One of the clustering results obtained by CTWC for the glioblastoma data. Here all
the samples are clustered based on a cluster of 9 genes (some of which related to angiogenesis
and growth) which was found in the first iteration of CTWC. Long red boxes on the leaves in the
dendrogram represent primary glioblastoma samples. The stable cluster marked by ’a’ contains
mainly non-primary samples which are characterized by low expression level of these 9 genes (see
right matrix).

3.6.4 Cluster analysis of human antibody reactivities

In this work, performed in collaboration with Irun Cohen’s lab (see Publication (6)), we

applied the CTWC method to analyze a matrix containing reactivities of human antibodies

to 87 different antigens measured on 40 persons; 20 healthy and 20 with type 1 diabetes

mellitus. In this case instead of genes there are antigens and one measures the reactivity or

a subject’s serum with a set of antigens (i.e. the degree in which the subject’s antibodies

identify certain antigens). The two major finding of this work are: (i) the reactivity matrix
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indeed has non-trivial structure which supports the idea that subjects with unusually

similar reactivity patterns that may have a similar immuno-history and (ii) we found

6 significant clusters of antigens, that when used to cluster the subjects were able to

distinguish (with few errors) healthy subjects from diabetics. Predicting the subject type

by voting among these clusters yields only 3 classification errors.

Figure 2.1 shows two dendrograms of antigens obtained by clustering. The left den-

drogram is obtained from the original matrix using sera from healthy and type 1 diabetes

subjects, where as the right one is a typical dendrogram obtained by clustering a randomly

permuted version of the same matrix. This demonstrates that stable clusters, ones that do

not break for large ∆T , are unlikely to be found by chance. The circled clusters are the

ones used to distinguish healthy people from diabetics.

3.6.5 MLL translocations in Acute Lymphoblastic Leukemia

This work (Publication (9)) on leukemia data was done in collaboration with O. Ravid-

Amir and H. Agrawal from our group and with Prof. E. Canaani’s group. My role was to

introduce the FDR method and to perform, with Osnat, the first phase of the supervised

analysis.

The ALL-1 gene is directly involved in 5-10% of ALLs (acute lymphoblastic leukemia)

and AMLs (acute myeloblastic leukemia). It is transformed by fusion to other genes or

through internal rearrangements. The aim of this work was to study the molecular effects

of ALL-1 modifications. The data consisted of 52 leukemia samples which included 25

ALLs, 12 of which carried ALL-1 modifications; 20 AML samples, 10 of which had ALL-

1 modifications; 2 ALL and 5 AML cell lines with the ALL-1 modifications. Affymetrix

chips were used to measure the expression level of 12600 genes. The main results of this

work are: (i) These genes’ expression profiles can distinguish ALL and AML tumors that

carry the ALL-1 modifications from other ALLs and AMLs. (ii) The expression patterns

of ALL-1-associated tumors, in particular ALLs, involve oncogenes, tumor suppressors,

anti apoptotic genes, drug resistance genes etc., and correlate with the aggressive nature of

the tumors. (iii) The genes whose expression differentiates between ALLs with and without

ALL-1 rearrangement were further divided into several groups enabling separation of ALL-

1- associated ALLs into two subclasses. (iv) AMLs with partial duplication of ALL-1 vary

in their expression pattern from AMLs in which ALL-1 had undergone fusion to other

genes.

3.6.6 Survival signature

The work presented in Publication (10), done in collaboration with I. Kela and L. Ein-Dor

in our group, started by raising the question whether the results obtained and published by

one experimental group are valid for data taken from the same type of disease by a different

experimental group. Although such transferability of results should be at the heart of any

scientific research, it is not that obvious in gene expression analysis. Factors that may
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affect the results may enter at many stages, from selecting the patients, protocols used for

surgery and freezing the samples, RNA extraction, chip technology and analysis methods.

We focused on the analysis of breast cancer samples and, in particular, on analysis with

respect to survival data. Survival prediction is of great importance in breast cancer since

there is a large variation in the progression of the disease in different patients. In the current

practice many patients are over-treated by adjuvant therapies, which are both toxic and

expensive [156], since one does not know in advance the progression rate of the disease and

how long it will take until metastases appear (which are usually the cause of death). Many

research groups [43,52,64,80,81,157] are analyzing biopsy-samples taken immediately after

initial diagnosis and are trying to identify the “survival signature”, i.e. a pattern of gene

expression that appears in patients with long survival times and hence can be used at an

early stage to predict survival. The puzzling fact is that each research group comes up with

its own list of genes, and the overlap between lists provided by different groups is nearly

zero. This raises the question – what are the factors that cause these inconsistencies.

We started with a simpler version of this question, trying to keep all experimental factors

constant, we concentrated on a single experiment, of Van’t Veer et al. [52]. They analyzed

96 patients who were treated in the same manner. Their aim was to generate a prognostic

tool based on gene expression, that can predict survival5. They separated the 96 samples

to a training set of 77 samples and a test set of the remaining 19 samples, and measured

the correlation of every gene with survival, over the training set. Next, a classifier was

generated, based on the 70 genes most correlated with survival. This classifier succeeded to

predict the outcome of the 19 test samples with only 2 errors. Prior to testing transferability

of their classification to other data sets, we asked ourselves: (i) Is this classifier unique? or,

can we generate classifiers based on other genes that can perform as well as their one? (ii)

How robust is this process of generating a classifier? What classifier would have emerged

had we selected a different training and test set?

Publication (10) deals with these questions and demonstrates that for any given par-

tition to 77/19, one can identify several distinct sets of 70 genes (4 on average) whose

predictive power is as good as that of the top 70 genes. Particularly, for the partition cho-

sen by Van’t Veer et al. , we identified 4 additional sets of 70 genes that attain equal or

lower error rates both on the training set and the test set. Comparing the Kaplan-Meier

curve for the patients (in the test set) predicted to have poor-prognosis with the curve for

the ones classified as good-prognosis yielded p-values < 0.01 in all 4 classifiers6. In general,

our picture is that many genes have a low but significant correlation with survival and thus

different, large enough, sets of genes can overcome the noise and reach a high predictive

power.

As for the robustness of the procedure, we show that different partitions to 77/19

give rise to different sets of top 70 survival-correlated genes (with an average overlap of

5Van’t Veer et al. did not predict survival but rather metastasis-free time interval (MFTI) which is
directly related to survival.

6The comparison is performed using the Mantel-Cox log-rank test. See Sec. 2.4.4 for technical details
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12.2 genes using bootstrapping tests). One obvious explanation for this behavior is that

estimating a gene’s correlation with survival based only on 77 samples is still very noisy, and

together with the fact that there are many genes with similar correlation, different genes

reach the top ranks. Another deeper explanation may be that the group of 77 patients

actually contains several sub-types of the disease, each of which has a different set of gene

that are correlated with survival. The different composition of sub-types in each of the

of 77 samples causes the large deviation in the list of top ranking genes. Some sub-types

are already known; there are patients with ER+ (high levels of estrogen receptor protein)

and ones with ER− [158] which have different survival-time statistics. Moreover, Sorlie et

al. [43, 64] identified in an unsupervised manner five groups of patients that have distinct

molecular profiles and also different survival curves. Recently, they validated these groups

on other data sets including the one of Van’t Veer et al. . These results may imply that

there is no single “survival signature” and one needs to first separate the samples to families

(which might be still unknown) and only then search for a survival signature in each family.
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Super-paramagnetic clustering of yeast gene
expression pro�les

G. Getza , E. Levinea , E. Domanya , M.Q. Zhangb;∗
aDepartment of Physics of Complex Systems, Weizmann Institute of Science, Rehovot 76100, Israel
bCold Spring Harbor Laboratory, P.O. Box 100, Cold Spring Harbor, New York 11724, USA

Abstract

High-density DNA arrays, used to monitor gene expression at a genomic scale, have produced
vast amounts of information which require the development of e�cient computational methods
to analyze them. The important �rst step is to extract the fundamental patterns of gene expres-
sion inherent in the data. This paper describes the application of a novel clustering algorithm,
super-paramagnetic clustering (SPC) to analysis of gene expression pro�les that were generated
recently during a study of the yeast cell cycle. SPC was used to organize genes into biologically
relevant clusters that are suggestive for their co-regulation. Some of the advantages of SPC are
its robustness against noise and initialization, a clear signature of cluster formation and splitting,
and an unsupervised self-organized determination of the number of clusters at each resolution.
Our analysis revealed interesting correlated behavior of several groups of genes which has not
been previously identi�ed. c© 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.

PACS: 02.50.−r; 87.16.−b; 87.17.−d; 87.80.−y; 89.70.+c

1. Introduction

DNA microarray technologies have made it straightforward to monitor simultane-
ously the expression levels of thousands of genes during various cellular processes
[1,2]. The new challenge is to make sense of such massive expression data [3]. In
most of the experiments, investigators compare the relative change of gene expres-
sion levels between two samples (one is called the target, such as a disease sample;
the other is called the control, such as a normal sample). In a typical experiment si-
multaneous expression levels of thousands of genes are viewed over a few tens of
time-points (or di�erent tissues [4]). Hence one needs to analyse arrays that contain
105–106 measurements.
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The aims of such analysis are typically to (a) group genes with correlated expres-
sion pro�les; (b) focus on those groups which seem to participate in some biological
process; (c) provide a biological interpretation of the clusters. Interpretations could be
co-regulation of the mean cluster expression with a known process, a promoter com-
mon to most of the genes in the cluster, etc. (d) in experiments that compare data from
di�erent tissues (such as tumor and normal [4]) one also tries to di�erentiate them on
the basis of their genetic expression pro�les.
The sizes of the data sets and their complexity call for multi-variant clustering tech-

niques which are essential for extracting correlated patterns in the swarm of data points
in multidimensional space (for example, each relative gene expression pro�le with k
time-points may be regarded as a k-dimensional vector).

2. SPC

Currently, two clustering appoaches are very popular among biologists. One is aver-
age linkage, a hierarchical clustering method [5], with the Pearson correlation used as
a similarity measure [6]. The other is self-organizing maps (SOMs) [7], whose most
popular implementation for array data analysis is GENECLUSTER [8].
We present here clustering performed by SPC, a hierarchical clustering method re-

cently introduced by Blatt et al. [9]. It is based on an analogy to the physics of
inhomogeneous ferromagnets. Full details of the algorithm [10] and the underlying
philosophy [11] are given elsewhere; here only a brief description is provided.
The input required for SPC is a distance matrix between the N data points that are

to be clustered. From such a distance matrix one constructs a graph, whose vertices are
the data points and edges identify neighboring points. Two points i and j are called
neighbors (and connected by an edge) if they satisfy the K-mutual-neighbor criterion,
i.e., i� j is one of the K nearest points to i and vice versus. With each edge we
associate a weight Jij ¿ 0, which decreases as the distance between points i and j
increases.
Assignement of the datapoints to clusters is equivalent to partitioning this weighted

graph. Cluster indices play the role of the states of Potts spins assigned to each vertex
(i.e., to each original data point). Two neighboring spins are interacting ferromagneti-
cally with strength Jij. This Potts ferromagnet is simulated at a sequence of tempera-
tures T . The susceptibility and the correlation function for neighboring pairs of spins
are measured. The pair correlation function serves to identify clusters: high correlation
means that the two data points belong to the same cluster.
The temperature T controls the resolution at which clustering is performed; the

algorithm �nds typical clusters at all resolutions. At very low temperatures all points
belong to a single cluster and as T is increased, clusters break into smaller ones until
at high enough temperatures each point forms its own cluster. The clusters found at all
temperatures form a dendrogram. Blatt et al. showed that the SPC algorithm is robust
since the clusters are formed due to collective behavior of the system. The major
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splits can be easily identi�ed by a peak in the susceptibility. For more details see
Refs. [9–11].

3. Yeast cell cycle and microarray data

We applied SPC on a recently published data set [14] to determine whether it
could automatically expose known clusters without using prior knowledge. Eisen et
al. [6] clustered the genes on the basis of data combined from seven di�erent ex-
periments. We suspected that mixing the results of di�erent experiments may intro-
duce noise into the data associated with a single one. Therefore we chose to use
only a single time course, that of gene expression as measured in a single process
(cell division cycles following alpha-factor block-and-release [12]). Furthermore, we
focused on genes that have characterized functions (2467 genes) for easier interpreta-
tion.
Genetic controls and regulation play a central role in determination of cell fate

during development. They are also important for the timing of cell cycle events such
as DNA replication, mitosis and cytokinesis. Yeast is a single cellular organism, which
has become a favorite model in molecular biology due to the easiness of genetic and
biochemical manipulation and the availability of the complete genome. Like all living
cells, the yeast cell cycle consists of four phases: G1 → S → G2 → M → G1 : : : ;
where S is the phase of DNA synthesis (replicating the genome); M stands for mitosis
(division into two daughter cells), and the two gap phases are called G1 (preceding the
S phase) and G2 (following the S phase). At least four di�erent classes of cell cycle
regulated genes exist in yeast [13]: G1 cyclins and DNA synthesis genes are expressed
in late G1; histone genes in S; genes for transcription factors, cell cycle regulators
and replication initiation proteins in G2; and genes needed for cell separation are
expressed as cells enter G1. Early and late G1-speci�c transcription is mediated by
the Swi5/Ace2 and Swi4/Swi6 classes of factors, respectively. Changes in the master
cyclin/Cdc28 kinases are involved in all classes of regulation.
In the alpha-factor block-release experiments, MATa cells were �rst arrested in G1

by using alpha pheromone. Then the blocker was removed; from this point on the cell
division cycle starts and the population progresses with signi�cant cell cycle synchrony.
Messenger RNA was extracted from the synchronized sample, as well as from a control
sample (asynchronous cultures of the same cells growing exponentially at the same
temperature in the same medium).
Fluorescently labeled cDNA was synthesized using Cy3 (“green”) for the control

and Cy5 (“red”) for the target. Mixtures of equal amounts of the two samples were
taken at every 7 min and competitively hybridized to individual microarrays containing
essentially all yeast genes. The ratio of red to green light intensity (proportional to the
ratio of RNA concentrations) was measured by scanning laser microscopy (see Ref.
[12] for experimental details). The actual data provided at the Stanford website [14] is
the log ratios.
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In their analysis, Spellman et al. were focusing on identi�cation of 800 cell cycle
regulated genes (that may have periodic expression pro�les). In our test of SPC, in
addition to oscillatory genes we were also looking for any groups of genes with highly
correlated expression patterns.

4. SPC analysis of yeast gene expression pro�les

We clustered the expression pro�les of the 2467 yeast genes of known function over
data taken at 18 time intervals (of 7 min) during two cell division cycles, synchronised
by alpha arrest and release. Denote by Eij the relative expression of gene i at time
interval j. Our data consist of 2467 points in an 18-dimensional space, normalised in
the standard way:

Gij =
Eij − 〈Ei〉

�i
; 〈Ei〉= 1

18

18∑
j=1

Eij; �2i =
1
18

18∑
j=1

E2ij − 〈Ei〉2 :

We looked for clusters of genes with correlated expression pro�les over the two division
cycles. The SPC algorithm was used with q=20 component Potts spins, each interacting
with those neighbors that satisfy the K-mutual neighbor criterion [10] with K = 10.
Euclidean distance between the normalized vectors was used as the distance between
two genes. This distance is proportional to the Pearson correlation used by Eisen et al.
At T = 0 all datapoints form one cluster, which splits as the system is “heated”.

The resulting dendrogram of genes is presented in Fig. 1. Each node represents a
cluster; only clusters of size larger than 6 genes are shown. The last such clusters of
each branch, as well as non-terminal clusters that were selected for presentation and
analysis (in a way described below) are shown as boxes. The circled boxes represent
the clusters that are analysed below.
The position of every node along the horizontal axis is determined for the corre-

sponding cluster according to a method introduced by Alon et al. [4]; proximity of
two clusters along this axis indicates that the corresponding temporal expression pro-
�les are not very di�erent. The vertical axis represents the resolution, controlled by the
“temperature” T¿0. The vertical position of a node or box is determined by the value
of T at which it splits. A high vertical position indicates that the cluster is stable, i.e.,
contains a fair number of closely spaced data points (genes with similar expression
pro�les).
In order to identify clusters of genes whose temporal variation is on the scale of the

cell cycle, we calculated for each cluster a cycle score S1, de�ned as follows. First,
for each cluster C (with NC genes) we calculate the average normalized expression
level at all j=1; : : : ; 18 time intervals and the corresponding standard deviations �C(j)

�G
C
(j) =

1
NC

∑
i∈C

Gij [�C(j)]2 =
1
NC

∑
i∈C
(Gij)2 − [ �GC(j)]2 :
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Fig. 1. Dendrogram of genes. Clusters 1–4 were selected according to our criteria, Eqs. (1) and (2). The
other circled and numbered clusters are also interesting (see text).

Next, we evaluated the Fourier transform of the mean expression pro�les �G
C
(j) for

every gene cluster C. To suppress initial transients, the Fourier transform is performed
only over j = 4; : : : ; 18. Denote the absolute values of the Fourier coe�cients by Ak ;
the ratio between low-frequency coe�cients and the high-frequency ones was used as
a �gure of merit for the time scale of the variation. We observed that clusters that
satisfy the condition

SC1 =
∑4

k=2 Ak∑8
k=6 Ak

¿ 2:15 ; (1)

have the desired time dependence, and found 29 clusters (consisting of 167 genes) to
have such scores. For many of these clusters, however, the temporal variation was very
weak, i.e., of the same order as the standard deviations �C(j) of the individual gene
expressions of the cluster. We de�ned another score, SC2 , for which we required

SC2 =
1
18

18∑
j=1

[
�G
C
(j)

�C(j)

]2
¿ 5:6 : (2)

For clusters C that satisfy this condition the “signal” signi�cantly exceeds the noise.
We select a cluster if its score exceeds 5.6, while its parent’s score does not. Only four
clusters, containing 86 genes, satisfy both conditions (1) and (2); these are numbered
1–4 on Fig. 1. Seven additional relatively stable clusters which did not satisfy our two
criteria, but are of interest, are also selected and circled in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 2. Mean normalized expression of selected clusters, versus time, measured at intervals of 7 min. Error
bars represent the standard deviations �C (j). Nc is the number of genes in each cluster. The clusters are
numbered as in Fig. 1.

The corresponding time sequences are shown in Fig. 2: �G
C
(j) is plotted for each

cluster versus time j, with the error bars representing the standard deviations �C(j).
Clusters 1,2 and 4 clearly correspond to the cell cycle.

5. Details and interpretation of gene clustering

The full lists of genes that constitute the 11 selected clusters are given in our website
[15]. We present here a short analysis of our clusters. We use standard notation for
bases: R stands for A or G, W for A or T, K for G or T, N for any base.
Cluster # 1: These are mostly Late G1 phase-speci�c genes. They contain the ma-

jor cell cycle regulators: Cln1,2, Clb5,6 and Swi4 as well as DNA replication and
repair genes. One can easily detect MCB (ACGCGT) or SCB (CRCGAAA) sites in
their promoters to which MBF (Swi6p + Mbp1p) and SBF (Swi6p + Swi4p) bind,
respectively [13].
Cluster # 4: This cluster contains mostly S phase genes and is dominated by the

histones. Histones are required for wrapping up nascent DNA into nucleosomes, their
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promoters are regulated by CCA (GCGAARYTNGRGAACR), NEG (CATTGNGCG)
as well as SCB (CGCGAAA) [3].
Cluster # 2: These are mostly G2/M phase genes. They contain the major cell cycle

regulators: Clb1,2 and Swi5/Ace2. It is known that all genes co-regulated with Clb1,2
are mainly controlled by either Mcm1 at P-box (TTWCCYAAWNNGGWAA) or by
Mcm1 + SFF through the composite site: (P-box)N2-4RTAAAYAA [12,3].
Clusters #5, #6 and #8: These are mostly ribosomal protein (RP) genes. The genome

of Saccharomyces cerevisiae contains 137 genes coding for ribosomal proteins [16].
Since 59 genes are duplicated, the ribosomal gene family encodes 78 di�erent pro-
teins, 32 of the small and 46 of the large ribosomal subunit. They are co-regulated
because they are sub-components of ribosome machinery for protein translation. All
genes in cluster #6 reside on chromosomes 2, 4 and 5, except rpl11b which resides on
chromosome 9. All genes in clusters #5 and #8 (which are very close in the dendrogram
of Fig. 1) reside on chromosomes 8–16, except rps17b which resides on chromosome
4. It is likely that the expression of these ribosomal genes is correlated to their chromo-
somal locations. It is interesting that the expression pro�les appear to have pronounced
oscillations (throughout in #5, at early times in #6 and late times in #8). Like most
of the RP genes, the ribosomal genes in the three clusters also contain multiple global
Regulator Rap1p binding sites in their promoters within a preferred window of 15–26
bp [17]. The transcription of most RP genes is activated by two Rap1p binding sites,
250–400 bp upstream from the initiation of transcription. Since Rap1p can be both
an activator and a silencer, it is not known whether Rap1p is responsible for the os-
cillation. This oscillation could be a result of interplay between cell cycle and Rap1p
activity which determines the mean half life of the RP mRNAs (5–7 min, [18]). As
fresh medium was added at 91 min during the alpha-factor experiments, the genes in
#6 and in #8 may reect di�erent responses to the nutrient change.
Cluster #7: This cluster has 42 genes that are largely not cell cycle regulated. These

genes have diverse functions in general metabolism. When searching promoter re-
gions for regulatory elements using gibbsDNA [20], a highly conserved motif GC-
GATGAGNT is shared by 90 % of genes. This element seems to be novel, it has
some similarity to Gcn4p site TGACTC and Yap1p site GCTGACTAATT [19]. When
searching the yeast promoter database – SCPD [21], we found that the BUF site in the
HO gene promoter and the UASPHR site in the Rad50 promoter appear to contain the
core motif GATGAG. Although we do not know if this element is functional or what
might be the trans-factor, it is still very likely that it may contribute the co-regulation
of this cluster of genes.
Cluster #10: This cluster is characterized by a pronounced dip towards the end

of the pro�le. They are not cell cycle regulated by and large, except Clb4 (a S/G2
cyclin) and Rad54 (a G1 DNA repair gene). By searching promoter elements, we
found a conserved motif RNNGCWGCNNC that is shared by a subset of the genes
(Clb4, YNL252C, Rad54, Rpb10, Atp11 and Pex13). It partially matches a PHO4
binding motif (TCGGGCCACGTGCAGCGAT) in the promoter of Pho8. However,
the PHO4 consensus, CACGTK, does not appear in the conserved motif of our
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cluster. Therefore, we suspect that it is a novel motif which should be tested by
experiments.

6. Summary

We used the SPC algorithm to cluster gene expression data for the yeast genome.
We were able to identify groups of genes with highly correlated temporal variation.
Three of the groups found clearly correspond to well known phases of the cell cycle;
some of our observations of other clusters reveal features that have not been identi�ed
previously and may serve as the basis of future experimental investigations.
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Abstract

Informatic methodologies are being applied successfully to analyze the complexity of the genome. But beyond the genome, the
immune system reflects the state of the body in health and disease. Traditionally, immunologists have reduced the immune system,
where possible, to one-to-one relationships between particular antigens and particular antibodies or T-cell clones. Autoimmune
diseases, caused by an immune attack against a body component, are usually investigated by following the response to single
self-antigens. In this study, we apply informatics to analyze patterns of autoantibodies rather than single species of autoantibodies.
This study was designed not to replace traditional approaches to immune diagnosis, but to test whether meaningful patterns of
autoantibodies might exist. Using an unbiased solid-phase ELISA antibody test, we detected serum IgG and IgM antibodies in the
sera of 20 healthy persons and 20 persons with type 1 diabetes mellitus binding to an array of 87 different antigens, mostly
self-antigens. The healthy subjects manifested autoantibodies to a variety of self-antigens, many known to be associated with
autoimmune diseases. We investigated the patterns of these autoantibodies using a coupled two-way clustering algorithm developed
for analyzing data from gene arrays. We now report that the reactivity patterns of autoantibodies to particular subsets of
self-antigens exhibited non-trivial structure, which significantly discriminated between healthy persons and persons with type 1
diabetes. The results show that despite the wide prevalence of autoantibodies, the patterns of reactivity to defined subsets of
self-antigens can provide information about the state of the body.
� 2003 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Bio-informatics; Autoantibodies; Immunological homunculus

1. Introduction

The great advances in information about the mol-
ecules and cells comprising the immune system have
frustrated immunologists; the immune system is patently
more complex than originally thought. Autoimmunity is
a notable example of the problem. Traditionally, inves-
tigators and clinicians have focused on selected auto-
antibodies to study or diagnose specific autoimmune
diseases [1–4]. They sought to establish a one-to-one
relationship between a particular autoantibody and a
particular disease. In practice, however, the presence of

autoantibodies in healthy persons [5] complicates the
serological diagnosis of autoimmune disease and con-
founds our understanding as to how the immune system
actually discriminates the self from the non-self [6].
Immunology is in need of informatics.

For their part, complexity science people have not
given much thought to the immune system, and have
focused mostly on genomics or the nervous system. The
immune system, however, is a suitable subject for infor-
matics: like the central nervous system, the immune
system is self-organizing [6–8]; unlike the central nervous
system, the immune system is functionally accessible as a
system at the cellular level both in vivo and in vitro [9].

The present study applies informatics to autoimmu-
nity: we characterize a set of molecules recognized by
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autoantibodies in healthy persons and test whether the
global patterns of autoantibodies might discriminate
between a state of health and an autoimmune disease,
such as type 1 diabetes mellitus. This concept has been
already tested in the past for other human autoimmune
conditions using complex mixtures of undefined self-
antigens [10–13]. However, our aim was to use an
ELISA system able to detect even small amounts of
low-affinity autoantibodies binding to an array of 87
different antigens of known identity without precon-
ceived bias. We did not use reactivity thresholds, as is
usually done to define a ‘negligible background’, and we
did not restrict the detection to the specific high-affinity
antibodies usually associated with autoimmune disease.
For the purpose of this analysis, we define autoanti-
bodies as antibodies that bind to self-molecules in the
ELISA conditions used in this study. We imply nothing
about function. To analyze the patterns of the auto-
antibodies, we applied a clustering algorithm and tested
the statistical significance of the results. Particular sets
of self-antigens, most of which are not known to be
associated with type 1 diabetes, were found to discrimi-
nate between the patterns of autoantibodies of the
healthy subjects and those of the type 1 diabetes
patients. These results demonstrate that even the low-
affinity autoantibody repertoire is structured and can
yield information about the state of the body [14] when
analyzed with suitable informatic tools.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Antigens

The 87 antigens used in these studies are enumerated
in Table 1. These antigens include proteins, peptides,
nucleotides and phospholipids reported to interact with
antibodies. The antigens are classified according to their
cellular localization, tissue distribution or function.

2.2. Antibodies

The second antibodies used in the ELISA assay were
F(ab#)2 goat anti-human IgG+IgM linked to alkaline
phosphatase and goat anti-human IgM linked to horse-
radish peroxidase. These antibodies were purchased
from Jackson ImmunoResearch Laboratories Inc. (West
Grove, PA, USA), and were used at a final dilution of
1:1500 in bovine serum albumin 0.3%.

2.3. Test samples

Serum samples were collected at the Hadassah
Medical Center (Jerusalem, Israel), under the super-
vision of Dr Rivka Abulafia-Lapid and Professor Itamar
Raz, from 20 healthy young-adult blood donors, with no

family history of diabetes, and from 20 unselected type 1
diabetes patients. Most of the type 1 diabetes patients,
too, were young adults, 21–34 years old (95% confidence
interval; median, 23 years). The diagnosis was made on
the basis of accepted clinical criteria: hyperglycemia,
ketonuria, low body weight, the absence of a family
history of type 2 diabetes and a standard (anti-glutamic
acid decarboxylase (GAD)) antibody assay [3]. The
HLA genotypes were not tested. The sera were collected
within 4–7 weeks of diagnosis (95% confidence interval;
median, 6 weeks). Informed consent was obtained. The
samples were stored at �20 (C without any additive.
The T-cell proliferative responses of these type 1 dia-
betes patients and healthy blood donors had been
studied previously. No significant difference was found
between the groups in their T-cell responses to the
foreign antigen tetanus toxoid, although the diabetic
subjects manifested heightened responses to the 60 kDa
heat shock protein (HSP) self-antigen [15].

2.4. Solid-phase antibody assay

A standard ELISA assay was used. Antigens
(10 µg/ml in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS)) were
coated in 96-well ELISA plates (Maxisorp; Nunc,
Roskilde, Denmark) by overnight incubation at 4 (C.
The plates were washed with PBS 0.05% Tween, and
blocked for 2 h with bovine serum albumin 3% (Sigma,
Rehovot, Israel). The serum samples were diluted 1:100
in bovine serum albumin 0.3%, and 50 µl was added to
each well. After 3 h of incubation at 37 (C, the sera were
removed and the plates were washed with PBS 0.05%
Tween. Bound antibodies were detected with an appro-
priate alkaline phosphatase or horseradish peroxidase-
conjugated second antibody (Jackson ImmunoResearch
Laboratories Inc.), 50 µl incubated for 1.5 h at 37 (C.
The plates were washed with PBS, and p-nitrophenol
phosphate or 2,2#-azino-bis (3-ethylbenzthiazoline-6
sulfonic acid; both from Sigma) were added, and the
optical density (OD) in each well was read at 405 nm
using a spectrophotometer.

We optimized the conditions of the assay: a direct
correlation between the OD readings and dilutions of
the sera were found between 1:50 and 1:200 dilutions.
Accordingly, we chose 1:100 as the standard dilution of
the test sera. The relationship between the OD and the
incubation time was linear during 45 min of incubation
(mean r2�standard deviation (SD)=0.98�0.02).
Therefore, we recorded the OD readings 30 min after the
addition of the substrate. The assay was reproducible:
the mean intra-assay coefficient of variation was 4.3%,
and the mean inter-assay coefficient of variation was
9.5%. Correlation analysis of intra- and inter-assay
variations yielded r2 coefficient values 0.98 and 0.96,
respectively, with P value <0.0001 for both.
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2.5. Cluster analysis

The OD readings corresponding to the antibody
reactivities of a group of N serum samples against a
panel of M�176 different reactivities (87 antigens and
one blank with two secondary antibodies) were placed in
a matrix A, whose element Ajs represents the extent to
which the serum of subject s reacted with test antigen j
(the secondary antibody was absorbed in the index j).
The ‘immune state’ of subject s is represented by a
vector A(s) (of M components). Similarly, antigen j is
represented by the (N component) vector A(j).

The following normalization was used and done only
once, for k�1,�,88 (IgM) and k�89,�,176 (IgM+IgG):

Bjs�log Ajs�
2

M �k log Aks (1)

For j�1,2,�,88, the sum over k is from 1 to 88, and
for j�89,90,�,176, the sum is from 89 to 176. For every
subject s, this operation produces a mean-centered set of
values; if all readings Ajs are multiplied by a constant, it
does not affect the B variables. We take the log, since
the noise on the readings is multiplicative, and we
mean center the variables to eliminate dependence on
concentration fluctuations from subject to subject.

Next, we renormalized the data by subtracting from
each element the average value of the elements in the
same matrix row (corresponding to a particular antigen)
and dividing by the SD of the row. The elements of the
resulting renormalized submatrix are denoted by
Gjs—for each antigen, the mean of Gjs vanishes and the
sum of squares is 1. We analyzed the data using the
method of Getz et al. [16] for analysis of gene expres-
sion. Thus, we identify subsets of K serum samples and
cluster them on the basis of their reactivities to a selected
subset of antigens. In this way, the analysis uses various
submatrices of the total data matrix G, described in
detail in Ref. [16]. Briefly, we first cluster all antigens
(using data from all sera) and identify stable antigen
clusters. Next, we cluster the sera using, one at a time,
the groups of antigens that emerged as stable clusters in
the first step.

To assign related antigens to the same cluster, we
singled out ‘close’ pairs of highly correlated antigens, as
well as pairs that were highly anti-correlated. This
‘closeness’ is measured by the ‘distance’ dj,l between
antigens j and l, given by

(dj,l)
2�1�cj,l

2 (2)

where cj,l is the correlation coefficient of antigens j and l,
as measured over the N samples, given by

cj,l��
s�1

N

GjsGls (3)

In contrast, the distance Dsp between subjects s and p is
the Euclidian distance

Dsp
2 ��j(Gjs�Gjp)

2 (4)

These distance measures reflect similarity between
pairs of subjects and pairs of antigens. Since the cluster-
ing method in this study relies heavily on proximity of
pairs of points rather than wide separations, the results
are only slightly sensitive to the precise measure used in
Eq. (4).

We used an unsupervised clustering technique, the
SPC clustering algorithm [17], which organizes the data
in the form of a dendrogram, such as that shown in Fig.
1A, B. As a control parameter T increases to a value
T1(C), a cluster C may be ‘born’ (when its ‘parent’
cluster breaks up into two or more subclusters, one of
which is C). As T increases further, to T2(C)>T1(C), C

Fig. 1. Dendrograms of antigens obtained by clustering. (A) Dendro-
gram obtained from the original data matrix, using sera from healthy
and type 1 diabetes subjects; the antigen clusters that are reported in
Table 3 are circled and numbered. (B) Dendrogram of the antigens
obtained by clustering a randomized matrix.
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itself breaks up and ‘dies’. A main advantage of SPC is
that it provides a quantitative stability index, R(C)�
T2(C)/T1(C) for any cluster C. The larger the value of
R(C), the more statistically significant and stable
(against noise in the data and fluctuations) is C. We used
SPC within a coupled two-way clustering approach [16]
to identify subsets of serum samples and of antigens,
allowing meaningful partitions of the samples to emerge.
The clinical labels were then used to evaluate the results
(not to produce them). If a cluster of serum samples
contained predominantly subjects with the same diagno-
sis, the cluster’s predictive capacity was estimated. The
effectiveness of the resulting classification was measured
in terms of the number of classification errors, Ne that
were made by assigning the subjects of the cluster to one
diagnosis and the rest of the subjects to the other
diagnosis, healthy or type 1 diabetes. We evaluated
specificity and sensitivity: specificity is the fraction of
correctly diagnosed subjects present in a cluster (=1 for
no false positives); sensitivity is the fraction of correctly
diagnosed subjects that were included in the cluster,
of the total number of subjects with the same diagnosis
(=1 for no false negatives).

2.6. Combining classifiers

The sensitivity and specificity of ‘final’ classifier in
this study were improved by combining several different
sets of antigens. We classified a test sample as type 1
diabetes, for example, if it was so discriminated by a
majority of the classifiers. Then we identified the
samples, and evaluated the specificity and sensitivity of
the combined classifiers.

2.7. Assessing statistical significance

Statistical analysis was carried out to test four ques-
tions: first, whether the pattern of antibody reactivity
exhibited a non-trivial structure; second, how sensitive
were the subject clusters to variations in the data—such
as leaving out one subject; third, whether the clinical
state of the subjects was reflected by their reactivity
patterns; and fourth, how robust was the method,
whether it is able to predict the clinical status of subjects
with unknown clinical labels.

For the first question, we used the original data
matrix and randomized all its entries, placing each in a
random location. The randomized matrix was normal-
ized and clustered; for every cluster C, the size (number
of elements) n(C) and its stability index R(C) were
recorded. For each n, we identified R*(n), the maximal
value of R. This was repeated for 1000 random matrices
and; for each size n, a histogram Pn(R*(n)) was pre-
pared, and the SD �n and maximal value R*max(n) were
determined. The maximal values of R, which were found
for the stable clusters of size n obtained from the real

data, were compared with the extremal values found for
the randomized matrices.

For the second question, we repeated the clustering of
the subjects 40 times, leaving out one subject in each
trial, and checked the effect on the resulting clusters.

For the third question, the P-values of the diagnostic
labels were estimated by calculating the probability, P,
that a previously selected ‘discriminating’ cluster of C
subjects would produce e errors for randomly assigned
clinical labels, with e#Ne, where Ne is the number of
‘errors’ for the real labels (of S diagnosed subjects). A
high value of P indicates that the discrimination
produced by this cluster is not related to the diagnosis
in a statistically significant way. This probability P(e#

N�C,S,N) was determined by the Fisher’s exact two-
sided test [18].

For the fourth question, we simulated a situation in
which the clinical labels of 30 subjects (15 diseased, 15
healthy) were known and the diagnosis of the remaining
10 subjects was hidden. All 40 subjects were clustered as
described previously, using, one at a time, the reactivities
of each one of the six antigen clusters shown in Table 3.
In the resulting dendrogram of subjects (obtained for
each one of the six antigen clusters), we identified the
stable clusters of subjects. These clusters were candidates
to serve as classifiers; among them, we selected the one
with the lowest number of errors based on the 30
‘known’ labels. This subject cluster was then chosen as a
classifier. Next, the 10 ‘unknown’ samples were diag-
nosed on the basis of their affiliation with the classifier
cluster. This process was repeated for each one of the six
antigen clusters enumerated in Table 3, using 100 ran-
dom choices of 10 subjects with hidden labels. In this
way, we could determine the ability of classifiers, that
were constructed using 30 labeled subjects, to correctly
identify 10 ‘unknowns’.

2.8. Principal component analysis

For comparison, the data were also analyzed by
standard principal component analysis (PCA) [19].

3. Results

3.1. Serum autoantibodies in healthy blood donors

We tested the repertoire of autoantibodies in the sera
of 20 healthy individuals using an array of 87 different
antigens (listed in Table 1) and detection antibodies
directed to IgM or IgG+IgM. Table 2 summarizes the
self-antigens most frequently recognized by the auto-
antibodies of the 20 healthy blood donors. For compari-
son, Table 2 also contains the bacterial antigens
lipopolysaccharide (LPS) and purified protein derivative
(PPD) of Mycobacterium tuberculosis. Thus, healthy
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persons may express a wide range of autoantibodies
detectable by ELISA. To learn whether the patterns of
such autoantibodies might be informative, we applied
our clustering analysis to the healthy subjects and to
a population of persons with the autoimmune disease
type 1 diabetes mellitus.

3.2. Structure in the repertoire: self-antigen clusters

First, we clustered the antigens and then used the
various antigen clusters as probes to cluster the subjects.
To cluster the 87 antigens, we used the serum OD
readings for all subjects (healthy or not). The serum
reactivity data (for 2 isotypes�87 antigens) exhibited a
non-trivial structure, as is evident from comparing the
dendrogram of Fig. 1A (obtained by clustering the
original antigen matrix) with that of Fig. 1B (obtained
by clustering a randomized matrix). The dendrograms
obtained from the randomized matrices exhibited a
sudden ‘melt down’ from a single cluster that contained
all the points to small clusters with very low stability.
The dendrogram of the actual data, in contrast, con-
tained a cluster of five antigens, with stability index
R�1.33. We tested 1000 different realizations of ran-
domized matrices, and determined for each cluster size n
the corresponding extremal value R*max(n) and SD �n.
The real data yielded stable clusters of size n, whose
stability indices R exceeded the corresponding random
extremal value R*max(n) by at least 3�n (data not
shown). Thus, the P-value for the presence of non-trivial
structure in the antigen clusters was less than 0.001.
Hence, groups of self-antigens do cluster together as
collectives [7]; sera that react with one member of an
antigen cluster will tend to react with other members of
the antigen cluster.

3.3. Clusters as classifiers of type 1 diabetes

The identified subsets of antigens were then used to
probe the sera of 20 healthy donors and 20 diabetes
patients. Fig. 2 shows the dendrogram obtained using
the IgM reactivities to insulin and to collagen I and the
IgG+IgM reactivities to collagen I. This set of antigens
generated a sensitivity of 85% and a specificity of 81%
for diabetes. Other sets of antigens generated different
dendrograms. Table 3 summarizes the findings and
includes the P-values calculated for each cluster size C
and error number Ne, using Fisher’s exact two-tailed
test. This result shows the advantages of our methodol-
ogy versus linear discrimination. If one distributes ran-
domly two labeled groups, of 20 points in each, in 176
dimensional space, a separating linear manifold will be
found with probability very close to 1 [20,21]. However,
as we have shown, our cluster analysis definitely does
not separate two randomly placed groups of points.
Finally, we repeated the clustering process 40 times

using the reactivities of antigen cluster 1 of Table 3, each
time leaving out another subject. The resulting clusters
were stable despite the omissions; 17 subjects appeared
in all 40 trials in the cluster of the diabetes patients; 16
were indeed diseased and one was healthy.

The combined results produced an overall sensitivity
of 95% and a specificity of 90%. Among the self-antigens
that discriminated between type 1 diabetes and healthy
sera were cardiolipin, collagen I, collagen X, cytochrome
c P450, cartilage extract (a commercial preparation rich
in collagen I), aldolase, acetylcholine receptor (AchR),
heparin and insulin. Among this list of molecules, only
insulin has been noted previously to be a self-antigen in
type 1 diabetes [22]. Neither GAD nor the 60 kDa HSP
appeared among the discriminatory antigen clusters,
although both self-antigens have been implicated in type
1 diabetes in other assays [3,15].

Using the antigen clusters shown in Table 3, we chose
classifier subject clusters (using 30 known labels) and
tested the 10 ‘unknown’ subjects, obtaining the follow-
ing results: for antigen cluster 1, all 100 trials selected the
same ‘original’ subject cluster as in Table 3. For antigen
cluster 2, the original subject cluster was selected in 78
trials, but two other clusters were also picked up, both
11 times. For antigen cluster 3, we found the original
cluster 73 times, but two other clusters were also picked
up, 22 and five times. For antigen cluster 4, the scores
were 95 and 5. For antigen clusters number 5 and 6, the
score was 100 selections of the respective original subject
clusters.

In each one of the 100 simulations, we diagnosed the
10 ‘unknown’ samples on the basis of their affiliation
with the selected classifier clusters, and for each simula-
tion, used the majority rule described previously to
combine the results obtained for the six antigen clusters.
We found the following error distribution: 29 occur-
rences with 0 errors (for 10 predictions), 45 with 1 error,
21 with 2 errors and 5 with 3 errors. The average number
of errors for the 10 ‘unknown’ subjects was 1.02; this is
only slightly worse than the 3 errors obtained for the 40
subjects, using all their labels.

The PCA [19] has been regularly used to study
patterns of autoantibodies to undefined antigens in
tissue blots [23,24]. Applying PCA to our data, we
identified the eigendirections associated with the leading
eigenvalues; each eigendirection had significant projec-
tions onto more than 10 antigens. Next, we projected the
data onto the plane spanned by the two leading direc-
tions. The best linear separator, found using non-
normalized data, generated a comparable number of
errors to that of antigen cluster 1 in Table 3 (data not
shown). The PCA finds about 20 antigens that have
sizeable contributions to the two leading principal direc-
tions. The present clustering method, in contrast, yields
separation in several two- or three-dimensional spaces
that are related to a few antigens.
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Table 1
Antigens used (the catalogue number is given for those molecules purchased from Sigma)

Group Function/structure Number Antigen Sequence (when applicable) Catalogue

Cellular structure Cytoskeleton 1 Actin A3653
2 Tubulin T4925
3 Myosin M6643
4 Tropomyosin T4770
5 Vimentin V4383

Extracellular matrix 6 Fibronectin F0895
7 Collagen I C7774
8 Collagen II C7806
9 Collagen III C4407

10 Collagen IV C7521
11 Collagen V C3657
12 Heparin H2149
13 Laminin L6274
14 Collagenase C9891

Cellular membranes Phospholipids 15 Cardiolipin C5646
16 Glucocerebroside G9884
17 Phosphatidylethanolamine P9137
18 Cholesterol C1145

Cellular metabolism Glucose 19 Enolase E0379
20 Aldolase A8811
21 Acid phosphatase P1774

Apoptosis 22 Annexin 33 kDa A9460
23 Annexin 67 kDa A2824
24 Cytochrome c P450 C3131

Monooxigenases 25 Catalase C9322
26 Peroxidase P6782
27 Tyrosinase T7755

Others 28 Ribonuclease R4875
Nucleus Protein 29 Histone II A H9250

DNA 30 Double-stranded DNA D1501
31 Single-stranded DNA D1501

Plasma proteins Carriers 32 Transferrin T4132
33 Fetuin F2379
34 Human serum albumin A8763
35 Bovine serum albumin A9647
36 Ovoalbumin A5378

Coagulation 37 Factor II F5132
38 Factor VII F6509
39 Fibrin F5386
40 Fibrinogen F4883

Complement 41 C 1 C2660
42 C 1 q C0660

Immune System Cytokines 43 Interleukin 2 I2644
44 Interleukin 10 I9276
45 Interleukin 4 I4269

Immunoglobulins 46 IgG I8640
47 IgM I8260
48 1E10 Faba

TCR peptides 49 N4 ASSLWTNQDTQY NA
50 C9 ASSLGGNQDTQY NA

Tissue antigens Heat shock protein 51 HSP60b

52 p277 VLGGGVALLRVIPALDSLTPANED NA
Islet antigens 53 GAD G2126

54 Insulin I0259
CNS 55 Human MOGc

56 Murine MOGc

57 Human MOG p94–116c GGFTCFFRDHSYQEEAAMELKVE
58 Rat MOG p35–55c MEVGWYRSPFSRVVHLYRNGK
59 MBPd

60 Brain extract B1877
Muscle and skeleton 61 AchRe

62 Myoglobulin M6036
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4. Discussion

The results reported in this article relate to general
issues in both biology and informatics. In general, this
study confirms that unselected patterns of reactivity can
be informative [11,12,23–32] not only in the nervous
system, but also in immunology, where the emphasis has
been traditionally on specific, high-affinity antibody
molecules and single clones of cells. Complex systems
use arrays of signals to generate information, and biolo-
gists too have to exploit arrays of information. The
highly non-trivial task of mining a fairly large array of
antigen reactivities for different subjects was accom-
plished by an unsupervised clustering methodology that
identifies (relatively small) correlated groups of antigens,
whose reactivities may be used to separate the subjects
according to known clinical labels (which are used only
a posteriori). This method starts from an unsupervised
‘holistic’ approach that looks at a large number of
antigens, and proceeds on a reductionist path, identify-
ing small subsets of antigens that may be relevant to
some particular differentiation.

Immunologically, we found that the autoantibodies
of the healthy subjects detectible by ELISA bound to
many self-antigens implicated in autoimmune diseases
(Table 2): histone II A, and single- and double-stranded
DNA—targeted in systemic lupus erythematosus [2];
HSP60, insulin and GAD—associated with type 1
diabetes mellitus [22]; myelin basic protein (MBP)
and myelin oligodendrocyte glycoprotein (MOG)—
associated with multiple sclerosis [33]; the AchR—
targeted in myasthenia gravis [1]; tyrosinase—associated
with vitiligo [34]; myosin—associated with polymyositis
[35]; and cytochrome c P450—associated with auto-
immune liver disease [36]. Other frequent self-antigens
included the serum proteins fibrinogen and clotting
factor VII, heparin, enzymes and globin molecules. The
present study did not deal with the precise specificity and
affinity of the individual antibodies, as is usually done to
investigate autoimmunity.

The documentation of autoantibodies binding to self-
antigens in healthy people is compatible with the con-
cept of the immunological homunculus [7,37]. The term
immunological homunculus refers to the observation

Table 1 (continued)

Group Function/structure Number Antigen Sequence (when applicable) Catalogue

Tissue antigens Joints 63 Cartilage extract C5210
Thyroid 64 Thyroglobulin T1001
Blood cells and platelets 65 Hemoglobin A H0267

66 Spectrin S3644
Foreign antigens Proteins and peptides 67 TB PPDf

68 HSP65g

69 ecp27 KKARVEDALHATRAAVEEGV NA
70 mtp278 EGDEATGANIVKVALEA NA
71 GSTb

72 KLHh

73 Pepstatin P5318
74 R13 EEEDDDMGFGLFD NA

Others 75 LPS L3755
Synthetic polymers Poly amino acids 76 Poly arginine P3892

77 Poly lysine P4408
78 Poly aspartic P6762
79 Poly glutamate P4636

Oligonucloetides 80 PolyA A20 NA

81 PolyT T20 NA
82 PolyC C20 NA
83 PolyG G20 NA
84 PolyATA AT18A NA
85 PolyTAT TA18T NA
86 CpG TCCATGACGTTCCTGACGTT NA
87 GpC TCCAGGACTTCTCTCAGGTT NA

a Fab fraction generated from a monoclonal antibody directed to peptide p277.
b Recombinant protein expressed in bacteria and purified using standard procedures.
c Kindly provided by Professor Avraham Ben Nun (The Weizmann Institute of Science).
d Kindly provided by Dr Felix Mor (The Weizmann Institute of Science).
e Kindly provided by Professor Sara Fuchs (The Weizmann Institute of Science).
f Produced at the Statens Seruminstitut, Copenhagen, Denmark.
g Kindly provided by Professor R. van deer Zee (Utrecht University, The Netherlands).
h Purchased from Pierce (Oud Beijerland, The Netherlands), catalogue number 77153.
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that T- and B-cell autoimmunity in healthy individuals is
usually organized around particular sets of self-antigens
[38,39]. Homunculus theory proposes that this natural
autoimmunity is regulated by various mechanisms that
prevent the transition of healthy autoimmunity to auto-
immune disease [7,37,40–43]. Indeed, the development

of autoimmune disease could be explained most simply
by the failure of these control mechanisms [6,7]. The
high prevalence of certain autoimmune reactivities
shown in Table 2 might explain why the major auto-
immune diseases are associated with the abnormal acti-
vation of just these autoimmune reactivities; they are
already built into the healthy system [7,37]. The auto-
immune disease process would seem to expand the
quantity and select for high affinity of the particular
autoantibodies involved in the disease. The natural
autoimmune repertoire, which is quiescent in the healthy
state, might serve as the ground for this pernicious
autoimmunity. Clearly, we would like to know how
natural autoimmunity to particular sets of self-antigens
develops, what functions healthy autoimmunity might
serve in body maintenance [44,45], how natural auto-
immunity is controlled and how it deteriorates into
autoimmune disease in certain persons [41,46]. The
present study did not explore these biological questions,
but rather focused on the informatic questions: (a)
whether there are non-trivial structures and correlations
in the reactivity patterns of autoantibodies and (b)
whether the pattern of autoantibodies present in healthy
persons might be distinguished from the pattern of
autoantibodies present in an autoimmune disease,
taking type 1 diabetes mellitus as our example.

Clinically, diagnostic tests for type 1 diabetes are
constructed and standardized in a way that takes advan-
tage of the greater amounts and higher affinities of the
autoantibodies that are produced when an autoimmune
disease process becomes activated; in clinical testing, the
natural autoantibodies we detected, presented in Table
2, are buried in the background [47,48]. The association
of type 1 diabetes with antibodies to GAD, an accepted
assay, is observed, for example, only when the GAD
antibody assay is done according to a standard protocol
[3]. Our aim in this study, in contrast to standard
procedure, was not to analyze different types of patients
and the quantities or affinities of their particular auto-
antibodies, but to test for the presence of informative
patterns in the global array of autoantibodies. This
approach has been used in the past for the study of
several autoimmune conditions in humans [10–13].
However, these previous studies did not use large panels
of defined self-antigens and were not applied to human
type 1 diabetes mellitus.

Coutinho and colleagues pioneered the study of pat-
terns of autoantibodies binding to undefined antigens in
blots of tissue extracts [23,24]; they used PCA, alone or
in combination with hierarchical clustering [23], to study
their results. The present work extends the study of
patterns to defined self-antigens and is based on a novel
cluster analysis [16] that identifies small groups of anti-
gens whose reactivity patterns reflect a subject’s clinical
state. In this study, we show that healthy subjects and
type 1 diabetes subjects can be distinguished, despite the

Table 2
Frequencies of autoantibodies in healthy humans (to limit the
number of self-antigens shown, the only those antigens are included
to which at least 35% of the healthy subjects responded with an OD
of greater than 0.3 nm)

Antigen Incidence of autoantibodies (%)

IgM+IgG IgM

Tubulin 50 –
Myosin 40 –
Heparin 75 –
Acid phosphatase 35 –
Annexin 33 kDa 55 –
Cytochrome c P450 50 80
Catalase 65 –
Tyrosinase – 45
Histone II A 65 45
Double stranded DNA 75 75
Single stranded DNA 100 95
Factor VII 70 100
Fibrinogen 90 –
HSP60 40 –
GAD 100 70
Insulin 35 35
MOG – 95
MBP 35 –
AchR 90 75
Myoglobulin 65 35
Hemoglobin A 50 45
LPS 85 45
TB PPD 90 50

Fig. 2. Dendrogram of healthy subjects and type 1 diabetes subjects.
Clustering was done using IgM reactivities to insulin, and IgM and
IgM+IgG for collagen I. Healthy subjects are represented by white
squares, and type 1 diabetes patients are represented by black squares.
We used the cluster marked by the arrow to classify the subjects.
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presence of various autoantibodies in both groups, by
the patterns of their autoantibodies. Furthermore, the
patterns of reactivity appear to be disease-specific; type 1
diabetes subjects could be efficiently separated from
persons with type II diabetes or Behçet’s disease (manu-
script in preparation). In other words, patterns of auto-
antibody reactivity may provide information beyond
that seen in a simple one-to-one relationship between an
antibody and an antigen [7,11,12,23–32,49]. The present
work extends previous findings made in humans (re-
viewed in Refs. [39,50]) and introduces a novel two-step
approach of first clustering the antigens and then using
antigen clusters to cluster the subjects.

It is to be noted that we estimated the statistical
significance of the clusters by empirically testing the
frequency with which similar results could arise by
chance using scrambled data. One thousand such com-
puter experiments proved the significance of the antigen
clusters derived from the real data. Furthermore, the
statistical significance of the separation of diseased and
healthy subjects, based on our clusters, was calculated
analytically [18]. Finally, the clustering proved robust:
the clinical labels of 10 ‘unknown’ subjects could be
clustered on the basis of the remaining 30, with a success
rate of 90%.

We do not yet know the biological relevance of
the particular autoantibodies or of their patterns to the
pathophysiology of disease. It is to be noted that the
discrimination between the healthy blood donors and
the type 1 diabetes patients by clustering does not mean
that the informative antibody reactivities are directly
involved in the disease process. The differences in auto-
antibody patterns could have resulted from the disease
itself, or from genetic or environmental factors associ-
ated directly or indirectly with susceptibility to the
disease. Even factors such as age, gender and immuniz-

ation history were not controlled. Nevertheless, the
present findings fit the renewed appreciation of the
importance of collective patterns in living systems. Col-
lective interactions that form distinct reactivity patterns
bear meaning in signal transduction, gene activation,
neoplastic transformation, cell movement, organo-
genesis, brain function and almost any other subject
presently of interest to biologists [51–57]. Biology has
succeeded in reducing complex systems to component
cells and molecules, but the emergent properties of living
systems cannot easily be reduced to the one-to-one
relationships of single components; informatic analysis
of arrays of data is required. Like other complex sys-
tems, the immune system can be mined for information
by studying arrays of data. Indeed, the repertoire of
autoantibodies present in the individual is much closer
to the individual’s life experience than are the individ-
ual’s genes. The immune system, like the brain, is an
adaptive bio-informatic system in its own right [58].
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ABSTRACT
We present and review coupled two-way clustering, a
method designed to mine gene expression data. The
method identifies submatrices of the total expression
matrix, whose clustering analysis reveals partitions of
samples (and genes) into biologically relevant classes.
We demonstrate, on data from colon and breast cancer,
that we are able to identify partitions that elude standard
clustering analysis.
Availability: Free, at http://ctwc.weizmann.ac.il.
Contact: eytan.domany@weizmann.ac.il
Supplementary information: http://www.weizmann.ac.il/
physics/complex/compphys/bioinfo2/

INTRODUCTION
Two nearly concurrent recent advances—the development
of high density DNA chips and the deciphering of
the human genome—hold great promise for significant
progress in biomedical research. A large umber of studies
have been published within the last years, attempting to
classify, explain and perhaps help cure several human
diseases, on the basis of gene expression levels measured
for populations of diseased and healthy subjects. Different
forms of cancer have been at the focus of such studies from
early on, using all available chip technologies.

A DNA chip measures simultaneously the expression
levels of thousands of genes for a particular sample.
Since a typical experiment on human subjects provides
the expression profiles of several tens of samples (say
Ns ≈ 100), over several thousand (Ng) genes whose
expression levels passed some threshold, the outcome
of such an experiment contains between 105 and 106

numbers. These are summarized in anNg × Ns expression
table; each row corresponds to one particular gene and
each column to a sample, with the entryEgs representing

∗To whom correspondence should be addressed.

the expression level of geneg in samples. Analysis of
such massive amounts of data poses a serious challenge for
the development and application of novel methodologies.

Wepresent herecoupled two-way clustering (CTWC), a
recently introduced method (Getzet al., 2000a), designed
to ‘mine’ gene expression data, and demonstrate its
strength by applying it to breast cancer and colon cancer
data. The CTWC software is accessible at http://ctwc.
weizmann.ac.il (Getz and Domany, 2003).

CTWC is based onclustering, and as such it is
unsupervised and capable of discovering unanticipated
partitions of the data, exploring its structure on the basis
of correlations and similarities that are present in it. In the
context of gene expression, such analysis has two obvious
goals:

(1) Find groups of genes that have correlated expression
profiles. The members of such a group may take part
in the same biological process.

(2) Divide the tissues into groups with similar gene
expression profiles. Tissues that belong to one group
are expected to be in the same biological (e.g.
clinical) state.

The straightforward way to carry out such analysis is to
cluster the data intwo ways. Denote the set of all genes
that passed a threshold byG1 and the set of all samples
by S1. Each gene is a point in an|S1| dimensional space;
the first clustering operation,G1(S1), clusters all genes on
the basis of their expression levels over all samples. The
complementary operation,S1(G1), clusters the samples
on the basis of their expression levels over all|G1| genes.
A variety of clustering methods have been used to perform
these operations. Clustering is based on some measure
of similarity of pairs of sampless, s′ which, in turn, is
governed by their ‘distance’ in the|G1| dimensional space
of expression levels.

As several groups noticed (Perouet al., 2000; Cheng
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and Church, 2000; Califanoet al., 2000; Ihmelset al.,
2002; Tanayet al., 2002), one runs into a severe difficulty
with this simple ‘all against all’ clustering approach.
The reason is that in general only a small subset ofNr
relevant genes is involved in one particular biological
process of interest. Since usuallyNr � |G1|, the ‘signal’
provided by this subset may be completely masked by the
‘noise’ generated by the much larger number of the other
genes. Furthermore, it may well happen that in order to
assign samples into two clinically meaningful classes (e.g.
adenoma and carcinoma) on the basis of theNr relevant
genes, one must first remove a previously identified
group of samples (e.g. healthy tissue), and cluster only
the remainingN ′

s < Ns tumors (using only theNr
relevant genes). Thus one should look for specialNr × N ′

s
submatrices of the total expression matrix; such a search
is problematic since an exhaustive enumeration of such
submatrices is of exponential complexity. CTWC provides
a heuristic method to search for such submatrices. It has
been used successfully to mine data (Getzet al., 2000a)
from experiments on colon cancer (Alonet al., 1999) and
leukemia (Golubet al., 1999), glioblastoma (Godardet
al., 2003), breast cancer (Kela, 2002) and antigen chips
(Quintanaet al., 2003). We present here results obtained
by a new, more interactive usage of CTWC on cDNA
microarray data from breast cancer (Perouet al., 2000,
referred to asPAL; Sorlieet al., 2001, referred to asSAL)
and on oligonucleotide microarray data from colon cancer
patients (Nottermanet al., 2001).

The analysis of Nottermanet al. stopped at two way
clustering, which is the first step of CTWC—here our
aim is to demonstrate that by going beyond this step we
uncover new partitions of the samples. The situation with
the breast cancer data is more interesting. PAL noticed that
simple two way clustering did not partition the samples
in a meaningful way, and pruned their original set of
|G1| = 1753 down to 496 ‘intrinsic genes’, that were
selected in a knowledge based way (which can be applied
only if the data contains pairs of samples taken from the
same patients). CTWC also identifies (much smaller) sets
of genes that are used to cluster the samples, but it is
done in an automated, objective, generally applicable way.
It was not clear a priori that CTWC will reproduce the
valuable observations of PAL and SAL, and even less that
it will yield new results of possible biological or clinical
significance.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Expression data—breast cancer. We studied two data
sets on breast cancer. The first expression matrix was
measured and analyzed by PAL and the second by SAL.
The PAL study characterizes gene expression profiles of
84 samples (the setS), composed of 65 tumors (sample

set S1) and 19 cell lines, using cDNA microarrays,
representing 8,102 human genes. Twenty of the 65 tumors
were sampled twice; 18 from patients who were treated
with doxorubicin (chemotherapy) for an average of 16
weeks, with surgical biopsy donebefore and after the
treatment, and two more tumors were paired with a lymph
node metastasis from the same patient. The 25 remaining
specimens included 22 tumors and three samples from
normal breast tissues (nevertheless, we refer to these also
as ‘tumors’). The full expression matrix included 8,102
rows, each corresponding to a gene, and 84 columns, each
corresponding to a sample. PAL first selected the subset
of genes whose expression varied by at least four-fold
from the median of the samples, in at least three of the
samples tested. This filtering process left the setG1 of
1753 genes, each of which is represented by 84 expression
values. In the final expression matrix PAL split the data
into two submatrices; one of tissues and one of cell lines.
The two submatrices were, separately, median polished
(the rows and columns were iteratively adjusted to have
median 0) before being rejoined into a single matrix.
The expression matrix was two-way clustered; clustering
the genes on the basis of the 84 samples [operation
G1(S)], and clustering the 65 tumors using all 1753 genes
[S1(G1)]. Since S1(G1) did not yield any meaningful
partition, PAL concluded that the 1753 genes were not
an optimal set to classify the tumors, and they selected a
subsetG(int) of 496 ‘intrinsic’ genes in the following way.
They calculated for each gene an index that measures the
variation of its expression between different tumors versus
between paired samples from the same tumor. They ranked
all 8102 genes according to this index, and chose the 496
top scorers. They argued that the expression levels of the
top scorers on this list represent inherent properties of the
tumors themselves rather than just differences between
different samplings. From this point on they used the
496× 65 expression level matrix to cluster the genes of
G(int) and the tumorsS1. This data is publicly available at
the Stanford website (see PAL).

The second study of breast cancer, by SAL, character-
ized gene expression profiles of 85 tissue samples repre-
senting 84 individuals. 78 of these were breast carcinomas
(71 ductal, five lobular, and two ductal carcinomas in situ,
obtained from 77 different individuals; two tumors were
from one individual, diagnosed at different times) three
were fibroadenomas and four normal breast tissue sam-
ples were also included; three of these were pooled normal
breast samples from multiple individuals (CLONTECH).
These 85 samples included 40 tumors that were previously
analyzed and described by PAL. Fifty-one of the patients
were part of a prospective study on locally advanced breast
cancer (T3/T4 and/or N2 tumors) treated with doxorubicin
monotherapy before surgery followed by adjuvant tamox-
ifen in the case of positive ER and/or progesterone re-
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ceptor (PgR) status (Geisleret al., 2001). All but three
patients were treated with tamoxifen. ER and PgR sta-
tus was determined by using ligand-binding assays, and
mutation analysis of the TP53 gene was performed as de-
scribed in Geisleret al.. The cDNA microarrays used in
this study were from several different print runs that all
contained the same core set of 8,102 genes. In total, the 85
microarray experiments were carried out by using six dif-
ferent batches of microarrays and three different batches
of common reference, each independently produced. SAL
performed cluster analysis on two subsets of genes. One
subset, of 456 cDNA clones (427 unique genes), was se-
lected from the 496 ‘intrinsic’ gene list, previously de-
scribed by PAL. The second subset consisted of 264 cDNA
clones, that exhibit high correlation with patient survival,
selected from the setG1 of 1753 genes. Clustering analy-
sis and patient classifications were based on the total set of
78 malignant breast tumors. Survival analysis was based
on 49 patients with locally advanced tumors and no dis-
tant metastases (two of the 51 patients from this prospec-
tive study were retrospectively recorded to have a minor
lung deposit and a liver metastasis, respectively) that were
treated with neoadjuvant chemotherapy and adjuvant ta-
moxifen (Geisleret al., 2001)

Expression data—colon cancer In addition, we studied
a data set on colon cancer, previously published by
Nottermanet al.. The data set contains 22 tumor samples;
18 carcinoma and four adenoma, and their paired normal
samples. The experiments with carcinoma and paired
normal tissue were performed with the Human 6500
GeneChip Set (Affymetrix), and the experiments with
the adenomas and their paired normal tissue were per-
formed with the Human 6800 GeneChip Set (Affymetrix).
First, following Notterman et.al, we created a composite
database that included only accession numbers repre-
sented on both GeneChip versions. Values lower than 1
were adjusted to 1. Prior to application of CTWC, we
filtered the data using a filtering operation very close
to that used by Nottermanet al., remaining with 1592
genes. Data from the two different chips were brought
to the same average expression level. The data was then
log-transformed, centered about the mean and normalized.
Second, we studied the 18 paired carcinoma samples sep-
arately. Of the 6600 cDNAs and ESTs represented on the
array, only genes for which the standard deviation of their
log-transformed expression values was greater than 1,
were selected. After this filtering process we remain with
768 genes. These values were centered and normalized,
prior to application of the CTWC algorithm. The samples
were labeled according to additional information about
the histological characteristics of the tumor samples, the
estimated percentage of contamination with non-tumor
cells, the presence of mutations in the p53 gene, the

clinical disease stage and the mRNA extraction protocol
that has been used.

ALGORITHM
Since both SPC and CTWC have been described in detail
elsewhere, we present here only brief, albeit self-contained
reviews of the procedures.

Superparamagnetic clustering—SPC
The idea behind this algorithm is rooted in the physics
and phase transitions of disordered magnets ((Blattet al.,
1996); for a detailed description see Blattet al., 1997).
The four-step procedure presented here uses terminology
of graph partitioning, which is more familiar to computer
scientists.

Step 1: Weighted graph. N data points are associated
with ‘positions’ Xi in a D-dimensional space; they
constituteN nodes of a graph. Each nodei is connected by
an edge〈i j〉 to its neighborsj . We identify the neighbors
j of nodei on the basis of the distancesdi j = |Xi − X j |†;
the two points are neighbors ifj is one of theK closest
neighbors ofi , and vice versa‡. To each edge〈i j〉 we
assign a weightJi j = f (di j ) where f (x) is a decreasing
function§ of x .

Step 2: Cost function for graph partitions. To character-
ize a partition of the graph, we assign to every vertexi
an integer label (a Potts spin variable in Physics termi-
nology), Si = 1, 2, . . . q¶. Any particular assignment of
labels,{S1, S2, . . . SN } corresponds to a partition of the
graph, and is denoted by{S} (in the physics terminology
{S} is referred to as a ‘spin configuration’).Si = S j indi-
cates that in the partition{S}, nodesi and j belong to the
same component, whereasSi �= S j means that they are in
different components. We use the cost function

H({S}) =
∑
〈i, j〉

Ji j
(
1 − δSi ,S j

)
. (1)

The sum runs over all the edges〈i j〉 of the graph.
No penalty is associated with〈i j〉 if nodes i and j
belong to the same component. If they belong to different
components, edge〈i j〉 picks up a penaltyJi j . Since for
smalldi j the value ofJi j is high, this cost function places
ahigh penalty for assigning two similar nodes to different
components. The lowest cost,H({S}) = 0 is obtained

† Normally Euclidean distances are used.
‡ K is a parameter of the algorithm - for genes we use 10≤ K ≤ 20. By
superimposing the minimal spanning tree, we ensure that all vertices belong
to a single connected component of the graph.
§ Weuse f (x) = (1/

√
2πa)exp[−x2/2a2] (a is the average ofdi j ).

¶ In many of the applications we tried, Potts spins withq = 20 states were
used.q has nothing to do with the number of clusters determined by the
algorithm - see below.
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when all data points are in the same group; the highest
cost is reached if no point is in the same group as any
of its neighbors. Hence the value ofH({S}) reflects the
resolution at which the partition{S} views the data.

Step 3: Ensemble of partitions. Rather than choosing
any particular partition (say by minimizing the cost
function), we consider all configurations{S} that have
(nearly) the same value ofH({S}) = E ; to each of
these we give thesame statistical weight, whereas all
{S′} that correspond to different resolutions (and hence
H({S′}) �= E) get vanishing probability. This assignment
of equal probabilitiesP({S}) is the result of maximizing
the entropy in order to generate an ensemble of partitions
{S}, for which the only available information is that they
have a particular fixed value of the costE . The resulting
ensemble of partitions is the microcanonical ensemble of
Statistical Mechanics. For each value ofE one can sample
this ensemble and measure average values of any quantity
of interest (see below). It is, however,technically more
convenient to use for such measurements the canonical
ensemble. In this ensemble the weightsP({S}) are again
assigned by maximizing the entropy. However, rather than
allowing only partitions with a fixed resolution or cost
H = E , one requires that the ensemble average ofH takes
the valueE :

〈H〉 =
∑
{S}

P({S})H({S}) = E . (2)

This requirement is imposed as a constraint under which
entropy is maximized, by means of a Lagrange multiplier,
denoted 1/T . In physics terminologyT is called the
temperature. Rather than working at fixedE one works
(generates samples and takes averages—see below) at
fixedT . By fixing the value ofT one controls, in effect, the
resolutionE ; the two ensembles are completely equivalent
in the limit of large number of data points (or spins). In the
resulting canonical statistical ensemble of partitions each
{S}) appears with the statistical (Boltzmann) weight

P({S}) = e−H({S})/T

/∑
{S′}

e−H({S′}) . (3)

At T = 0 only groupings with E = 0 have non-
vanishing weight; atT = ∞ all partitions have equal
weight. For a sequence of values ofT we calculate, by
Monte Carlo simulation, the equilibrium average〈A〉 of
several quantitiesA of interest, such as the magnetization,
susceptibility and correlation of neighbor spins. The
latter is the most important quantity we measure—the
corresponding ‘operator’ isA = δSi ,S j , i.e. an indicator
which takes the value 1 if pointsi and j are in the same
component in partition{S}. The ensemble average of this

object is the correlation function:

Gi j = 〈
δSi ,S j

〉
, (4)

Gi j is the probability to find, at the resolution set byT ,
the data pointsi, j assigned to the the same component.
By the relation to granular ferromagnets we expect that
the distribution ofGi j is bimodal; if both spins belong to
the sameordered grain (cluster), their correlation is close
to 1; if they belong to two clusters that are not relatively
ordered, the correlation is close to 1/q.

Step 4: Identifying clusters. To produce ‘hard’ clusters
on the basis of theGi j , we construct a new graph, in a
three-step procedure.

(1) Build the clusters’ ‘core’ by thresholdingGi j . For
every pair of neighborsi and j , check whether
Gi j > θ = 0.5; if true, set a ‘link’ betweeni, j .
Because of the bimodality of the distribution ofGi j
the decision to linki, j depends very weakly on the
value of θ .

(2) Capture points lying on the periphery of the clusters
by linking each pointi to its neighborj of maximal
correlationGi j .

(3) Data clusters are identified as the linked components
of the graphs obtained in steps 1,2.

At T = 0 this procedure generates a single cluster of
all N points. At T = ∞ we haveN independent spins,
and the procedure yieldsN clusters, with a single point in
each. Hence asT increases, we generate a dendrogram of
clusters of decreasing sizes.

This algorithm has several attractive features (Blattet
al., 1997). One of these is the ability to identify stable
(and statistically significant) clusters, which makes SPC
most suitable to be used within the framework of CTWC.
Furthermore, it allows a quantitative estimation of theP-
value of a clustering operation, by clustering repeatedly
randomized data and checking the fraction of instances in
which stable clusters (i.e. as stable as those obtained for
non random data) appeared. We identify stable clusters as
follows. As we heat the system up, we record for every
cluster two temperatures:T1, at which it is ‘born’ (splits
from its parent cluster) andT2, at which it ‘dies’ (splits into
siblings). The ratioR = T2/T1 is a measure of a cluster’s
stability. For example, in (Getzet al., 2000a) we set the
thresholdRc, beyond which a cluster is considered stable,
at a value for which not even one of 500 experiments on
randomized data gave a cluster withR ≥ Rc.

SPC was used in a variety of contexts, ranging from
computer vision (Domanyet al., 1999) to speech recogni-
tion (Blatt et al., 1997). Its first direct application to gene
expression data has been (Getzet al., 2000b) for analysis
of the temporal dependence of the expression levels in a
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synchronized yeast culture (Eisenet al., 1998), identify-
ing gene clusters whose variation reflects the cell cycle.

Subsequently, SPC was used to identify primary targets
of p53 (Kannanet al., 2001) and p73 (Fontemaggiet al.,
2002).

Coupled two way clustering—CTWC
The main motivation for introducing CTWC (Getzet al.,
2000a) was toincrease the signal to noise ratio of the
expression data. The method is designed to overcome
two different kinds of ‘noise’. The first was mentioned
above; say only a small subset ofNr genes participate
in a biological process of interest, associated with a
particular diseaseA. In this case we expect theseNr
genes to have correlated expressions over subjects with
diseaseA. This correlation could, in principle, identify the
diseased subjects as ‘close’ in expression space—but, in
fact, forNr � |G1| the non-participating|G1|− Nr genes
completely mask the effect of the relevant ones on the
distance between two diseased subjects. Hence as far as
the process of interest is concerned, the non-participating
|G1| − Nr genes contribute nothing but noise, that masks
the signal of theNr relevant ones. CTWC eliminates this
noise by discarding the irrelevant genes.

The second noise-reducing feature of CTWC is that
it uses the expression levels of a a set of genes, rather
than one gene at a time. Thereby intrinsic noise in the
expression averages out.

CTWC is an iterative process, whose starting point is
the standard two way clustering mentioned above, i.e.
the clustering operationsS1(G1) and G1(S1). We keep
two registers—one for stable gene clusters and one for
stable sample clusters. Initially we placeG1 in the first
and S1 in the second. FromS1(G1) and G1(S1) we
identify stable clusters of samples and genes, respectively,
i.e. those for which the SPC stability indexR exceeds a
critical value and whose size is not too small. Stable gene
clusters are denoted asG I with I = 2, 3, . . . and stable
sample clusters asS J, J = 2, 3, . . . In the next iteration
we use every gene clusterG I (including I = 1) as the
feature set, to characterize and cluster every sample set
S J . These operations are denoted byS J (G I ); (note that
S1(G1) was already performed). In effect, we use every
stable gene cluster as a possible ‘relevant gene set’; the
submatrices defined byS J andG I are the ones we study.
Similarly, all the clustering operations of the formG I (S J )

are also carried out. In all clustering operations we check
for the emergence of partitions into stable clusters, of
genes and samples. If we obtain a new stable cluster, we
add it to our registers and record its members, as well as
the clustering operation that gave rise to it. If a certain
clustering operation did not give rise to new significant
partitions, we move down the list of gene and sample
clusters to the next pair.

This heuristic identification of relevant gene sets and
submatrices is nothing but an exhaustive search among the
stable clusters that were generated. The number of these,
emerging fromG1(S1), is a few tens, whereasS1(G1)

usually generates only a few stable sample clusters. Hence
the next stage typically involves less than a hundred
clustering operations. These iterative steps stop when no
new stable clusters beyond a preset minimal size are
generated, which usually happens after the first or second
level of the process.

Since the Nr relevant genes are expected to have
correlated expression levels over at least a significant
subset of the samples, we can expect at least a subset of
them to form a stable cluster. Then when the members
of such a cluster are used to recluster the samples, the
noise generated by the very many irrelevant genes will
be filtered out and we will get a clear separation of
the samples to the desired classes. When CTWC was
first introduced (Getzet al., 2000a), we also studied
several cases of artificially generated expression data, into
which various correlations, partitions and sub-partitions
were incorporated and then masked. CTWC successfully
unraveled all this hidden structure from these toy problems
(see link in Supplementary Information).

In a typical analysis we generate between 10 and 100
interesting partitions, which are searched‖ for biologically
or clinically interesting findings, on the basis of the genes
that gave rise to the partition and on the basis of available
clinical labels of the samples. It is important to note that
these labels are useda posteriori, after the clustering has
taken place, to interpret and evaluate the results.

RESULTS
Lists of the genes that constitute each of the clusters
G I mentioned below are given in the supplementary
information. One should note that in the experiments
analyzed here no replicates of the measurements were
made.

Breast cancer—PAL
Weposed the following questions:

(1) Do our methods of analysis reproduce the results
obtained by PAL?

(2) Can we make observations that seem to be of interest
and were not reported by PAL?

As to the first question—CTWC reproduced all the main
findings of PAL directly, starting from the entire setG1
of 1753 genes, without filtering them to the intrinsic set.

‖ This search is done in an automated manner, calculating various figures
of merit for each stable cluster, defined on the basis of clinical or genetic
information.
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Second, we found new tumor classifications that were not
mentioned by PAL.

Reproducing the results of PAL. PAL used lower case
letters to identify gene clusters, and colors for samples (see
their Figures 1 and 3). We use below their notation when
comparisons are made.

G1(S): Following PAL, we used the same feature set,S,
of all samples and cell lines, to clusterG1, the full set of
1753 genes. Since we also used the same normalization,
this operation provides a direct comparison of Average
Linkage (the clustering method used by PAL) and SPC.
All the gene clusters that were marked as interesting by
PAL, were also found by our clustering operation (Kela,
2002).

S(G1): Next, we clustered (separately) the cell lines and
the tumors, using all 1753 genes. Since our normalization
here differs from that of PAL, we cannot compare directly
our results. However, in agreement with PAL, we also
did not find any meaningful partitions of the tumors,
S1, from this operation, leading to the same conclusion
as reached by PAL: namely, thatG1 is not suitable to
classify the tumors and we should characterize them using
different subsets of genes. From here on CTWC deviates
from the procedure of PAL, who selected their ‘intrinsic
set’ of 496 genes in a way that (a) necessitates having
paired samples from the same patients (before and after
chemotherapy), and (b) assumes that only genes that meet
their criteria (similarity of matched samples) are to be
used. CTWC, on the other hand, is an automated process,
performing operationsS1(G I ), i.e. clustering the tumors
S1 using different stable gene clustersG I , one at a time.
Clustering the 65 samples on the basis of these small
subsets of genes, one at a time, enabled us to identify the
subclasses of tumors that PAL found using their intrinsic
set.

S1(G4): Cluster G4 (that was obtained by the G1(S)
clustering process) has 10 genes—it is our homologue of
cluster j of PAL (see their Figure 1). The operationS1(G4)

generates a stable sample cluster which is quite similar
to the ER+/luminal-like (blue) cluster of PAL (see their
Figure 3); its members have high expression levels ofG4.
S1(G4) identifies also PAL’s basal-like (yellow) group,
characterized by low expression levels of theG4 genes.

S1(G46), S1(G9): G46 is a cluster of 33 genes that
are part of the proliferation cluster found by PAL. The
operationS1(G46) produces a good homologue of their
normal-like (green) cluster. Members of this group show
low expression levels ofG46 genes. The normal-like
samples are also identified in the operationS1(G9): the
13 genes ofG9 are a subgroup of cluster g of PAL.
Normal-like tissues have high expression levels of theG9
genes.

S1(G21): This operation separates the Erb-B2+ (red)

cluster from the other samples.G21 is homologous to
gene cluster d from Figure 3 of PAL; its expression is high
in the Erb-B2+ tumors.

New observations (beyond PAL). Of several new find-
ings (Kela, 2002) we chose to highlight here one that bears
on an issue that has been considered important by PAL:
that of separating the ER+ and ER- tumors on the basis of
their expression levels. We present two such classifiers,
which demonstrate two different advantages of CTWC.
The first classifiercould have been discovered by PAL,
since it is based on genes thatdo belong to PAL’s intrin-
sic set, but their effect is masked by the large number of
the 496 ‘intrinsic’ genes; to see it, one has to zero in on a
small subset, as is done by CTWC. The second classifier
could not have been discovered by PAL’s analysis since it
is based on genes that arenot included in their intrinsic set.

S1(G4): The cluster G4 (10 genes) was described
above—it is practically identical to cluster j from Figure 1
of PAL and to cluster c of their Figure 3. It contains the
estrogen receptor and three other transcription factors (see
supplementary information of PAL) related to the estrogen
receptor pathway. The operationS1(G4) generated the
dendrogram presented in Figure 1A. The variation in the
expression levels of theG4 genes correlates well with the
direct clinical measurements of the ER protein levels in
the tumors (supplementary information of PAL).

In the dendrogram Figure 1A the boxes representing
sample clusters were colored according to the percentage
of ER- samples, ranging from red (100%) to blue (0%).
In Figure 1B the samples were ordered according to the
dendrogram, and the colors represent the expression levels
of the 10 genes. SPC generated three main branches
(clusters); the uppera with highest expression values,
b intermediate and the lowestc. Cluster a, the biggest
(41 samples), contains all but two of the tumors of the
luminal-like (blue) cluster of PAL (see their Figure 3).
More interestingly, clustersa and b, contain 45 out of
48 of the ER+ tumors (see blue leaves). Clusterc is rich
(seven out of 11) in ER- tumors. Designating asE R+ the
samples inNOT(c) (i.e. thatdo not belong toc), we get
our best classifier, with efficiency (defined as the fraction
of ER+ ‘caught’ in NOT(c)) E = 45/48 = 0.94 and
purity (defined as the fraction of ER+ among members of
NOT(c)) P = 0.83. The corresponding numbers obtained
by PAL (for their ‘luminal-like’ cluster) wereE = 0.66
andP = 0.89.

S1(G30): G30 is a cluster of 15 genes, related to cell
cycle proliferation. Only one of the 15 were included in
PAL’s intrinsic set. Clustering the 65 tumors using the
expression levels of these genes generated the dendrogram
presented in Figure 7A (see supplementary information).
The boxes that represent sample clusters are colored
according to their relative content of ER- samples. The
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Figs 1–4, Breast cancer. Fig. 1. S1(G4): clustering 65 tumors using the expression levels of gene clusterG4. (A) The boxes in the
dendrogram represent clusters; they are colored according to their percentage of ER-tumors (see color bar on left). (B) Clustersa,b,c are
characterized, respectively, by high, intermediate and low expression levels (see color bar on right).Fig. 2. S1(G10): clustering 84 breast
cancer samples according to the expression levels of gene cluster G10. The boxes in the dendrogram (A) represent sample clusters. They are
colored according to the median value of the survival of the patients contained in each cluster, ranging from dark red (median survival of
100 months) to blue (median of 4 months)—see left color bar. (B) Clustersa andb exhibit high and low expression levels (see color bar at
right), respectively. The central color bar represents p53 status: red—mutant, blue—wt and grey—unknown. Members ofb are characterized
by low expression, low survival and mutant p53.Fig. 3. S1(G33): the boxes in the dendrogram (A) represent sample clusters that are
colored according to the median value of the survival of the patients contained in each cluster, ranging from dark red (median survival of
100 months) to blue (median—4 months)—see left color bar. (B) The clustersa, b andc exhibit high, intermediate and low expression
levels (see color bar at right). The central color bar represents p53 status: red—mutant, blue—wt and white—unknown. Members ofa are
characterized by high expression, low survival and mutant p53.Fig. 4. S1(G36): (A) The genes ofG36 gave rise to a very clear partition of
the breast cancer samples to high (clustera) and low expression levels. (B) No clinical interpretation of this partition has been found yet.
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dendrogram exhibits a clear partition of the tumors into
clustersa with high expression levels of theG30 genes
and c with intermediate expression levels, as seen in
Figure 7B. Clusterc contains 44 tumors, 38 of which
were classified as ER+, three as ER- and three unknown.
Hence this cluster captured the ER+ group with efficiency
of E = 38/48 = 0.79 and purityP = 38/44 = 0.86.
Clustera contains a high proportion of ER- tumors; its
sub-clusterb consists of five special ER+ tumors that have
relatively high expression levels of theG30 genes.

Breast cancer—SAL
Again we have two kinds of observations; those made
using genes that were not included by SAL in their
intrinsic set, and hence could not have been found by them,
and observations made using genes that were included in
the previous analysis.

Since there is considerable overlap between the samples
of PAL and SAL, we did not repeat our attempt to
reproduce all their findings. We did, however, study some
aspects related to the clinical labels, that were the main
additional feature of the SAL data. We emphasize here
our findings concerning survival and p53 status. We found
correlations between expression levels of several gene
clusters and survival, and that the expression levels of
these genes is also a predictor of p53 mutation status.
We also present a very clear partition of the patients into
two groups, for which we do not yet have any clinical
interpretation.

S1(G10): ClusterG10 contains 15 genes that are related
to the ER pathway, including five of the 10 members
of G4 mentioned in our analysis of PAL, (such as
GATA-binding protein three). Clustering the 85 samples
(S1) usingG10, generates the dendrogram presented in
Figure 2A. The boxes that represent sample clusters are
colored according to the median value of the survival of
the patients contained in each cluster, ranging from red
(median survival of 100 months) to dark blue (4 months).
Similarly to the results shown in Figure 1, the variation in
the expression levels of theG10 genes correlates well with
the direct clinical measurements of the ER protein levels
in the tumors. The dendrogram of Figure 2A exhibits two
main clusters;a contains most of the ER+ tumors, that
exhibit higher expression levels of theG10 genes, as seen
in Figure 2B, andb, which contains mainly ER-tumors
that exhibit low expression levels of theG10 genes.

Analyzing the correlation with the p53 status, wild
type (wt) vs mutant, and with the survival parameter
we get similar results as were obtained by SAL. They
showed that the basal-like samples, corresponding to our
clusterb, come from patients with the shortest survival
times and a high frequency of p53 mutations. Two of
the 17 members of clusterb survived for 41 months and
all the others—for less than 26 months. The correlation

coefficient between survival and the average expression
levels of theG10 genes is0.47. The Wilcoxon rank-sum
test (WRST) indicated that the distributions of survival
times of patients in clusterb and of the rest of the patients
are significantly different (P-value= 3.7 · 10−4); patients
that exhibit low expression levels of theG10 genes have
short survival.

To indicate the p53 status, we placed a color bar next to
the leaves of the dendrogram, on which the patients with
mutant p53 are labeled red and the p53 wt—blue. Patients
with unknown p53 status were labeled white. Note that
the 17 patients of clusterb exhibit low expression levels
of the G10 genes. Ten of these 17 are p53 mutant, five
have unknown labels and only two are wt. Hence low
expression levels of theG10 genes seem to go along
with a mutated p53. The correlation coefficient of the
average expression levels ofG10 with p53 status is0.4;
in particular, low expression is a good predictor of mutant
p53. To substantiate the last statement, we compared the
distributions (using WRST) of the median expression
levels of patients with mutant p53 to wt. We found that
the two distributions are significantly different (P-value=
1.2 · 10−4); the wt p53 patients exhibit high expression
levels and the mutant p53 exhibit lower expression levels
of theG10 genes.

S1(G33): ClusterG33 contains 36 genes, related to cell
proliferation, which include 10 out of the 15 members
of cluster G30 found by CTWC in our analysis of the
PAL data. Clustering the 85 samples using the expression
levels of these genes generated the dendrogram presented
in Figure 3A. The boxes are colored similarly to Figure 1;
according to the median survival (in months), of the
patients that belong to each cluster. TheG30 genes
partition the samples into three main clusters,a, b and
c, as shown in the dendrogram. The correspondingG33
expression levels, as seen in Figure 3B, are of high,
intermediate and low levels, respectively. The average
expression level of theG30 genes is inversely correlated
with survival (correlation coefficient−0.24). Cluster a
contains patients with high expression and short survival;
only one of its 21 members survived beyond 43 months,
whereas clustersb andc contain long (up to 100 months)
as well as short survival. Comparison of the distributions
of the survival times of the patients in clustera to those
in clustersb and c indicates that there is a significant
difference (P-value= 0.0016).

As to p53 status, we note that among the 21 patients
in clustera, 13 were mutant p53 and four had unknown
status. Clusterc, of low expression levels, contains only
two mutant p53 patients (out of 16 members of the
cluster). The correlation coefficient between the average
expression levels ofG33 genes and p53 status is−0.4.
Hence high expression levels of these genes is a good
predictor for mutant p53, whereas low expression predicts
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wt p53. Comparison of the distributions of the median
expression levels between the p53–mutant and the p53–
wt patients yields significantly different distributions (P-
value= 4.5 · 10−5).

S1(G36): Cluster G36 contains genes that are related
to apoptosis suppression (e.g. bcl-2) and cell growth
inhibition (e.g. INK4C cyclin-dependent kinase inhibitor
2c). Using the expression levels of this set of genes
to cluster the 85 samples, we generate the dendrogram
presented in Figure 4A. The boxes are colored similarly to
Figure 3A, according to the median survival of the patients
in each cluster. The dendrogram exhibits partition of the
samples into two very distinct clusters;a contains patients
with high expression levels andb—patients with low.
We found no correlation between membership in either
of these clusters and any of the clinical labels that were
reported by SAL. However, the clarity of the partition
calls for further investigation of the two groups of patients,
which may reveal some so far unknown role played by the
genes ofG36 in breast cancer.

Colon cancer
We applied CTWC to the colon data set of Notterman
et al., containing 18 paired carcinoma and four paired
adenoma samples. We refer to the set of all 44 samples as S
and to the 36 paired carcinoma samples as S1. We present
gene clusters which differentiate the samples according to
the known normal/tumor classification, previously shown
by Nottermanet al.. Furthermore, we show the advantage
of CTWC in mining new partitions which have not been
found using other clustering methods and may contain
relevant biological information.

Tumor—Normal separation. S(G8): G8 contains 55
genes, which show high expression levels in the normal
samples compared to the adenoma and carcinoma. Several
genes within this cluster are known to be repressed in
colorectal neoplasms; for example, guanilyn and DRA
(down-regulated in adenoma). Some of these genes were
previously mentioned by Nottermanet al.. Clustering the
44 samples, using the expression levels ofG8, generated
the dendrogram shown in Figure 5A.

The dendrogram exhibits a clear separation into two
large clusters (a and b) and two small ones (c and
d). Clusters c and d contain all the normal samples
(both carcinoma and adenoma),a—the tumor carcinoma
samples andb—the tumor adenoma samples. The colors
(see bar on the right-hand side of the expression matrix—
see reordered data) represent the expression levels of the
genes inG8, with red (blue) denoting high (low) values.

S1(G25): The data set we analyzed next contains the
18 carcinoma and their paired normal samples,S1. The
groupG25 contains 51 genes, some of which are known
to be over expressed in carcinoma and are found to be

related to colon cancer or other forms of neoplasma e.g.
myc, matrilysin, GRO-γ (see Nottermanet al., 2001),
and additional genes which may very well be related to
colon cancer. Clustering the 36 samples ofS1, using the
expression levels of the gene clusterG25, gave rise to
a clear partition of the samples into two clusters; one
of normal samples (a), and the other of tumor samples
(b), with relatively high expression levels of theG25
genes in the tumor cluster (see Figure 8, supplementary
information).

New observations (protocols A,B). S1(G3): Two ex-
perimental protocols that were used; 16 RNA samples
(paired samples 3–6,8–10,11) were extracted using a
method that isolates mRNA prior to reverse transcription
(‘protocol A’), and the other 20 samples (paired samples
12,27,28–29,32–35,39–40) were prepared by extracting
total RNA from the cells (‘protocol B’). Clustering the
36 carcinoma samples, using the expression levels of
the 27 genes of clusterG3, exhibits a clear partition of
the samples into two clusters (see Figure 6A). Clusterb
contains 20 tissues of protocolB, and clustera contains
14 tissues of protocolA. This separation has two mistakes;
both samples of patient 9 were labeledA and appear in
the cluster of protocolB.

New observations (unknown interpretation). S10(G24),
S10(G7), S10(G12): Clustering only the 18 carcinoma
samples (S10, obtained in a previous CTWC iteration) on
the basis of their expression over different sets of genes,
revealed the following partitions:

The clustering operationS10(G24) generated a clear
separation of the tumor samples into two clusters. Samples
33,34,35,40 are clustered together inb, and show high
expression levels of theG24 genes (Fig. 9, supplementary
information).

The operation S10(G7) separated tumor samples
27,32,33,40 from the other 14; the small group has
low expression levels of theG7 genes (Figure 10,
supplementary information).

S10(G12) clustered tumor samples 33,34,35,12,40 to-
gether (clusterb in Figure 11, supplementary informa-
tion); the expression levels of theG12 genes are high in
these 5 samples. Hence we discovered that tumor samples
33,40 and 35 were repeatedly separated from the remain-
ing tumors, which implies that these patients may share
some common characteristics, perhaps representing a true
biological meaning. However, due to lack of additional in-
formation about the patients we were unable to determine
the biological origin of this separation.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
We described theCoupled Two Way Clustering method
and demonstrated its ability to extract useful information
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to protocolsA andB. (A) The boxes are colored (see supplementary
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(indicated by red). (B) The expression level matrix of S1(G3). Rows
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genes of cluster G3.

from breast cancer and colon cancer data. For both data
sets we reproduced the findings of previous analyses
and discovered new structure of biological significance,
demonstrating the advantages of CTWC compared to
standard clustering techniques.

The central strategy of CTWC is to cluster the samples
on the basis of their expression levels over small, corre-
lated sets of genes, and vice versa. The relevant sets of
genes and samples are found by using, one at a time, sta-
ble clusters of genes (or samples), that were identified in
preceding iterations of the algorithm. Whenever such a
clustering operation generates new, statistically significant
partitions of the clustered objects, the result is recorded, to
be used in further iterations and to be scanned for possible
biological or clinical interpretation.

Perouet al. also reached the conclusion that performing
an ‘all against all’ analysis does not reveal the effects of
relatively small groups of relevant genes. They were able
to produce significant findings only after reduction of the
genes used to a smaller number. The smaller ‘intrinsic set’
was identified using a particular guiding principle, one
that can be used only when there are at least two samples
from each of several patients. Furthermore, the selection
criteria used exclude genes that, according to our findings,
do contain important information.

CTWC does not only generate the important partitions
of the samples; it also identifies small groups of genes
that are responsible for the separation of different classes.
For both breast and colon cancer we found partitions
that have no clear interpretation at the moment, a fact
that demonstrates the strength of unsupervised approaches
such as clustering; unsuspected structure buried in the data
can be revealed.
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ABSTRACT

The development of targeted treatment strategies adapted to individual
patients requires identification of the different tumor classes according to
their biology and prognosis. We focus here on the molecular aspects
underlying these differences, in terms of sets of genes that control patho-
genesis of the different subtypes of astrocytic glioma. By performing
cDNA-array analysis of 53 patient biopsies, comprising low-grade astro-
cytoma, secondary glioblastoma (respective recurrent high-grade tumors),
and newly diagnosed primary glioblastoma, we demonstrate that human
gliomas can be differentiated according to their gene expression. We
found that low-grade astrocytoma have the most specific and similar
expression profiles, whereas primary glioblastoma exhibit much larger
variation between tumors. Secondary glioblastoma display features of
both other groups. We identified several sets of genes with relatively
highly correlated expression within groups that: (a) can be associated with
specific biological functions; and (b) effectively differentiate tumor class.
One prominent gene cluster discriminating primary versus nonprimary
glioblastoma comprises mostly genes involved in angiogenesis, including
VEGF fms-related tyrosine kinase 1 but also IGFBP2, that has not yet been
directly linked to angiogenesis. In situ hybridization demonstrating coex-
pression of IGFBP2 and VEGF in pseudopalisading cells surrounding
tumor necrosis provided further evidence for a possible involvement of
IGFBP2 in angiogenesis. The separating groups of genes were found by
the unsupervised coupled two-way clustering method, and their classifi-
cation power was validated by a supervised construction of a nearly
perfect glioma classifier.

INTRODUCTION

Because of their diffusely infiltrating behavior, LGA4 (WHO grade
II) cannot be resected completely and will usually recur. At relapse,
progression to anaplastic astrocytoma (WHO grade III) or glioblas-
toma multiforme, the most malignant form of gliomas (WHO grade

IV), is common. Most glioblastoma arise de novo without evidence of
a less malignant precursor lesion and are termed PrGBM. Glioblas-
toma evolving from a previous lower grade astrocytoma are defined as
ScGBM. Although PrGBM are indistinguishable from ScGBM by
histology, the two types of tumors exhibit distinct genetic alterations
and occur in different age groups. The mean age for PrGBM is �55
years, whereas ScGBM typically occur in younger patients (�45
years). Thus, PrGBM and ScGBM can be considered as two different
diseases (1), despite a similarly grim outcome with a median survival
of �1 year after diagnosis and no effective therapy. PrGBM are
characterized by amplification/rearrangement and overexpression of
the EGFR gene (in 40 and 60% of the patients, respectively) often in
association with deletion of the INK4a/p14ARF gene locus (2). The
hallmarks for ScGBM are TP53 mutations (60%) and overexpression
of PDGF and PDGF receptor (3, 4). Development of mouse glioma
models and developmental neurobiology have allowed for recent
advances in the understanding of the molecular bases of these two
distinct genetic pathways and their implication for tumor initiation
and progression as well as the cell of origin (5). However, a substan-
tial number of glial tumors cannot be characterized by either of the
two pathways depicted above, suggesting additional not yet recog-
nized pathogenetic pathways. The current knowledge of tumor genet-
ics does not allow identifying clinically relevant factors predictive for
outcome or response to therapy. More detailed knowledge of under-
lying mechanisms and their relevance for the cancer process will
allow treating cancer specifically by targeting deregulated pathways,
leading to rational design of future treatment modalities tailored
according to the biology of the individual tumors (6).

An essential initial step toward this goal is the establishment of a
taxonomy of tumors on the basis of their gene expression profiles. A
search for alternative pathways must be based on identification of
genes whose expression differs significantly between the various
tumor classes. In particular, it is important to look for a group of
(possibly) coregulated genes, some of which share some known
biological function, and whose expression differentiates tumor
classes. Identification of such groups leads to better understanding of
the biological processes that underlie the distinction between the
tumors and may provide clues for the roles of such genes in initiation
and progression of cancer.

We aimed at identifying expression profiles that differentiate three
groups of astrocytic glioma: (a) LGA; (b) their respective ScGBM;
and (c) PrGBM. In a novel gene selection approach, we combined
supervised statistical analysis with CTWC (7–9), an unsupervised
method, to identify correlated groups of genes that distinguish be-
tween the various tumor subtypes. Here, we demonstrate that gliomas
can be separated according to their gene expression profiles, with
PrGBM exhibiting a much higher variation of expression profiles than
LGA. A cluster of correlated genes was identified that separates
PrGBM from the other tumors and contains genes that are known to
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be involved in angiogenesis, such as VEGF, but also IGFBP2, whose
implication in angiogenesis is novel. By using expression data of the
most informative separating gene clusters, we were able to construct
an almost perfect tumor classifier. Our main findings, based on cDNA
arrays, were validated on an independent set of glioma and by other
methods, respectively.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Specimen and RNA Expression Analysis

Tumor Biopsies and Cell Lines. Tumor biopsies, obtained from patients
who underwent surgery at University Hospitals in Lausanne or Geneva or the
Cantonal Hospital in Fribourg (Switzerland), were shock frozen and stored at
�70°C. The use of biopsies and respective clinical data have been approved by
the local ethics committee and the respective federal agency. The tumors were
diagnosed according to the WHO classification 2000 (1). Twenty-one biopsies
originated from 20 patients enrolled in a prospective pilot trial for newly
diagnosed glioblastoma (10). From the tumor bank, an additional 32 gliomas
from 22 patients were included, comprising 24 LGA and 8 respective high-
grade recurrent tumors (comprising two astrocytoma WHO grade III and 6
grade IV). These tumors have been analyzed previously for TP53 mutations
(11). The tumor samples were organized into two data sets according to their
date of analysis: (a) subsequently used as a training set, comprising 14
PrGBM, 5 ScGBM, and 12 LGA; and (b) used as validation set, 4 PrGBM, 4
ScGBM, and 12 LGA. A summary of the information on the individual tumors,
including TP53 status, age, and gender of the patients, and their organization
into data sets, is available in Table 1. Normal brain tissue for RNA isolation
was obtained from a lobectomy after brain edema, and additional samples of
human normal brain total RNA were obtained from Clontech (human total
RNA panel IV).

TAs have been constructed from archived paraffin blocs at the University
Hospital in Lausanne (1984–2000) as described (12). All cases have been
reviewed according to the WHO classification 2000 (1) by the neuropatholo-
gist (R. C. J.). The GBM-TA comprises 190 GBM, and the non-GBM glio-
ma-TA includes 158 gliomas WHO I–III of different glioma subtypes.

Cell Lines. Culture conditions for the glioblastoma cell line U87, LN229,
LNZ308, and the TP53-inducible glioblastoma cell line 2024, which is derived
from LNZ308 after introducing the Tet-On System, have been described before
(13). Expression of wild-type TP53 was induced with 2 �g/ml doxocycline in
cell line 2024 during 24 h before RNA isolation (2024�). For anoxia treat-
ment, cells were cultured for 20 h in an anaerobic culture incubator (O2 �1%;
Scholzen, Microbiology Syst AG) filled with a mixture of N2, H2, and CO2.

Isolation of Total RNA. Before RNA isolation, a section of the frozen
tumor biopsy was reevaluated after H&E staining by the neuropathologist
(R. C. J.) to estimate the proportion of solid tumor, contaminating normal
tissue, or infiltration zone. Pieces comprising �30% normal tissue were
excluded. The setting of thresholds on the tumor fraction is treated differently
by various groups, an issue that has been reviewed recently by Ramaswamy
and Golub (14), who suggest to use “tumor cell-enriched material.” Fifty to
100 mg of frozen tumor tissue were homogenized in TRIzol solution (Life
Technologies). RNA phase was purified in saturated phenol solution [60%
phenol, 15% glycerol, and 0.1 M sodium acetate (pH 4)]. The quality of the
RNA was evaluated on agarose gel. RNA from cell lines was isolated simi-
larly.

In Situ Hybridization and Northern Blot Analysis. In situ hybridization
was performed according to the protocol supplied by Roche (Roche Applied
Science) using cRNA probes labeled with digoxigenin during the in vitro
transcription reaction. The plasmid pcDNA3 containing the 1400-bp human
IGFBP2 cDNA (a kind gift from S. Babajko; Ref. 15) was linearized with
EcoRI or HindIII and transcribed with T7 or Sp6 RNA polymerase, respec-
tively, to obtain sense or antisense probes. The plasmid pBluescript-KS-M13�
containing the 650-bp human VEGF165 cDNA (pBspt-KS-VEGF165, a kind
gift from K. Plate; Ref. 16) was linearized with EcoRI or BamHI and tran-
scribed with T7 or T3 RNA polymerase, respectively, to obtain sense and
antisense probes. Probes were further reduced to an average size of 100 bp by
limited alkaline hydrolysis. Northern blot analysis was performed as described
before using 10 �g of total RNA (13). The membrane was sequentially
hybridized to the plasmid-derived probe for VEGF165 (EcoRI/BamHI-frag-

ment of pBspt-KS-VEGF165) and the PCR-derived probes for IGFBP2, 3, and
5 (respective primer sequences provided by Clontech). Probes were radioac-
tively labeled using the random primed DNA labeling kit (Boehringer) using
[�-32P]dCTP (3000 Ci/mmol, Amersham). Expression was quantified by phos-
phorimager (Fuji, BAS 1000).

cDNA Synthesis and Hybridization on cDNA Array. Atlas Human Can-
cer 1.2 Array membranes (Clontech) were used for all experiments described.
These nylon filters are spotted with 1185 genes, including reference genes, and
1176 genes related to cancer. Three to 5 �g of DNase-treated total RNA were
used to prepare a labeled first strand cDNA using the Clontech kit, basically as
recommended. Briefly, RNA in a volume of 2 �l was mixed with 1 �l of
specific CDS primers and 1 �l of RNasin (Promega; 40 units/ml) and dena-
tured at 70°C. Subsequently, 1 �l of Superscript II reverse transcriptase (Life
Technologies, Inc.; 200 units/ml) and 3.5–5 �l of �-32P-dATP (3000 Ci/mmol;
Amersham) were added, and the reaction was performed at 48°C for 30 min.
The probe was purified with Clontech Atlas Nucleospin extraction kit follow-
ing the manufacturer’s recommendations. Before use, the membranes were
boiled in 0.5% SDS solution for stripping and also at first use. Membranes
were exposed to an imaging plate (BAS MS 2040; Fuji) for 1–8 days. The
Atlas Cancer Arrays were used three times.

TP53-Mutation Analysis. The tumors were screened for TP53 mutations
using the yeast functional assay as described (17, 18), followed by direct
sequencing, if the test was positive (Microsynth, Balgach, Switzerland).

Immunohistochemistry. Immunohistochemical determination for
EGFR (Novo Castra; NCL-EGFR; dilution 1:40) and tenascin R [Santa
Cruz Biotechnology; Tenascin-R (N20) sc-9874; dilution 1:1000] on par-
affin sections was performed according to standard procedures using a high
temperature epitope retrieval technique in citrate buffer (pH 6.0; pressure
cooker, 3 min). Semiquantitative evaluation was performed independently
by two researchers.

Data Analysis

Preprocessing and Analysis of Expression Data. Expression was quan-
tified by phosphorimager (Fuji BAS1000) and analyzed with Atlasimage 1.5
software (Clontech). After background subtraction signals were normalized
using the “sum method” comparing the sum of the intensity of all genes in the
experiment to the sum calculated from the reference sample, yielding the
coefficient of normalization, “c.” The reference used in all experiments rep-
resents the calculated average of five independent expression profiles derived
from “normal” brain. The ratio (R) was calculated for every gene as follows:
r � [(s � s0) � c � K]/[(r � r0) � K], where K � b � [s0 � (c � r0)]; s,
gene intensity in sample; s0, background in sample; c, coefficient of normal-
ization obtained using the sum method; r, gene intensity in reference experi-
ment; r0, background in reference experiment; and b � 2. For s �� s0 and r
�� r0, this formula generates normalized ratios R shrunk toward 1 for low
expressed genes in both experiments, sample and reference, respectively.
Furthermore, it circumvents the problem of losing valuable information if the
experiment or the reference display no expression for a given gene (division
by 0).

Distance and MDS. This method projects the data points from the high
dimension in which it is embedded to a low (two or three) dimensional space,
in a way that best preserves their relative distances. Euclidian distances in the
space of logarithms of the ratios R were used. MDS was performed with the
implementation for the classical metric scaling (also known as principal
coordinate analysis; Ref. 19) available in the mva package for R available
online at the Comprehensive R Archive Network.5

CTWC. A variation filter was applied; only those genes were kept, for
which the ratio of the maximal and minimal R values (obtained for the 36
experiments) exceeded 2. For each gene (row), the log of the ratio R was
mean-centered (subtracting the average) and normalized. Euclidean distances,
measured between all pairs of genes and between all pairs of tumors, served as
the input to our clustering procedure. CTWC has been described elsewhere; see
Getz et al. (7) for full details and comparisons with other methods; (8) for its
applications to leukemia, colon, and breast cancer data analysis; and (9)

5 The URLs referred to are: The Comprehensive R Archive Network: http://www.
R-project.org; CTWC-Server: http://ctwc.weizmann.ac.il; homepage of complete CTWC
data analysis: http://www.hospvd.ch/itbg; GeneCards, encyclopedia for genes, proteins,
and diseases: http://genecards.weizmann.ac.il.
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describing the use of the publicly available CTWC–Server.5 CTWC starts with
clustering all genes on the basis of the data from all tumors and clustering all
tumors, using data from all genes. In both resulting dendrograms, we identify
stable (i.e., statistically significant) gene and sample clusters; these are de-
noted, respectively, as GX or SY (where X,Y are running indices). Note that
G1 represents the set of all genes and S1 that of all samples. In the second
iterative step, each stable gene cluster GX is used to characterize and cluster
the members of every sample cluster SY and vice versa.

To use CTWC, we must be able to identify stable clusters. One of the few
algorithms that provide a stability index to each cluster is Super Paramagnetic

Clustering, a physics-based method that has been described in full detail in
Blatt et al. (20). We register a cluster C as stable only if it exceeds a certain
size and when Stab(C), its stability index defined in terms of the range of
resolution parameters, T, through which cluster C “lives” (21), exceeds a
certain threshold.

Classification. For binary class comparisons, two standard statistical tests
were used: (a) the two-sample t test (with unknown but equal variances); and
(b) the Wilcoxon rank-sum test. To address contamination with false positive
genes associated with multiple comparisons, we use the method of Benjamini
and Hochberg (22) that bounds the average FDR. The outcome of this method

Table 1 Summary information on 56 experiments analyzed by gene expression profiling

This set comprises 53 gliomas from 44 patients and three experiments with cell lines.

Samplea Pathologyb Gender Agec

TP53 status Data analysisg

Codon TP53 mutation CTWC TRN-Set VAL-Set

1284 PrGBM F 48 wt 1 1 0
1437 PrGBM M 48 wt 1 1 0
1316 PrGBM M 68 wt 1 1 0
1399 PrGBM M 38 wt 1 1 0
G204 PrGBM F 51 wt 1 1 0
1430 PrGBM M 37 wt 1 1 0
G197 PrGBM M 46 wt 1 1 0
1419 PrGBM F 48 wt 1 1 0
1308 PrGBM F 45 wt 1 1 0
1453 PrGBM F 53 mut 244 GGC to GTC 1 1 0
1317 PrGBM M 26 mut 175 CGC to CAC 1 1 0
1297 PrGBM M 36 mut 163 TAC to TGC 1 1 0
1303 PrGBM M 55 mut 273 CGC to CAT 1 1 0
1360 PrGBM M 65 mut 173 GTG to ATG 1 1 0
G205 PrGBM F 56 wt 0 0 1
G216 PrGBM M 53 wt 0 0 1
1621 PrGBM M 62 wt 0 0 1
G226 PrGBM M 45 mut 273 CGT to CAT 0 0 1
1342 ScGBM M 51 wt 1 1 0
749 ScGBM F 47 mut 175 Ref. 11 f 1 1 0
946 ScGBM M 41 mut 258, 267, 283 Ref. 11 f 1 1 0
809 ScGBM M 53 mut 273 Ref. 11 f 1 1 0
978 ScGBM M 29 mut 241 Ref. 11 f 1 1 0
413 ScGBM F 53 wt Ref. 11 f 0 0 1
633 ScGBM M 28 wt Ref. 11 f 0 0 1
735 ScGBM M 34 mut 261 Ref. 11 f 0 0 1
722 ScGBM M 39 mut 248 Ref. 11 f 0 0 1
421 LGA M 2 wt Ref. 11 f 1 1 0
698 LGA M 39 wt Ref. 11 f 1 1 0

1070 LGA M 58 wt Ref. 11 f 1 1 0
80 LGA M 28 wt Ref. 11 f 1 1 0

246 LGA F 53 wt Ref. 11 f 1 1 0
328 LGA M 28 wt Ref. 11 f 1 1 0
416 LGA M 29 mut 241 Ref. 11 f 1 1 0
92 LGA M 34 mut 261 Ref. 11 f 1 1 0

289 LGA M 27 mut 248 Ref. 11 f 1 1 0
460 LGA F 47 mut 175 Ref. 11 f 1 1 0
736 LGA M 41 mut 258, 267, 283 Ref. 11 f 1 1 0
635 LGA M 53 mut 273 Ref. 11 f 1 1 0
676 LGA M 41 wt Ref. 11 f 0 0 1
355 LGA M 35 wt Ref. 11 f 0 0 1
374 LGA M 15 wt Ref. 11 f 0 0 1
875 LGA M 50 wt Ref. 11 f 0 0 1
501 LGA F 57 wt Ref. 11 f 0 0 1
898 LGA F 35 mut 248 Ref. 11f 0 0 1
528 LGA M 52 mut 248 Ref. 11f 0 0 1
551 LGA F 31 mut 155 Ref. 11f 0 0 1
510 LGA F 35 mut 248 Ref. 11f 0 0 1
210 LGA M 39 mut 248 Ref. 11f 0 0 1
589 LGA M 33 mut 220 Ref. 11f 0 0 1
552 LGA M 26 mut 234 Ref. 11f 0 0 1

1497 RecGBM M wt 1 0 0
1357 OAIIId M 36 mut 273 CGT to TGT 1 0 0
2024� CL null 1 0 0
2024� CL wte 1 0 0
U87 CL wt 1 0 0

a Tumors from same patients: PrGBM to recurrent GBM: 1430/1497; LGA to recurrent LGA: 80/328; LGA to ScGBM: 736/946, 635/809, 416/978, 460/749, 92/735, 210/722; LGA
to anaplastic astrocytoma (WHO grade III): 416/978, 246/413.

b PrGBM (WHO grade IV); ScGBM (WHO grade IV); LGA (WHO grade II); OAIII (WHO grade III).
c Age at diagnosis.
d 1357 was originally diagnosed as PrGBM.
e Induction of wild-type TP53 with Tet-On system (13).
f Published previously by Ishii et al. (11).
g Samples used for respective data analysis: CTWC; TRN-set, training set; VAL-set, validation set for tumor predictor.
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is a list of differentiating genes; the expected fraction of false positive genes is
at most q.

The class discrimination power of the selected sets of genes was validated
by training a k-nearest neighbor (k-NN) classifier on one set of tumor tissue
samples and testing the class prediction on an independent validation set.
Computations were performed with the class package for R and with k � 3.
Euclidian distance in the space of the ratios R was used, classification was
decided by majority vote, with ties broken at random. When ties occurred,
classification was repeated 100 times, and Ps were averaged. Ps for the
significance of the deviation from independence between true and predicted
labels were obtained with Fisher’s exact test (ctest package for R) and with the
alternative hypothesis set to “greater” in the 2 by 2 case.

RESULTS

Gene Expression Profiles Separate Tumor Classes

To characterize and classify gliomas by their gene expression
profiles, RNA isolated from frozen gliomas and three glioblastoma
cell lines was analyzed using cDNA arrays comprising 1185 genes.

MDS. The configuration of the 51 astrocytic gliomas in Euclidian
space of overall gene expression, as visualized in Fig. 1 using MDS,
clearly suggests that gene expression profiles contain information
discriminating the three classes of astrocytic gliomas. The LGA and
ScGBM show a higher degree of spatial intermingling, whereas the
best separation is between LGA and PrGBM. This correctly reflects
other biological characteristics of the ScGBM, in that they progress
from LGA but share the malignancy grade (WHO IV) with PrGBM
and are indistinguishable from them histopathologically. Interestingly,
the pairwise distances in space of all genes (1185) are highest among
PrGBM (mean, 10.06; SD, 2.1) and shortest between LGA (mean,

6.09; SD, 1.18), whereas ScGBM are intermediate (mean, 7.27; SD,
1.18). Using 358 genes that pass a variation filter (see CTWC, below)
yields a nearly similar MDS picture (data not shown). Thus, MDS of
gene expression suggests more biological heterogeneity of PrGBM,
without firm evidence for obvious subclasses, reflecting well the
heterogeneous morphological and clinical characteristics of glioblas-
toma multiforme.

Supervised Analysis. We applied t test and Wilcoxon’s rank-sum
test to look for genes that differentiate two known classes, using all
1185 genes and the training set of 31 astrocytic gliomas. The threshold
for the FDR was set at q � 0.05, i.e., the expected number of false
positives was kept at 5%. The results for three two-way comparisons
are summarized in Table 2. The lists of differentiating genes deter-
mined by the two tests are very similar. Because of the low number of
the ScGBM in the training set, comparisons involving ScGBM,
ScGBM versus PrGBM, and ScGBM versus LGA yielded only very
few separating genes (1 and 3, respectively). Full results of these
supervised analyses, including a list of the respective genes selected
by these binary comparisons, can be found in Table S1 of the sup-
plementary information.

Our efforts to find genes correlated with TP53 status failed, whether
we used all tumors or only subsets thereof. Neither did we find any
gene cluster separating groups of samples on the basis of their TP53
status (see TP53 status of biopsies in Table 1). Our results are in line
with a previous report on a series of LGA, which also did not find
evidence for genes correlated with TP53 status (23). This result may
not be surprising in consideration of the fact that the TP53 pathway
has been found to be inactivated, in �70% of all astrocytic gliomas,
regardless of tumor grade, by mutational alteration of TP53 or alter-
native mechanisms, such as overexpression of mdm2, a negative
regulator of TP53, or inactivation of p14ARF, a negative regulator of
mdm2, by deletion or promoter methylation of the gene (24).

A Cluster of Angiogenesis-related Genes Separates PrGBM
from the Other Tumors

First Level CTWC: Unsupervised Analysis. The data derived
from 36 experiments (Table 1; of 33 gliomas and three experiments
with glioblastoma cell lines) were subjected to the variation filter
described in “Materials and Methods,” reducing the number of genes
(rows) to 358. This filtering reduces the “noise” generated by genes
that do not vary significantly over the samples. Changing the filtering
parameters from 2 to 1.5 (or 3) changed the number of genes that
passed to 601 (or 190), but the changes induced in the observed gene
clusters were comparable with the fluctuations observed in repeated
runs (with 358 genes). The first operation, G1(S1), clustered the set of
all 358 genes (G1), using the data from the set of all 36 experiments
(S1); the second, S1(G1), clustered the tumors S1 using their expres-
sion profiles measured for all of the genes G1. The two resulting
dendrograms are shown in Fig. 2A together with the correspondingly
reordered expression matrix. G1(S1) identified 15 stable gene clusters
(Stability � 8, corresponding to P � 0.01) that are indicated in the
gene dendrogram of Fig. 2A and denoted G2 to G16. The operation
S1(G1) yields a dendrogram with two stable clusters, S2 and S3. Details

Fig. 1. MDS based on overall gene expression (1185 genes) of 51 astrocytic gliomas.
The color code indicates the tumor subtype. �, samples from the training set; F, gliomas
from the validation set.

Table 2 Summary of results for two-way comparisons between tumor classes using the tumors of the training set and all genes (1185)

Comparison tested (no. of tumors)

No. of genes selected (FDR q � 0.05)a

Highest Pt test Rank-sum Shared Union

PrGBM (14) vs. ScGBM � LGA (5 � 12) 191 174 160 205 0.008
PrGBM � ScGBM (14 � 5) vs. LGA (12) 126 98 90 132 0.005
PrGBM (14) vs. LGA (12) 167 163 143 187 0.007

a FDR, false discovery rate.
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of the clusters obtained in the CTWC can be viewed and searched online
at the respective Web page.5

Second Level CTWC: Clustering Tumors Using Selected Gene
Clusters. We used all of the 15 stable gene clusters found above, one
by one, to recluster S1. Whenever a stable partition of the samples was
found, we checked whether it divided the tumors according to some
biologically relevant attribute. In particular, we looked for gene clus-
ters that partition the tumors into GBM versus LGA.

Separation into PrGBM Versus LGA and ScGBM on the basis
of Angiogenic Activity in S1(G5). In the first level of CTWC, we
identified G5 as a stable cluster of nine genes (Fig. 2, A and B). This
cluster comprises hallmarks of angiogenesis, such as VEGF, FLT1
(fms-related tyrosine kinase 1; also called VEGFR1), and pleiotrophin
(25). Some of the other genes have also been related to some aspects
of angiogenesis before (Table 3), namely, IGFBP2 (insulin-like
growth factor binding protein 2), which has been suggested to be
activated by hypoxia-inducible factor-1, although in an indirect man-
ner because of the absence of a defined hypoxia-response element
(26). When the expression levels of only these genes were used to
characterize the tumors, a large and stable cluster, S11, of 21 tumors
emerged (Fig. 2B). This cluster contained all of the 12 LGA and 4 of
5 ScGBM. Of the remaining 5 samples of S11, three were cell lines,
whose expression profiles were consistently different. Hence, the
expression levels of G5 gave rise to a nearly perfect separation of
clinically defined tumor entities, namely PrGBM from LGA and
ScGBM. These genes were significantly up-regulated in PrGBM (Fig.
2B) as compared with LGA and ScGBM.

Other Separating Gene Clusters

Separation by Immune Response-related Genes in S1(G12).
The gene cluster G12 contains 13 genes that are almost exclusively
related to the immune system and inflammation (Table 3). Four of
which are known to be regulated by �-IFN (FCGR1A, CYBB, IFITM1,
and MX1), and some of the Fc � receptors and DAP12 represent
markers for natural killer cells, although their expression is not ex-
clusive. The dendrogram obtained by clustering the tumors using
these genes is presented in Fig. 2C. Of its two large stable clusters,
S39 contains nine tumors, eight of which are PrGBM; the expression
level of the G12 genes in these tumors is high. The other large cluster,
S38, contains all but one of the LGA and ScGBM samples, together
with four PrGBM. Three of these four tumors are from patients whose
survival was relatively long (�18 months; Ref. 10). Hence, the
immune system-related genes of G12 appear to have lower expression
levels in LGA and ScGBM and in those PrGBM that have longer
survival.

Gene Selection by Combining Supervised Analysis with Clus-
tering. In a second step, we used the results of the supervised analysis
described above to identify those clusters in the dendrogram yielded
by G1(S1) that are rich in discriminating genes. Of the 205 genes that
were found to differentiate PrGBM from ScGBM and LGA (Table 2;
Table S1 of supplementary information), 91 passed the variation filter
and were included in G1. As depicted in Fig. 3A, most separating
genes belonged to one of four marked clusters. The same four clusters

for the samples. Note the separation of LGA and ScGBM from PrGBM. PrGBMs exhibit
overexpression of the genes of G5 that are related to angiogenesis. In C, clustering S1
according to G12 yields a dendrogram S1(G12) separating a group of PrGBM in S39. G12
contains mostly genes related to the immune system. In the dendrograms, a box represents
a cluster. The T value at which the box is placed corresponds to the temperature at which
the cluster disintegrates. The sizes of the clusters are not reflected by their boxes. The
parameters for a stable gene cluster have been set at a stability threshold of 8, a maximal
dropout of 3 at a single step of T, and the minimal cluster size at 5. The criteria for stable
sample clusters are: Stab(C) � 8, maximal dropout at a single step of T is 1, and minimal
cluster size is 3.

Fig. 2. Unsupervised analysis by CTWC. A, first level CTWC clusters G1 (the set of
all 358 genes that have passed the filtering criteria), using all 36 experiments (S1), and
clusters all samples (S1) according to the gene expression profiles of all genes G1. These
clustering operations are called G1(S1) and S1(G1), respectively. G1(S1) yields a den-
drogram of gene clusters, and S1(G1) is a dendrogram of sample clusters. The respectively
reordered expression matrix is visualized using a color scale, representing centered and
normalized values of the log2R. Fifteen stable gene clusters emerged and are marked with
a ring (G2–G16). Clustering the samples according to all genes, S1(G1), yielded two
stable sample clusters, S2 and a smaller cluster S3. The tumor samples are denoted at the
top, using colors to represent tumor subtypes. RecGBM, recurrent glioblastoma; OAIII,
oligoastrocytoma WHO grade III; CL, glioblastoma cell line. In B, in second level CTWC,
we cluster all samples S1 according to selected gene clusters, S1(G5). Clustering S1
according to gene cluster G5 [which was obtained from G1(S1); A] yields a dendrogram
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Table 3 Genesa comprised in stable clusters G5(S1) and G12(S1) related to specific biological processes

Gene
cluster

GenBank
acc. no.

Gene
symbol Locationb Sc Gene description Putative function

G5
1 AB004904 SOCS-3 17q25.3 1 suppressor of cytokine signaling 3;

STAT-induced STAT inhibitor 3
(STATI3)

SOCS3 is involved in negative regulation of cytokines that signal
through the JAK/STAT pathway. Inhibits cytokine signal
transduction by binding to tyrosine kinase receptors including
gp130, LIF, erythropoietin, insulin, and leptin receptors.
Interacts with multiple activated proteins of the tyrosine kinase
signaling pathway, including IGF1 receptor, insulin receptor,
and JAK2 (40).

2 M32977 VEGF 6p21.1 1 VEGF-A Growth factor active in angiogenesis, vasculogenesis, and
endothelial cell growth. It induces endothelial cell
proliferation, promotes cell migration, inhibits apoptosis, and
induces permeabilization of blood vessels.

3 M35410 IGFBP2 2q35 1 IGFBP2 IGF-binding proteins prolong the half-life of the IGFs and have
been shown to either inhibit or stimulate the growth-promoting
effects of the IGFs on cell culture. They alter the interaction of
IGFs with their cell surface receptors.

4 U01134 FLT1 3q12.2 1 fms-related tyrosine kinase 1; vascular
endothelial growth factor receptor 1
(VEGFR1)

Receptor for VEGF, VEGFB, and PGF. Has a tyrosine-protein
kinase activity. The VEGF-kinase ligand/receptor signaling
system plays a key role in vascular development and
regulation of vascular permeability.

5 M96322 AKAP12 6q25.1 1 A kinase anchor protein 12, gravin Anchoring protein that mediates the subcellular compartmentation
of protein kinase (PKA) and protein kinase C (PKC). May
play a role in wound repair and vascular development (48).

6 AB004903 SOCS-2 12q22 1 Suppressor of cytokine signaling 2,
STAT-induced STAT inhibitor 2
(STATI2)

Negative feedback system that regulates cytokine signal
transduction. SOCS2 appears to be a negative regulator in the
growth hormone/IGF1 signaling pathway (40).

7 M57399 PTN 7q33 0 Pleiotrophin; heparin-binding growth
factor 8, neurite growth-promoting
factor 1

Heparin-binding mitogenic protein. Has neurite extension
activity. Angiogenic properties have been demonstrated (25).

8 J04111 JUN 1p32.1 0 c-jun proto-oncogene; transcription factor
AP-1

Transcription factor, interacts with c-fos to form a dimer.
Interacts with SMAD3/SMAD4 heterodimers. Interacts with
TCF20. Cooperates with HIF-1 in hypoxia-induced gene
transcription (49).

9 X79067 ZFP36L1 14q24.1 0 Zinc finger protein 36, C3H type-like 1,
TIS11B protein; EGF response factor 1

Probable regulatory protein involved in regulating the response to
growth factors.

G12
1 D78345 IGHG3 14q32.33 1 Human DNA for Ig � heavy-chain,

membrane-bound-type and secrete-type
�-region located between C mu and C � genes of human

immunoglobulin heavy chain.
2 U12255 FCGRT 19q13.33 0 IgG receptor Fc large subunit P51; FcRN Binds to the Fc region of monomeric immunoglobulins �.

Mediates the uptake of IgG from milk. Possible role in transfer
of immunoglobulin G from mother to fetus.

3 X78817 ARHGAP4 Xq28 0 �-GAP hematopoietic protein C1
(RGC1); KIAA0131, (� GTPase
activating protein 4)

Inhibitory effect on stress fiber organization. May down-regulate
�-like GTPase in hematopoietic cells. Predominantly in
hematopoietic cells.

4 U19713 AIF1 6p21.33 1 allograft inflammatory factor 1 (AIF1);
glutathione-S-transferase (GST)
homologue, glutathione transferase �.

May play a role in macrophage activation and function.

5 U90313 GSTTLp28 10q25.1 Acts as a small stress response protein
likely involved in cellular redox
homeostasis.

6 X00497 CD74 5q33.1 0 invariant polypeptide of major
histocompatibility complex, class II
antigen-associated

Plays a critical role in MHC class II antigen processing.

7 K01171 HLA-DRA 6p21.32 1 Major histocompatibility complex, class
II, DR �, HLA class II
histocompatibility antigen � chain

MHC class II receptor activity

8 AF019562 TYROBP 19q13.12 1 TYRO protein tyrosine kinase binding
protein, DNAX activation protein 12
(DAP12)

Noncovalently associates with membrane glycoproteins of the
killer-cell inhibitory receptor (KIR) family without an ITIM in
their cytoplasmic domain.

9 J04164 IFITM1 CHR 11 0 IFN-induced transmembrane protein 1
(9–27), Leu13, CD225

Control of cell growth. Component of a multimeric complex
involved in the transduction of antiproliferative and homotypic
adhesion signals.

10 J04162 FCGR3A 1q23.3 1 Fc fragment of �G, low affinity IIIa,
leukocyte IgG receptor (Fc-�-R), CD16

Receptor for the Fc region of IgG. Mediates antibody-dependent
cellular cytotoxicity (adcc) and other antibody-dependent
responses, such as phagocytosis.

11 X04011 CYBB Xp11.4 0 Cytochrome b-245, � polypeptide
(chronic granulomatous disease),
GP91-PHOX

Critical component of the membrane-bound oxidase of
phagocytes that generates superoxide.

12 X14356 FCGR1A 1q21.2 0 Fc fragment of IgG, high affinity Ia,
CD64

Binds to the Fc region of immunoglobulins �.

13 M33882 MX1 21q22.3 0 IFN-regulated resistance GTP-binding
protein MXA (IFI-78K); IFN-induced
protein P78

Shows activity against influenza virus and vsv, a rhabdovirus.

a Information on genes listed in this table is taken from GeneCards.5
b Ensembl cytogenetic band.
c Separating gene according to statistical criteria, see “Materials and Methods” (Table S1 of supplementary information for complete gene list).
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were identified also as rich in genes that partition samples according
to the other supervised binary comparisons mentioned above. Two of
the identified clusters were indeed G5 (six of nine genes are among
the 91 separating ones) and G12 (5 of 13). However, two additional
clusters were identified as rich in separating genes; these are marked
in Fig. 3A as nodes N505 (28 of 29) and N566 (6 of 7). These sets of
genes (Table 4) were not selected as stable clusters by CTWC because
they were either too small or they “leaked” too many genes as the
control parameter T was increased. However, as clearly shown in the
distance matrix (Fig. 3B), the genes of both of these nodes had
relatively highly correlated expression profiles.

These additional clusters contain some interesting genes; members
of the Wnt- and Notch-pathway, genes involved in adhesion/migra-
tion, and apoptosis-related genes in node N505 (Fig. 3C; Table 4) and
in node N566 genes like TGF�2 and IGFBP3 that have been reported
before to be overexpressed in high-grade gliomas (Fig. 3D; Table 4).

Next, we used these two additional clusters to partition all of the
samples S1. As shown in Fig. 3C, node N505 gives rise to a nearly

perfect separation of the samples into three clusters: (a) “Non-
PrGBM”; of 17 samples, comprising 12 of 12 LGA, 3 of 5 ScGBM,
and 1 PrGBM and the OAIII, both of which (1308 and 1357) joined
the non-PrGBM cluster in S1(G5); (b) mainly PrGBM, 13 of 14
PrGBM, the RecGBM (1497), 2 of 5 ScGBM, one of which (1342)
had joined the PrGBM in S1(G5), 1 cell line (U87); and (c) a cluster
with the remaining cell line under two conditions (wild-type TP53 on
and off; 2024�, 2024�). Hence, node N505 gives a clear separation
into LGA versus PrGBM, with the ScGBM split evenly. As we also
see in Fig. 3D, node N566 identifies a cluster of 20 samples compris-
ing 12 of 12 LGA; thus, this node also separates the samples largely
into LGA versus PrGBM, with the ScGBM distributed evenly.

Constructing a Tumor Classifier

A gene expression based tumor classifier was built to validate our
findings. A successful test of such a classifier based on the selected
genes and applied to an independent validation set of 20 samples

Fig. 3. Combination of supervised and unsupervised analysis. In A, the genes found by pairwise comparison of PrGBM versus LGA and ScGBM were identified in the gene
dendrogram G1(S1) (see also Fig. 2A) and marked on top with a red x. The percentage of these genes in a given gene cluster is presented in a color code. Most of the identified genes
are grouped in four to five clusters. Two of them had been found previously (G5 and G12) arrow. The two new clusters identified are particularly rich in these genes, denoted as N505
and N566. They were not stable according to the criteria set; however, the distance matrix (B) recognizes these nodes as comprising closely related genes, indicated by an arrow for
N566 and an X for N505. The distance D is visualized as a color code, with blue indicating short distance. Note the order of the genes, and the scale is the same for A and B. Reclustering
of all experiments S1 according to N505 and N566, respectively, is shown in C and D. Both nodes yield an almost perfect separation of the tumors according to their classification.
This is not surprising because in both N505 and N566, all but one of the genes were identified as separating in the binary comparison.
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Table 4 Genesa comprised in nodes N505(S1) and N566(S1) rich in separating genes

Gene
cluster

GenBank
acc. no.

Gene
symbol Locationb Sc Gene description Putative function

N505
1 X98085 TNR 1q25.1 1 tenascin-R; restrictin; janusin Extracellular matix protein, secreted by oligodendrocytes

during myelination, some astrocytes and neurons. Can
modify adhesive substrate properties of fibronectin.
Involved in cell adhesion, migration, and differentiation.

2 X59656 CRKL 22q11.21 1 v-crk sarcoma virus CT10 oncogene homologue
(avian)-like; CRK-like protein

May mediate the transduction of intracellular signals.

3 U12140 NTRK2 9q21.33 1 neurotrophic tyrosine kinase, receptor, type 2; brain-
derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF)/NT-3 growth
factors receptor; TRKB tyrosine kinase receptor;
GP145-TRKB

Receptor for brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF),
neurotrophin-3 and neurotrophin-4/5 but not nerve
growth factor (NGF)

4 Y11044 GABBR1 6p22.1 1 �-aminobutyric acid (GABA) B receptor, 1 Receptor for GABA.
5 L42373 PPP2R5A 1q32.3 1 protein phosphatase 2, regulatory subunit B (B56),

alpha isoform); protein phosphatase 2A B56-�, PP2A
The b regulatory subunit might modulate substrate

selectivity and catalytic activity, and also might direct
the localization of the catalytic enzyme to a particular
subcellular compartment.

6 Y08110 SORL1 11q23.3 1 sortilin-related receptor L(DLR class) A
repeats-containing); low-density lipoprotein receptor-
related protein LR11

Likely to be a multifunctional endocytic receptor, that may
be implicated in the uptake of lipoproteins and of
proteases. Could play a role in cell-cell interaction.
Expressed mainly in brain.

7 M99437 NOTCH2 1p11.2 1 Notch homologue 2, neurogenic locus notch protein Functions as a receptor for membrane-bound ligands
Jagged1, Jagged2, and �1 to regulate cell-fate
determination. Affects the implementation of
differentiation, proliferation, and apoptotic programs.

8 M27968 FGF2 4q27 0 fibroblast growth factor, basic; FGFB; heparin-binding
growth factor 2 precursor (HBGF2)

The heparin-binding growth factors are angiogenic agents
in vivo and are potent mitogens for a variety of cell
types in vitro. There are differences in the tissue
distribution and concentration of these two growth
factors.

9 X16841 NCAM1 11q23.1 1 neural cell adhesion molecule 1; NCAM120; CD56 Cell adhesion molecule involved in neuron-neuron
adhesion, neurite fasciculation, outgrowth of neurites,
etc.

10 X87838 CTNNB1 3p22.1 1 �-beta catenin Involved in the regulation of cell adhesion and in signal
transduction through the wnt pathway.

11 M32865 G22P1 22q13.2 1 thyroid autoantigen 70 kDa; Ku 70-kDa subunit; Single stranded DNA-dependent ATP-dependent helicase.
Has a role in chromosome translocation.

12 U33286 CSE1L 20q13.13 1 chromosome segregation 1-like (yeast); cellular
apoptosis susceptibility protein (CAS);

Export receptor for importin �. Mediates importin-�
reexport from the nucleus to the cytoplasm after import
substrates have been released into the nucleoplasm.
Highly expressed in proliferating cells.

13 D84476 MAP3K5 6q23.3 1 mitogen-activated protein kinase kinase kinase 5; MAP/
ERK kinase kinase 5; MAPKKK5; MEKK5; ASK1

Phosphorylates and activates two different subgroups of
MAP kinase kinases, MKK4/SEK1 and
MKK3/MAPKK6 (OR MKK6). Overexpression induces
apoptotic cell death.

14 X03663 CSF1R 5q33.1 1 colony-stimulating factor I receptor precursor; fms
proto-oncogene (c-fms); CD115

This protein is the receptor for CSF-1, it is a protein
tyrosine-kinase transmembrane receptor.

15 U69126 KHSRP 19p13.3 1 KH-type splicing regulatory protein; fuse-binding
protein 2 (FBP2)

A new regulatory protein, KSRP, mediates exon inclusion
through an intronic splicing enhancer.

16 D50477 MMP16 8q21.3 1 matrix metalloproteinase 16 (membrane-inserted);
membrane-type matrix metalloproteinase 3 (MT-
MMP3)

Endopeptidase, degrades components of the extracellular
matrix, such as collagen type III and fibronectin.
Activates progelatinase A. Involved in the matrix
remodeling of blood vessels. No effect on type I, II, IV,
and V collagen.

17 M27364 EEF1A1 6q14.1 1 eukaryotic translation elongation factor 1 � 1; EF1 � This protein promotes the GTP-dependent binding of
aminoacyl-trna to the a-site of ribosomes during protein
biosynthesis.

18 D17516 ADCYAP1R1 7p14.3 1 adenylate cyclase activating polypeptide 1 (pituitary)
receptor type I; PACAP I receptor; PACAPR1

Receptor for pacap-27 and pacap-38. The activity of this
receptor is mediated by G proteins, which activate
adenylyl cyclase.

19 Y08263 KCNN3 1q22 1 potassium intermediate/small conductance calcium-
activated channel, subfamily N, member 3; AAD14

Forms a voltage-independent potassium channel activated
by intracellular calcium.

20 AB007867 PLXNB1 3p21.31 1 plexin B1; plexin 5; KIAA0407 A family of transmembrane proteins with homology to the
MET-hepatocyte growth factor receptor.

21 X76104 DAPK1 9q21.33 1 death-associated protein kinase 1; DAP kinase 1 Involved in mediating IFN-�-induced cell death.
22 X97335 AKAP1 17q23.2 1 A-kinase anchoring protein 1; PRKA Binds to type I and II regulatory subunits of protein kinase

A and anchors them to the cytoplasmic face of the
mitochondrial outer membrane.

23 U60062 FEZ1 11q24.2 1 fasciculation and elongation protein zeta 1; zygin I May be involved in axonal outgrowth as component of the
network of molecules that regulate cellular morphology
and axon guidance machinery.

24 X74295 ITGA7 12q13.2 1 integrin � 7B precursor; IGA7B Integrin �-7/�-1 is the primary laminin receptor on
skeletal myoblasts and adult myofibers.

25 X95456 ARHN 17q23.3 1 ras homologue gene family, member N; Rho7 protein May be specifically involved in neuronal and hepatic
functions.

26 U37122 ADD3 10q25.1 1 adducin 3 � Membrane cytoskeleton-associated protein that promotes
the assembly of the spectrin-actin network. Binds to
calmodulin.

27 D63878 NEDD5 2q37.3 1 neural precursor cell expressed, developmentally down-
regulated 5

Mammalian septin is a novel cytoskeletal component
interacting with actin-based structures

28 U90916 clone 23815 1 Human clone 23815 Soares library 1NIB from IMAGE Consortium
29 U72649 BTG2 1q32.1 1 btg protein; NGF-inducible antiproliferative protein

PC3
Antiproliferative protein.
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indicates that the separation found previously is robust and was not
caused by random fluctuations. For each separating cluster of genes
(G5, G12, node N505, and node N566) and their combination, we
generated a k-nearest neighbor classifier (k � 3) and tested its ability
to perform class partitions. In all cases, the separation power was
found to be significant (Table 5). In addition, we tested whether a
three-way separation of the tumor types can be performed based on
the combination of the four gene clusters. This gave rise to only one
to two errors out of the 20 gliomas, thus validating our claim that the
tumor types have different gene expression profiles that can be used
to distinguish between them (P � 2.49E-06). When using the gene
sets separately, the distinction of PrGBM versus ScGBM was the least
successful. Most classification errors disappeared when all four se-
lected clusters were used. This suggests that distinct sets discriminate
between different aspects of the classes. In fact, genes of the same
cluster were generally highly correlated across the samples of the
same class as a result of the selection procedure, whereas genes of
different clusters were not. Although the best performance was ob-
tained by combining all genes, the G5 set alone provided already a
good separation power in all cases, including three-way classification
where only one to two (8%) errors were made (Table 5).

Validation of Gene Expression Data by Other Methods

Genes found most significantly up-regulated in these glioma as
compared with normal brain comprise genes involved in the cell
cycle, angiogenesis, migration, and immune response, such as vimen-

tin, fibronectin, EGFR, VEGF, CDK4, PDGFRA, SPARC, HLA-G,
and HLA-DRA. Similar lists have been published before (23, 27–29).
An overview of the most differentially expressed genes is available in
Table S2 of supplementary information.

To further validate our findings obtained by gene expression pro-
filing, we confirmed a gene known to be overexpressed, EGFR, on
respective paraffin sections by immunohistochemistry. Furthermore,
we validated differential expression of TNR on a larger panel of
tumors using immunohistochemistry on tissue arrays.

A good correlation between EGFR overexpression as measured on
cDNA arrays and by immunohistochemical detection of the EGFR on
respective paraffin sections (no/low expression versus high expres-
sion) was observed using a subset of 26 gliomas. The mean expression
levels were 265 (SD 101) for samples with no/low expression as
determined by immunohistochemistry and 1052 (SD 1369), respec-
tively, for biopsies with high immunopositivity (unpaired t test,
P � 0.035). Please note that expression of EGFR as determined by
immunohistochemistry can be focal.

Relative overexpression of TNR in LGA as compared with PrGBM
and ScGBM was indicated by supervised analysis and its presence in
the separating gene cluster N505. We chose to validate TNR, a
multifunctional extracellular matrix glycoprotein that is of interest for
further evaluations because of its role in adhesion, migration, and
differentiation during central nervous system morphogenesis, in par-
ticular, differentiation of oligodendrocytes (30). This member of the
tenascin family is exclusively expressed in the central nervous system

Table 4 Continued

Gene
cluster

GenBank
acc. no.

Gene
symbol Locationb Sc Gene description Putative function

N566
1 X15879 COL6A1 21q22.3 0 collagen, type VI, �-1 Collagen VI acts as a cell-binding protein.
2 X02761 FN1 2q35 1 fibronectin 1 Fibronectins bind cell surfaces and various compounds including

collagen, fibrin, heparin, DNA, and actin. Fibronectins are
involved in cell adhesion, cell motility, opsonization, wound
healing, and maintenance of cell shape.

3 M31159 IGFBP3 7p13 1 IGFBP 3 IGF-binding proteins prolong the half-life of the IGFs and have
been shown to either inhibit or stimulate the growth-promoting
effects of the IGFs on cell culture. They alter the interaction of
IGFs with their cell surface receptors.

4 U44975 COPEB 10p15.2 1 core promoter element binding protein; DNA-
binding protein CPBP

Transcriptional activator (by similarity). Binds a GC box motif.
Could play a role in B-cell growth and development.

5 U58514 CHI3L2 1p13.3 1 chitinase 3-like 2 Not detected in brain, spleen, pancreas, and liver. Belongs to
family 18 of glycosyl hydrolases.

6 M55543 GBP2 1p22.2 1 guanylate binding protein 2, IFN-inducible Binds GTP, GDP, and GMP. Induction by IFN-� during
macrophage activation.

7 M19154 TGFB2 1q41 1 TGF-�2; TGFB2 TGF-�2 has suppressive effects on interleukin-2 dependent t-cell
growth.

a Information on genes listed in this table is taken from GeneCards.5
b Ensembl cytogenetic band.
c Separating gene according to statistical criteria, see “Materials and Methods” (Table S1 of supplementary information for complete gene list).

Table 5 Verification of k-NN-class prediction using selected gene clusters on validation set of astrocytic gliomas

Classification Two-Way, k � 3
Classificationc Three-Way,

k � 3

Comparisons Gene
clusters used by
the classifiera

ScGBM vs. LGA PrGBM vs. ScGBM PrGBM vs. LGA
PrGBM vs.

(ScGBM � LGA)
LGA vs.

(ScGBM � PrGBM) LGA vs. PrGBM vs. ScGBM

4 vs. 12 4 vs. 4 4 vs. 12 4 vs. (4 � 12) 12 vs. (4 � 4) 12 vs. 4 vs. 4
No. of errors

(%) Pb
No. of errors

(%) P
No. of errors

(%) P
No. of errors

(%) P
No. of errors

(%) P
Mean no. of errors

(%) Mean P

G5 2 (12%) 0.05 1 (13%) 0.1 1 (6%) 0.007 1 (5%) 0.004 1 (5%) 0.0001 1–2 (8%) 6E-05
N505 2 (12%) 0.03 3 (37%) 1 2 (12%) 0.03 4 (20%) 0.06 3 (15%) 0.003 6 (30%) 0.002
N566 2 (12%) 0.05 2 (25%) 0.5 1 (6%) 0.007 2 (10%) 0.01 3 (15%) 0.004 4 (20%) 0.003
G12 3 (19%) 0.1 2 (25%) 0.5 2 (12%) 0.03 3 (15%) 0.03 7 (25%) 0.02 5 (27%) 0.05
G5 � G505

� G566 � G12
1 (6%) 0.007 0 (0%) 0.03 0 (0%) 0.0005 0 (0%) 0.0002 0 (0%) 8E-06 1–2 (7%) 2E-06

a The classifier was built on the training set of 31 astrocytic gliomas, employing the respective gene set and the k-nearest neighbor (k-NN, k � 3) method.
b Fisher’s exact test.
c Classification was repeated 100 times, and Ps were averaged, see “Materials and Methods” for explanation.
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in particular by oligodendrocytes. TNR expression was validated on a
large panel of gliomas by immunohistochemistry on our GBM-TA
and non-GBM glioma-TA, respectively. The criteria for semiquanti-
tative analysis were no/low expression as opposed to high expression.
Twenty-nine “pure” LGA were available for analysis on the array
applying the same pathology criteria as for the LGA included for gene
expression profiling. LGA exhibited significantly higher expression of
TNR (83%, 24 of 29) than GBM (63%, 84 of 133 available for
analysis; Fisher’s exact test, P � 0.03).

IGFBP2 Is Coexpressed with VEGF Exerting Most Prominent
Expression in Pseudopalisading Cells Surrounding Tumor Necro-
sis. Most of the genes in G5 are involved in angiogenesis in a broader
sense as detailed above. Within this cluster, IGFBP2 expression
displayed the highest correlation (r � 0.85) with VEGF expression as
shown in Fig. 2B. Both genes exhibited significant differential ex-
pression between any two tumor subclasses as visualized in a box-plot
in Fig. 4, using all 51 astrocytic gliomas of the test and the validation
set. To further understand the biology of IGFBP2, we addressed the
question whether the two genes are involved in the same process.
Therefore, in situ hybridization was performed on serial frozen sec-
tions of glioblastomas for IGFBP2 and VEGF, respectively. Expres-
sion of IFGBP2 and VEGF was most prominent in pseudopalisading
cells surrounding tumor necrosis of GBM (Fig. 5; VEGF in situ
hybridization; data not shown). Thus, the IGFBP2 expression pattern
in the glioblastoma tissue is superposable to the reported pattern for
VEGF (16).

Anoxia Induces Expression of IGFBPs in Glioblastoma Cell
Lines. Subsequently, we investigated the regulation of IGFBP2 and
two other family members, IGFBP3 and 5, under anoxic conditions.
In PrGBM, increased expression of IGFBP2 was often paralleled by
overexpression of either IGFBP3 (comprised in N566; Fig. 3D) or
IGFBP5 (comprised in the list of separating genes, see Table S1 of
supplementary information). Glioblastoma cell lines LNZ308 and
LN229 displayed IGFBP2 up-regulation concomitant with VEGF
after 20 h of anoxia (Fig. 6). Similarly, IGFBP5 was induced in these

two cell lines, whereas U87 that is wild-type for TP53 exerted most
prominent induction of IGFBP3, a TP53 target gene. Thus, IGFBP3
and 5 might also be induced in the same process in gliomas. Induction
of different members of the family in these cell lines is in line with a
certain redundancy of these genes observed in IGFBP2 knockout
mice. These show increased levels of other IGFBPs and display a
much less dramatic phenotype than the one initially predicted based
on the fetal IGFBP2 expression pattern (31).

DISCUSSION

Our characterization of astrocytic gliomas by their gene expression
profiles revealed consistent inherent differences between LGA,
ScGBM, and PrGBM. Thus, the previous histological and clinical
recognition of these three glioma entities can be strongly supported by
cDNA-array data as reflected by MDS of overall gene expression
(Fig. 1). The LGA were found to be the most closely related group and
well separated from PrGBM that displayed the most heterogeneous
expression profiles. The ScGBM share some of the features of both
subgroups, reflecting the common pathogenetic pathway with LGA
and the malignant behavior with PrGBM.

Analysis of the expression profiles for correlated genes separating
Fig. 4. Angiogenic activity correlates with tumor subtype. The relative expression of

VEGF and IGFBP2 as compared with normal brain is shown for the three tumor subtypes,
using all samples of the training and validation set. Binary comparisons using the unpaired
t test between any two tumor subtypes showed highly significant differences for VEGF
and IGFBP2, respectively. LGA versus PrGBM: VEGF, P � 0.0001; IGFBP2,
P � 0.0001; LGA versus ScGBM: VEGF, P � 0.0061; IGFBP2, P � 0.0003; PrGBM
versus ScGBM: VEGF, P � 0.0099; IGFBP2, P � 0.0027.

Fig. 5. IGFBP-2 mRNA is localized to pseudopalisading cells in human glioblastoma.
Hybridization with an IGFBP-2 antisense cRNA probe yields a strong signal in the
pseudopalisading cells, as indicated with arrows, surrounding tumor necrosis (N) of a
GBM, same region in higher magnification is displayed in the top right panel. Bottom
right panel, IGFBP-2 sense negative control.

Fig. 6. Induction of IGFBP2, 3, or 5 by anoxia in glioblastoma cell lines. Glioblastoma
cell lines LN229, U87, and LNZ308 were cultured under normoxic (N) or anoxic (A)
conditions for 20 h. Expression of IGFBP2, 3, and 5 was evaluated by Northern blot
analysis and compared with induction of VEGF. At least one of the analyzed IGFBP
family members was induced on hypoxic treatment. Note, U87 the only cell line in this
series harboring wild-type TP53 exhibits substantial induction of the TP53 target gene
IGFBP3. Fragment sizes in kilobases are marked on the left.
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tumor subtypes allowed identification of sets of genes implicating
particular biological features that are associated with tumor-specific
subtypes. Most strikingly, a cluster (G5) of correlated genes suggests
that inherent angiogenic activity, manifested in overexpression of
known angiogenic factors, including the most potent, VEGF, and
FLT1 and PTN, distinguishes PrGBM from the other two groups. In
fact, this feature alone was sufficient to classify most astrocytic
gliomas (92%) correctly according to their subtype. Glioblastoma are
among the most vascularized tumors with characteristic, structurally
and functionally abrogated blood vessels of multilayered glomeruloid
pattern. Angiogenesis, an essential requisite for tumor growth, is a
tightly controlled, complex process involving various pro and antian-
giogenic factors that need to act in a concerted fashion to yield
functional blood vessels (32). The angiogenic factors VEGF, angio-
poietins, and Ephrins act specifically on endothelial cells, because
their respective receptors FLT1 and KDR, Tie receptors, and Ephrin
receptors are exclusively expressed on these cells. In contrast, other
angiogenic factors highly abundant in glioma, such as FGF2, PDGF,
and TGF-�, act also on other cell types (33).

According to our analysis, PrGBM appear to have higher angio-
genic activity mediated by the genes comprised in G5 than LGA but
also higher activity than ScGBM. The difference between PrGBM and
ScGBM is unexpected, because they have the same malignancy grade
(WHO IV) and cannot be discriminated by classical histology. This
may reflect the fact that PrGBM are rapidly growing tumors that
cannot keep up with their increasing need for blood supply and thus
may suffer from more severe hypoxic conditions triggering angio-
genic activity. In contrast, ScGBM may progress over years from
LGA and thus may use different pathways for sustained angiogenesis.
As compared with PrGBM, LGA display relative overexpression of
the angiogenic factor FGF2 that emerged in the separating gene node
N505 (Fig. 3C; all LGA versus all PrGBM, P � 0.01, unpaired t test).

An important role for FGF2 in LGA is also supported by findings
from expression profiling efforts reported from small sets of pediatric
gliomas (6 LGA versus 7 high-grade astrocytoma; Ref. 34) revealing
significantly higher FGF2 expression in LGA. Differential expression
of VEGF, however, did not reach statistical significance, possibly
because of the small numbers of samples. Interestingly, in this study
(34) that appeared during revision of this manuscript, the authors used
the opposite strategy to analyze their gene expression data obtained
from these pediatric gliomas. A knowledge-based list of 133 genes
related in some way to angiogenesis was constructed and successfully
used to separate LGA from GBM according to hierarchical clustering
and PCA. This supervised gene reduction yielded similar separation
power as obtained using their full set of 9198 genes present on the
chip, thus again emphasizing the important role of angiogenesis in
tumor progression.

The biological differences between mechanisms of angiogenesis
may have important implications for response to antiangiogenic ther-
apy, which is about to enter the clinics (35).

An important implication of the CTWC method concerns investi-
gation of the genes that belong to identified clusters, here in particular
G5, for their biological function, assuming that coexpressed genes
might be coregulated and therefore might be involved in the same
biological process. The fact that IGFBP2 is strongly correlated with
the angiogenesis genes came as a surprise that will be worth detailed
additional studies. The presented association supported by our finding
of coexpression of IGFBP2 and VEGF in pseudopalisading cells
surrounding necrosis in GBM (Fig. 5) provides strong evidence that
IGFBP2 overexpression in astrocytic gliomas may reflect its impli-
cation in angiogenesis. These correlations add to the fact the IGFBP2
can be induced under anoxic conditions in glioblastoma cell lines (Fig.
6) and mouse embryonic stem cells (26).

Overexpression of IGFBP2 in GBM has first been discovered by
Fuller et al. (36) using gene expression profiling. This finding was
confirmed (23, 27, 34, 37) and extended to other tumor types. Sub-
sequent immunohistochemical investigations for IGFBP2, a secreted
protein, suggested a significant association with the histopathological
malignancy grade in glioma (37) with more pronounced immunopo-
sitivity in macrophage/microglial and glioma cells around focal ne-
crosis (38). The IGFBPs were first identified and characterized based
on their role to bind and modulate the in vivo bioactivity of the
mitogenic and anabolic peptides IGF-I and IGF-II. More recently, it
has become clear that IGFBPs are multifunctional proteins with
IGF-dependent and -independent functions in controlling growth and
metabolism. The intrinsic bioactivity of IGFBPs, in a positive or
negative fashion, depends not only on the cell type but also on their
differentiation state and physiological/pathophysiologic condition
(39). Furthermore, additional genes of cluster G5 have been linked to
the IGF/IGFBP system (SOCS2 and 3, ZFP36L1; Refs. 40 and 41).
For IGF-I itself, a role in angiogenesis has been established (26, 42).
Thus, our observations support the idea to develop a therapeutic
approach targeting the IGF-I/IGFBP system in cancer.

Another separating gene cluster emerging from CTWC analysis
associated with known biological function is G12 (Fig. 2; Table 3).
This gene cluster partitioned a subgroup of PrGBM with increased
expression from LGA and comprises only genes related to the im-
mune system. Half of the genes are known to be IFN inducible and are
likely expressed by lymphoid cells and/or macrophages and micro-
glia; others represent markers of natural killer cells. These results
confirm the observation by Fathallah-Shaykh et al. (29) who reported
elevated expression of MHC class I and II genes. However, some of
the genes are potentially expressed by tumor cells according to our
preliminary results. It is worth to note that studies trying to relate
immune response in gliomas with survival have not yielded conclu-
sive results. The notion that gliomas produce an immuno-compro-
mised environment by secreting cytokines, such as TGF�-2 (43, 44),
is also supported by this study; TGF�-2 emerged in node N566 that
separates PrGBM from LGA (Fig. 3D). Along the same lines, we
found HLA-G to be overexpressed (over normal brain, mean 2.9) in
PrGBM. This nonclassical class I antigen is mainly expressed at the
materno-fetal interface during pregnancy where it plays an important
role in maternal-fetal tolerance. HLA-G expression has been associ-
ated with tumor progression in several tumor types and has been
suggested to contribute to escape from immune surveillance (45, 46).
Furthermore, functional assays with human glioma cell lines indicated
that few HLA-G-positive cells within a population of HLA-G-nega-
tive tumor cells in vitro are sufficient to exert a significant immune
inhibitory effect (46).

The tumor classifier using expression data of all four identified
discriminatory clusters yielded correct tumor prediction in 93% of an
independent set of astrocytic gliomas. This remarkable success has to
be appreciated in light of the inherent inaccuracy of the initial tumor
diagnosis for gliomas, because of sampling errors and subjective
histological criteria that lead to striking interobserver differences
among neuropathologists (47). In this context, three tumors originally
designated as PrGBM attracted our attention (1357, 1297, and 1308),
because they appear evenly in clusters characteristic for PrGBM and
LGA, respectively, depending on the analysis (Figs. 2 and 3). Central
pathology review revised the first (1357) as OAIII, whereas the other
two cases were confirmed. Tumor 1297, clinically defined as a
PrGBM, presented with genetic characteristics of a ScGBM, namely
TP53 mutation and most prominent overexpression of PDGF receptor.
Finally, glioblastoma 1308 exhibited overexpression of EGFR, char-
acteristic for PrGBM. However, the biopsy used for gene expression
profiling comprised a part of the tumor displaying only features of
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WHO grade II (the most malignant part of tumor defines diagnosis).
This demonstrates that regions of a glioblastoma with the appear-
ance of a lower grade astrocytoma exert already features only
found in PrGBM, exemplified here as overexpression of the EGFR
gene and the genes comprised in G12 and N566, characteristic for
PrGBM. In contrast, after reclustering S1 (all samples) according
to G5, comprising genes indicating high angiogenic activity, this
tumor (PrGBM 1308) partitions with LGA. This is biologically
convincing, because lower grade astrocytoma have no necrosis and
thus are expected to suffer from less hypoxic stress. This obser-
vation might be of clinical relevance, knowing the difficulties in
tumor sampling at surgery in particular stereotactic biopsies. Thus,
the true tumor grade may be underestimated. It follows, the iden-
tification of markers specific for glioblastoma that are detectable in
apparent lower grade areas of such tumors would allow to improve
the diagnostic reliability and ultimately the choice of therapy.
Interestingly, in MDS, both 1297 and 1308 were located at the
interface of ScGBM and PrGBM.

Combined unsupervised and supervised analysis is a novel ap-
proach of gene selection that allows identification of clusters rich in
genes informative (by supervised analysis) for tumor classification.
CTWC was particularly suitable for this task, because it is designed to
go beyond clustering of all genes on the basis of the data from all
tumors, and clustering of all tumors, using data from all genes. This
is of importance because most of the genes for which expression
levels have been measured are irrelevant for the partition sought.
CTWC proposes identification of correlated groups (clusters) of genes
and using only data from one such group at a time to recluster the
tumors, or vice versa.

Our gene selection approach has some interesting features, and
allowed us: (a) to reduce the many discriminatory genes obtained by
binary class comparisons; (b) enabled an almost correct classification
of tumor entities, namely discrimination of LGA from ScGBM, and
ScGBM from PrGBM, although pairwise comparisons yielded only
few separating genes (partially because of small numbers of ScGBM
in the training set, n � 5; threshold of FDR of q � 0.05); (c) by using
the signal of a group of correlated genes, the noise of the individual
measurements averages out and is reduced; and most importantly (d)
the identified gene clusters yielded information on the biological
context of coexpressed and possibly coregulated genes. Such insight
may give some indication on biological processes determining tumor
entities. This fact is highlighted in this study in particular by identi-
fication of G5, with high discriminatory power on its own, featuring
angiogenesis-related genes.

Analyzing gene expression profiles has yielded biologically rele-
vant information using a limited set of genes (1185). This approach is
a first step toward molecular diagnostics for astrocytic gliomas that
may improve tumor diagnoses in the future by adding objective
criteria. Gene expression profiles may ultimately provide a tool for the
identification of patients who are most likely to benefit from targeted
therapy. It follows that such approaches for outcome prediction need
to be established in clinical trials that in turn will allow rational design
of future therapies.

Here, we discussed mostly findings demonstrating similarities
within and differences between tumor subtypes for classification
purposes. Numerous interesting clusters emerging from this anal-
ysis are awaiting attention to gain additional insights into the
biology of astrocytic gliomas, e.g., in regard to differentiation and
migration (e.g., TNR, node 505), and the involvement of the
wnt/notch pathways as indicated in N505, and other clusters that
have not been discussed in this study [found in G1(S2), see full
CTWC analysis on the web5].
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The ALL-1 gene is directly involved in 5–10% of acute lymphoblastic
leukemias (ALLs) and acute myeloid leukemias (AMLs) by fusion to
other genes or through internal rearrangements. DNA microarrays
were used to determine expression profiles of ALLs and AMLs with
ALL-1 rearrangements. These profiles distinguish those tumors from
other ALLs and AMLs. The expression patterns of ALL-1-associated
tumors, in particular ALLs, involve oncogenes, tumor suppressors,
antiapoptotic genes, drug-resistance genes, etc., and correlate with
the aggressive nature of the tumors. The genes whose expression
differentiates between ALLs with and without ALL-1 rearrangement
were further divided into several groups, enabling separation of
ALL-1-associated ALLs into two subclasses. One of the groups in-
cluded 43 genes that exhibited expression profiles closely linked to
ALLs with ALL-1 rearrangements. Further, there were evident differ-
ences between the expression profiles of AMLs in which ALL-1 had
undergone fusion to other genes and AMLs with partial duplication
of ALL-1. The extensive analysis described here pinpointed genes that
might have a direct role in pathogenesis.

Chromosome band 11q23 is a region of recurrent rearrange-
ments in human acute leukemias. These rearrangements, usu-

ally in the form of reciprocal chromosome translocations, affect
5–10% of children and adults with acute lymphoblastic leukemia
(ALL) and acute myeloblastic leukemia (AML). The most com-
mon translocations are t(4;11) and t(9;11), accounting for 40% and
27%, respectively, of all 11q23 rearrangements. There is a strong
association between leukemia phenotype and particular rearrange-
ments. Thus, t(4;11) occurs nearly exclusively in ALL, and 85% of
cases with t(9;11) are AMLs (1, 2). Essentially all 11q23 abnor-
malities involve the ALL-1 gene (also termed MLL, HRX, or
HTRX), which rearranges with .30 partner genes to produce
fusion proteins composed of ALL-1 N terminus and the C terminus
of the partner protein (3, 4). A second and less frequent type of
ALL-1 rearrangement does not involve partner genes but rather
partial duplications of ALL-1 N-terminal segments (5). ALL-1-
associated leukemias show some unusual and intriguing features
(reviewed in refs. 6 and 7). First, they predominate infant acute
leukemias, amounting to 80% of infants with ALL and 65% of
those with AML. Second, they account for the majority of therapy-
related (secondary) leukemias, developing in 5–15% of primary
cancer patients treated with drugs, such as etoposide (VP16), that
inhibit DNA topoisomerase II. Third, in infant leukemia and in
therapy-related leukemia the disease arises after a brief latency. In
fact, studies of monozygotic twins and newborns with leukemia and
analysis of neonatal blood spots from children who were diagnosed
with leukemia indicate that in most or all infant leukemias ALL-1
rearrangements occur in utero. The short latency suggests that
ALL-1 fusion proteins induce leukemia with few, if any, additional
mutations. Fourth, prognosis of patients with 11q23 abnormalities
is dismal. Recent large studies indicated that ,25% of infants and
adults .40 years old with ALL and t(4;11), or with AML and
t(9;11), were curable (1, 2, 8).

The unique biological and clinical features of 11q23-associated
leukemias, in conjunction with their induction by altered versions
of ALL-1, a highly intricate chromatin modifier (9), prompted us to
look for molecular clues for those features by examining the
expression profiles of these leukemias.

Materials and Methods
Patients, Specimens, and DNA Microarrays. Apart from two individ-
uals, all patients with 11q23 abnormalities were adults. The samples
were provided by the GIMEMA Italian Multicenter Study Group.
Informed consent was obtained from the patients. Also included in
the analysis were four AML cell lines with t(9;11) (MONO-MAC-1,
MONO-MAC-6, THP-1, and MOLM-13) and one with t(6;11)
(ML-2), and two ALL cell lines with t(4;11), RS-(4;11) and B-1.
Genes picked up in the supervised analysis, as well as most of those
pointed out as separating ALLs with and without t(4;11) in
nonsupervised analysis, had similar expression profiles in cell lines
and primary tumors. The primary tumors included 12 ALLs with
t(4;11) obtained from 10 adults, one child, and one infant, and 10
AMLs of adults, including 5 with t(9;11), 3 with ALL-1 partial
duplication, and single cases of t(10;11) and t(11;19). Controls
comprised 10 AMLs of adults, 11 ALLs of adults, and 2 ALLs of
children. Details regarding the patients the sample identifies may be
found in Table 2 and Supporting Text, which are published as
supporting information on the PNAS web site, www.pnas.org. Bone
marrow samples were obtained from newly diagnosed patients. The
samples were composed of at least 80% blasts and were subjected
to Ficoll gradient centrifugation before extraction of RNA. Details
of microarray analysis may be found in Supporting Text.

Preprocessing and Filtering of Data. The expression data were
organized in a matrix of ns 5 52 columns (hybridizations) and
12,600 rows (genes on the chip). Denote by Ags the ‘‘average
difference’’ of gene g in sample s. First, we thresholded the data; we
set Tgs 5 Ags for sizeable values, Ags $ 10, and replaced low values,
Ags , 10, by Tgs 5 10. Next, log was taken, Egs 5 log2Tgs, and the
genes were filtered on the basis of their variation across the samples.
Denote by E# gs the average of the Egs values obtained for gene g over
all ns tumor samples and by sg their standard deviation. Only those
genes that satisfied sg . 1.1 were studied; 3,090 genes passed this
filtering procedure. After removal of non-human Affymetrix con-
trols and genes appearing on only one of the versions of the U95A
chip, we were left with 3,064 genes (of 12,600). All further analysis
was done on these genes.

Supervised Analysis. We used supervised analysis (hypothesis test-
ing) to identify genes, one at a time, whose expression levels can be

Abbreviations: ALL, acute lymphoblastic leukemia; AML, acute myeloblastic leukemia; FDR,
false discovery rate.

lTo whom correspondence may be addressed. E-mail: croce@calvin.jci.tju.edu,
fedomany@wisemail.weizmann.ac.il, or eli.canaani@weizmann.ac.il.
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used to separate tumors into two known classes A and B of nA and
nB samples, respectively. We used the Wilcoxon rank sum test to
find genes differentially expressed between the two groups of
samples (e.g., AML samples with chromosome translocations ver-
sus those without; other comparisons are listed in Results). We used
the rank sum test because it is nonparametric, i.e., it does not
assume normal distribution of the data. For each gene g we make
the null hypothesis, according to which all nA 1 nB expression levels
were drawn from the same distribution. The test produces a statistic
Wg and a P value for each gene g. A P value of Pg 5 0.05 means that
the probability of erroneously concluding that a gene does separate
the two groups is 5%, which is the standard value used in the
literature. However, here we deal with multiple comparisons; at this
level of Pg it is expected that 150 of 3,000 random, identically
distributed genes will be falsely identified as separating the two
groups of samples. To control the number of false positives, we used
the false discovery rate (FDR) method (10). The N tested genes are
ordered according to their increasing Pg values, and a parameter q,
which controls the fraction of false positives, is set. We then identify
the minimal index j such that for all i . j we have Pi $ 1 3 qyN.
The null hypothesis is rejected for all genes with index i # j. This
procedure yields a list of genes for which the expected fraction of
false positives is q.

Unsupervised Analysis: Clustering. We used the coupled two-way
clustering method (11). We assume that each group of genes is
important for one particular process of interest. Thereby, the noise
generated by the large majority of genes that are not relevant for
that process is eliminated; furthermore, by using a group of
correlated genes, the noise of the individual measurements is
averaged out and reduced. The relevant subsets of genes and
samples are identified by means of an iterative process, which uses,
at each iteration level, stable gene and sample clusters that were
generated at the previous step. Before each clustering operation the
rows of the data matrix (genes) are centered (mean 5 0) and
normalized (SD 5 1). The ability to focus on stable clusters that
were generated by any clustering operation is essential for the
coupled two-way clustering method; otherwise, there would be a
computationally unfeasible number of geneysample cluster pairs to
test (11). Because most clustering methods do not have a reliable
inherent stability measure for clusters, we used Superparamagnetic
Clustering (SPC), a physics-based algorithm (12) that does provide
a stability index, DT(C), to each cluster C. SPC was tested on data
from a large number of problem areas including image analysis,
speech recognition, computer vision, and gene expression (refs. 11
and 12 and references therein). A parameter T controls the
resolution at which the data are viewed; as T increases, clusters
break up and the outcome is a dendrogram. A cluster C is ‘‘born’’
at T 5 T1(C), the value of T at which its ‘‘parent’’ cluster breaks up
into two or more subclusters, one of which is C. As T increases
further, to T2(C) . T1(C), C itself breaks up and ‘‘dies’’; DT(C) 5
T2(C) 2 T1(C) is the stability index provided by SPC. The larger
DT(C) is, the more statistically significant and stable (against noise
in the data and fluctuations) is the cluster C (13).

Results
Expression Profiles of ALLs with t(4;11). Leukemic cells of ALLs with
t(4;11) display features of precursor B cells with IgH rearrange-
ments, negative for CD10 and positive for CD19, but also show
some characteristics of myeloid cells (1). This and their capability
to differentiate in vitro into monocyte-like cells had suggested that
the leukemic clones originate from an early precursor cell. Hence,
this leukemia is classified as pro-B cell ALL. To determine whether
the expression repertoire of ALLs with t(4;11) is unique, we
compared it to the transcription profiles of a set of ALL samples
lacking t(4;11). These consisted of CD102 pro-B cell ALLs, Ph
chromosome-positive early pre-B cell ALLs, CD101 early pre-B
cell ALLs, and T cell ALLs. Supervised analysis indicated that at

a FDR of 0.05 there were 130 overexpressed and 107 underex-
pressed genes in ALLs with t(4;11), in comparison to ALLs lacking
the abnormality (Fig. 1A). To evaluate the consistency of the
pattern, the relative expression of each gene in all of the samples
was displayed in the form of bars (see examples in Fig. 1B). The top
genes on the lists of overexpressed or underexpressed genes in
ALLs with t(4;11) are shown in Table 1. The complete lists may be

Fig. 1. Supervised analysis of genes distinguishing ALLs with ALL-1 rearrange-
ment [t(4;11)] from other ALLs (A), and relative levels of expression of selected
genes (B). Expression levels greater and smaller than the mean 0 are shown in red
and green, respectively.
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found in Table 3, which is published as supporting information on
the PNAS web site. The clear difference in expression profiles
between ALLs with the t(4;11) abnormality and other types of
ALLs establishes that the former belong to a unique and distin-
guishable class of ALL.

Examination of the genes whose expression pattern distinguishes
t(4;11) ALLs from other ALLs reveals a substantial number of
genes associated with growth control, cell transformation, or ma-
lignancy. Those genes may be classified into several functional
categories.

1. Overexpressed oncogenes: (i) HOX A9 and MEIS1, which
form a sequence-specific DNA-binding complex (14) and are
frequently coactivated in spontaneous AML of BXH-2 mice
(15) [forced coexpression of the two genes in murine bone
marrow cells rapidly induces AML (16)]; (ii) HOX A10, which
induces AML in mice (17); (iii) LMO2 (RMBT2), whose
overexpression, resulting from chromosome translocations, is
associated with T cell ALL (18); (iv) MYC, which has a critical
role in cell proliferation and is deregulated in human lym-
phomas and other tumors (19); (v) LGALS1 (galectin1),
which cooperates with RAS in cell transformation (20) and
inhibits T cell proliferation and survival (21); and (vi)
PDGFRb (platelet-derived growth factor receptor b), which
is a tyrosine kinase and is deregulated through chromosome
translocations and gene fusions in chronic myeloproliferative
diseases (22).

2. Overexpressed genes involved in drug resistance: (i) CD44,
which is associated with aggressive B-CLL (23) and conferring
resistance to several widely used anticancer drugs (24); (ii)
DHFR (dihydrofolate reductase), which confers resistance to
methotrexate; (iii) BLMH (bleomycine hydrolase); and (iv) CAT
(catalase), which protects from oxidative stress.

3. Overexpressed genes involved in protection from apoptosis and
in survival: (i) CDC2 (cell division cycle 2; p34; CDK1), which
preserves the viability of cancer cells in response to microtubule
poisons and anticancer drugs like vincristine and taxol, by
increasing expression of the apoptosis inhibitor survivin (25); (ii)
PPP2R5C (phosphatase 2A), which is implicated in regulation of
growth, transcription, and signal transduction, and is required
for survival and protects from apoptosis in Drosophila (26); (iii)
MAP3K5 (mitogen-activated protein kinase kinase kinase 5),
which is involved in activation of the p38 MAP kinase required
for initiation of the G2yM checkpoint (27) and is selectively
activated in non-small cell lung cancer (28).

4. Underexpressed proapoptotic genes: (i) ITPR3 (inositol 1,4,5-
triphosphate receptor type 3), which mediates the release of
intracellular calcium and consequently actively promotes apo-
ptosis (29); (ii) IGFBP3 (IGF-binding protein 3), which has
proapoptotic activity both dependent and independent of p53
(30); and (iii) JUN, which is implicated as positive modulator of
apoptosis induced in hematopoietic progenitor cells of the
myeloid linkage (31) [down-regulation of JUN might account for
the failure of glucocorticoid therapy (32)].

Table 1. Genes most correlated with ALLs carrying the t(4;11) aberration, compared to other ALLs

No.*
Also scored as

t(4;11)-specific†

GenBank
accession

no. P value
Fold

change
Confidence

interval

Overexpressed in t(4;11) ALLs

1 = D16532 VLDLR, very low density lipoprotein receptor 0.000004 17.51 (10.67–28.74)

2 = U85707 MEIS1, myeloid ecotropic viral integration site 1 homolog (mouse) 0.000004 14.50 (7.64–27.51)

3 = AC004080 HOXA10, homeo box A10 0.000022 10.80 (6.17–18.90)

4 = AI535946 LGALS1, lectin, galactoside-binding, soluble 1 (galectin1) 0.000024 23.00 (8.82–59.98)

5 = M54992 CD72 antigen 0.000037 4.35 (2.80–6.74)

6 = U41813 HOXA9, homeo box A9 0.000041 20.12 (7.22–56.09)

7 AF098641 CD44, CD44 isoform (Indian blood group system) 0.000056 4.43 (2.65–7.41)

9 = AA099265 RECK, reversion-inducing-cystein-rich protein with kazal motifs 0.000063 3.58 (2.03–6.31)

10 = M14087 HL14, b-galactoside-binding lectin 0.000068 6.94 (3.50–13.76)

11 = Z69030 PPP2R5C, protein phosphatase 2, regulatory subunit B (B56), g isoform 0.000069 7.55 (3.60–15.83)

13 D83767 D8S2298E (reproduction 8) 0.000086 3.16 (2.01–4.97)

14 AF016004 GPM6B, glycoprotein M6B 0.000095 13.06 (5.98–28.53)

15 X96753 CSPG4, chondroitin sulfate proteoglycan 4 (melanoma-associated) 0.000097 7.97 (3.56–17.85)

16 = D78177 QPRT, quinolinate phosphoribosyltransferase 0.000104 7.31 (3.86–13.86)

17 = V00568 MYC, v-myc myelocytomatosis viral oncogene homolog (avian) 0.000126 5.93 (2.68–13.12)

18 X61118 LMO2, LIM domain only 2 (rhombotin-like 1) 0.000126 3.85 (2.05–7.22)

20 = M58597 FUT4, fucosyltransferase 4 [a-(1,3) fucosyltransferase, myeloid-specific] 0.000187 3.52 (2.17–5.71)

Underexpressed

131 = U46922 FHIT, fragile histidine triad 0.000010 28.18 (25.16)–(212.97)

132 = U70321 TNFRSF14, tumor necrosis factor receptor superfamily, member 14 0.000012 224.73 (212.05)–(250.72)

133 = U01062 ITPR3, inositol 1,4,5-triphosphate receptor type 3 0.000013 210.69 (26.49)–(217.63)

134 = M16594 GSTA2, glutathione S-transferase A2 0.000017 23.48 (22.27)–(25.34)

135 = U03858 FLT3LG, fms-related tyrosine kinase 3 ligand 0.000024 22.24 (21.56)–(23.20)

136 = AB007895 KIAA0435 0.000037 24.38 (22.47)–(27.77)

137 J05257 DPEP1, dipeptidase 1 (renal); renal metabolism of glutathione 0.000046 23.24 (22.07)–(25.07)

138 = X53586 ITGA6, integrin a6 0.000056 215.57 (26.59)–(236.79)

139 = J03600 ALOX5, arachidonate 5-lipoxygenase 0.000056 24.57 (22.63)–(27.94)

141 = L34059 CDH4, cadherin 4, type 1, R-cadherin (retinal) 0.000069 26.89 (23.48)–(213.64)

142 AF041434 PTP4A3, protein tyrosine phosphatase type IVA, member 3 0.000085 24.11 (22.36)–(27.18)

143 = X76104 DAPK1, death-associated protein kinase 1 0.000093 27.90 (23.94)–(215.85)

*Gene numbers at the left match numbers in Table 3 and appear in the same order as in Fig. 1. Missing numbers (8, 12, 19, and 140) correspond to genes that
were present more than once on the array and already appear in the table.

†Also included within the group of 43 (three genes appear twice) genes, associated with specific features of t(4;11) ALLs, in Fig. 2.
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5. Underexpressed tumor suppressors and growth inhibitors: (i)
FHIT (fragile histidine triad), which is a target of chromosome
aberrations and inactivated in many cancers, including lung,
esophagus, stomach, breast, kidney, and leukemias (33); (ii)
DAPK1 (death-associated protein kinase 1), mediating IFN9s
activity and countering oncogene-induced transformation by
activation of a p19ARFyp53 apoptotic checkpoint (34); and (iii)
MADH1 (mothers against decapentaplegic homologue 1;
SMAD1), which is a transcription modulator mutated in various
forms of cancer (35).

6. Overexpressed genes acting in cell cycle progression and cell
proliferation: (i) CCNA1 (cyclin A1), which functions in S phase
and mitosis and the expression of which is elevated in a variety
of tumors including AMLs (36); (ii) BMYB (myb-like 2), which
is required for proliferation of hematopoietic cells (37) and
directly activates the antiapoptotic gene ApoJyclusterin (38);
and (iii) CDKN3 (cyclin-dependent kinase inhibitor 3), which
interacts with cyclin-dependent kinases and is overexpressed in
breast and prostate cancer (39).

Our battery of ALLs lacking t(4;11) consisted of tumors at
various stages of differentiation, including pre-B, pro-B, and T cell
ALLs. Therefore, the differences in expression found should be due
in part to the differences in differentiation stage between t(4;11) to
the other ALLs. Hence, we now tried to (i) identify those genes
whose expression pattern is directly correlated with the t(4;11)
abnormality, either resulting from the abnormality or specifically
associated with the cell type in which the chromosome translocation
occurred; (ii) separate the genes above from genes whose expres-
sion reflects (sensitive to) the differences between the early and late
differentiation stages (pro-B vs. pre-B and T cell tumors); (iii)
identify genes associated with unique features of CD102 ALLs. To
this end we defined three groups of ALL samples: (i) t(4;11) tumors
(pro-B cells), (ii) CD102 tumors (pro-B cells), and (iii) the rest of
the ALLs (pre-B and T cells). Three distinct supervised analyses
were performed, which separate (i) t(4;11) ALLs from the rest of
ALLs, (ii) t(4;11) ALLs from CD102 ALLs, and (iii) CD102 ALLs
from the rest of the ALLs.

The genes that participate in one or more separations were
identified (see the Venn diagram of Fig. 2A). Three overlapping
groups were found, containing 77 (three genes appear twice), 43
(three genes appear twice), and 20 (one gene appears twice) genes.

Lists of the genes are in Tables 4–6, which are published as
supporting information on the PNAS web site. Each of these groups
contained genes that are overexpressed or underexpressed; the
expression matrix of the three groups is shown in Fig. 2B. Seventy-
seven genes separate both pro-B cell t(4;11) ALLs from pre-B and
T cell ALLs, as well as the latter from pro-B cell CD102 ALLs.
Having been picked in both separations, this group of 77 genes
distinguishes pro-B cell ALLs [both with and without the t(4;11)
chromosome translocation] from pre-B and T cell ALLs. The 43
genes of the second intersection simultaneously separate t(4;11)
ALLs from CD102 ALLs and from pre-B and T cell ALLs. Being
singled out in both separations, this group of genes is neither
associated with the differences between pro-B vs. pre-B and T cells
and tumors, nor does it involve specific features of CD102 tumors.
Rather, the expression of these 43 genes is affected directly by the
t(4;11) abnormality and probably by other unique features of the
pro-B cells in which the t(4;11) aberration occurred. The majority
of these 43 genes also appear in Table 1. The last group of 20 genes
separates CD102 from t(4;11) ALLs, as well as from pre-B and T
cell ALLs. Being selected in both separations, these 20 genes are
likely to be associated with unique features of CD102 tumors.

Inspection of Fig. 2B points to three t(4;11) tumors, samples 2,
6, and 14, that show a variant transcription profile. Although the
expression pattern of the 43 genes, specifically correlated with
t(4;11) ALLs, is similar in these three tumors and in the rest of
t(4;11) ALLs (see genes 81–126 of Fig. 2B), the transcription profile
of the three tumors with regard to genes 1–80 (which distinguish
pro-B from pre-B and T cell tumors) is closer to pre-B and T cell
ALLs, unlike the profile of the other 11 t(4;11) samples. The three
tumors also show some quantitative variation from the other t(4;11)
ALLs in transcription of the genes whose expression is associated
with CD102 ALLs (genes 127–147; Fig. 2B). These results suggest
the existence of two subfamilies of ALLs with the t(4;11) chromo-
some translocation, distinguished by their expression patterns.

Finally, we applied the coupled two-way clustering method (11,
12) in an unsupervised analysis. A group of 25 genes was found to
be consistently underexpressed in ALLs with t(4;11) compared with
the other ALLs (Fig. 3; Table 7, which is published as supporting
information on the PNAS web site). The cluster of samples with low
expression of these genes includes 13y14 of t(4;11) and 3y4 of
CD102 ALLs. This is consistent with the close similarity in bio-
logical and clinical features between these two types of tumors. A

Fig. 2. Intersections of genes separating three types of ALLs (see text). (A) Three groups of genes, encompassing 77 (three appear twice), 43 (three appear twice),
and 20 (one appears twice) genes, were found to participate each in two separations. (B) The expression matrix of these three groups. Levels of expression higher or
lower than the mean 0 are shown in redyyellow and blue, respectively. Arrows point to samples with variant expression profile (see text).
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second group of 132 genes separated the seven cell lines included
in the analysis from the 45 primary tumors. All these genes were
underexpressed in the cell lines (Fig. 5 and Table 8, which are
published as supporting information on the PNAS web site).

Transcription Profile of AMLs with ALL-1 Rearrangements. AMLs with
11q23 translocations and ALL-1 rearrangements were compared in
their expression profiles to AMLs with normal karyotypes. At a
FDR of 0.15 (85% confidence) we identified 66 genes overex-
pressed or underexpressed in AMLs with 11q23 abnormalities (Fig.
4; Table 9, which is published as supporting information on the
PNAS web site). Three primary AMLs with ALL-1 partial dupli-
cation (5) were compared with the other AMLs with regard to
expression of the 66 genes. Two of the three tumors resembled
AMLs without 11q23 abnormalities, whereas the third appeared
closer to the tumors with chromosome translocations (Fig. 4). The
similarity between AMLs without 11q23 aberrations and AMLs
with ALL-1 partial duplications was further evidenced in the failure
to separate the two groups at an acceptable FDR. (In parallel,
AMLs with 11q23 abnormalities were separated from AMLs with
ALL-1 partial duplications at a FDR of 0.3; some of this analysis is
shown in Fig. 6 and Table 10, which are published as supporting
information on the PNAS web site.) These results, if confirmed with
additional samples, suggest molecular differences between AMLs
triggered by recombination of the ALL-1 gene to partner genes and
AMLs triggered by ALL-1 partial duplications. The variations
might be reflected in biological and clinical features.

Examination of the list of genes most correlated with AMLs
carrying 11q23 abnormalities (Table 9) shows that some are in-
volved in cancer, proliferation, or apoptosis. These include the
overexpressed insulin receptor, which enhances DNA synthesis and
inhibits apoptosis (40), the overexpressed repair gene RAD 51,
which is up-regulated in breast and pancreatic cancers (41) and
probably increases drug resistance, the overexpressed PPP2R5C
phosphatase, the underexpressed JUNB, which up-regulates the
tumor suppressor gene p16 and represses cyclin D1 (42) and whose
knockout in mice induces myeloproliferative disease (43), the
underexpressed tumor suppressor FHIT, the underexpressed dou-
ble stranded RNA-activated protein kinase proapoptotic PRKR,
which acts in the context of IFN9s pathway and up-regulates FAS
and BAX (44), and the underexpressed DEFA1 (defensin), which
is involved in immune response.

Having identified genes differentially expressed in ALLs with
t(4;11) compared with ALLs without t(4:11) and in AMLs with

11q23 abnormalities compared with AMLs without such abnor-
malities, we intersected the results of these two tests (we used a
FDR level of 0.15 for both) to find the genes in common. We
identified 50 (two appear twice) such genes that were overexpressed
or down-regulated in the relevant tumors (Fig. 7 and Table 11,
which are published as supporting information on the PNAS web
site). For all these genes the difference was high for one type of
tumors (e.g., ALLs), but modest for the second type (e.g., AMLs).
The genes that were overexpressed in the samples with ALL-1
rearrangements included the phosphatase PPP2R5C and the
MCM4 gene, whose product is an essential component of the
prereplicative complex (45). The underexpressed genes included
FHIT and JUNB.

Discussion
Our results indicate distinct transcription profiles of ALL-1-
associated tumors. This is likely to be reflected in the unusual
clinical and biological characteristics of these tumors, such as short
latency, poor prognosis, expression of myeloid genes in ALL, etc.
Some of the genes pinpointed in our study of ALLs with t(4;11),
which were mostly in adults, were also indicated (Table 3) in our

Fig. 3. Clustering the ALL samples on the basis of their expression levels over a
cluster of 25 genes, G7 (which was obtained by the coupled two-way clustering).
(Left) The resulting dendrogram; each leaf corresponds to an ALL sample, with
t(4;11) ALLs colored red and CD102 ALLs rose. (Right) The expression matrix, with
rows corresponding to samples and columns to genes. 13y14 of t(4;11) samples
and 3y4 of CD102 ALLs are in the central cluster of samples with low expression
levels.

Fig. 4. Genes distinguishing AMLs with 11q23 chromosome translocations and
ALL-1 rearrangements (samples 1–12) from other AMLs (samples 16–25). Samples
13–15 of AMLs with ALL-1 partial duplication were not included in the supervised
analysis but were added later for the purpose of comparison.
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previous preliminary analysis (46) and in recent investigations that
dealt with ALLs from infants and children (47, 48).

Examining the genes overexpressed or underexpressed in tumors
with ALL-1 rearrangements (in particular in ALLs) indicates a
constellation of expression patterns previously associated with
andyor highly favorable for malignant transformation and cancer.
This includes activation of oncogenes (MYC, HOX A9 and MEIS1,
LMO2, etc.), inactivation of tumor suppressor genes such as FHIT
and DAPK1, suppression of apoptosis by down-regulation of
proapoptotic genes and up-regulation of survival genes, suppression
of host immune response (up- and down-regulation of galectin 1
and defensin, respectively), up-regulation of genes conferring drug
resistance, such as CD44, DHFR (dihydrofolate reductase), and
BLMH (bleomycine hydrolase), and overexpression of genes in-
volved in cell proliferation (e.g., cyclin A1 and myb-like 2). Some of
the overexpressed genes we identified, like VLDL, PDGFRb
(platelet-derived growth factor receptor b), HOX A9, MEIS1, and
insulin receptor, are also to be found expressed in normal hema-
topoietic stem cells (49) but the majority of genes are not. We
suggest that at least some of the genes alluded to by our study
contribute directly to the aggressive nature of the disease and to its
known resistance to therapy.

In an attempt to identify genes whose expression correlates more
strictly with the t(4;11) genotype, we removed genes that distinguish
pro-B from pre-B and T cell tumors, as well as genes associated with
the CD102 phenotype. The 43 genes left (Table 5) are closely linked
to the t(4;11) genotype and would be good candidates for future
biological experiments. Examination (Fig. 8, which is published as
supporting information on the PNAS web site) of the expression
level of the 43 genes in two other studies (47, 48) demonstrates (in
particular the investigation of Armstrong et al.) that nearly all of
these genes separate ALLs with and without ALL-1 rearrange-
ments. Therefore, the expression profile of the 43 genes distin-
guishes both adults (most patients of ours) and children (the other
two studies) with ALLs and ALL-1 rearrangements. Another

approach taken to identify genes more likely to be associated with
the pathogenesis was based on the (unproven) speculation that
ALL-1 fusion proteins trigger malignancy by a similar mechanism
in both ALLs and AMLs. Thus, we looked for genes that behave
in similar fashion (up- or down-regulated) in ALLs and AMLs with
ALL-1 rearrangements (Fig. 7). At the top of the list we find
PPP2R5C, FHIT, and JUNB.

Compartmentalization of the genes into two groups whose
expression distinguishes t(4;11) from other ALLs resulted in the
unexpected identification of two subclasses of t(4;11) tumors (Fig.
2B). The subclasses are discerned by the expression profile of the
77 genes separating pro-B from pre-B and T cell tumors. Because
t(4;11) tumors are generally considered to be pro-B cell ALLs, it is
perplexing that, with regard to genes separating pro-B from pre-B
and T cell ALLs, the smaller subclass of t(4;11) appears close to
pre-B and T cell tumors. Comparison of the clinical records of the
corresponding two subclasses of patients (Table 2; samples ht17,
ht21, and ht27 in this table show the variant profile) indicates that
in the first group there are 2y3 long-term survivors, but in the
second group the outcome is worse (2y9). How widespread the
distribution of t(4;11) patients into two groups is and whether there
is a significant correlation with survival remain to be determined.

The supervised analysis of AMLs with ALL-1 rearrangements vs.
control AMLs showed a less uniform pattern, as well as a lower
number of separating genes. This suggests that the two groups of
tumors are more heterogeneous. Unexpectedly, two of the three
AMLs with ALL-1 partial duplications showed expression profiles
resembling AML controls. The generality of this observation
should be decided by analyzing additional tumors.
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Is there a Unique Gene-Expression Signature
of Survival in Breast Cancer?

I. Kela1, G. Getz1, L. Ein-Dor1, D. Givol,
and E. Domany

December 27, 2003

Predicting the metastatic potential of primary malignant tis-
sues has direct bearing on choice of therapy. Different microarray
studies yielded several gene sets whose expression profiles could
predict survival [1, 2, 3]. Surprisingly, the overlap between these
sets of genes is almost zero; this fact is frustrating and not under-
stood. We elucidate this disagreement by analyzing breast cancer
data from a single source [1], thereby eliminating variability due
to using different technologies on different patients. The good pre-
dictor of outcome reported by Van’t Veer et al. uses 70 genes
whose expression was most correlated with survival over a particu-
lar training set of patients. Our analysis shows that one could have
easily singled out several alternative sets of 70 genes, that could
have been used to construct classifiers with the same success rate
as those of Van’t Veer et al. This result extends the list of 70 to a
much longer one, which includes known prognostic markers. The
main implication is that the identities of the top 70 genes are fairly
arbitrary; by focusing only on these, one can miss important key
players.

Predicting survival of cancer patients in general, and of breast cancer pa-
tients in particular, is of great importance in choosing an appropriate treat-
ment. Use of microarray analysis to find gene expression profiles related to
survival has become a popular tool to address this problem. The two main
statistical strategies adopted in this field are unsupervised and supervised

1These authors contributed equally.
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analysis. In the former, tumors are partitioned into subtypes, based on ex-
pression similarities between the samples. Then the relation of each subclass
to survival is checked, and survival prospects are assigned to tumors based
on their subclass affiliation. Implementing this approach using hierarchial
clustering [3], breast carcinoma tissues were classified into five different sub-
types, each with a distinctive expression profile. The clustering analysis was
based on two sets of genes; 456 ”intrinsic” genes [4] and a list of 264 cDNA
clones, that exhibited high correlation with patient survival. Clustering the
samples based on these two sets of genes yielded the same five subtypes,
which were found to be informative with respect to survival. A recent study
[5] has demonstrated the robustness of these survival related subclasses, by
applying the same analysis procedure on two independent breast carcinoma
data sets.The second strategy uses supervised approaches to identify genes
associated with survival, regardless of having different subtypes in the set
of studied samples. Using this method, Van’t Veer et al. [1] constructed a
classifier capable of predicting disease outcome. The genes, whose expres-
sion levels were used by the classifier were selected on the basis of their
correlation with survival. 231 correlated (|coeff| > 0.3) genes were identi-
fied, rank-ordered and optimized by cross validation (using a leave-one-out
method), yielding an optimally separating list of 70 genes. The predictions
of the classifier were tested, and an error rate of 10% (2/19) was reported. A
follow-up study proved the efficiency of this classifier as survival predictor, by
testing its performance on a large set of 295 tumor specimens, with an error
rate of 18.6% (55/295). These proved feasibility of predicting disease out-
come on the basis of gene expression profiles. Another work by Ramaswamy
et al. [2] identified a set of 128 genes separating metastatic from primary
tumors. A refined set of 17 metastases associated genes, while tested on a
large set of primary solid tumors from six diverse types, were found to well
distinguish between good and poor prognosis patients.

The success of these studies may be interpreted as indicating that we may
be close to identifying the genes whose expression levels determine outcome.
Frustratingly, the sets of survival related genes identified by the three studies
mentioned above have only a few in common. The overlap between the 456
of Sorlie et al. and the 231 of van’t Veer et al. is 17 genes, whereas the
intersect between Sorlie’s set and Golub’s set is two. Only one gene appears
in both Van’t Veer’s and Golub’s sets.2 In this work we explore this surprising

2The listed comparisons included only genes that have a symbol.
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phenomenon, and suggest an explanation for the lack of agreement between
the sets of genes.

Many genes are related to survival. Obviously, the lack of agreement
between predictive lists obtained by different groups can be attributed to re-
liance on different chips, different methods of sample preparation, mRNA
extraction and analysis of the data and, most importantly - to genuine dif-
ferences between the patients (tumor grade, stage etc). In order to eliminate
as many of the biological and technological sources of variation, we chose
to focus on data from one experiment [1]. The data consist of 96 samples
and 5852 genes (see Methods). Patient i is assigned a survival index si = 1
if a metastasis free time interval (MFTI) of more than 5 years (after first
diagnosis) has been recorded ( si = 0 otherwise) (see Methods and [1]). Sur-
vival is represented by a 96-component binary vector, and each gene - by 96
expression values. A general picture of the gene expression ”world” and its
relation to survival is presented in the ”globe” shown in Fig 1. The (nor-
malized) survival vector s is assigned to the north pole, and two additional
genes, BUB1 (known to be negatively correlated with survival) and ESR1
(positively correlated with survival) also reside on the surface, at positions
(b and e) that reflect their correlations to survival and between themselves.
All other genes are placed according to their relation to these three vectors
(see Methods). The 5852 genes comprise an oblate spheroid shaped cloud,
tilted with respect to the equator, extending from near e to b. This is a strik-
ing geometrical manifestation of the fact that the expression vectors of very
many genes (1234 - at an FDR of 10%, see Methods) are related to survival.
If we use a random survival vector and repeat the procedure that generated
Fig. 1, the genes form a similar oblate spheroid, but placed at the equator of
the ”globe” - with no tilt. (see Fig. ??, Supplementary Information). The
distribution of correlations with the random survival is significantly narrower
than that obtained for the real data (see Fig. 1).

According to our model, if the experiment is repeated on a different group
of patients (with the same clinical characteristics), the overall appearance of
the new ”globe” will be quite similar, but the positions of individual genes
will swarm around. This swarming suffices to change drastically the relative
ranking of the genes and to allow a different group of non survival-related
genes to ”sneak” into the list of correlated ones by chance. In what follows,
we substantiate this model and explain its consequences.

Small number of patients causes a gene’s rank to fluctuate. Say
we measure the correlation r of a gene’s expression with survival on the basis

3



Figure 1: Globe of genes in the “world” spanned by survival s, BUB1 b
and ESR1 e. Survival is located at the north pole while BUB1 and ESR1
are on the sphere’s surface and their relative locations are determined by
their angles with survival and with each other. All other genes were also
normalized (in 96 dimensions), their projections on s,b,e were calculated
and then used to position the genes. Each gene is represented by a spot
whose size and color illustrate how close the gene is to the surface (large
red spots are close and small blue are far). Genes at the vicinity of BUB1
have a negative correlation with survival, whereas genes around ESR1 have
a positive correlation. The genes create an elongated structure at an angle
< π/2 with s, implying that a large fraction of genes exhibit a non-vanishing
correlation with survival. Left hand side: the red curve is the histogram of
the genes’ correlation with the real survival vector (i.e. the gene’s projection
onto the vertical s axis), while the blue curve is the histogram of the genes’
correlations with a random permutation of the survival vector.
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of a sample of N patients drawn at random from a group with similar clinical
characteristics. If a different set of N is drawn, we expect the correlation
to be different, due to the effect of the finite size of our sample. If these
statistical fluctuations are sizeable, they may cause a gene of high ranked
correlation in one sample of N patients to drop to a low rank in another
sample. The smaller N the larger will be the fluctuation of r. In order
to estimate the effect of these fluctuations on the composition of gene lists
such as those of [1], we repeatedly selected different subgroups of 77 samples
out of the 96 (in each group we maintained the overall good/poor prognosis
ratio) and for each subgroup identified the 70 genes that have the highest
correlation with survival. The significant variation of the membership of the
top 70 genes is clearly shown in Fig. 3 of the Supplementary Information.
Note that every pair of these subgroups have at least 58 samples in common,
which significantly reduces the fluctuations of r and variation of the genes’
ranks. In spite of this, the average overlap between two such gene groups
is only 33.7/70. To estimate the “true” fluctuations of r for independent
subgroups of 77 we used bootstrapping [6] in which the subgroups are drawn
from the 96 with repeats (see methods). This reduces the expected overlap
of two top-70-gene lists to 12.2/70. Figure 2 shows how the ranking by
correlations with survival, measured over ten such subgroups, varies; genes
high ranked over one subgroup are likely to become low ranked (around 800)
in another. Consequently, even when the same technology is used, analysis
of gene expression, measured over different sets of 77 patients drawn from
a clinically similar pool of patients, will yield different lists of genes as top
ranked with respect to correlation with survival.

Many sets of genes can be used to predict survival. Van’t Veer et
al. ranked the genes according to their correlation with survival, measured
across 78 training samples. They found that the expression levels of the top
70 genes attain the best performance in predicting good or poor prognosis.
Two of their predictions on the test-set of the remaining 19 samples were
wrong. This is probably an under-estimate of the error rate since in a later
study [7] they tested their classifier on 295 different patients and obtained a
higher overall error rate of 18.6% . Note that such an error rate is equivalent
to about 4 errors in a test set of 19 samples. In light of the fact that many
genes are correlated with survival, and that the differences between those
correlations are rather small, one would expect that many sets of genes could
perform similarly. We tested this hypothesis in the following manner. We
selected the same 77 patients as [1] and ranked all genes according to their
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Figure 2: Distribution of the top 70 genes, determined by correlation of gene
expression with survival, measured over 10 randomly chosen subgroups of
N = 77 patients (using bootstrapping). Each row represents a gene and each
column - a subgroup. Genes are ordered according to their correlation with
survival over the first subgroup (from top to bottom). In each column (based
on a different patient subgroup) the top 70 ranked genes are colored black.
The genes that were top ranked over one subgroup can have a much lower
rank when other subgroups are used to measure the correlation with survival.
The two rightmost columns mark the genes that appeared in Golub et al.’s
[2] list of 128, and the 70 genes chosen by Van’t Veer et al. [1]
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correlation with survival, as measured over this training set. In the spirit of
the classifier established by van’t Veer et al., we built a series of classifiers,
each based on a different group of 70 genes; the first classifier used the top
70 genes, the second - the genes ranked 71-140, etc. For each classifier we
measured the training and the test error, and found seven other sets of 70
genes (that appeared way down in the correlation-ranked list) producing
classifiers with the same prognostic capabilities as those based on the top
70. The location of those 7 sets in the globe (Fig. 1) are shown in Fig. 1
of the supplementary information. The Kaplan-Meier plots corresponding
to these 7 classifiers are shown in Fig. 2 of the Supplementary Information.
Note that the data set is characterized by correlation between ERα status
and disease outcome. To ensure that the additional classifiers we found,
do discriminate between good and poor prognosis, and not between (ER)
positive and negative tumors [8], we reduced the data set to 68 samples
(see methods), eliminating correlations between ERα status of the tumors
and clinical outcome of the patients. Applying the seven classifiers to the
reduced data set, their predictive performance was not hurt, indicating that
the classifiers succeed in predicting outcome where ER fails [9]. The classifier
gene sets generate a long list of genes, pointing to the wide survival impact
on gene expression, rather than reflecting the obvious influence of ERα status
on the gene expression profile.

Since a gene is ranked differently when it’s correlation with survival is
measured on different subgroups of N = 77 patients (see Fig. 2), one ex-
pects the resulting training and test errors to be subgroup dependent as well.
To control this effect, we repeated the procedure described above for 1000
different subdivisions of 77/19 samples; for each subdivision we ranked the
genes and measured the training and test errors for each of the classifiers
(using top 70 genes, next 70 and so on). Figure 3 shows the training and test
errors for a single “experiment” and also the average of 1000 such curves (the
grey areas are the 95% confidence intervals). The average test error increases
very slowly as the genes used for the classifier become less correlated with
survival, while the average training error exhibits a slightly higher sensitivity.
Yet, the difference between the average number of training errors of the clas-
sifier that uses the top 70 genes and the one constructed from genes ranked
around 1000 is less than 1.5. This implies that not only the first classifier (the
one suggested by van’t Veer et al), but also much lower ranked classifiers are
capable of predicting survival with a similar quality. To give a quantitative
meaning to this claim we measured, for each of the 1000 training sets, the
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number of classifiers for which both training and test errors were at least as
low as those of the first classifier. The distribution of the number of such
classifiers is exhibited in the inset of Figure 3. The results show that more
than 70% of the 1000 training sets produced at least one classifier with the
same (or better) performance than the one based on its own top 70 genes,
and the average number of such classifiers is 4. The surprising summary of
these observations is that (a) the list of ”top 70 genes” of highest correlation
with survival depends strongly on the training set of (77) patients on which
the correlation was measured and (b) even with a fixed training set one could
have easily singled out a different set of 70 much lower ranked genes with
similar prognostic performance.

In this work we showed that small sample size is a major factor in ex-
plaining the inconsistency between published lists of genes related to sur-
vival. Many genes are related to survival, with statistically significant, but
not very high correlations, that decrease very slowly with rank. A possi-
ble biological scenario behind this is the following: even within a clinically
homogenous group of patients the individual variations and heterogeneities
associated with markers for outcome are large. Perhaps one has to divide
the patients into smaller subgroups on the basis of some yet unknown at-
tribute [3], and then for each subgroup of tumors one will be able to find
it’s much sought ”primary master genes” that control metastatic potential.
Such a master gene will have very high correlation with survival in it’s own
subgroup and, possibly, very low correlation in other subgroups. The large
fluctuations in the correlation of such a gene’s expression with survival, mea-
sured over small samples, are due to the fluctuating fraction of how many
members of the gene’s subgroup are in the sample. It is important to note
that such a master gene will not necessarily be top-ranked with respect to
correlation measured in a very large sample of patients, composed of a mix-
ture of subgroups. Our picture implies that one needs much larger numbers
of patients to identify such survival-wise-homogenous subgroups and their
associated master genes. Hence one should separate two issues: the quest
for survival-related master genes and the construction of prognostic tools on
the basis of a short list of genes. One can produce fairly reliably prognostic
tools; many genes are related to survival, and using a large enough subset of
them will compensate for the fluctuations in the predictive power of individ-
ual genes for individual patients. Membership in a prognostic list, however,
is not necessarily indicative of the gene’s importance for cancer pathology.
Rather, in order to study the biology one must scan the entire, wide list of
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Figure 3: 1000 partitions of the patients into a training set of 77 and test
set of 19 were generated. Over each training set the correlation with survival
was calculated for every gene and the genes were ranked accordingly, as
indicated on the horizontal axis. Consecutively ranked groups of 70 genes
were used to construct a classifier of short/long survival. The fluctuating
thin red and black curves present, for a single partition, the number of errors
over the training and test sets, produced by classifiers, versus the rank of
the 70 genes on which the classifier was based. The average of 1000 such
curves is plotted as thick red and black lines; the grey areas around these
two curves are the 95% confidence interval of the training and test errors.
Inset: histogram of the number of classifiers whose training and test errors
are at least as low as those of the first classifier based on the 70 genes with
highest correlation to survival, obtained for 1000 partitions. Note that more
than 70% of the training sets produce at least one classifier with the same
performance as the top 70; the expected number of such classifiers is around
4.
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survival-related genes. By focusing only on those genes, that were singled
out by one group as it’s preferred prognostic tool, one may miss important
key players. The picture we obtained for breast cancer may emerge also in
other types of cancer.

Methods

Public data-set
The data [1] contain gene expression profiles of primary breast tumors, from
96 sporadic young patients with grade T1/T2 tumors less than 5cm in size,
and N0 (no lymph node metastases). 34 of the 96 sporadic patients were
treated by modified radical mastectomy and 62 underwent breast-conserving
treatment, including axillary lymph node dissection followed by radiother-
apy. Hybridization ratios were measured with respect to a reference made
by pooling equal amounts of cRNA from all the sporadic carcinomas, on mi-
croarrays containing 25,000 human genes [10].

preprocessing of data
The full expression matrix of van’t Veer et al had 24481 rows (genes) and
117 columns (samples). We applied a filtering criteria yielding 5852 genes
that exhibited two-fold change of expression with a p-value less than 0.01 in
5 or more samples. We discarded from the set a single sample (sample 54)
which contained more than 20% missing values. We based our analysis on
96 ’sporadic’ patients free of BRCA1/2 germline mutations.

correlation analysis
For each gene we test the null hypothesis that its gene expression profile is
uncorrelated with the survival vector (over all 96 samples). Correction for
multiple comparisons was performed using the False Discovery Rate (FDR)
method [11]. Bounding the expected false discovery rate by 10% yielded a
list of 1234 genes for which the null hypothesis can be reject.

Eliminating correlation between ERα status and outcome
First, the 96 samples were divided into 61 (ER) positive tumors and

35 (ER) negative tumors. Then each of those groups was divided into two
subgroups: good prognosis patients and poor prognosis patients. Since there
are more good prognosis than poor prognosis patients in the (ER) positive
group (39 compared to 22), we randomly chose 22 from the 39 good prognosis
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samples such that the new (ER) positive group contained an equal number,
22, of good and poor prognosis patients. We repeated this procedure for
the (ER) negative group, by selecting at random 12 among the 23 poor
prognosis patients, thus reducing their number to 12, the number of poor
prognosis (ER) positive patients. The resultant dataset was composed of 44
(ER) positive and 24 (ER) negative tumors, and had no correlation between
ERα status and disease outcome. The new training and test sets were the
old training and test set without the samples that were removed from the
data set.

Creating the globe figure
Gene i is represented as a centered and normalized unit vector in a 96 dimen-
sional space; 〈ĝij〉j = 0, ‖ĝi‖2 = 1. We identify two specific genes; BUB1,

b̂ = ĝBUB1 and ESR1, ê = ĝESR1. The 96-dimensional survival vector, s = (sj),
is a binary vector indicating whether patient j has an MFTI (metastasis free
time interval) greater or equal to 5 years. Next, we center and normalize s
to obtain ŝ. The correlation between any two unit vectors, either a gene and
survival or two genes, is simply the cosine of the angle between the vectors
which is calculated by their dot-product; e.g. Corr(BUB1, survival) = b̂ · ŝ.
In order to generate the ”globe” figure (Fig. 1) we generated a set of three
orthogonal unit vectors x̂, ŷ, ẑ, creating a space on which the projection of ŝ,
b̂ and ê maintain their unit length and thus will reside on the surface of the
”globe”. Moreover, we require that ẑ = ŝ in order that the north pole and
the survival vector will coincide. This is performed using a Gram-Schmidt or-
thonormalization method [12]. In general, the projections of all other genes,
ĝi, on this space fall inside the unit sphere. The coordinates of any gene in
this ”globe” can be used to calculate its correlations with the chosen vectors;
survival, BUB1 and ESR1. Specifically, the latitude which can be easily read
from Figure 1, is the angle between a gene and survival.

Dividing the data into ten different division of 77/19
To examine how different experiments of 77 samples, influence the composi-
tion of the 70 most correlated genes with survival, we used the bootstrapping
method [6]. Bootstrapping is a computer simulation enabling to overcome
finite size effects. It assumes that the sample is a good approximation of
the population. Generating a large number of new samples from the original
sample set, enables to estimate the statistics parameters of the population.
To keep the good/poor prognosis ratio of the original training set (33/44) we
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divided the 96 samples into a poor prognosis set of 45 samples, and a good
prognosis set of 51. We chose with repetitions a random set of 33 samples
from the poor prognosis set, and 44 from the good prognosis. We repeated
this procedure ten times and found the top 70 genes for each ’training set’
composition.

Generating the distribution of the training and the test errors
We checked how the classifier, established by van’t Veer et al. performs on
different sets of 70 genes, as described in the paper.
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Supplementary Information

Figure 1: Genes’ location in the world created by Survival (S), ER1 (e) and
BUB1 (b). Grey spheres represent genes not appearing neither in van’t Veer
et al.’s list nor in the 6 alternative lists presented in the paper. Colored
spheres denote location of genes belonging to the extended list of survival
related genes, including van’t Veer et al.’s gene (red), and the 6 alternative
classifier gene sets (each denoted by a different color - orange to blue). The
sphere size indicates how close it is to the surface. Large spheres are closer
than small ones.

Kaplan Meier analysis of the additional seven classifiers
To demonstrate the efficiency of the seven alternative classifiers in dis-

criminating between poor and good prognosis patients, we carried out a
univariate Kaplan-Meier analysis with time to development of distant metas-
tasis as a variable. The analysis was performed on all 96 patients. Each of
the classifiers divided the patients into those with good prognosis signature,
and those with poor prognosis signature. As shown in Fig. 2, in all seven
classifiers, the probability of remaining disease free is significantly higher in
patients classified as having good prognosis signature. The Kaplan-Meier
plots of the seven classifiers appear aside to those of van’t Veer et al. (right
top corner), showing that their classification performance is at the same level
as van’t Veer et al.’s classifier.
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Figure 2: Kaplan-Meier analysis of van’t Veer et al.’s classifier ( top right
curves), and of the seven alternative classifiers (the other curves) as obtained
from classifying all 96 samples. Green lines describe the probability of re-
maining free of metastasis in the group of samples classified as having good
prognosis signature, while the blue lines describe the poor prognosis group.
All p values are smaller then 10−7
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Figure 3: Distribution of the top 70 genes, determined by correlation of gene
expression with survival, measured over 10 randomly chosen subgroups of
N = 77 patients. Each row represents a gene and each column - a subgroup.
Genes are ordered according to their correlation with survival over the first
subgroup (from top to bottom). In each column (based on a different patient
subgroup) the top 70 ranked genes are colored black. The genes that were top
ranked over one subgroup can have a much lower rank when other subgroups
are used to measure the correlation with survival.
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Chapter 4

Protein Structures Applications

4.1 Introduction

This Chapter serves as an introduction to Publications (11), (12) which deal with prediction

of protein fold assignment using structural similarity measures. This work is a continuation

of my previous work (several topics from my M.Sc. [111]).

One of the main outcomes of the genome project is the list of ∼ 30000 genes in the

human DNA. The goal of the next step is to assign functions to those genes (and proteins)

and to understand their network of interactions. A key-step in understanding the function

of a protein is to know its three-dimensional structure. Predicting the three-dimensional

structure of a protein from its primary sequence (coded in the DNA) is a long-standing

challenge named the protein folding problem. This challenge has not been overcome yet but

slow and continuous progress is being made [159]. Recently, a new protein was designed to

fold into a certain structure [160] which demonstrates the growing knowledge in this field.

In order to assist to assign a function to a predicted fold and to help building models for

possible folds one needs to study the fold space of proteins. Three-dimensional structures

of 20000 proteins have already been solved by means of X-ray crystallography or NMR.

These are stored in the Protein Data Bank (PDB) [161] and are used to study the different

protein structures. There are different methods to organize the proteins, all with a common

purpose, to classify the proteins into classes with similar properties. Since during evolution

protein structures are much more conserved than sequences and functions [162], proteins

are usually classified first by their structural similarity (phenetic classification) and then

by the similarity of their sequences or by the similarity of their functions (phylogenetic

classification) [163].

The three most widely used databases that organize the known protein structures in

a hierarchical classification are SCOP [164], CATH [165] and FSSP [166]. Each group

has its own way to compare and classify proteins using a different mix of automatically

calculated similarity scores and visual inspection. On one extreme, FSSP is based on a

fully automated structure comparison method that calculates pairwise similarity scores
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(Z-scores) between proteins. CATH uses a structural similarity score for lower levels of

the hierarchy and manual inspection for higher ones. On the other extreme, SCOP is

constructed manually, by visual inspection and comparison of not only structures but also

sequences and functions. In our work we first showed that these three classification schemes

are consistent and then, presented an automated procedure to assign CATH and SCOP

classifications to proteins whose FSSP score is available. As the FSSP database is updated

weekly, this method makes it possible to update also CATH and SCOP with the same

frequency. To make our predictions available to the structural biology community we have

set up a website that accepts the name of a protein (that appears in FSSP) and returns

the predicted SCOP and CATH classifications. Recently we updated the web site with the

latest versions of FSSP, CATH and SCOP.

Since our aim is to classify proteins that appear in FSSP and not in CATH or SCOP

based on the ones which are classified, we are faced with a problem of partial labels which

calls for semi-supervised methods (see Sec. ??). Here we use a heuristic method to find

the ground state, the only configuration and hence the typical one at T = 0, of the in-

homogeneous Potts ferromagnet with external fields that was introduced in Section ??.

Each protein corresponds to a Potts spin with the number of states, q, set to be equal

to the number of known fold (or architecture) types. The interactions between the spins

are taken as the similarity Z-scores, Jij = Zij, where i and j represent proteins. Spins

of known classification are assigned a state according to their type and are frozen to that

state. Therefore, the free spins feel a field generated by neighbors of known type. To predict

the assignment of the unknown spins we search for the configuration with lowest energy of

this Potts Hamiltonian. We developed a heuristic method to find a low energy configuration

which for some cases is guaranteed to yield the global minimum.

4.2 FSSP to CATH and FSSP (F2CS)

Publication (12) describes the F2CS server which is based on the algorithm described in

Publication (11). The site is available at

http://www.weizmann.ac.il/physics/complex/compphys/f2cs/ and is constantly updated

based on the latest versions of FSSP and Dali Database (a new database that will replace

FSSP [167]) which supply the Z-scores and the new proteins for which we report our

predictions, and CATH and SCOP which provide the training set – those proteins for

which the classification is known. In the current version, the predicted set consists of 4014

single domain chains that do not appear in CATH and 511 ones which are new to SCOP.

Figure 4.1 illustrates the prediction process for CATH chains by depicting the all-

against-all Z-score matrix among the union of the training and predicted sets. The training

set consists of 3750 single domain chains from CATH that were chosen as representatives

in FSSP/DD and the predicted set contains 4014 chains which are present in FSSP but

not yet in CATH. In figure 4.1, the first 3750 are ordered according to their known CATH

classification whereas the order of the 4014 is according to our predicted classification. One
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Figure 4.1: All-against-all Z-score matrix among the 9361 protein chains; The first 3750 are
FSSP/DD representatives with known CATH classification and the remaining are those for which
the classification is predicted. The order of the chains is according to their CATH classification
whether it is known or predicted. The structure among the ones with known classification is
propagated to the predicted set using our CO classification method.
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can see that the original order in the training set (upper left submatrix colored in red)

is propagated by our assignment procedure to the predicted set. For 957 chains, ranging

from 3751 to 4707, we do not have any prediction since there is no path of neighboring

chains, i.e. chains with Z ≥ 2, extending from them to a chain of known classification and

therefore no class information can permeate to them.

In the latest version of the site we added a capability to insert a Z-score file of a new

structure and obtain the classification for it. A crystallography or NMR group which solves

a new three-dimensional structure can input its coordinates to the DALI server [168] and

obtain its Z-scores with the FSSP/DD representative set. One can insert these Z-scores to

our server and it provides our predicted CATH and SCOP classification of the new protein

structure.

In Publication (11) we demonstrate that, as a side product, the algorithm can highlight

misclassification in the database by identifying those proteins which are classified differently

from the majority of their neighbors. This can help fix errors in the databases.
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Automated Assignment of SCOP and CATH Protein
Structure Classifications From FSSP Scores
Gad Getz,1 Michele Vendruscolo,2 David Sachs,3 and Eytan Domany1*
1Department of Physics of Complex Systems, Weizmann Institute of Science, Rehovot, Israel
2Oxford Centre for Molecular Sciences, New Chemistry Laboratory, Oxford, United Kingdom
3Department of Physics, Princeton University, Princeton, New Jersey

ABSTRACT We present an automated proce-
dure to assign CATH and SCOP classifications to
proteins whose FSSP score is available. CATH classi-
fication is assigned down to the topology level, and
SCOP classification is assigned to the fold level.
Because the FSSP database is updated weekly, this
method makes it possible to update also CATH and
SCOP with the same frequency. Our predictions
have a nearly perfect success rate when ambiguous
cases are discarded. These ambiguous cases are
intrinsic in any protein structure classification that
relies on structural information alone. Hence, we
introduce the “twilight zone for structure classifica-
tion.” We further suggest that to resolve these am-
biguous cases, other criteria of classification, based
also on information about sequence and function,
must be used. Proteins 2002;46:405–415.
© 2002 Wiley-Liss, Inc.

Key words: protein structure; protein databases;
CATH; FSSP; SCOP; classification; clus-
tering

INTRODUCTION

The first step to analyze the vast amount of information
provided by genome sequencing projects is to organize
proteins (the gene products) into classes with similar
properties. Because during evolution protein structures
are much more conserved than sequences and functions,1

proteins are usually classified first by their structural
similarity (phenetic classification) and then by the similar-
ity of their sequences or by the similarity of their functions
(phylogenetic classification).2

A reliable structural classification scheme is useful for
several reasons. Perhaps the most exciting perspective is
the possibility to routinely assign a function to newly
identified genes.3 This goal may be achievable because a
classified database provides a library of representative
structures to perform prediction of protein structure by
homology4,5 or by threading,6–8 and it allows for the
identification of distant evolutionary relationships.9 In
addition, given a particular protein, it provides a tool to
identify other proteins of similar structure and function.10

The knowledge of the structure helps to reveal the mecha-
nism of molecular recognition involved in catalysis, signal-
ing, and binding2 and may lead to the rational design of
new drugs.11 At a more abstract level, the physical prin-
ciples dictating structural stability of proteins are re-

vealed by their folded state. Therefore, most of the recently
proposed methods to derive energy functions to perform
protein fold predictions rely in different ways on structural
data.12,13

The most comprehensive repository of three-dimen-
sional structures of proteins is the Protein Data Bank
(PDB).14 The number of released structures is increasing
at the pace of about 50 per week, and �12,000 complete
sets of coordinates were available at the time of writing.
Many research groups maintain web-accessible hierarchi-
cal classifications of PDB entries. The most widely used
are FSSP,15 CATH,16 SCOP,17 HOMSTRAD,18 MMDB,19

and 3Dee20 (see Table I for a list of abbreviations). Here we
consider three of these: the FSSP, the CATH, and the
SCOP databases. Each group has its own way to compare
and classify proteins; these three classification schemes
are, however, consistent with each other to a large ex-
tent.21,22

FSSP Database

The FSSP (Fold classification based on Structure-
Structure alignment of Proteins) uses a fully automated
structure comparison algorithm, DALI (Distances ALIgn-
ment algorithm),23,24 to calculate a pairwise structural
similarity measure (the S-score) between protein chains.

The algorithm searches for that amino acid alignment
between the two protein chains that yields the most
similar pair of C� distance maps. In general, the more
geometrically similar two chain structures are, the higher
their S-score is. The mean and standard deviations of the
S-scores obtained for all the pairs of proteins are evalu-
ated. Shifting the S-scores by their mean and rescaling by
the standard deviation yield the statistically meaningful
Z-scores.

For classification of structures, the FSSP uses the
Z-scores for all pairs in a representative subset of the PDB.
A fold tree is generated by applying an average-linkage
hierarchical clustering algorithm25 to this all-against-all
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Z-score matrix. An alternate classification based on a more
common four-level hierarchy is also available.24

CATH Database

Orengo and coworkers use a combination of automatic
and manual procedures to create a hierarchical classifica-
tion of domains (CATH).16 They arrange domains in a
four-level hierarchy of families according to the protein
class (C), architecture (A), topology (T), and homologous
superfamily (H). The class level describes the secondary
structures found in the domain26 and is created automati-
cally. There are four class types: mainly-�, mainly-�, �-�,
and proteins with few secondary structures (FSS). The
architecture level, on the other hand, is assigned manually
(using human judgment) and describes the shape created
by the relative orientation of the secondary structure
units. The shape families are chosen according to a com-
monly used structure classification (e.g., barrel, sandwich,
roll, etc.). The topology level groups together all structures
with similar sequential connectivity between their second-
ary structure elements. Structures with high structural
and functional similarity are put in the same fourth-level
family, called homologous superfamily. Both the topology
and homologous superfamily levels are assigned by thresh-
olding a calculated structural similarity measure (SSAP)
at two different levels, respectively.27,28 The CATH data-
base has been recently linked to the Dictionary of Homolo-
gous Superfamilies (DHS) database,29 which allows fur-
ther analysis of structural and functional features of
evolutionary related proteins. There is a growing need for
annotating proteins classified in structural databases be-
cause structural genomic initiatives are providing a large
number of new proteins whose function might be gathered
by distant homology informations.

SCOP Database

The Structural Classification of Proteins (SCOP)17 data-
base is organized hierarchically. The lower two levels
(family and superfamily) describe near and distant evolu-
tionary relationship, the third (fold) describes structural
similarity, and the top level (class) describes the secondary

structure content.26 SCOP is linked to the ASTRAL com-
pendium,30 which provides a series of tools for further
analysis of the classified structures, mainly through the
use of their sequence. At variance with FSSP and CATH,
SCOP is constructed manually, by visual inspection and
comparison of not only structures but also sequences and
functions.

Automated Assignment of SCOP and CATH
Classifications

In this work we present a method, Classification by
Optimization (CO), to predict without human intervention
the SCOP fold level and the CATH topology level from the
FSSP pairwise structure similarity score. A protein for
which the Z-score is available is classified into a SCOP fold
and into a CATH topology by the CO method, an optimiza-
tion procedure that finds the assignment of minimal cost,
where the cost is defined in terms of Z-scores (see Materi-
als and Methods). The query for the classification of any
such protein can be submitted to the web site.31

RESULTS
Consistency of the FSSP, CATH, and SCOP
Classifications

We found that the FSSP and CATH databases are
consistent.21 In this section we show that SCOP is also
consistent with these to a large extent (see also Ref. 22). In
the rest of this work we use this fact to derive an
automated procedure to assign the CATH and SCOP
classifications starting from the FSSP Z-scores (which are
updated weekly) in a fully automated fashion to include
new releases in the PDB.1 Here we further discuss the
consistency of the three classification schemes by introduc-
ing concepts and quantities that are later used in the
prediction of the CATH and SCOP classifications.

We first illustrate the correlation between the FSSP
similarity score and the CATH classification. A simple and
visually appealing way to study this problem is shown in
Figure 1. The element Zij of the Z-score matrix [Fig. 1(a)]
represents the score for superimposing structure i with
structure j of the set PFrCs (a subset of the proteins in
FSSP and CATH, see Table III and Materials and Meth-
ods) using the DALI algorithm.23,24 In Figure 1(a) only the
pairs with Z � 2 are shown; therefore, the matrix is
sparse and the proteins are ordered in a random fashion.
Figure 1(b) is produced by reordering the rows and col-
umns of the original Z-score matrix [Fig. 1(a)]. The reorder-
ing is performed according to the CATH classification in
the following way: for each of the proteins in this set we
have the CATH classifications at all levels. First, we order
the proteins by their class; within the class, by the
architecture; within it by the topology, and so on. This
reordering generates a permutation of the columns and
rows of the Z matrix. The solid black grid in Figure 1(b)
separates the proteins according to their CATH class, and
a thin grid is placed at the boundaries between architec-
tures.

Figure 1(b) shows the underlying order behind the
apparent randomness of Figure 1(a) and reveals the extent

TABLE I. Abbreviations and Definitions

Abbreviation Definition

3Dee Database of protein domain definitions
ASTRAL The ASTRAL compendium for sequence and

structure analysis
CATH Protein structure classification
CO Classification by optimization
DALI Protein structure comparison by alignment of

distance matrices
DHS Dictionary of homologous superfamilies
FSSP Fold classification based on structure-structure

alignment of proteins
HOMSTRAD Homologous structure alignment database
MMDB Molecular modeling database
PDB Protein data bank
SCOP Structural classification of proteins
SSAP Structure comparison algorithm
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to which the FSSP Z-scores reflect the CATH classifica-
tion.

Several interesting observations can be made. First,
consider the Class level of CATH. As can be seen in Figure
1(b), there are no matrix elements with Z � 2.0 in region
A that connect proteins of the mainly-� class to the
mainly-� class. At variance with this, some proteins from
both of these classes have large Z-scores with proteins
from the �-� class (region B). This is reasonable, because of
the way similarity is defined by FSSP; a mainly-� protein
can have a high Z-score with an �-� protein because of high
similarity with the � part. Second, in the Architecture
level, we observe that there are architecture families that
are highly connected within themselves, e.g., �-� barrels
(482–525: region C), whereas for others the intrafamily
connections are more sparse. The similarities within the
mainly-� sandwich family (318–406: region D) have two
relatively distinct subgroups, which suggest an inner
structure corresponding to the lower levels in the CATH
hierarchy. Checking the topology level (the third CATH
level) for this architecture, one indeed finds two large
topology subfamilies, the immunoglobulin-like proteins
(324–366: upper left part of region D) and the Jelly-Rolls
(373–402: lower right part of region D), which correspond
precisely to the two strongly connected subgroups that
appear in Figure 1(b).

We found that the CATH classification at the level of
topology is reflected in the Z-matrix. This is to be expected
because the Z-score measures the structural similarity of
two aligned proteins while preserving their connectivity.
Overall, this analysis shows that the Z-matrix is corre-
lated with the CATH classification. In a similar way it is
possible to show that the Z-score is correlated with the
SCOP classification. The results are available at the web
site.31

These findings suggest that Z-scores can be used to
predict the CATH and SCOP classifications of yet unclassi-
fied proteins. In what follows, we demonstrate that this
indeed can be done. We also estimate the success rate of
our predictions and provide a web site31 that can be used to
retrieve our predictions for the CATH topology and the
SCOP fold for new entries in FSSP.

We also verified that the CATH and SCOP classifica-
tions are to a large extent mutually compatible. An
immediate consequence of this is that it is possible to
construct a “translation table,” T̂, from the proteins that
have already both a CATH and a SCOP classification. In
this way, given a CATH entry, one can obtain the corre-
sponding SCOP classification (see Fig. 2). Row i of the
table refers to a particular CATH topology and column j to
a particular SCOP fold. The element T̂ij of the table is the
measured fraction of times that a protein has a CATH
topology i and a SCOP fold j. This number is calculated by
enumerating all the 10,197 single-domain proteins with
known CATH and SCOP classifications (PCsSs), and it is
an estimate of Tij, the joint probability distribution for a
protein to have CATH topology i and SCOP fold j. If the
CATH and SCOP classifications had been independent,
every element Tij could have been expressed as a product
of Ci, the fraction of proteins that belong to CATH topology
i, and Sj, the fraction that belongs to SCOP fold j, that is,
Tij � Ci � Sj. Randomly placing 10,197 proteins using
such a probability distribution yields 4780 � 40 nonzero
elements in the matrix. In the other extreme case, if there
had been a full correspondence between the SCOP and
CATH classifications, the table would have had a single
nonzero element in each row and column (in each CATH
topology row the nonzero element would have been in that
SCOP fold column that corresponds to it). In this case, the
proteins in PCsSs would have been distributed among 284

Fig. 1. a: Z-score matrix between all pairs of proteins in the PFrCs set. A black dot represents Z � 2.0. b:
Same Z-score matrix with rows and columns rearranged by using the CATH classification (see text). Part (b)
shows the underlying order behind the apparent randomness of part (a) and illustrates the extent to which the
FSSP Z-scores reflect the CATH classification. The regions A, B, C, and D are discussed in the text.
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nonzero elements (the number of distinct CATH topologies
in PCsSs).

We found 369 nonzero elements in T̂, meaning that the
CATH and SCOP classifications are highly dependent.
Still, the correspondence is not entirely one-to-one; in
general, more than one SCOP fold corresponds to a given
CATH topology. The number of such folds is, however,
typically small. Such a translation table may be used to
predict the SCOP classification of a structure already
classified in CATH or at least to significantly restrict the
number of possibilities and vice versa. For example, the
assignment of the CATH topology to a protein with known
SCOP fold can be done by selecting the CATH topology
with the largest value in the translation table for that
particular SCOP fold. Such an assignment is correct in
93% of the cases. The corresponding assignment of the
SCOP fold from the CATH topology is correct in 82% of the
cases. Although this is possibly useful information, in this
work we do not assign classifications in this way.

SUMMARY OF THE COCLASSIFICATION
PERFORMANCE

Every time the FSSP Z-scores are updated (once a week)
the CO classification can be applied to all the proteins that
appear in the new FSSP release but are not yet classified
in CATH or in SCOP. The possible outcomes of the
classification procedure are as follows:

1. Correct classification: the predicted classification will
agree with the future release of the databases.

2. Rejection: the program is unable to classify the struc-
ture.

3. Ambiguous classification: a classification is returned

(both for CATH and SCOP), but a later release provides
a different classification.

The frequencies of these outcomes greatly depends on
the statistics of the set of proteins to be classified. More
specifically, rejected proteins are of two types: proteins
that do not have high Z-scores with any other proteins
(“islands”; see Materials and Methods) and clusters of
proteins that are similar among themselves but do not
have high Z-scores with other proteins outside their clus-
ter (“superislands”). The fraction of islands and superis-
lands is a feature of the particular set of proteins to be
classified. The occurrence of a superisland suggests that a
new classification type (a new topology for CATH and and
new fold for SCOP) might be needed. The work of maintain-
ing CATH and SCOP can be thus focused on the classifica-
tion of a representative from each of these superislands.

For the set PFCs, the fraction of islands and superis-
lands is 5%. We used this set to provide an upper bound for
the performance of the CO method (see below); however,
for the set PFC� the fraction of rejections goes up to 22%. If
rejections are not counted, we classify correctly 98% of the
PFCs proteins. On the other hand, we could test our
predictions also against the new CATH release v2.0. Of
1582 proteins that were assigned to previously existing
CATH topologies, CO has classified correctly 80%. The
difference in success rates between PFCs and PFC� is due
to the different way in which the test set is nested in the
larger set of structures with known classification. In the
first case, the test set consisted of 20% of the members of
PFCs, selected at random; the remaining 80% were used to
“predict” the classification of the test set. In the second
case, the members of CATH v1.7 were used to predict the
classification of the new proteins that were added when

Fig. 2. Translation table from the CATH topology to the SCOP fold and vice versa. Nonzero entries of T̂ij

appear as black dots. T̂ij is proportional to the number of proteins of CATH topology i that have a SCOP fold j in
PCsSs.
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CATH v2.0 was released. These new structures are not
distributed uniformly at random among the members of
CATH v1.7.

Ambiguous classifications are due to two different mecha-
nisms. The first stems from a well-known problem with the
way the FSSP similarity index is calculated (the “Russian
doll effect”; see below). The second kind of “mistake” is
actually not a wrong classification; rather, it happens
when the newly classified structure lies within the ambigu-
ous “twilight zone” between two closely related topologies
(for CATH) or folds (for SCOP), as demonstrated in detail
below.

Automated Assignment of CATH Classification
From FSSP

In this section we describe the procedure that we used to
predict CATH topology level from the FSSP scores. We
identified a set of 7431 proteins (PFC� ; see Materials and
Methods) that appear in FSSP but were not yet processed
by CATH 1.7. Our goal is to predict the CATH topology of
these 7431 proteins by using (a) the Z-scores between all
proteins in PF (see Materials and Methods) and (b) the
known classifications of the set PFrCs (see Materials and
Methods).

Predicting topologies is a classification problem that we
treated with pattern recognition tools. We tested several
prediction algorithms using cross-validation to estimate
their performance.21 Every one of the algorithms that were
tested can be viewed as a two-stage process. In the first
stage, a new similarity measure is produced from the
original Z-scores. This is done either by a direct rescaling
of the original Z-scores or by using the results of various
hierarchical clustering methods to produce new similarity
measures. The second stage consists of using these similari-
ties as the input to some classification method, yielding

predictions for the classes and architectures. In this work
we present only results obtained by one particular method
(CO), which uses the original Z-score as a similarity
measure (see Materials and Methods). A complete list of
the results obtained by using other methods can be found
in Ref. 21, which is available on the web site.31

Our final assignments for the set PFC� using the CO
method are listed in the web site. A more illustrative way
to present these results is shown in Figure 3. In Figure 3(a)
we present the Z-score matrix for the combined set PFrCs �
PFC� . The submatrix in the upper left corner is the
reordered Z-score matrix of the set PFrCs, which was
already shown in Figure 1(b). The rest of the matrix in
Figure 3(a) presents the Z-scores of PFrCs with the set
PFC� (randomly ordered) and the Z-scores of PFC� among
themselves. In Figure 3(b) we reordered the rows and
columns whose index was �860, corresponding to proteins
in PFC� . Although in the matrix of Figure 3(a) these
proteins appear in a random order, in Figure 3(b) they
appear in the order imposed by our prediction of their
CATH topology. One can see that the original order in the
submatrix PFrCs is propagated by our assignment proce-
dure to the set PFC� . For example, focus on the small black
square at the upper left corner of the matrix. This small
black square represents the high Z-scores among the
mainly-� class of proteins in PFrCs. In the corresponding
top rows of the full matrix we see high Z-scores between
these structures and some proteins from PFC� . In particu-
lar, the small group with indices near 2476 are “close” to
these mainly-� structures and hence are also classified as
such. On the other hand, there is a large group of struc-
tures from PFC� (between 861 and 2476), which do not have
high Z-scores with any of the proteins in PFrCs or with any
of the other structures in PFC� with index �2476. Hence,

Fig. 3. a: Z-score matrix between all pairs of proteins in the combined PFrCs � PFC� sets. The submatrix in
the upper left corner is the reordered Z-score matrix of the set PFrCs, which was already shown in Figure 1(b).
The rest of the matrix presents the Z-scores for the proteins in the set PFC� . b: The same matrix as in (a) with the
rows and columns relative to the proteins in PFC� reordered according to our assignment of their CATH
topology. With the CO method, the original order in the submatrix PFrCs is propagated to the entire matrix.
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we are unable to classify this group of structures on the
basis of their FSSP scores.

Figure 3(b) illustrates the central idea of this work. We
perform a task that is intermediate between clustering
and classification. We take proteins of known classification
and we use them as fixed a priori values in a clustering
procedure.

The overall success rate of our prediction estimated by
cross-validation was 93%. To understand the significance
of these success rates, we derived a statistical (see Materi-
als and Methods) upper bound for this kind of prediction.
This upper bound is 95% (see Materials and Methods),
hence the figure of 93/95 � 98% given above.*

We estimated the accuracy of the prediction by using the
following procedure. First, the set PFCs was randomly
“diluted”; that is, we randomly chose a certain fraction of
the proteins in PFCs and placed them in a test set,
pretending that we did not know their classification. The
FSSP scores of the entire set were then used to classify the
test set. For each protein from the test set, we either
return a predicted classification or reject the protein (i.e.,
we declare that we are unable to classify it). The quality of
any classification algorithm (see Materials and Methods)
is measured by its success rate (fraction of correctly
classified proteins, out of the test set) and by the purity
(success rate out of the nonrejected proteins). For the CO
method, the results were 93% for the success rate and 98%
for the purity (using a dilution of 20%). More extensive
tests at other dilutions and for other methods are of
classification are discussed in Ref. 21 and available at the
web site.31

We also tested directly the reliability of the CO assign-
ments by using the CATH version 2.0 (PC2). In PC2, 1640
single-domain proteins that are present in PFC� were
assigned to one of the topologies that existed in v1.7.
Fifty-eight of these we “rejected.” In 1266 cases of the
remaining 1582 (80%), our prediction agrees with the one
given in CATH v2.0. Almost all the cases in which we
misassigned a domain can be explained in a simple way.
These cases are discussed in detail in a following section.

The CO method can also be used to predict directly the C
level and the A level of CATH. We found that when the C
and A levels were predicted as a byproduct of predicting
the T level, the resulting C and A were consistent with
those predicted directly.

Automated Assignment of SCOP Classification
From FSSP

We used the CO method to predict the SCOP fold for a
set of 3451 proteins (PFS� ) that belong in PF but not yet in
PS. The results are available on the web site.31 The
estimated success rate (by cross-validation) was 93%. As in

the case of CATH, this number increased when we dis-
carded proteins in the “twilight zone” (see the next sec-
tion).

Twilight Zone for Protein Classification

The attempt to assign a new protein to a known fold
might lead to frustration because at times one is undecided
about two or more possibilities. To assess that two proteins
have similar structures, a similarity score is needed. FSSP
uses the Z-score, CATH uses the SSAP score, and SCOP
uses a subjective evaluation, which is also a kind of score.
The problem arises when the protein to be classified has
high scores with two proteins already classified, but to
different topologies. In this article, these proteins are
called borders (see Materials and Methods). Being a border
protein depends on the similarity score. We showed,
however, that FSSP, CATH, and SCOP are to a large
extent consistent classifications. Therefore, we suggest
that there are “intrinsically” ambiguous cases—cases that
are unavoidable in structure comparison. We refer to these
ambiguous regions in structure space as the “twilight
zone” in analogy with the case of protein sequence compari-
son where proteins with sequence similarity below 30%
cannot be reliably assigned to the same fold. We illustrate
this concept by a typical case, shown in Figure 4. This is a
border protein. Protein 1dhn (the central one) is the one to
be classified (in fact, it is a three-layer sandwich according
to CATH). It has a Z-score of 9.3 with protein 1a8rA (on the
left), which is a three-layer sandwich topology and a
Z-score of 8.7 with protein 1b66A (on the right), which is a
two-layer sandwich topology. This example illustrates how
structural information alone might not provide a clear-cut
criterion for classification of this protein. The incidence of
the twilight zone is shown in Figure 5. In Figure 5(a) we
present the histogram of the number of protein pairs that
have different CATH topologies as a function of their
Z-score. This number is a rapidly decaying function of Z.
On the contrary, the number of pairs with the same CATH
topology is a slowly decaying function of Z. For Z � 3, the
probability of having the same CATH topology becomes
greater than that of having different topologies. For Z �
7.5, the probability to have the same topology is 97.5%. In
Figure 5(b) we show the corresponding figure for SCOP.
The number of folds in SCOP is larger than the number of
topologies in CATH; therefore, there is more ambiguity.
However, also in this case for Z � 7.5, the probability to
have the same topology is 93.5%. Taken together, these
results indicate that the twilight zone for structure com-
parison can be bound by Z � 7.

There are other cases in which the classification of a
particular protein is inconsistent with that of all its
neighbors. For example, proteins that we called colonies
(see Materials and Methods) are such that none of their
neighbors are of their own kind. This means that the FSSP
scores imply that these proteins are similar only to pro-
teins of different classes and architectures. Identifying
these proteins can also focus the attention to possible
misclassification or to drawbacks of the Z-score. For ex-
ample, 1 of the 49 colonies (at the architecture level) that

* One must keep in mind that the estimated success rate is
calculated for all proteins; both FSSP representatives (�10% of the
proteins) and nonrepresentatives. Because the presence of homolo-
gous proteins can create a bias in these estimates, we also tested the
success rate of predicting the CATH topology only for the FSSP
representatives, which yielded 63%, to be compared with the corre-
sponding upper bound of 74%.
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we found in CATH is the PDB entry 1rboC, which is
classified as a �-� two-layer sandwich. It has 15 neighbors
in PC, 14 of which are classified as mainly-� sandwiches.

We summarize the results about the assignments of the
CATH architecture for proteins that already have a CATH
classification (PFCs) in a “confusion table” (see Table II). The
first column lists the “correct” classification (as given in
CATH v1.7 for the test set); the second column gives the
assignments by CO (correct, incorrect, or reject), and the
third column lists the corresponding percentages. A full list
of the inconsistent proteins is available on the web site.31

Another problem is that there are some large Z-scores
between proteins of different architectures. Such large
Z-scores arise when a protein of one particular architec-

ture has a similar structure to a part of a protein of a
different architecture. Swindells et al.32 call the phenom-
enon of structures within structures, the “Russian doll”
effect. Such cases are common between architectures of
long proteins that contain substructures corresponding to
architectures of shorter proteins; for example, there are
many two-layer sandwich proteins that resemble a part of
three-layer sandwich proteins. Such relationships can
occur at the class level [e.g., �-� proteins that contain
mainly-� or mainly-� proteins (1rboC, 1hgeA)]. They can
also occur at the architecture level within the same class
[e.g., �-� complex architecture contains �-� two-layer
sandwich (1regX)]. Other inconsistencies occur when pro-
teins fit two architecture definitions.

Fig. 4. Center: Protein 1dhn, which has a CATH � � three-layer (���) sandwich Aspartyl-glucosaminidase
chain B (3.50.11) topology. Left: Protein 1a8rA, which has also a CATH � � three-layer (���) sandwich
Aspartylglucosaminidase chain B (3.50.11) topology and has Z-score of 9.3 with protein 1dhn. Right: Protein
1b66A, which has a CATH � � two-layer sandwich Tetrahydropterin Synthase, subunit A (3.30.479) topology
and has Z-score of 8.7 with protein 1dhn. This example illustrates how structural information alone might be
insufficient to provide a clear-cut criterion for the classification of this protein.

Fig. 5. Twilight zone for protein structure classification. a: The number of protein pairs of with a given FSSP
Z-score that have different CATH folds is a rapidly decaying function of Z. On the contrary, the number of
proteins pairs with the same CATH fold is decaying slowly. For Z � 5 there is a non-negligible probability to
have different folds. We call this threshold the “twilight zone for structure classification.” b: The corresponding
histogram for SCOP folds. The number of SCOP folds is larger than the number of CATH topologies; hence the
twilight zone is Z � 7.
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TABLE II. Summary of a “Confusion Table”

Original classification Assigned classification Cases (%)

Mainly alpha
1.10 Orthogonal bundle 1.10 Orthogonal bundle 96.3

reject 3.3
1.20 Up-down bundle 1.20 Up-down bundle 97.7

4.10 Irregular 1.2
1.10 Orthogonal bundle 0.7

1.25 Horseshoe 1.25 Horseshoe 100.0
1.50 Alpha-alpha barrel 1.50 Alpha-alpha barrel 100.0

Mainly beta
2.10 Ribbon 2.10 Ribbon 93.9

reject 5.7
2.20 Single sheet 2.20 Single sheet 97.2

reject 2.3
2.30 Roll 2.30 Roll 97.2

reject 2.1
3.10 Roll 0.7

2.40 Barrel 2.40 Barrel 91.0
reject 8.8

2.50 Clam 2.50 Clam 94.4
2.40 Barrel 5.6

2.60 Sandwich 2.60 Sandwich 86.1
reject 13.9

2.70 Distorted sandwich 2.70 Distorted sandwich 96.1
2.60 Sandwich 3.9

2.80 Trefoil 2.80 Trefoil 100.0
2.90 Orthogonal prism 2.90 Orthogonal prism 100.0
2.100 Aligned prism 2.100 Aligned prism 100.0
2.102 3-layer sandwich 2.102 3-layer sandwich 78.6

2.30 Roll 21.4
2.110 4 Propellor 2.110 4 Propellor 100.0
2.120 6 Propellor 2.120 6 Propellor 96.1

reject 3.9
2.130 7 Propellor 2.130 7 Propellor 100.0
2.140 8 Propellor 2.140 8 Propellor 85.3

reject 14.7
2.160 3 Solenoid 2.160 3 Solenoid 100.0
2.170 Complex 2.170 Complex 83.3

2.60 Sandwich 8.6
reject 8.0

Mixed alpha-beta
3.10 Roll 3.10 Roll 99.9
3.20 Barrel 3.20 Barrel 100.0
3.30 2-layer sandwich 3.30 2-layer sandwich 93.5

reject 6.0
3.40 3-layer(aba) sandwich 3.40 3-layer(aba) sandwich 96.1

reject 3.8
3.50 3-layer(bba) sandwich 3.50 3-layer(bba) sandwich 72.1

reject 27.2
3.30 2-layer sandwich 0.7

3.60 4-layer sandwich 3.60 4-layer sandwich 99.7
3.70 Box 3.70 Box 100.0
3.75 5-stranded propeller 3.75 5-stranded propeller 100.0
3.80 Horseshoe 3.80 Horseshoe 100.0
3.90 Complex 3.90 Complex 97.9

reject 0.7
Few secondary structures

4.10 Irregular 4.10 Irregular 90.8
reject 8.3
1.20 Up-down bundle 0.8

This table summarizes the results about the assignments of the CATH
architecture for proteins that have already a CATH classification. Only cases
that occur �0.5% are listed. These figures were calculated by using 100
cross-validation runs at 20% dilution.
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Class Prediction Using the Web Site

To retrieve our prediction for the CATH topology or
SCOP fold of a protein, one can use the web site31 by
entering the protein chain identifier in the search box and
submitting the query. If the protein appears in our data-
base, then a table will be returned containing both the
known and the predicted SCOP and CATH classifications.
For example, the submission of the chain identifier “1cuoA”
returns Table III. This protein was classified by neither
CATH v1.7 nor SCOP 1.53, which are the basis of our
predictions. We predicted it to belong to CATH topology
2.60.40 and SCOP fold 2.5. Later, the release CATH v2.0
identified 1cuoA as 2.60.40.

CONCLUSIONS

The rapidly increasing number of experimentally de-
rived protein structures requires a continuous updating of
the existing structure classification databases. Each group
adopts different classification criteria at the level of se-
quence, of structure, and of function similarities. A compari-
son between different classification schemes can help to
understand the optimal interplay between different levels,
it can reveal possible misclassification, and it can ulti-
mately offer a fully automated updating procedure. Manual
steps can be automated in an ever-increasing way by using
the tools made available by other databases.

In this work we showed that it is possible to automati-
cally predict the CATH topology and the SCOP fold from
the FSSP Z-scores. It is possible to submit a protein of
unknown CATH or SCOP classifications but known FSSP
Z-scores to the web site31 to obtain its CATH and SCOP
classifications. Because the FSSP database is updated
weekly, our procedure offers the possibility to update also
CATH and SCOP with the same frequency (at least down
to the topology and fold level, respectively). We introduced
a classification method that clusters together structures of
known and unknown classification according to their
Z-scores. When proteins outside the twilight zone for
structure comparison are considered, our method is highly
reliable. We suggest that, to classify proteins within the
twilight zone, other classification criteria, based on se-
quence and function similarity, must be adopted.

The advent of genome projects is multiplying the efforts
in the field of protein classification. In the past, the aim
was to find the structure of the particular protein that was
interesting at a given time. Now the hope is to find a large
representative set of structures that can encompass most

of the existing folds, possibly all of them.3 In such a
large-scale project, human intervention, which is precious
in setting the principles of classification, should be gradu-
ally replaced by automated procedures.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Databases and Protein Sets

Because the CATH and SCOP databases classify do-
mains and FSSP deals with chains, we considered only
chains that form a single domain; therefore, these proteins
appear as a single entry in the three databases. Several
groups have developed methods to identify protein do-
mains.20,23,33–35 In this work, we used the Dali Domain
Dictionary24 to identify single-domain proteins.

We used the following databases. The CATH release 1.7,
which contains 15,802 protein chains, among which 10,906
are classified as single domain. This latter set is called
PCs. We also used the CATH release 2.0, which contains
20,780 protein chains, among which 14,389 are single
domain (PC2s). The SCOP release 1.53, which contains
20,021 protein chains, among which 15,375 are single
domain (PSs). The FSSP release from 14 January 2001,
which contains 22,660 protein chains (PF). The FSSP
proteins are grouped into 2,494 homology classes so that
within a class the sequence similarity is �25%. One
protein per class is selected as representative, and we call
PFr the set of all representatives. All the protein sets and
their sizes are listed in Table IV.

Classification by Optimization (CO) Method

The classification scheme that we used is based on the
minimization of a particular cost function, defined as
follows (for the case of the prediction of CATH topology; a
similar definition holds for SCOP folds). Each protein is

TABLE III. The Search Result When Submitting “1cuoA” to the Web Site
http://www.weizmann.ac.il/physics/complex/compphys/f2cs/

Chain id

CATH v1.7 CATH v2.0 CATH prediction SCOP 1.53
SCOP

prediction

# C A T # C A T C A T # C F C F

1cuoa 	1 1 2 60 40 2 60 40 	1 2 5

This protein was classified by neither CATH v1.7 nor SCOP 1.53, which are the basis of our predictions. We predicted it to belong to CATH
topology 2.60.40 and SCOP fold 2.5. Later it was indeed classified by CATH v2.0 as 2.60.40. The 	1 in both CATH v1.7 and SCOP 1.53 represents
that it was not classified by them.
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assigned an integer number ci, describing its topology
(1–305). We assign to proteins with known classification
the value of c(i) determined by their CATH classification.
To the yet unclassified proteins we assign initially random
values from 1 to 305. A cost is calculated for each configu-
ration C � {ci} of topologies, which penalizes the assign-
ment of different topologies to any pair of proteins. The
value of this penalty is chosen to be the similarity measure
Zij between proteins i and j; the higher the similarity Zij,
the more costly it is to place proteins i and j in different
topologies. The cost function is defined as the sum of
penalties for all protein pairs 
i, j�,

E�C � �

i,j�

Zij�1 � ��ci, cj�. (1)

The classification problem is stated as finding the minimal
cost configuration of the unclassified proteins, while keep-
ing the topologies (i.e., the ci values) of the classified
proteins fixed. This problem corresponds to finding the
ground state of a random field Potts ferromagnet.

We search for a classification C of minimal cost by an
iterative greedy algorithm described in detail elsewhere.21

The algorithm identifies at which iteration, if any, it
performed a heuristic decision. For low fractions of un-
known topologies, the algorithm usually reaches the global
minimum of the cost function.

Bounds on the Success Rate of the Prediction

In this section we establish a statistical upper bound for
the prediction success rate relevant to a family of predic-
tion algorithms.

The Z-matrix can be reinterpreted as a weighted graph;
each vertex in the graph represents a protein and the
weights on the edges connecting two vertices are the
corresponding Z-scores. Edges with Z � 2.0 are absent
from the graph. Following this representation, we define
two proteins as neighbors if they are connected by an edge.
By analyzing the connectivity properties of set PC we
make inferences about our predictive power.

One can characterize the FSSP-based neighborhood of a
protein according to the CATH classification of itself and
its neighbors. Every protein must belong to one of four
categories:

“Island”: The protein has no neighbors.
“Colony”: It has no neighbors of its own kind.
“Border”: It has neighbors of its own kind as well as of

other kinds.
“Interior”: The protein has only neighbors of its own

kind.
Using these definitions we can arrange the proteins of
PC in groups according to their neighborhood category
at the class, architecture, and topology levels. The
distribution of the proteins among these groups can be
used to calculate an upper bound for the CO method, if
we assume that the set of unclassified proteins has the
same distribution as the classified ones. For example,
islands cannot be classified and are therefore rejected.
Colonies are bound to be misclassified because none of
their neighbors give a clue on their type. Because the
fraction of proteins in each category was estimated on
the basis of a sample, it can be interpreted only as a
statistical upper bound.

We consider the set PFCs to obtain a first type of upper
bound for the success rate of the CO method. This set (see
Table IV) is formed by 10,541 proteins, among which 5%
are islands, a negligible fraction (0.2%) are colonies, 6%
are borders, and 88% are interiors. Therefore, the upper
bound that we found is about 95% for predicting the
topology level in CATH.

The actual prediction performed in this work is done on
the set PFC� , which is formed by the 7431 proteins that are
in FSSP (14 January 2001) but not in CATH1.7 (see Table
IV). Within PFC� there is a subset of 1617 (about 22%)
proteins that are either islands or superislands, that is,
they are connected only with other proteins in the subset
and therefore they have no connection to proteins with
known classification. Thus, the upper bound for this
second type of prediction is about 78%.

TABLE IV. Protein Sets and Their Sizes

Name Description Size of set

PF All chains in FSSP (14 Jan, 2001) 22,660
PFr Representative chains in FSSP (14 Jan, 2001) 2,494
PC Chains in CATH v1.7 15,802
PCs Single-domain chains in CATH v1.7 10,906
PC2 Chains in CATH v2.0 20,780
PC2s Single-domain chains in CATH v2.0 14,389
PS Chains in SCOP 1.53 20,021
PSs Single-domain chains in SCOP 1.53 15,375
PCsSs Single-domain chains in SCOP 1.53 and CATH v1.7 10,197
PFrCs Single-domain chains in CATH that are representatives FSSP (PFr � PCs) 860
PFrSs Single-domain chains in SCOP that are representatives FSSP (PFr � PSs) 1,626
PFCs Chains in FSSP and single domain in CATH v1.7 10,541
PFSs Chains in FSSP and single domain in SCOP 1.53 14,716
PFC� Chains in FSSP and not in CATH v1.7 7,431
PFS� Chains in FSSP and not in SCOP 1.53 3,451
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Evaluating a Classification Prediction Algorithm

Because an algorithm can output either a predicted
classification or a “rejection,” if it does not have any
prediction, one has to estimate two probabilities: Psuccess

and Preject. Robust estimation of these parameters is
produced by cross-validation, a procedure that consists in
averaging over many (T) randomly sampled test trials. In
each trial, the set is divided into two subsets; one is used
for training the algorithm and the other set, of Ntest

proteins, is used to test the algorithm by comparing its
prediction to the true classification. The probability esti-
mates are given by

P̂success � 1/T �
t � 1

T Nsuccess

Ntest
(2)

P̂non-reject � 1 � P̂reject � 1/T �
t � 1

T Ntest � Nreject

Ntest
(3)

Another figure of merit, the purity Ppure, is the probability
of correctly classifying nonrejected proteins. It is esti-
mated by

P̂pure �
P̂success

1 � P̂reject
(4)
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ABSTRACT
Summary: The F2CS server provides access to the soft-
ware, F2CS2.00, that implements an automated prediction
method of SCOP and CATH classifications of proteins,
based on their FSSP Z-scores (Getz et al., 2002),
Availability: Free, at
http://www.weizmann.ac.il/physics/complex/compphys/f2cs/.
Contact: eytan.domany@weizmann.ac.il
Supplementary information: The site contains links
to additional figures and tables.

Since during evolution protein structures are much more
conserved than sequences and even functions (Holm &
Sander, 1996), proteins are usually classified first by
their structural similarity. Newly solved structures of
proteins are regularly stored in the Protein Data Bank
(PDB) (Bernstein et al., 1977). Many research groups
study the diversity of protein structures and maintain
web-accessible hierarchical classifications of them. Three
widely used databases are FSSP (Holm & Sander, 1997),
CATH (Orengo et al., 1997) and SCOP (Conte et al.,
2000); although each has its own way to compare and
classify proteins, the resulting classification schemes are,
largely, consistent with each other (Getz et al., 2002; Getz,
1998; Hadley & Jones, 1999).

The major difference between these three classification
schemes, relevant to this work, is their degree of automa-
tion. FSSP is based on a fully automated structure com-
parison algorithm, DALI (Holm & Sander, 1994; Diet-
mann et al., 2001), that calculates a structural similarity
measure (represented in terms of Z-scores) between pairs
of structures of protein chains taken from the PDB. FSSP
first selects a subset of representative structures from the
PDB and then applies the DALI algorithm to calculate the
Z scores for all pairs of representatives. Next, they calcu-
late the Z scores between each representative and the PDB
structures it represents. Being fully automated, FSSP can
be updated fairly often. FSSP was recently extended by
a new database, called Dali (Holm, 2003), which contains
all-against-all Z-scores between chains and domains of a

larger representative set, PDB90 (Hubbard et al., 1999),
in which no two chains are more than 90% sequence iden-
tical. In contrast, CATH and SCOP use manual classifica-
tion at certain levels of their hierarchy, which slows down
the classification process and makes it more subjective and
error-prone.

CATH arranges protein domains in a four-level hierar-
chy according to their Class (secondary structure com-
position), Architecture (shape formed by the secondary
structures), Topology (connectivity order of the secondary
structures) and Homologous superfamily (structural and
functional similarity). Classification of Architecture is
done by visual inspection; hence CATH is partially man-
ual.

The top level (Class) of the SCOP database also de-
scribes the secondary structure content of a protein do-
main. The next level (Fold) groups together structurally
similar domains. The lower two levels (superfamily and
family) describe near and distant evolutionary relation-
ships (Levitt & Chothia, 1976). ”Fold” largely corre-
sponds to CATH’s topology level (Getz et al., 2002).
SCOP is constructed manually, based on visual exami-
nation and comparison of structures, sequences and func-
tions.

We present here a web-based server, available at
http://www.weizmann.ac.il/physics/complex/compphys/f2cs/,
whose aim is to predict, without human intervention, using
a protein’s FSSP (or DALI) Z-scores, it’s full SCOP and
CATH classifications. This can help classify proteins of
known structure that were not yet processed by SCOP or
CATH, and call attention to yet unseen structural classes.

If a protein appears in FSSP, the server returns our pre-
diction. If it is not in FSSP, the user can submit the new
structure to the DALI server, insert the resulting Z-scores
into our server and obtain its predicted classification. In
both cases F2CS outputs a table showing the prediction,
along with its confidence level.

THE SERVER
The current predictions are based on the latest versions

1



Chain id CATH v2.5 CATH Prediction SCOP 1.63 SCOP Prediction
# C A T C A T # C F C F

1dowb -1 1 20 5 -1 8 1

Success% 100 99 100 97 100

Table 1: Results obtained by submitting “1dowb” to the F2CS server. This protein was classified by neither CATH v2.5 nor

SCOP 1.63 (indicated by -1 in the ”number of domains” columns). We predict the following classifications: 1.20.5 for CATH

and 8.1 for SCOP, both at 100% confidence level.

of the databases; FSSP (Jun 16, 2002 update), combined
with the Dali database (preliminary version, May 2003);
CATH version 2.5 (Jul 2003) and SCOP 1.63 release (May
2003). The FSSP database contains 27182 chains, 2860
out of which are representatives. We superimposed on
these the Z-scores from the Dali database, which were cal-
culated for 6433 PDB90 chains; we refer to the combined
database as FSSP/DD. Only significant Z-scores are re-
ported (≥ 2) and used; all other Z-scores are assumed to
be zero.

The server implements our method (Getz et al., 2002),
Classification by Optimization (CO), an optimization pro-
cedure that searches for that class assignment of proteins
(that were not yet processed by CATH or SCOP), which
attains a minimal cost. The cost of an assignment is the
sum of Z-scores between all pairs of proteins that were
not assigned to the same class. This is a ”partially su-
pervised” algorithm, since it utilizes for its prediction the
labels of the proteins with known classification and also
the Z scores among the training and predicted sets. We
can not classify ”isolated” proteins, which are not con-
nected by a path of neighboring chains (i.e. Z ≥ 2) to a
chain of known classification.

We generate a prediction database of chains which ap-
pear in FSSP/DD but not in SCOP or CATH by ap-
plying our algorithm for each classification scheme. The
FSSP/DD version we are using contains 4014 chains which
do not appear in CATH v2.5 (for 3170 of which we supply
a prediction) and 511 which are not in SCOP 1.63 (403
of which have a prediction). Since CATH and SCOP han-
dle protein domains whereas FSSP/DD entries are protein
chains (consisting of one or more domains1), we use as a
training set the single domain chains that are of known
classification. Note that SCOP and CATH do not always
agree on their separation of proteins into domains.

Our prediction’s success rate was estimated using a
blind test in which we hid the assignments of 3605 proteins
from CATH and 4570 proteins from SCOP and tested our
predictions against the known classifications. The success
rate was tested for each class separately.

With every new release of the databases, F2CS can be
updated; the newly released CATH/SCOP classifications
are added to the training set, while predictions are made
for proteins contained in a new FSSP/DD release which
are not yet classified by CATH or SCOP.

USAGE
In order to retrieve our prediction for CATH’s class, archi-
tecture and topology or SCOP’s class and fold of a protein,
enter the protein chain’s identifier in the search box and
submit the query. If the protein appears in our database,
a table will be returned containing both the known and

1We do not classify the few cases, when a single domain contains
several different chains or a combination of their parts.

the predicted SCOP and CATH classifications. For ex-
ample, submission of the chain identifier “1dowb”, which
was classified neither by CATH v2.5 nor SCOP v1.63, re-
turns Table 1. We predict CATH classification 1.20.5 and
SCOP 8.1, both near 100% confidence level. The ”Suc-
cess%” link points to a table with the exact numbers by
which the success rates were estimated.

In case the queried protein is not in our database, the
user can obtain its predicted classification by following
these two steps: (a) submit the protein’s PDB file to the
DALI server (the engine behind FSSP) which calculates
its structural similarity to the FSSP representatives and
returns a list of the representatives and Z-scores for which
Z ≥ 2. (b) Paste DALI’s reply in the appropriate query
box in our server.
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Chapter 5

Summary and Conclusions

The newly born field of functional genomics generates vast amounts of data collected using

different experimental techniques. Most of these techniques are developed towards high-

throughput experiments which can measure thousands to hundreds of thousands of numbers

simultaneously. Moreover, automation of these experiments make them easier to perform in

many labs all over the globe. On top of that, the slow but steady agreement on standards for

storing and dissemination of the data, and the ease of access to databases over the internet,

make this data available for all researches. This data are, however, very noisy, which poses

a challenge for data mining and statistical analysis tools to succeed in extracting valuable

biological information from it. Functional genomics and the development of computational

biology methods have already had considerable impact on both biology and computer

science. In biology, and especially in cancer research, new types and sub-types of diseases

are identified, genes are assigned new functions, cellular networks are being enhanced and

new key-player genes are discovered. On the computational side, new data mining and

machine learning tools are being developed and adapted to handle the specific tasks. For

example, string matching algorithms were developed for genomic searches; biclustering

algorithms that identify informative submatrices in a large matrix were invented for gene

expression analysis and three dimensional local structure matching are used to compare

protein structures.

The work described in this thesis can be divided into two parts: (i) development and

implementation of data mining and analysis methods and (ii) application of these methods

to various biological problems. The developed analysis methods include unsupervised, semi-

supervised and supervised techniques. Most of the applications dealt with gene expression

data. Other types of data which were analyzed include antigen reactivity data and protein

structures.

For unsupervised analysis we introduced a biclustering method which we named cou-

pled two-way clustering (CTWC), and applied mainly to gene expression data. The aim of

CTWC is to identify small sets of genes which can provide a significant statement regarding

a certain subset of the samples. The main two problems with this task are: (i) the expo-

nential number of possible sub-matrices which prevents one from performing exhaustive
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searches and (ii) controlling the rate of false discoveries. The first problem drove us to using

an efficient heuristic search method, whereas the second requires careful assignment of the

proper p-values for the generated statements and correct handling of multiple hypotheses.

We use a density-based clustering method, super paramagnetic clustering (SPC) [74], to

identify clusters of genes and samples. A stability measure is used to select statistically

significant clusters (which can be translated to p-values using permutation tests). We do

not handle multiple hypotheses as part of CTWC, but once a clear separation is found,

one can apply supervised methods to search for additional genes (or samples) that perform

such a partition. For such a supervised analysis, we apply the FDR method [44] to control

the rate of false positives.

We also presented a method for semi-supervised analysis, which uses the same q-state

Potts model as SPC, in which prior knowledge is incorporated as fixed spins. This model

enlarges the phases in which correct classification is obtained and by that improves over

unsupervised analysis. The work on this model is still at its early stages and many questions

regarding it are still open. In this work we introduced the concept of typical cuts to the

semi-supervised community, which until now focused on searching for minimal cuts. Semi-

supervised analysis is a very young field and has not been utilized much for the analysis

biological data. Since knowledge regarding biological systems is continuously increasing

and one would like to integrate this knowledge in the analysis of new data, I anticipate

that semi-supervised methods will play an important role in computational biology.

Regarding supervised analysis, we suggested a method which can identify genes which

are related to survival, based on comparing survival curves of two patient groups. The

analysis of survival data in conjunction with gene expression data is extremely important

in cancer and drug research. Such analyses can generate better taxonomy of the diseases

and allow for individual therapies and better diagnosis. The use of such analyses in drug

development can partition patients according to their response to certain therapies. This

is an example of the potential in combining information from various sources, which is

discussed below.

There are still many challenges and open questions regarding the analysis of gene ex-

pression data. The following list provides possible direction for further research (organized

according to the experiment cycle), related to the methods presented in the thesis:

Sample selection and preparation

• The choice of samples to be examined can directly influence the possible statistical

statements generated by the analysis. For example, in order to generate diagnostic

tools and study survival of a certain cancer, one has to select patients who were

treated in a similar manner; otherwise, differences in survival that are caused by the

different therapies can be mistakenly attributed to different gene expression profiles.

The challenge is to obtain a large number of tumor samples with proper records

regarding their handling and patient treatment.
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• The problem of mixed cell-types is also crucial in the analysis of tumor samples.

Each tumor sample consists of cells of different types and, therefore, a gene ex-

pression measurement of mRNA extracted from the entire sample yields a weighted

average of the mRNA concentrations of the different cell-types. To tackle this prob-

lem, several labs have recently started using microdissection technology to separate

the different cell-types under a microscope. This improves the purity of the sample

but still various cell-types contaminate each sample at different rates. This problem

raises both technological and computational challenges; the development of more pre-

cise microdissection methods that may utilize different cell markers to identify the

desired cells and the improvement of microarray technologies to enable accurate mea-

surements of mRNA extracted from a small number of cell. On the computational

side, algorithms for in silico purification of the measurements, by subtracting the

effect of the contaminating cells, are needed.

Experimental design and preprocessing

• Better technology and statistical models for the measured data and its noise are

necessary. Variations in experimental results are still large and contain uncontrolled

systematic errors. Experiments performed in the same lab by different people, or

at different times, display consistent differences [140] - these differences need to be

controlled by more precise and standard experimental protocols or removed by proper

scaling methods which are based on elaborate statistical models. Some advances in

this field are being made [13,15–17] but much has yet to be done. This is an important

step prior to any analysis.

• Continuing the previous item, there is a lack in methods to quantitatively compare

results obtained by different microarray technologies. Such a method would enable

us to join data originating from different labs and by that enlarge the data sets

available for analysis. Large data sets are needed to extract weak but statistically

significant signals from the data, and since microarray experiments are expensive,

the number of experiments performed in a single lab is usually below the statistical

requirements [6, 38].

Cluster analysis and biclustering

• Cluster analysis is widely used in gene expression analysis. A still open question

is how to assign p-values for the identified clusters. Commonly, a null hypothesis

of a uniform distribution is used and the p-value is calculated by measuring the

probably to obtain certain features of the cluster from randomly permutated data.

This procedure, however, does not test for alternative hypotheses. For example, one

can identify a dense group of genes as a cluster for which the p-value is significantly

low. This, however, does not mean that this cluster is not part of a larger group of
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genes, which has a much lower p-value and should have been chosen as the cluster.

Correctly assigning p-values is extremely important for controlling the false discovery

rate and for combining with other tests in further analysis.

• An additional question regarding clustering which is important for experimental de-

sign deals with the number of samples that are needed in order to extract significant

clusters. As in simpler statistical tests, one would like to know the number of sam-

ples, Ns, needed in order to identify, at a given p-value, clusters which have a density

difference of at least ∆ρ from their environment, i.e. know the function Ns(∆ρ, p).

• Regarding coupled two-way clustering (CTWC) [108], a score for a generated state-

ment would improve the search for significant biclusters in the data. In contrast to

the currently used scores (see Sec. 2.2.6), biclusters that form dense low-dimensional

manifolds, which can be identified by CTWC, should score highly.

• A different possible extension of CTWC is to use combinations of several clusters in

the search for significant partitions. Currently, CTWC uses a single gene cluster at a

time. This restricts the search which, on the one hand, helps avoiding the exponential

number of biclusters, but, on the other hand, may fail to detect more elaborate signals

in the data. For example, in the analysis of survival and gene expression in breast

cancer (see [38] and references therein), it is demonstrated that expression levels of a

single cluster of genes, representing a single cellular process, does not suffice to reach

high quality partitions of the samples according their survival. Using several clusters

at a time is, of course, more time consuming and needs more delicate statistical

analysis.

• Both unsupervised and supervised methods may produce less false positives if they

incorporate a statistical model for the noise. In the current practice, the log-transform

is used to transform the experimental noise to be approximately intensity indepen-

dent and Gaussian distributed. This approximation is valid only for intermediate

expression levels; low expression levels have additional noise components which are,

in general, larger, whereas the noise at high expression levels is relatively smaller.

Incorporation of a more sophisticated model for the noise as part of the analysis may

produce better distance measures between genes and samples.

Combination of various data sources

A major challenge which holds a great promise, in my view, is the analysis of data gener-

ated from different sources. The assumption that the gene expression levels represent the

“state” of the cell is far from being correct. Many processes are performed at the protein

level and include mechanisms as protein modifications, localization and degradation. Ad-

ditional cellular regulation is performed by methylation of the DNA which prevents RNA
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production. DNA modifications, called in general epigenetics, may prove to be as impor-

tant as transcription factors in regulation of cellular processes. Experimental techniques to

detect these various cellular details are being developed, and some are advancing towards

becoming suitable for large scale experiments. Data from such experiments complement

gene expression data and provide a much better view of the examined cells.

Other data, which are already being analyzed in conjunction with gene expression [130,

133,169], are extracted from genomic sequences. Promoter regions are analyzed to identify

patterns of transcription factor binding sites [96]. These can be used to unravel regulatory

networks and infer biological function of genes. Analysis of homolog and ortholog genes

by comparing genomes of different species can help identify conserved and unconserved

DNA regions which, in many cases, imply functional and non-functional DNA segments,

respectively. Additional information is the genomic location of the genes, i.e. on which

chromosome and at which segment they are located. This information can also help infer

gene-function or associate a gene cluster with a specific location which may be damaged

or altered, which is important in the analysis of tumor samples.

Genetic analysis of different individuals provides additional data regarding genes. Mil-

lions of single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) are already known and can help partition

patients into groups according to their genetic markers. These groups can be compared to

clusters obtained from gene expression analysis and by that increase the confidence of the

identified group and link genetic markers with specific molecular profiles. Additional data

regarding genes, which is central in cancer research, originates from mutation analysis of

genes (e.g. P53). Analysis of the effects of mutations in specific genes on gene expression

can help identify key-player genes in cancer and other diseases.

Other types of data regarding the samples are characteristics of the patients from which

these samples were extracted (as in tumor analysis). These include survival data, choice of

therapy, age group, gender, race. One can also characterize a patient according to his/her

immune-system response, e.g. antigen reactivity [102] (see Publication (6)), to various

antigens.

All these data sets can be arranged in matrices with common axes. For example, in-

formation regarding the genes can be organized in rows as the gene expression data and,

likewise, information regarding the samples/patients can be organized in columns. These

multiple matrices (which can be of more than two dimensions) should be analyzed simul-

taneously. A weak signal in one data set can be validated or invalidated by signals in other

data sets. A combined p-value that takes into account the data from all such data sets can

compensate for high p-values in each data set alone.

Gene networks

The main challenge of functional genomics, which is to decipher the gene functions and

regulatory networks, is still open. Advances in reverse engineering of the cell mechanisms

are constantly being made [133, 169, 170] but still are far from being completed. In order

to analyze the phenotypic effect of genes and infer causal relationships between their ex-
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pression levels, a new technology was developed which replaces the classical and tedious

method of knockouts. This technology is based on RNAi (RNA interference), a natural

mechanism for sequence-specific, post transcriptional gene silencing triggered by double-

stranded RNA. Synthetically generated short interfering RNAs, which are part of the gene

targeted for silencing, are inserted into the cell and by various mechanisms [171] cause the

silencing of the specific gene. This enables performance of high-throughput experiments

in which many genes or combinations of genes are silenced. Measuring gene expression

for each of these “knockout” perturbations can help reverse engineer their function and

relationship with the other genes.

I think that shortening the experiment-analysis cycle, by creating integrated teams of

experimentalists and experts in data analysis can help tackle these challenges and increase

the rate of biological discoveries.
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